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Abstract

fl.

This study on the usc of teaching portfolios arose from a number of converging
trends and policy

initiative.~

within the higher cJucation sector that Jed to demands

for the improvement of, and a more rcncctivc ami scholarly approach to,
university teaching.

In Australia, and overseas,

institution~

have responded to

these demands by implcmcming teaching development and evaluation programs
for academic staff that <Jrc ba~ed on the usc of portfolios.

A teaching portfolio is essentially a documentary record of selected aspects of a

teacher's work across a range of instructional settings. According to some
pmponcnts, portfr>lios can capture the complexity of university teaching in a
manner that is both discipline-based and contexHpecific and thus offer
advantages over traditional npproaches to teaching appraisal and improvement.
However, as portfolios are a relatively recent phenomenon in higher education,
their increasing usc for both summative and formatiVI! evaluation of higher
education staff raises a number of questions nnd concerns.

Against this background, the present study explored the role of teaching portfolios
in the professional development of academic staff and the appraisal and
improvement of teaching quality. It did so through an evaluative case study of a
Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) that involved the planning, implement;. ion and
evru •.mtion of a Staff Development Program (SDP) for academic staff in the
School of Nursing at Curtin University of Technology. Stufflebeam's CJPP

ii

evaluation model, comprising discrete context, input, proccs~ and product
evaluations, provided the framework for informing the design of tlH~ .SDP and for
a comprehensive investigation of the issues surrounding the usc of teaching
p(l[tfolios in a university seUing.

The study has shed substantial light on the usefulness of portfolio-based
approaches to teaching developmem. The findings show !haL with careful planning
and appropriate resources a portfolio-based staff development program can be
successfully implemented in a university department and point the way to
introducing similar initiatives across the university. They also provide insight into
how portfolio preparation may be integrated with existing institutional practices
for teaching improvement and appraisal, and how portfolios can be adapted to
document teaching across a range of instructional settings.

Taken together, the findings of the present study demonstrate that the process of
portfolio preparation provides a useful approach to the appraisal and improvement
of university teaching and can be a powerful and engaging strategy for academic
staff development. The findings furtl1er demonstrate that the preparation of a
portfolio can facilitnte reflective tellching prnctice and improvement, and that
group-bnscd approaches can promote a collegial discourse for teaching
development. Whilst the findings of the TPP show that portfolio use in higher
education appears to fulfil its early prom"isc, they also highlight areas that will
require further investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
The dew·lopmellf of academic wul lieneral staff compete11des and
level.\' of achie1•errwnt is essential lf the University is to rahe it.\'
overall lel•e/s of f!r!Jfomumce. Tlw IIJ94 Quality Review Repon
iru/icare.\' gl!neral .wpport for mrrent ,\'W}f developme/11 practicf!.\' and
sees them as a developing strength of the Vnil•ersity. Hmvrver, the
Report also poillls to a variety of areas where staff deve/opwent wil!
be critical to the success or 01/lenvise of the University',\· cJforts to
achieve comimwu.r impmvement.
With the Report's comments and .mggesthms as backgrou!ld, it is
timely for the University to revise and extend its staff development
strategy, focusing particularly on areas where the documented need
for change is greatest. To this end, Divisions and Branches and other
interested parties are invited to nominate one or more projects which
they will undertake and promulgate as part of an overall Univasity
staff development strategy. (Application Form, Quality Funding
1995-1996, Curtin University of Technology)

INTRODUCTION

The rntior:ale and aims of grants for University based staff development projects
quoted above (Curtin University of Technology, 1995), provides an insight into
the Zeitgeist prevailing in the Australian higher education sector when I embarked
on the study described in this thesis. A project grant from these Uuiversity quality
funds provided me with some of the resources necessary for undertaking a project
on teaching portfolios that fonns the basis of this

re~earch.

Moreover, the

inception, design, implementation and evaluation of a staff development program
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ba~cd

on teaching pnl1fnlios, detailed in the following

dl<~p!l!rs, denmnstratc~

tlwt

such a prugr.un may be "critical to the success or otherwise of the IJniversity's
efforts to achieve continuous improvement" in the teaching performance or ib
academic

st~llT

(Curtin

Univer.~ity

uf Technology, 1995).

This study was undertaken during a period of dramatic

ch<~ngc

in the Austmlian

higher educ<~tion sector, a period that demanded innovative responses frum those
seeking to meet the challenges reOected in the Zeitgeist that predominated in the
mid 1990s (Amove, Altbach & Kelly, 1992). Diversification, massification nnd
corporatisation of the higher cducntion sector, which commenced under Federal
Government reforms introduced in the 1980's, had begun to take effect by the mid
1990s, leading to a national agenda of refonns of the teaching and learning
environment within universities (A\tbach, 1991). This agenda included calls for
the professionalisation of university teaching and an emphasis on reflective
practice and teaching scholarship hitherto unseen in the sector (Warner &
Palfreymnn, 1996). The

imp<~el

Technology, which provided the

of these changes on Curtin University of

b<~ckdrop

for this study, is rcllccwd in both the

language and sentiments expressed in the rationale and aims for the University
quality grants.

The rationale for the University's quality funded project grants and the present
study, then, serve to illustrate some emergent trends in the higher education sector
as promulgntcd in the academic literature and in vmious reports and policy
statements. One such report, Quality and Diversity in the 1990's, by a former

2
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Minister for Higher Education

~nd

quality ilSM1rancc on top of the
1991). In his report, Baldwin

Employment Services, Peter Baldwin, placed

Au~trnlian

a~serted

higher education agenda (Baldwin,

the need for t111iversitics to reward good

teaching, and for the government to pruvide incentives for institutions to enhance
the quality of their teaching. Another trend was u move towards dcccntruliscd,
collaborutive approaches to the provision of staff development services. For
example, Brew (1995) and Ramsden,

Marget~on,

Martin and Clarke (1995),

advocated a devolved approach to professional development of teaching, which
takes account of the distinctive culture and values that prevail in university
settings, and taps into the collegial nature of academic staff work.

,,'
Thus, the study described in this thesis was undertaken on a wave of

,'

unPrecedented transfonnation in higher education, which continues to impact on
the sector. In order to stay on top of this wave, the implementation of successful
practices for documenting and enhancing teaching quality is of vital imponance.
Higher education administrators arc therefore giving increased attention to
approaches based on teaching portfolios, as they seek ways to appraise and
improve teaching in their university's in a manner which is acceptable to
academic staff and consistent with a universities' ethos.

The Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP), that provides the basis fo·t this thesis, arose
from the confluence of trends referred to above. The overarching aim of the
research was to explore the use of teaching portfolios in the professional
devc!opn,ent of university teachers. The Project (TPP) was undertaken in the
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School of Nursing at Cunin University uf Technology. h was parlly funded from
the

University'.~

Staff Development Quality Funds whkh,

a.~

mentioned

previously, focussed "particulnrly on areas where the documented need for change
is greatest" (Curlin University of Tcclmology, 1995).

This introductory chapter contcxtualiscs the study, defines some key terms, and
provide~

an insight into the major trends in higher education policy devdopmcnt

that have impacted on university teaching and the professional development of
academic staff. The chapter also addresses the purpose of the research, as well as
outlining the main research questions, the significance and purpose of the study,
and the structure of the thesis.

STUDY SETTING

In 1995, the Australian higher education system comprised 36 universities that
were publicly funded by the federal government within a Unified National System
(UNS). Curtin Univcn;ity of Technology is one of four public universities in the
state of Western Australia.

Named after John Curtin, an Austntlian prime-

minister from 1941 to 1945, this former c':lllege of advanced education attained
university status in 1987. At the time of the present study the University
comprised a main campus located on 112 hectares i,. Bentley, ten kilometres from
Perth, the State cupital, and two branch cumpuses at Murcsk and Kalgoorlie.
Curtin offers more than 365 courses to approximately 24,000 students at
undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral levels. It has a divisional structure

4
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composed of four teaching divisions, three acmJcmic suppnrl
brunches. The present study was

.~et

division~

tmd two

in the Schon! of Nursing, within the Division

of Health Sciences at Curtin. Further details of the study selling arc provided in
chapter three.

PURF'OSE OF THE STUDY

The Teaching Portfolio Project described in this thesis sought in broad tenns to
explore portfolio usc and examine the effectiveness of teaching portfolios as a
strategy for teaching development. The

Proj~ct

evolved from a perceived need

expressed in the academic literature (E. Anderson,

1993~

Boyer, 1990; Edgerton,

Hutchings, & Quinlan, 1991; Wolf, 1991b), in Federal Government policy and
planning documents (Au!ich Commillee, 1990; Baldwin, 1991), in various
published reports (Baker, 1995; Ramsden, ct al., 1995) and my

1

observations of

the workplace in the School of Nursing (SON) at Curtin University of Technology
{CUT). Recommendations for the use of portfolios for teaching development
purposes have come from a number of different quarters within the higher
ed11cation sector and portfolios were heralded as having great promise as a
professional development strategy {Anderson, 1993; Boileau, 1993; Boyer, 1990;
Centra, 1994; Edgerton et al., 1991; Federation of Australian University Staff
Association, 1987; Gibbs, 1992; Knapper, 1995; Neumann, 1994; Ramsden et al.,

1At !he !imc !his s!udy was undertaken the researcher wns employed us a lcc!urcr, and Head of
Deparlmen! of Behavioural Heallh Sciences, in !he School of Nursing at Curtin University of
Technology.
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1995: Richlin, 1995; Seldin & Annis, 1991; Shore et al., 1980; Urbach, 1992;
Wolf, 1991h).

However, as with any innovation, numerous

l[UC.~tions

regarding the usc uf

portfolios require consideration. Clarification of the portfolio concept itself is
necessary because, as indicated below, the term 'teaching portfolio' can mean
different things to different people. Other questions range from basic issues such
as what should be included in a portfolio, to broader concerns such w; the impact
of portfolio construction on teaching practices and how portfolio usc may relate to
institutional teaching development policies and practices.

In this respect, an exploratory investigation using a descriptive cm;e study
approach to evaluate portfolio usc in a naturalistic setting was deemed appropriate
for the present investigation, This type of study enabled me to explore portfolio
use 'in practice' thus contextualising the findings in a manner not accommodated
in other approaches. Moreover, it was considered that a qualitative evaluation
study would provide insights into portfolio-based professional development of
teaching and information on which to base decisions regarding portfolio use. The
evaluative case study described in this thesis, therefore, sheds light on some of the
pitfalls, possibilities, and promise associated with the usc of teaching portfolios
for the professional development of academic staff.

The dual purpose of this study, then, was (a) to further our understanding of
teaching portfolios and their use for various purposes, and (b) to detenninc the

6
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effectiveness of u p01tfolio-hased approuch for the enhunccmcnt of university
te;1ehing and the pedagogical expertise of academic staff.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Three concepts of central importance in this thesis nrc 'teaching portfolios',
'educational evaluation' and 'professional or staff development'. A preliminary
definition of these tenns follows, whilst further clarification of the terminology is
provided in the literature review in chapter two.

Teaching Portfolios

The literature on portfolios indicates a Jack of clarity in the use of the term
(portfolio) and considerable diversity in portfolio style and documentation
(Anderson, 1993; Edgerton, Hutchings & Quinlan, 1991; Knapper, 1995; Seldin
& Annis, 1991; Tomkinson, 1997). Some writers conceive of portfolios

a~

a

collection of teaching artefacts (see for example, Peter Seldin and Associates,
1990; Shore et al., 1980). Others portray a portfolio as a narrative account of
teaching practice, or a combination of both artefact reflection and commentary,
that is, an annotated collection of teaching materials (Edgerton et al., 1991; Wolf,
1991a). Most definitions stress the importance of including materials from a
variety of different sources, often categorised as 'materials from oneself',
'materials from others' and the 'products of teaching' (Knapper, 1995).

7
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When embarking on this invcstigutiun I adopted the view of Edgerton, Hutchings
and Quinlan ( 1991) who stated:
So what is a teaching portfolio'! In the hroadest sense, the teaching
portfolio is a container into which many different ideas can he poured.
Rnther than settle on lillY fixed view of what the "it" is, we hope that
campuses will explore many images of what portfolios might be.
(EJgerton ct a!., I 99 I, p. 4)

In the context of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) the 'container' analogy
enabled me to adopt a non-prescriptive appro<!ch to portfolio development, and to
explore with the participants in tl1e Project differing images of portfolio use in a
university setting.

A distinction also needs to be made between portfolios in 'process' and portfolios
as 'product'. The process of portfolio construction is often mooted as the most
significant contributor to teaching enhancement (sec for example, Edgerton et al.,
1991) in that the writing of the portfolio document provides a stimulus for
thinking about one's teaching. Portfolio development ]cuds staff to reflect on their
teaching and adopt SchOn's ( 1983) 'rcticctive practitioner' approach to their work.
At the same time, the final product of portfolio construction (the portfolio
documentation) is generally the focus of interest for academic staff and university
administrators. These issues will be discussed in greater detail in the literature
review. What can be noted h~.re is the ambiguity in the use of the term 'teaching
portfolio' and the Jack of a generally agreed upon definition of the concept
(Tomkinson, 1997).

a

INTRODUCTION

Professional Development

Formal professional development of staff in universities has a relatively short
history (Cannon, !983; Webb, 1996), and is characterised by numerous
definitions and a variety of approaches. Traditionally, staff development in
universities was concerned with educational development, although this brief has
broadened in recent years to include other academic roles of

:~dministration

and

research (Moses, 1988). Webb (1996, p. I) notes that "staff development is
normally considered to include the institutional policies, programmes and
procedures which facilitate and support staff so that they may ful!y serve their
own and their institutions needs". According to Moses (1988, p. 2), "Self
improvement, development of skills, attitudes, knowledge and insight are all part
of professional development". Moses ( 1988) goes on to note that
professional development in a university setting may be defined as all
those activities and programs designed to assist staff in meeting the
demands of their various roles as teachers, researchers and
administrators. (p. 31)

For some years now, the tenns 'staff development' and 'professional
development' have been used interchangeably. More recently though, the trend
has been towards the use of professional development as the preferred tenn
(Moses, 1988; Webb, 1996). In this thesis the tenns are used interchangeably
although the staff development program undertaken in the context of the present
study is referred to as the Staff Development Program or SOP. Further
background on academic staff development practices and teaching development
strategies are detailed in chapter two of this thesis.
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Educational Evaluation

··, One~: upon a time then.: was n word. And the word was cvu/umimt.
And the word was good. Teachers used the word in u particular way.
Later on, other people used the word in a different wuy. After a while,
nobody knew for sure what the word meant. But they all knew it was a
good word. Evaluation was a thing to be chcri.~hcd. (Popham, 1988,
p. I}

There arc a plethora of approaches to evaluation in education and these are further
elaborated in chapter two of this dissertation. As noted above by Popham, the
tenn evaluation is used in different ways. At least two distinct views arc apparent
from the burgeoning educational literature of the

!~80s

(House, 1986b). These

views can be summarised as being concerned with (a) evaluation to make a
judgement of the quality or worth uf an educational phenomenon or object, and

(b) evaluation as a tool to aid decision-making for the improvement of educational
programs or objects (LeCompte, Mil!roy, & Preissle, 1992). In the context of the
present investigation the latter view had greater relevance, and my working
definition was based on the Stanford Evaluation Consortium who define
evaluation as:
A systematic examination of events occurring in and consequent of a
contemporary program - an examination conducted to assist in
improving this program and other programs having the same general
purpose. (quoted in Ncvo, 1986, p. 16)

It should be noted however, that the evaluation model adopted in this study
enabled the examination of circumstances and events prior to the commencement
of the proposed Staff Development Program (SOP), thus broadening the focus
beyond the definition outlined above.

INTRODUCTION

Another distinction in evaluation terminology that has relevance to the present
study and which has been more universally adopted by educational researchers is
that of Scriven's ( 1967) distinction between formative and summative evaluation.
Briefly, formative evaluation is used "for the improvement and development of an
ongoing activity (or program, person, product, etc.)" (Nevo, 1986, p. 17), and
summative evaluation is used for "accountability, certification, or selection"
(Ncvo, 1986, p. 17). When this distinction is applied to portfolios, then, they may
be used for formative evaluation purposes (for example, teaching improvement)
or summative evaluation purposes (for example, selecting applicants for
appointment or teaching awards).

POLICY TRENDS IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR

In the nineteenth century, Newman declared that the university was:
... a place of teaching universal knowledge ... [lts object is] the
diffusion and extension of knowledge rather than its advancement. If
its object were scientific and philosophical discovery, I do not see why
a University should have students. (Newman, 1959; as cited in
Ramsden et al., 1995, p. I)

However, throughout most of the twentieth century institutional resources were
steadily channelled away from teaching into research activities thus redefining the
object of a university and the roles of academic staff. In the meantime, as the
debate on the purpose of universities simmered in the background, the preeminence of research began to be questioned, and over the past decade the
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pendulum hns begun to swing towards universities again becoming 'a place of
teaching' (Altbnch, 1991). These trends in the higher education sector, outlined
below, have relevance for the present study in that the 'portfolio movement' was
to become an imegral pan of the reform process in redressing the balance between
teaching and research.

"Higher education institutions throughout the western world arc under challenge"
(Teathcr, 1979, p. 13).

In this pronouncement, Teather (1979) forecast the

begirming of two decades of extraordinary worldwide change in universities. He
went on to note that:
There is pressure on teachers to improve their courses of studies; to
develop effective ways of facilitating students' learning; and to
evaluate their own performance as well as that of their students.
(Teather, 1979, p. 13)

According to Teather (1979) amongst the conditions challenging the sector at that
time were the increased size and diversity of the student body, the changes to
community values and expectations, and the emphasis in some universities on
activities other than teaching.

These global trends in the higher education sector continued to predominate in the
1980s and led to varying responses from governments and institutional
policymakers. The trends also led to the application of a 'new' terminology in the
literature on higher education, with the introduction of terms such as
rationalisation; equity, diversity, quality, competition, accountability and
globalisation. From even a cursory survey of this literature it is apparent that the
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'ivory towers' of the traditional

univcrsitic.~

were being assailed, :md !lwt our

'idea' of universities would henceforth never be th-.: same (Gaita, 1997). For
example, Nightingale and O'Neil (1994) have outlined the demands for quality
assurance in universities in the United Kingdom that followed a 1987 government
White Paper.

This White Paper forecast the establishment of systems for

monitoring university outcomes and the means used for judging the quality of
academic standards, teaching and student achievement (Nightingale & O'Neil,
1994). By the early 1990s, issues related to quality had a great deal of currency
across the sector.
In London the Centre for Higher Education Studies and Committee of
Directors of Polytechnic sponsor a seminar titled 'Implementing Total
Quality Management in Higher Education'. In Canberra, the Higher
Education Council publishes the final version of its advice to the
Minister in a paper titled, 'The Quality of Higher Education'. In the
United States publishers race to bring out the next definitive statement
on managing quality in higher education. Quality is the word
(Nightingale & O'Neil, 1994, p. 7, emphasis added).

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore the impact of these trends in detail
at an intcrna!iona! level. Nevertheless, the following review of the Australian
higher education scene must be considered in light of its inte'mational context. As
Nightingale and O'Neil ( 1994) point out above, many of the refonns introduced in
Australian universities have parallels in other countries, in particular the United
States and Great Britain.

In the 1980s, the Australian higher education sector underwent u period of rapid
expansion and dramatic change, especially after the release of the Australian
Government's 1988 White Paper, and the introduction of a unified mi~onal
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system (UNS) of higher education (Dawkins, 1988). The intent of

1/i~lwr

Educ111ion: A Policy Statl'menl (Dawkins, 191!8) wus to initiutc reforms of the
sector. This Paper outlined the blueprint for a unified nationul system of fewer and
larger institutions that were to be funded by the Commonwculth based on
pcrfonnance indicators of tm institution's performance. Thus, for these 'new'
univen;ities, funding was to be provided on the basis of their mission statements
and educational profiles. The profile of perfonnance indicators was to include the
institution's objectives, teaching and research activities, student loads, and
statements of intent on measures to achieve national priorities such as quality and
equity (Knight, 1994).

By 1994, the Dawkins 'revolution' had resulted in a substantially expanded
provision of higher education places and reduced the number of higher education
institutions in Australia to about thirty-five, all of which were now universities
and generally much larger institutions (Lingard, Bartlett, Knight, Porter, & Rizvi,
1994). These trends continued during the 1990s, as higher education budget
statements signified a consolidation of the Dawkins' ( 1988) initiatives by restating
and adjusting this agenda.

Although these budgets resulted in only minor adjustments to the thrust of the
initial Dawkins' policy intentions they continued the trend "towards transforming
universities into semi-autonomous but corporate and market-oriented enterprises"
(Knight, 1994, p. 41). Moreover, successive budgets in the nineties signalled "the
federal government's capacity for policy steering in' the higher education sector
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with the reduction in public vi.Hi·vi.r privute funds" (Lingurd et al., 1994, p. 2).
Lingard et al. (1994) gn no to note that the tight budgetary environment of the
1990's had the potential to 'disfigure' the traditional functions of universities.

In the meantime, a transformation of the student body in higher education
institutions w:1s taking place. This had nlso been signalled in the White Paper
which stated the need "to change the balnnce of the student body to reflect more
closely the structure and composition of the society

a~

a whole" (Dawkir.s, I 988,

p. 21). In 1990, the Government's equity policy and program intentions were
spelled out in more detail in A Fair Chance for All (Department of Employment,
Education and Training, 1990) which linked institutional funding with equity
performance targets (Bowen, 1994).

The additional higher education places

resulting from these expansionary policies were partly funded by increased
government spending and partly by the introduction of the Higher Education
Contribution Scheme (HECS). HECS is a deferred partial user-pay system in
which student contributions are collected through the tax system when the
student's earnings reach or exceed the level of average weekly earnings (Wran,
1988). Further barriers to student participation and access were removed through a
process of partial deregulation of the sector. This enabled institutions to charge
full fees to international students and for students in postgraduate professionul
programs. It was estimated that in many Australian universities international
students ·accounted for over ten per cent of total enrolments in 1993, making the
sector both highly internationalised and increasingly dependent on full fee paying
students for revenue (Mazzarol & Hosie, 1997).
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In summary then, the student body in
was larger, more
wa~

diver.~e

At:stn~ian univl'.r.~itks

by the mid

I<JJO~

and more demanding, expecting vulue for money. This

recognised by the Higher Education Council (HEC);which suggested in

'
Higher Education: The Challen1;e.r Ahead that the major ctmllcrlgc was to provide
"relevant higher education of undisputed quality to a growing and increasingly
diverse student body" (Higher Education Council, J990, p. 5).

The structural changes to the Australian sector decreed in the Dawkins ( 1988)
White Paper have since impacted on both the established and resultant newly
fanned universities. The refonns have changed the organisational cultures and the
teaching-learning environments of these institutions in profound ways. The
changes have also raised concerns amongst the various stakeholders in the sector
about the value and meaning of a university education (Gaita, 1997).

Some of these concerns have arisen in the Australian higher education sector as a
consequence of Government refonns implemented in the late 1980's outlined
above, which have resulted in closer scrutiny nnd accountability of all university
activities (Baldwin, 1991 ). The Dawkins White Paper also foreshadowed a system
whereby funding to universities would be allocated on the basis of performance.
This has served to re-open the teaching versus research debate, as well as establish
the evaluation of teaching fmnly on institutional agendas. In October 19!11, the
Federal Minister for Higher Education, the Hon. Peter Baldwin released a policy
statement entitled Higher Educatio11: Quality rmd Diversity in the 1990's. The',
stated purpose of this paper was "to take stock of the general impact of the White
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Paper pOlicies, to respond to new issues tlwt have emerged, and to chart directions
for the future" (Baldwin, 1991, p. v).

In this stutemcnt the Government

announced a number of initiatives supported hy funding commitments. In the
context of the present study, one of the three broad themes addressed in the
statement is particularly relevant, that is,
the ne!:d for credible quality ussurunce arrangements for Australia's
higher education system, and for arrangemenl~ to systematically
reward excellence In teaching as well as res'earch (Baldwin, 1991,
p. 2; emphusis added).

In addition to announcing the establishment of an independent National Centre for
Teaching Excellence this policy document al;o introduced grants to encourage
and reward good teaching practices, and for institutional initiatives aimed at
enhancing teaching quality (Baldwin, 1991). This served to focus the sector on
issues related to the quality of university teaching and student learning,
performance indicators related to teaching performance, and the

cv;~luation

of

teaching in higher education. In this policy statement, Baldwin also foreshadowed
his intention to set up a national quality assurance body. This resulted in the
establishment of the Committee for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
(CQAHE). By 1993, Australian universities were invited to participute in a quality
review process which involved the preparation of an institutional portfolio
containing doeumentatio:1 and evidence of outcomes which would be scrutinised
by a team established by the CQAHE (Porter, 1994).

Nightingale & O'Neil (1994) in a comparative analysis of the 'quality movement'
in the United Kingdom and Australia have highlighted some of the key issues
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associated with these policy thrusts. These include

prohlem~

associated both with

defining and measuring <loality, and the importance of adequate resourcing to
maintain quality within the system. They concluded that;
if governments (arc) ... to achieve their goal of improving higher
education, institution.~ (will} ... be pressured into quality enhancement
programmes which have wide and substantial impact on staff at all
levels within the university. (Nightingale & O'Neil, I !:.194, p. 26)

Doring the 1990s. then, when the present study was undertaken, a transfonnation
of higher education in Australia had taken place and there was increasing scrutiny
and a renewed interest in improving the quality of university teaching (Ramsden
et al., 1995).

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

DUring the period when these events (mentioned above) were unfolding, I was a
lecturer in the School of Nursing teaching behavioural science to students in the
Division of Health Science at Curtin.

In 1995, I was appointed Head of the

Department of Behavioural Health Science, which at that time comprised ten
academic staff with backgrounds in psychology, sociology and anthropology. The
appointment to departmental Head provided an impetus and opportunity for
reflection, and the adoption of new administrative roles and tasks, including the
responsibility for teaching development within the Department. From the
perspective of an area Head, I became increasingly aware of the forces of change
impacting on the sector as these filtered through to the 'chalk-fnce'. The genesis
of the study then, lay in my own desire to understand the changes impacting on
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both the Department, the School of Nursing (SON) :md the University, and to
udup! to new roles and duties llS a Head of Department.

These circumstances Jed to the qualitative case study of a Teaching Portfolio
Project (TPP)

dc~cribcd

in this thesis. The TPP encompassed the inception,

design, implementation and evaluation of a Staff Development Program (SDP)
based on teaching portfolios, within the methodological framewotk of the CIPP
model of evaluation (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, I 985). A central premise of the
CIPP evaluation model, which is more fully explicated below and in subsequent
chapters, is the notion that the most important purpose of evaluation is to guide
decision-making in program development. The CIPP model comprises four
distinct evaluations, namely context, input, process and product (hence the
acronym CIPP), each of which was undertaken in the course of this study. The
data from these evaluations were gathered through participant observation,
structured interviews, audiotapes of group discussions, surveys, questionnaires,
and the collation of relevant documentation.

The Staff Development Program (SOP) entailed two groups of seven academic
staff from the School of Nursing working co!laboratively on portfolio
development. As a researcher, who also acted as manager of the Teaching
Portfolio Project (TPP), I facilitated the group sessions which were conducted
fortnightly over fourteen weeks.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The ovemrching aim of the research was to explore the role that teaching
portfolios might play in the development of teaching in a university setting. The
Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) which provided the basis of the study described
in this thesis, was undertt.ken in the School of Nursing {SON) at Curtin University
of Technology. The ccntrul research questions of this thesis cun be stated w;
follows:
How useful arc teaching portfolios for teaching development purposes
in a university context~
What are the .>utcomes and benefits for academic staff and universities
of a professional development program based on the preparation of a
teaching portfolio'!

As outlined previously, the CIPP model of program evaluation provided the
framework for investigating these questions. CIPP comprises four distinct but
related evaluations, namely, context, input, process, and product. Each evaluation
then, addressed certain aspects of the central research questions as follows:

1. Context
a) What needs for improved practices in universities for teaching appraisal and
development purposes are existent and could approaches based on portfolios
potentially meet these needs?
b) What is the extent of interest and demand amongst academic staff in the
School of Nursing and other university stakeholders for u professionul
development program based on teaching portfolios?
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c) What opportunities arc there for the implernentution of a portfolio based
professional development program within the School of Nursing'!

2. Input
a) What program design may best serve the needs for teaching development
within the School of Nursing?
b) What resources urc available for implementing a professional development
program at Curtin and in the School of Nursing?

3. Process
a) Was tl,c professional development program implemented according to plan?
b) To what extent were the objectives of the program met, and how satisfied
were participants with program activities?

4. Product
a) What were the outcomes and effects of the TPP and the staff development
program?
b) What recommendations can be made with regard to further portfolio based
professional development programs and activities?

The criteria for what constitutes 'useful' were framed in terms of the context,
input, process and product evaluation questions. This means that the adoption of
teaching portfolios may be judged to be useful if:
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(u)

within context, the usc of portfolios a!.l!.lrcsscs an important and pcrvusivc

need, and proves to be un improvement over existing pmctices for teaching
development;
(b)

the procedural design for implementing the program is rated potentially

more feasible and effective than alternative designs for addressing the nec!.ls
identified in (a);
(c)

in practice, the procedural design for implementing the program proves to

be practical and achievable; and
(d)

the outcomes of the program meet the needs of the stakeholders they arc

intended to serve.

The evaluation questions and the criteria were further refined and developed over
the course of the study. In this regard, a report which identified and validuted
criteria for staff Uevelopment programs using the CIPP model was a useful
reference (Hekimian, 1984). Thus, the central research questions provided the
broader framework from within which more specific questions were drawn for
each of the context, input, process and product evaluations to inform both
decision-making for program development and to address the TPP's central
questions. Furthennorc, findings from each evaluation led to further questions for
subsequent evaluations, in accordance with the iterative nature of the CIPP model.
These questions are delineated in subsequent chapters of this thesis,
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The literature suggests that the usc of portfolios is an improvement over existing
strategies for both fommtive and summative teaching evaluation purposes. For
example, numerous writers claim that portfolios may be a useful approach for
teaching development (Anderson, 1993; Boileau, 1993; Edgerton, ct a!., 1991;
Federation of Australian University Staff Association, 1987; Neumann, 1994;
Seldin & Associates, 1990). They also suggest that portfolio based approaches
have the potential to overcome some of the problems inherent in traditional
approaches to the appraisal of university teaching,

I/

As detailed in chapter two, many universities rely predominantly on narrowly
based teaching appraisal measures, such as the soli,! use of student evaluations of
teaching or student pass rates. Portfolios are thought to offer an advance over
existing methods of measuring teaching performance by providing a more holistic
and comprehensive overview of teaching quality (Anderson, 1993; Edgerton et

a!., 1991; Lally & Myhill, 1994; Neumann, 1994). In addition, it is noted that
teaching portfolios offer a 'bottom-up' approach to developing institutional
quality portfolios, in that they may be used on an individual basis, leading to a
course, departmental or school portfolio and eventually to institutional portfolios
(Anderson, 1993; Braskamp & Ory, 1994; Edgerton eta!., 1991). When viewed in
the context of the trends prevailing in the higher education sector outlined above,
it is perhaps not surprising that university administrators seeking new ways of
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reviewing teaching performance were drawn to the

11~e

of portfolio-based

approaches.

There is now a large litemture on how 10 compile a portfolio (Seldin &
Associates, 1991; Seldin, 1997; Shore, el a!., 1980; Urbach, 1992; Richlin, 1995;
Gibbs, 1992; Federation of Australian University Staff Association, 1987),
However, there have been few systematic investigations of portfolio usc or
evaluations of portfolio-based staff development programs. The few accounts of
portfolio programs in the literature to date have tended to be anecdotr.l and based
in the United States (Anderson, 1993; Edgerton et al., 1991; Richlin, 1995).
Moreover, these accounts are from the perspective of university administrators
ruther than from the 'coal-face' or the perspective of academic staff. Although
there are some parallels between the sectors in the United States and Australia, the
teaching development policies and practices within Australian universities are
sufficiently different to warrant the investigation undertaken in the present study.
Furthennore, there is clearly a need for research to determine the efficacy of
portfolio programs in teaching development and this has hitherto received little
attention from educational researchers.

In light of the paucity of empirical evidence to support claims made by advocates
of portfolios, their enthusiasm must therefore be viewed with some caution. This
is particularly true in the present climate of increasing demands for accountability,
increasing pressures associated with academic work, and the subsequent low
morale amongst academic staff across the sector (Neumann, 1994; Ramsden et aL,
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1995;

Univer.~ity

Academic Board, 1996). Academic staff can become cynical and

understandably apprehensive when there nrc calls for appraisal of or
improvements in their work. In the absence of systematic investigations of the
portfolio concept, staff could not be expected to develop portfolios for
instructional improvement, much less accept the usc of portfolios in decisionmaking that may affect their careers.

Thus, the evaluative case study of the Teaching Portfolio Project described in this
thesis was developed in response to emerging and significant needs with respect
to the improvement and recognition of university teaching. The findings havC
relevance for teaching development practices at a number of levels.

At the

institutional level, universities need to have systems in place for the continuous
review and monitoring of teaching performance, as well as staff development
practices which can be demonstrated to improve the quality of teaching. At the
level of university schools and departments, these needs have to be transluted into
systems and practices that are both discipline-based and context-specific
(Neumann, 1994). Finally, for academic staff, practices for teaching appraisal and
staff development should be seen as relevant and responsive to their pers0nal and
professional needs.

The Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) addressed a number of these concerns, For
example, it examined the design, implementation and evaluation of a portfoliobased Staff Development Program {SOP) that offered the prospect of providing an
innovative approach to the development of university teaching in a collegial and
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collaborative setting (Anderson, 1993; Mullins & Cannon, 1992; Ramsden ct al.,
!995; Seldin, !980). The findings of this study have the potentia! to enhance
decision making at the departmental or school level with respect to the efficacy or
otherwise of the staff development program. Moreover, they can help determine
the future direction of professional development activities that focus on teaching
quality. They can also aid decision making at the institutional level with respect to
the introduction of similar programs in other schools and departments within the
University. Finally, the findings have relevance for academic staff, institutional
managers and administrators, and policy developers, across the higher education
sector.

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

This chapter has provided an overview of the policy developments and key events
occurring in the Australian higher education sector which led to the development
of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP). Chapter one has also outlined the
rationale, significance and purpose of the research.

In chapter two of this thesis relevant literature on academic work, university
teaching, the professional development of academic staff, and educational
evaluation is reviewed, and the conceptual framework of the study is outlined.
Chapter three provides details of the setting for the case study and describes the
methodology used for data collection and analysis, The next four chapters
describe the main findings from each of the four evaluations undertaken in this
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study. Each of these chapters also provides a preliminary discussion of
implications arising from the findings which arc then related to previous
evaluations. Thus, chupter four outlines the context findings which include an
assessment of the need for teaching portfolios and portfolio-bw;cd staff
development programs. Chapter five contains liodings on barricfii, resources and
opportunities for prognnn development und identifies alternative strategies to
detennine the most appropriate procedural design for the program. In chapter six
the conduct of the program is analysed and proccduml 'JCtivities and events arc
described and assessed. The outcomes of the Teaching Portfolio Project are
described in chapter seven, and these are related to the aims of the study and
previous evaluations. Finally, in chapter eight there is a critique of the study
methods and an integrative discussion of the main findings from the context,
input, process and product evaluations, as well as a discussion of the implicutions
of the findings and suggestions for further research.

"
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Chapter Two

LITERATURE REVIEW

First, purrfulio.\" can capmre the intellectual substance and "situated·
ness" of teaching in ways that other methods of evalw:J.tirm camwt.
Second, because of this capacity, portfolios encourage faculty to take
important, new roles in the documentation, observation, and review of
teaching. Third, because they prompt faculty to take these new roles,
portfolios are a particularly powerful tool for improveme/11. Fourth,
as more faculty come to u.re them, porrfolimi can help forge a new
campus culture of professionalism about teaching. (Edgerton,
Hutchings, & Quinlan, 1991, p. 4)

INTRODUCTION

The present study arose from a number o~ converging trends and policy initiatives
within the higher education sector that were detailed in chapter one of this thesis.
These reforms cal!ed into question the nature of academic work and challenged
the traditional approaches to university teaching. Calls for improvements in the
quality of teaching, academic staff accountability, the encouragement of reflective
practice, and the notion of a scholarship of teaching were amongst these
developments.

Moreover, these trends translated to a perceived need for

innovations in the development of university teaching, leading to the introduction
of approaches based on portfolio use and the research described in this thesis. The
focus of this evaluative case study was a Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP)
undertaken in the School of Nursing (SON) between Junel995 and June 1997.
The TPP encompassed the development, design, implementation and evaluation
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of a portfolio-based Staff Development Program (SDP) in the second semester of

1996.

The study was designed to enable issues related to portfolio usc to be explored 'in

sitrt' and in practice. The Project was prutly funded by the University's Quality
Funds made available for School-based projects as part of Curtin University's
devolved staff development strategy. The Project's aim was to explore the role of
teaching portfolios in the professional development of academic staff, and the
appraisal and improvement of teaching quality. The Project findings have
relevance for stakeholders in the School of Nursing, Curtin University and others
in the higher education sector.

Chapter Overview

As outlined above, the study described in this thesis is concerned with the
development of teaching through the use of teaching portfolios and arose from a
confluence of issues under debate in the sector. In the present chapter, the
literature relevant to this debate and the central research question will be

,{~viewed. Thus, literature germane to academic work, university teaching and the
l'
professional development of academic staff, as well as literature pertinent to the
methodology employed in the research is reviewed. Furthermore, the 'portfolio
movement' is placed in its historical context, and the promise and pitfalls of
approaches to professional development based on portfolio construction is
surveyed.
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The aim b !o provide the reader with a hroad overview of the relevant Jitcruturc
and to

contextua\i~c

the

rc~careh.

Certain aspects of this liter<11UTc arc further

elaborated in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

'fllus, in chapter three tllc

methodology of the study is described. Moreover, in acconJance with the CIPP
npproach to C\'aluation, a more specific analysis of literature and documentation
relevant to the informational needs of the Teaching Portfolio Project is described
in chapters four and five. In this regard, the review of literature is an integral part
of the procedural design of the study,

a~

detailed in chapter three.

ACADEMIC WORK

Traditionally, research and teaching have been the primary functions of
universities. However, for academic staff in universities, the emphasis in tenus of
recruitment, tenure and promotion hns historically been on their research activities
and achievements (Aitbaeh, 1991; Boileau, 1993; Boyer, 1990; Braskarnp & Ory,
1994). Consequently, univen;ity policies and practices have tended to foster and
reward research, arguably at the expense of good teaching practice. University
academics have also tended to perceive themselves primarily as researchers and
experts in their discipline, u point not lost on their students.

For example, a

submission by the Postgraduate Students' Association at the University of
Adelaide to the Aulich Committee (1990) stated that:
While there are some excellent teachers within the university
system, the general perception by students is that most of their
tutors/lecturers are inadequate teachers. (1990, p. 48)
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This point was reinforced hy other

submis.~ions

Only of the University of New South

Wale.~

to the Committee. Thus, Dr. Jack

( ]()90) suhmitled that:

one of the most serious weaknesses of Australian universities is
their failure to identify, describe, support, em:ourugc and reward
excellence in teaching. (Aulic!t Committee, 1990, p. 48)

The Aulich Committee's report, Prioritie.1· for Reform in llif!,her Education,
identified a number of systemic problems inherelll in the sector, including
concerns with the recruitment and retention of academic &taff and the status and
quality of university teaching. The Aulich Committee (I 990) made a number of
recommendations including:
... that the promotion of good teaching within higher education
institutions be designated a national priority area. {p. 65)

The literature on higher education at this tiue was replete with similar
observations and conclusions as those arising from the Aulich Committee report
(sec for example, Anwyl, Balla, & Mcinnes, 1991; Baldwin, 1991; Boyer, 1990;
Higher Education Council, 1990).

It was evident that the dual functions of

research and teaching that characterise the missions of modern universities and
comprise the work of the academic profession were perceived to be in a
precarious state of balance early in the 1990s.

Throughout their history the function of universities has been to teach (Boyer,
1990; Ramsden, et al., 1995), and it is "only in the last hundred years that research
has become the driving force of the university" (Ramsden et a!., 1995, p. 1).
However, more recently, the global rcfonns of the higher education sector detailed
in chapter one, have called into question the appropriateness of the ascendancy of
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research over teaching, and have led tn a renewed interest in university teaching
and the nature ofl'uculty roles and rew;rrds.

A seminal work in this debate was the late Ernest Boyer's ( 1990) Scfw/urship

Reconsidered: Priorities r!f' the Pmfes.wriate.

Boyer (1990) argued for a

reconccptualisation of academic work and proposed that it comprised four distinct
scholarships:
the scholarship of discovery (undertaking original research and the
advancement of knowledge);
the scholarship of integration (the connection and synthesis of ideas across
disciplinary boundaries);
the scholarship of applicntion (the interaction of theory and practice in service
to 'real world' problems); and,
the scholarship of teaching (the transformation of knowledge between the
teacher's understanding and the student's learning) (Boyer, 1990).

Boyer envisaged these four scholarships as encapsulating the essence of academic
work. He argued n strong case for a more holistic view of academic work and the
need for the status of teaching to be raised in universities. He noted that if
teaching were to be considered equal to research it should be "vigorously
assessed, using criteria that we recognise within the academy, not just a single
institution" (Boyer, 1990, p. 37). Boyer acknowledged some of the problems
associated with evaluating teaching and proposed the use of evidence from
different sources such as self, peers and students. Of interest in the context of the
present study, is that Boyer (1990) also stressed the importance of documenting
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:~cadcmic

work, especially teaching, through the usc of innovative strategies based

on portfolios.
When it comes to pulling all the evidence together, we arc
impressed by th!.! porifolio idea - a procedure that cncouruges
faculty to document their work in u variety of ways. A faculty
member could choose the form of scholarship around which a
portfolio might be developed. (Boyer, I 990, p. 41)

It could be suggested that Boyer's views on academic work arc 'traditionalist' and
perhaps somewhat idealistic, and may therefore not necessarily have relevance to
the experiences of the modern day academic in times of volatile change. However,
Boyer's analysis of academic work served to synthesise a number of issues arising
from the global refonns of the sector detailed in chapter one, and provided
direction and focus to the ongoing debate.

Overall, Boyer's report gave new meaning to academic work and was to have a
profound impact on th<: sector. His views of scholarship have since been reflected
and incorporated in the mission statements and strategic plans of numerous
universities both in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia. As
Ramsden (1998) notes, "I believe that Boyer's message is even more true today
across the Atlantic and the Pacific" (p. 184). Boyer, then, laid the groundwork for
changing the conceptions of academic work and the acceptance of portfolios as a
procedure for documenting this work. He also paved the way for the development
of a framework to improve the status and profile of teaching in universities.
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UNIVERSITY TEACHING

Despite a vnst lilcmturc on research in tcuching we arc still a long way from
understanding the teaching process (Dunkin, 19!!6; Shulman, 1986). Research into
teaching is a complex endeavour bccnuse teaching is complex,
involving many variables, variations and subtleties not always
readily recognised or acknowledged outside the educational
research community .... In the teuching process, vuriables
include subject area; class size and level; student background,
motivation and ability; teacher personality, motivation and
intellectual styles as well us a variety of departmental and
institutional influences. {Neumann, 1994, p. 8)

Historically, university tenching has been viewed as quite distinct from teaching
in other educntion sectors and academic staff have generally not viewed
themselves primarily as teachers (Moses, 1988). The dual objectives of teaching
and research explicit in a university's mission provide a teaching context unlike
other lenrning environments, and require academic

~taff

competing demands of these two functions.

Moreover, higher education

to balance the sometimes

institutions offer unique leaching environments, and therefore appraisal and
improvement of university teaching pose particular challenges for researchers,
administrators and academic staff developers.

Universities differ in several characteristic ways from learning institutions in other
sectors (Lally & Myhill, 1994). These differences emerge from the nature of the
context in which teaching takes place, the teaching staff and the student
population. As global reforms of the sector take effect, the 'traditional' approach
to university teaching based on large class lectures accompanied by small group
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tutorials and/or labomtorics, is giving way to innovative, electronic delivery
modes and the expansion of llexihle ami distance learning (Fmser & Deane, 1997;
Mazzarol & Hosie, 1997}. Until recently,
Higher education within Australia hw; tended to follow the
British "tutorial model" with students presenting their ideus and
having in-depth face to face discussions. Whatever the
effectiveness of this method, it is labour-intensive and has been
placed under severe strain in some faculties. (Mazzarol & Hosie,
1997,p. 23)

As pointed out by Mazzarol and Hosie (1997) the traditional approaches to
university teaching are under strain as class

~izes

have increased, resulting in a

need for teaching practices that can be 'packaged' and delivered to mass
audiences on demand. Increasingly, university administrators are turning to the
use of information technology and other methorls of flexible delivery as a means
of doing 'more with less'.
The new information technologies offer this option and have
received support from governments seeking to expand access
without increasing expenditure. (Mazzara! & Posie, 1997, p. 23)

Thus, with the spectre of 'virtual' universities on the horizon, academics are being
asked to re-assess and adapt their teaching practices, against a backdrop of
dwindling resources, larger classes and increasing numbers of part-time or casual
teaching staff {Neumann, 1994). To deal with these concerns Coaldrake (1995)
suggests that some of our traditional thinking about the way teaching is organised
in universities will have to change. For example, he notes that larger _....sses may
not necessarily provide formula-driven increases in infrastructure to support
teaching, such as staff or instructional facilities. He goes on to suggest that in
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ordl!r to find solutions to these emerging problems institutions may need to
consider,
.,.funding development projects which focus on how the quality
of the Jcaming environment can be maintained and enhanced
given the entirely altered leaching modes, different staff needs
and tramformcd space requirement (that arc) continually
emerging. (Coaldrakc, 1995, p. 39)

Demands for change, then, arc coming from various sources and are forcing
academic staff to redefine

th~ir

roles and to reinvent themselves. Recent surveys

seeking the views of academic staff on workloads and work patterns have shown
that academics are working longer hours and arc spending less time on research
relative to other academic pursuits (Mcinnes, I 992; Mcinnes, 1996). They also
report increased time spent on other activities snr.h a'i quality assurance tasks, staff
development and appraisal, and alternative modes of delivery (Mcinnes, 1992;
Mcinnes, 1996). Moreover, these changes arc accompanied by decreased staff
morale, an increase in reported stress levels, and the declining status of academic
work (Ramsden, 1998).

Academic staff in universities differ from teachers in other sectors in that the
majority have had no formal teacher training, and, in addition to their teaching
duties, they are expecteLI to undertake administrative, research and consuitancy
work. Furthermore, university lecturers consider "themselves a breed apart from
school teachers" (Kember, i998, p. 4), and see themselves in terms of their
professional affiliations or academic disciplines. Kember (1998) points out that
academic staff tend to see their role in teaching

a~

being concerned with
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conveying disciplinary or professional knowledge to their students, unlike school
teachers who envisage teaching as student-centred and learning oriented. As
Weimer (1990) notes,

univer.~ity

teachers hold a number of flawed assumptions

about teaching including the notion that 'if you know it you can teach it'. She
argues that:
the equating of content ma~tery with instructional effectiveness
inhibits instructional improvement because it makes teaching an
activity without form or substance in its own right. (Weimer,
1990, p. 5)

Weimer (1990} further

us~erts

that the allegiance of academic stuff to the content

of their discipline area is another barrier to effective teaching. That is, with the
explosion of knowledge, discipline content grows exponentially placing pressure
on academic staff to teach more and more content. Moreover, although staff
readily espouse the importance of teaching generic skills such as critical thinking
to students, few spend time in class developing these skills (Weimer, 1990). It
becomes apparent from reviews of the large literature on university teaching (see
for example, Biggs, 1999; Ramsden, 1992) that academic staff are often not
meeting the needs of the students they teach.

The students who enter higher education also differ in important respects from
students in other education sectors. Traditionally, they comprised those in the
upper range of cognitive ability in the population, and were assumed to be
competent, adult learners (Lally & Myhill, 1994). However, as noted in chapter
one, the expansionary policies of the Dawkins' era has resulted in a larger, more
diverse, and more demanding student body. Now, the proportion of schoolleavers
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in higher education has risen in some arcus to over 40 percent from around 15
percent 10 years ago (Biggs, 1999). Moreover,
the brightest and most committed students will still be there, as
they h:1vc been in the past, bot they will sit alongside students of
rather different neademic bent. The ra11ge of ability within
classes is now considerable. (Biggs, 1999, p. I)

Apart from the mnge of ability of students entering universities, the student body
is also more diverse in other ways. Thus, increa'iing numbers of mature age
students are entering the system, as are students from diverse cultural
backgrounds and from different socio-economic groups (Lingard, Bartlett, Knight,
Porter, & Rizvi, 1994). Moreover, as the costs to students of obtaining a
university education continue to rise they demand quality in teaching echoing the
ca!ls from policy makers, institutional administrators and other stakeholders in the
sector.

j;

Quality In University Tea~~lng
'

Questions of what constitutes quality in teaching, how quality should be
measured, and who should evaluate teaching quality, are pivotal issues across all
education sectors (Ashcroft, 1995).

If, as proposed in the reform initiatives

described above, academic staff need to improve their performance and
universities should reward and foster enhanced quality in teaching, then it is
essential that we define quality teaching and recognise teaching excellence. A
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review of the literature on the appraisal of teaching would indicate that this is
easier said than done (Ashcroft, 1995; Popham, 1993). Indeed, it has been argued
that teaching is a complex activity requiring intellectual, imaginative and
behavioural processes (Shulman, 1987), thm judgements of teaching quality arc at
best subjective (Loder, Clayton, Murray, Cox, & Schofield, 1989), and that good
teaching can take u variety of forms (Anderson, 1993; Edgerton ct al., 199 I).

In attempting to describe quality teachers and teaching in higher education
researchers have taken two main approaches (Neumann, 1994). One approach
involves studying teachers who have been identified as excellent teachers and
describing the attributes or characteristics of this group.

The other approach

focuses on the usc of student evaluations of teaching.

Both approaches arc

reflected in a report from the Higher Education Council (HEC) on the quality of
teaching in the higher education system in Australia (Higher Education Council,
1992). The HEC report outlined the generic attributes of good teachers described
in the literature and reported widespread support for the evaluation of tertiary
teaching by means of student evaluations. However, the report qualifies support
for the latter approach by noting that student evaluations have their limitations and
do not necessarily capture all of the attributes demonstrated by good university
teachers (Higher Education Council, 1992). Neumann (1994) states that both
approaches have their drawbacks and limitations. She argues that
deeper evaluation of teaching takes into account more fully the
content and context of teaching, thus allowing for the
complexities of the teaching process, and is by necessity judged
by peers. (Neumann, 1994, p. II)
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This view

hilS

gained support from others. For example, Lally and Myhill (I 994}

point out that in using student ratings alone other important aspects of teaching
arc ignored, and there are indications that factors such us class size or discipline
area could bias the ratings.

These authors recommend that recognition aml

validation sl10old be given to the full runge of activities and contexts that
constitute teaching in universities, and more attention should be given to
developing instruments other than student rating forms to determine the quality of
teaching (Lally & Myhill, 1994). Boileau (1993), moreover, asserts institutions
relying solely on student appraisal to determine the teaching effectiveness of staff
are merely paying lip service to the importance the institution places on teaching.
Ashcroft (1995) also takes up this point, stating:
A performance indicator that has been used for a long time is the
extent of student satisfaction (with teaching). The questionable
assumption underlying this perfcrmanec indicator is that high
student satisfaction equates with high quality and standards. (p.
50)

Nevertheless, there is now a large literature on student evaluation of teaching and
some consensus that student ratings are reliable, relevant and adequately valid
measures of certain aspects of teaching effectiveness and therefore an important
source of ihformation on teaching quality (Lally & Myhill, 1994). Infonnation
about other significant aspects of good teaching such as mastery of subject matter,
appropriateness

of

assessment

tasks,

and

contributions

to

curriculum

development, must be derived from other sources (Boileau, 1993; Cashin, 1990;

Lally & Myhill, 1994; Ramsden eta!., 1995). However, as Lally & Myhill (1994),
point out, although several alternatives to student ratings exist, including peer and
alumni ratings and direct observation of teaching methods,
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these alternatives :~re not as well developed as yet as assessment
instnlments in comparison with student rating~ and the av-diJable
research data do not show such alternatives to be any more valid
or reliable than student ratings. (p. 32)

Related to the argument of who should evaluate the quality of teaching (that is,
students, administrators or colleagues) is the issue '·of what constitutes effective
teaching. Various studies have identified a range of attributes that are related to
good teaching and Centra and Bonesteel ( 1990) have noted there is some
agreement us to what these attributes are. Ramsden et al.'s (1995) review of this
literature resulted in the following list of attributes that researchers generally agree
are essential to good teaching.

They suggest good teachers;
are themselves good learners, that is, their teaching is dynamic, reflective and
constantly evolving;
display enthusiasm and a desire to share their subject with students;
are able to modify their teaching according to particular students, the content
and the learning environment;
encourage deep learning approaches a.11d the development of critical thinking,
and problem-solving in their students;
are able to transfonn and extend knowledge of their subject into tenns
understandable to their students;
set clear goals for learning and use appropriate assessment and high quality
feedback to their students; and,
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have high expectations of their students, show respect for students, and
display an interest in their student's professional and personal growth.
(Ramsden ct a!., 1995)

The seven attributes identified by Ramsden ct al. (1995), stress the importance of
relating the characteristics of good teachers to good learning outcomes for
students. The Higher Education Research and Development Society of Australa~ia
(1992), the Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee (1993)·., ~.nd Boyer (1990)
have also emphasised the development of students' lifelong learning skills, such
as problem solving and critical thinking, as an important outcome of university
teaching. However, whilst there appears to be some agreement on the
characteristics or attributes of good teachers, there is a lack of explicit criteria for
judging the effectiveness of teaching (Ashcroft, 1995; Neumann, 1994; Ramsden
eta!., 1995).

For example, Ashcroft (1995) in noting the need for criteria to be developed
suggests these should include:
agreed indicators of good practice in areas such as preparation,
communication and organization of teaching events and followup and assessment. (p. 96)

Moreover, Ramsden et a!. (1995) make the point that in developing criteria it is
important to keep in mind that concepts of good teaching are not fixed, whilst
Neumann (1994) emphasises that criteria need to be discipline-based and context
specific. All these r.;~thors stress the importance of involving academic staff in the
development of criteria and the need to make the criteria explicit, particularly
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when used in the context of cvaluuting teaching effectiveness. Furthermore, us
noted above, it is now generally agreed that the evaluatinn nf university teaching
should be based

011

information from a number of sources, including peer, student

and self cvuluation (Ramsden, 1998). As dctuilcd Iuter in this clmpter, it is in this
context thut a ponfolio-bascJ approach offers most promise.

In summary then, the nature of ucademic work and the environment for teaching
and learning in universities has undergone a transfonnation in the last two
decades. Funhennore, whilst a number of issues associated with appraising the
quality of teaching in universities remain unresolved, the need for improved
practices in this regard have been highlighted. These characteristics of the higher
education environment must be taken into consideration then, both in planning
staff development programs for university academics, and in the development of
strategies for the appraisal und improvement of university teaching.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC STAFF

The professional development of academic staff is a growing area of activity in
higher education, us university administrators begin to respond to emerging needs
arisingJ~om

the global refonns of the sector (Brew, 1995). As outlined in chapter

one of this thesis, professional development may be defined as all those activities
and programs designed to ussist staff (academic and general) with the demands of
their roles as teachers, researchers and administrators (Moses, 1988). It should be
noted however, that the following overview of professional development of
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university employees is conlincll to :1ctivitics and programs for aca1crnic staff
who seck to improve their tea~hing. This is in keeping with the aims of the present
study, althtJugh, for most

in~litutions,

professional development for teaching

improvement has also been the primary focus of staff developmclll in universities
(Webb, 1996).

According to Rumsden ct a!. ( 1995, p. I I), until the late I 980s staff development
was virtually an optional extra in Australian universities, with initiatives
developed at the institutional level and funded through rcc;urrent grants. Although
Australian institutions were required to e.stablish stmcturcd professional
development programs as a result of the 1991 Academic Staff Award Agreement,
access to these programs "is still not widely perceived to be an integral right for
all academic stafr' (Ramsden et al., 1995, p. !I). Thus, until recently. professional
development initiatives have generally been offered on an ad hoc, infonnal and
voluntary basis, and appear to have had lillie impact on enhancing the teaching
skills of university academics (Zuber-Skerritt, I 992a). This has been compounded
by the fact that there is no unified view of academic staff development, and no
professional identity for those providing these programs (Brew, 1995). Brew
(1995) notes that staff developers are called upon to adopt many roles. These roles
include those of teacher, researcher, academic, administrator, evaluator and
change agent, amongst others. Moreover, practitioners come from various
academic (for example, education or psychology) and non-academic (for example,
human resource or administration) backgrounds, each group having quite different
aspirations and approaches (Brew, 1995).
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Also, Moses (198!!) has noted some tensions inherent in the

r.~omctimes)

conflicting roles of providing a service to hnth academic staff and administrators,
p:uticu!arly in relation to providing programs to serve both formative and
sumnmtive cvuluution purposes. For example, she highlights the difficulties
arising for staff developers if they arc requested to perform tasks such as assessing
staff performance, in a manner which may not be consistent with their beliefs and
values, whilst needing to maintain the trust of both management and academic
staff (Moses, 1988).

Thus, the roles and responsibilities of professional developers in b!ghcr education
have genemlly been poorly defined and have lacked direction and focus. These
problems have been exacerbated by the lack of institutional planning or support
for professional development units (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992a).

More recently,

however, professional developers in higher education have started to become
more organised and arc taking tentative steps on the road to professionalisation
(Brew, 1995). For example, in the United Kingdom, the Staff ami Educational
Development Association (SEDA) has introduced a scheme for professional
recognition. These developments have been accompanied by the introduction of
more focussed and strategic program delivery (Webb, 1996). In many universities
this has resulted in the devolution of respvnsibility for teaching development to
academic departments, these activities then being coordinated by central units.
The tesultant programs have included peer mentoring schemes as well as collegial
networks of staff which focus on the improvement of teaching in disciplinespecific settings (Ramsden et al., J 995). These

decentralis~d

approaches, then,
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provldc opportunities for academic staff to become proactive in their own
profcssinnal development and that uf their colleagues.

The clients of professional developers in universities

als~J

have unique and

specific needs with regard to the development of their teaching practice.
According to some critics, hnwcvcr, academic stuff have not availed themselves
of professional development opportunities because they do not necessarily
perceive themselves primarily as teachers (Brew, !995). Moreover,

universitie~

tend to be departmental organisations in which each department may have a quite
different culture and academic staff often place allegiances and loyalty to their
discipline and professional bodies above loyulty to the university (Dopson &
McNay, 1996). Also, as suggested above, many lecturers sec their role in teaching

as simply to convey discipline-specific or professional knowledge to students
(W cimer, 1990).

In order to encourage staff to participate in teaching development activities,
Kember (1998) cnutions ngainst attempting to mnkc 'teachers' of disclplinc
experts, suggesting instead that professionnl developers focus on both the how and
what of teaching. He further suggests that,
Educational developers and those concerned with quality
assurance need to consider whether their schemes address the
underlying beliefs nbout teaching held by ncadcmics .... They
need to get academics to think of themselves as teachers IL'i well
as specialists in their discipline area. The message is that an
academic needs to be a discipline expert and a teacher. (Kember,
1998, p. 23)
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In uddition to the problems outlined above, there are other potential harr'1ers to
participution in professional development programs in univcdties. These include
the lack of recognition and reward for these activities, the scurcity of resources in
terms of personnel and

infru.~tructure,

a luck of institutional support such

release from teaching, as well as scepticism amongst staff

or the

a~

time-

value of such

programs(Murphy, 1995: Webb, 1996).

These issues have contributed to the considerable diversity of teaching
improvement programs within the sector (Katz & Henry, !993). The programs
offered may range from a one-off skills development workshop or consultation on
<!11

aspect of teaching, to comprehensive induction programs for new staff or full-

scale degree programs in tertiary teaching (Brew, 1995). 1Jowever, although some
Australian universities now offer academic programs such as Graduate Diplomas
in University Teaching (Andresen, 1995), little incentive is provided for
university lecturers to undertake these programs. Thus, these awards are presently
not related to appointment or promotion processes and there is lillie research to
determine the effectiveness of these approaches (Ramsden et al., 1995).

In this respect universities have similar problems to those experienced in other
sectors of the educational system.

For example, lngvarson and Chadbourne

(1994) point out that in schools there is little incentive to improve one's teuchiug,

because promotion for teachers is unrelated to teaching ability, and advancement
to higher levels is achieved by undertaking administrative roles such as deputy
principal or principal. At the present time neither educationu! system has a career
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structure linked to profcs.~ional dcv::lopmcnt or cducatinnul programs thut
recognise advanced levels of teaching. Jlowevcr, in both sectors there urc
indications that this is about to change.

One indicutor of this shift i.'> tlmt both sectors have begun to explore the
certification of advanced teaching skill courses or accreditation of teaching
programs during the last few years. These progrums cmphusisc rcnective practice
and explore strntegies for the provision of appropriutc recognition and reward for
good teaching (Kydd, Crawford, & Riches, 1997).

In schools the focm; for

advanced certification has largely been on professional development programs
based on the use of teaching portfolios (lngvarson & Chadbourne, 1994; Wolf,
1991b). In universities this

~hift

has served to refocus professional development

activities towards more strategic, devolved, and project-based initimivcs, such as
those explored in the present study (Neumann, 1994; Ramsden ct al., 1995). Wolf
(1994) has emphasised the benefits of this approach, as follows:
portfolios can have a positive ripple effect that extends from tile
individual constructing tile portf!\lio to immediate colleagues
and the professional community at large. (p. 119)

Thus, recent trends in the delivery of professional development programs have
resulted in a shift towards devolved, collegial approaches that focus on improving
teaching quality in tertiary institutions. Furthennore the use of teaching portfolios
has received increasing attention in higher education in recent years as a strategy

in the professional development of academic staff for teaching appraisal and
improvement purposes.
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TEACHING PORTFOLIOS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

The usc of tcuching portfolios in higher education originutcd in Cunudu in the
early 1970s, utthc initiative of the Cunadian Associution of University Teachers
(CAUT) (Knapper, 1995). The central ideu of portfolios is a relatively simple one,
tmd best exemplified in the way a creative urtist assembles samples of work for
presentation and review (Knapper, 1995). In relation to university teaching, the
impetus for portfolios came from a CAUT Commit!ee established to develop a
policy on student evaluation of teaching (Knapper, McFarlane, & Scanlon, 1972).
The Committee's report supported the usc of student appraisal of teaching for
formative evaluation purposes but cautioned on their usc for summative
evaluation purposes such as tenure or promotion on the grounds that they
constituted only one type of evidence from one limited perspective (Knapper et

al., 1972). The report went on to recommend that evaluation of teaching should
have strong faculty involvement to be effective and urged academic staff to be
more proactive in gathering evidence about their teuching performance (Knapper
eta!., 1972, p. 46).

The notion of gathering evidence about teaching and documenting academic staff
teaching perfonnance was given further stimulus by Shore (1975) who extended
the Committee's proposals as follows:
We are going to try to draft a handbook by dealing with mal\ern
over which the individual instructor has some control, by which
he (sic) can build a case for teaching effectiveness; a portfolio of
evidence that he (sic) is a competent teacher. (Shore, 1975, p. 8)
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This handbook was not published until 1980, by whkh time the term portfolio had
been replaced by dossier in Canada. The CAUT Guide to the

Its Prepamtion ami

U.l't'

Teachin~.:

Dossier:

(Shore et al., 1980}, contained an explanation of the

dossier concept, described how a dossier may be compiled and listed 45 items that
might be included as evidence of teaching effectiveness. The Guide was thus the
first (and most often quoted) account of how portfolios may be used in tertiary
te:~ching

(Knapper, 1995}. Christopher Knapper, one of the original exponents of

the portfolio concept, has detailed the wide distribution of the original guide in
Canada and the United States as part of the Committee's dissemination process
(Knapper, 1995). He remarks:

It is interesting that when the idea began to take hold in the
United States, the term portfolio wa~ revived, perhaps because
dossier had rather sinister implications for a country that was
still embroiled in the Cold War. (Knapper, 1995, p. 47)

Moreover, in 1981, Knapper published a paper on the concept in the Higher
Education Research and Devcl0pment Society of Australasia's (HERDSA)
publication, the Bulletin (Knapper, 1981), and gave a number of workshops on
teaching dossiers at Australian universities the following year (Knapper, 1995).

The portfolio concept was enthusiastically promulgated in the United States,
although the adoption of portfolios took some time to gather momentum. In the
1980s, a number of influential authors on faculty evaluation (for example, Centra,
1982; Seldin, 1980) and organisations such as the American Association for
Higher Education (Anderson, 1993; Edgerton et al., 1991) began to advocate the
use of portfolios for teaching appraisal. However, although faculty evaluation
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was the initial impetus fur the introduction of portfolio program.-;, coinciding with
demands for m;countahility in tertiary teaching in the US, the notion tlwt
portfolios could also he used for teaching improvement purposes
For example, :1ccording to Boilc:m (1993},

.~oon

followed.

"The major contribution

mo~t

advocates nf portfolios mention is the perceived improvement of teaching" {p.8).
Similarly, Wolf (l991b) suggested, "A teaching portfolio serves two main
purposes: improvement and evaluation", and that, "The ultimate goal for
constructing teaching portfolios is to improve the quality of teaching" (p. 4).

In Australia during this period, teaching portfolios were also gradually gaining
acceptance. For example, the Federation of Australian University Staff
Association (FAUSA) (1992) publication How ro compile u teuching portfolio
stated that whilst FAUSA supported the recent moves towards an increased
emphasis on the recognition of teaching ability in university promotion and
appointment processes:
.. . it (was) not convinced that staff development resources
(were) always adequately provided within university teaching
and learning units designed to assist staff who wish to enhance
their teaching skills. (Roe, 1987, p. !)

Advocating the use of teaching portfolios, tl)e dorument went on to say that
FAUSA wished to provide members with a mear..s to show their teaching skills to
advantage through documenting their teaching in a portfolio, using infonnation
from a number of different sources (Roe, 1987).
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h shoultl be noted that this initial FAUSA publication gave acknowlcdgrm:nt to
the CAUT Cummillcc's Guide :md it was to the FAUSA publication that
academic starr in Australian universities were directed if they wished to compile a
teaching portfolio. Moreover, the FA USA guide was subsequently reprinted ami
updated a number of times (Federation of Australian University Starr Association,
1992) and it was this later edition that

wa~

provided to participants in the

development program described in the present study,

llS

~taff

dct·Ji!ed in chapter three.

In Australia portfolio use was advocated to provide increased recognition and
reward for teaching and the improvement of teaching performance. However,
FAUSA was also concerned about the need for improved practices for the
documentation and review of teaching effectiveness mirroring the concerns of its
North American counterpart. Moreover,
Equally, FAUSA is concerned that committees of review such
as those dealing with tenure or promotion, do not always deal
with evidence of teaching ability in as clear a manner as they do
with evidence of research achievements. (Roe, 1987, p. I)

Thus, from the outset portfolios were thought to provide a means to address a
number of concerns about tertiary teaching. These issues included the low status
afforded to teaching, the poor quality of instruction and the lack of appropriate
methods to determine the quality of teaching in universities. By the early 1990s,
the use of teaching portfolios wus still not common practice in the sector but it
was evident the die had been cast. For example in 1991, Wolf, in a Synthesis of
Research and Annotated Bibliography on teaching ponfo!ios, wrote:

LITERATURE REVIEW

Portfolio.., have recently become u very pupulur topic in
education. Student portfolios have received most of the
attention, but there is a growing interest in teaching portfoliosportfolios constructed by teachers to improve and dcmon~tratc
their knowledge nnd skills in teaching. Many practitioners,
rcsenrchers, and organilations urc exploring the usc of teaching
portfolios at both the K-12 level and in higher education for a
variety of purposes. (Wolf, 19\Jib, p. 1}

According to Wolf (199la) the questions to be addressed about the use of
portfolios were similar across all education sectors, namely;
What is a teaching portfolio?
What purpose may portrolios serve?
How should a portfolio be structured?
What should a portfolio contain?
How should portfolios be evaluated?

By the mid 1990s, when the investigation described in this thesis commenced,
rcseru-ch to explore these questions was under way in both the K-12 and higher
education sectors. This research is summarised below, with emphasis on the
higher education research in keeping with the aims of the present study.

Research on Teaching Portfolios

Despite the claims made regarding the benefits of teaching portfolios and the
growing acceptance of their use for both summative and fonnntivc purpose.:;, there
have been few empirical investigations of the portfolio concept, with most studies
being of a descriptive or exploratory nature (Wright, 1995). There appear to be a
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number of reasons for this. These

rctt~ons

include the relative novelty l.llld

complexity of the portfolio concept as well w; the diversity of upprouchcs both to
portfolio usc, format, nnd style, making comparisons with existing practices and
bctwccn institutions difficult.

During this period the major work on portfolios was undertaken in the United
States. Thus, the American Association for Higher Education (AM-IE) published
the outcomes of a large-scale project in two monographs on the use of portfolios.
In one, The Teaching Portfolio: Capt/Iring tile Scholarship in Teaching, the
authors proposed a model for portfolio use, steps for implementing portfolios, and
provided some sample portfolio entries (Edgerton ct al., 1991). On the basis of
this exploratory investigation they concluded:
First, portfolios can capture the intellectual substance and "situatedness" of teaching in ways that other methods of evaluation cannot.
Second, because of this capacity, portfolios encourage faculty to take
important, new roles in the documentation, observation, and review of
teaching. Third, becau~c they prompt faculty to take thc~e new roles,
portfolios arc a particularly powerful tool for improvement. Fourth, as
more faculty come to use them, portfolios can help forge a new
campus culture of professionalism about teaching. (Edgerton et a!.,
1991, p. 4)

In a companion volume, Campus Use of the Teaching Porljolio: Twenty-Five

Profiles, the authors provided accounts of actual campus experiences with the use
of portfolios (Anderson, 1993). This monograph provided some useful
comparative infonnation on portfolio use in these institutions, which is detailed in
chapter four of this thesis. Moreover, this publication also provided the names and
addresses of key personnel in these institutions who could be contacted for further
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information. These progmm director:; were ~urveyed on a~pects of portfolio usc in
their institutions ns part uf the input evaluation, and the findings from this .~urvcy
arc described in clmpter rive. Apart from these monographs, the work of Peter
Seldin (Seldin, 1980: Seldin & Annis, 1991) also provided a helpful point of
reference. However, these puhlications tend to provide a more anecdotal 'cookbook' approach to portfolio development, perhaps reflecting Seldin's role as a
consultant in higher education on the use of portfolios (Seldin, 1980; Seldin &
Annis, 1991). Other accounts of portfolio use were published in 1995 in a special
edition of the Joumal on Excellence in College Teaching (Rich! in & Cox, 1995).
This edition provided the background to the introduction of portfolios in
universities (Knapper, 1995), outlined above, as well as accounts of approaches to
portfolio usc in various institutions (Cox, 1995; Davis & Swift, 1995; Kaplan &
Millis, 1995; MilJis, 1995; Richlin, 1995; Smith, 1995).

Despite all these advances, the uptake and enthusiasm for the use of portfolios
was by no means universal. For example, Wright and O'Neil (1995) surveyed
professional development staff in Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom
and Australasia, to determine their views on the potential impact of a wide range
of teaching improvement pmcticcs. They found only moderate support or
confidence in the use of portfolios for this purpose amongst this particular group.
These authors note that the lack of confidence expressed by professional
developers in the UK and Australia was perhaps not surprising given the short
history of portfolio use in these countries. However, they did not anticipate the
Jack of strong support from respondents in the US and Canada. They concluded:
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Perhaps the true potential of the portfolio concept remains a
relatively unknown commodity despite the nurry of activity
relating to the portfolio in many higher cduc~tion settings in
recent years. (Wright & O'Neil, 1<.195, p. 20)

Other issues surrounding portfolios were also under consideration in the higher
education sector. For example, in the foreword to a guide on teaching portfolios,
McKeachic noted a number of questions that required investigation such as:

I. Docs the usc of portfolios result in greater weight being given to

teaching?
2. Are decisions based on the portfolio more reliable and valid than those
made using other methods of assessment?
3. What elements of the portfolio contribute most to the portfolio's
value?
4. What are the costs, as well as the gains, of portfolio assessment as
compared with traditional assessmr,nt (or lack of assessment)? (Seldin
& Annis, 1991, p. ix)

With respect to decision-making, Centra (1994) reported an investigation on the
use of portfolios for summative evaluation purposes in which faculty members at
a college were required to construct teaching portfolios to renew their contracts.

In this study each faculty member nominated a peer for the assessment of the
portfolio (Peer A), whilst a peer selected by the area dean (Peer 8) and the dean of
the School, also assessed the portfolio. Centra (1994) also had available student
evaluations of teaching for all staff included in the study and he was therefore able
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to compare these to peer and Jean judgements of teaclling portklios. Ct:ntra
(1994) reported that judgements made by peers selcc!cd by faculty JTH.:mhcrs (Peer
A) diU not ugrce with Peer B or dean judgements of teaching effectiveness. Tl1e
Peer A evaluations also did not correlate with the student cvuluations. However,
Centra (1994) reported that the student evaluations did correlate rcusonably well
with the teaching evaluations made by the deans and Peer B. He concludes
the evaluations of the ponfolios in this study would have
undoubtedly benefited from additional discussions among the
evaluators about the criteria and standards to apply. (Centra,
1994, p. 569)

Whilst the results of Centra's study were somewhat equivocal they do highlight an
important concern related to the use of portfolios for summative evaluation
purposes. That is, what criteria or standards should be used to evaluate teaching
portfolios? This question, as well as others related to the usc of portfolios, was
explored in a four-year study with secondary school teachers which aimed to
develop new approaches to teacher evaluation (Wolf, 199la). The Teacher
Assessment Project (TAP) at Stanford University demonstrated that portfolios
hold great promise for the evaluation of teaching but also highlighted some
potential problems (Wolf, 1991 a). For example,
Portfolios are messy to construct, cumbersome to store, difficult
to score, and vulnerable to misrepresentation. But, in ways that
no other assessment method can, portfolios provide a connection
to the contexts and personal histories of real teaching and make
it possible to document the unfolding of both teaching and
learning over time. (Wolf, 199la, p. 129)

With regard to the evaluation of portfolios Wolf (1991a) notes that the TAP found
an approach based on an analytic scoring system to be less suitable than an
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holistic approach based on professional

judgement~

by trained examiners using

specific criteria. Moreover, the TAP nlso highlighted that the potentiul for
portfolio usc was largely dependent on the politicltl, nrganisatiOJwl l.llld
profcssionnl contexts in which they were used. Wolf ( 199 J a) cnncludcs:
What remains is to consider the ways that institutional and
professional forces will support or subvert the promise of
portfolios. (p. 136)

In higher education, institutional forces were sweeping along the portfolio
'movement' as university administrJtors to a large extent wrested the agenda from
professional organisations such as CAUT, AAHE and FA USA. One result of this
trend is that research on the portfolio concept has arguably not kept pace with the
implementation of portfolio programs for formative and summative evnluation of
university staff. That is, as detailed above, despite the initial enthusiasm shown by
the professional organisations and then university administrators for the adoption
of portfolios for various purposes, few systematic investigations have been
undertaken to dctennine the efficacy of portfolio-based approaches.

To summarise then, the use of teaching portfolios for the improvement and
evaluation of teaching quality shows considerable promise. However, much work
remains to be done and numerous questions remain unanswered bl'rore academic
staff in Australian universities can be expected to accept the use of portfolios for
summative evaluation and decision-making which affects their careers. In this
respect, a case study approach that evaluates portfolio use in the context of u
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professional development program may c!ucidatc snrne of the

REVIEW

pitfall~

and

promises associated with the usc nf teaching portfolios fur academic stuff.

EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION

Prior tol930, the term evaluation tended to be used synonymously with the notion
of testing or grading of student performance by classroom

teacher~

(Popham,

1993). Then, in the 1930s, Ralph W. Tyler undertook a study to compare the
college performance of students prepared in "progressive" high schools with those
prepared in conventional high schools and in the process initiated a broader
conceptualisation of educational evaluation. In Tyler's view evaluation should be
concerned with the appraisal of educational programs rather than being solely
concerned with the evaluation of student perfonnance (Popham, !993). This
conception of educational evaluation

~timulatcd

subsequent educators to regard

the purpose of evaluation in broader terms, and paved the way for other
approaches to educational evaluation which have since produced a burgeoning
literature (Madaus, Scriven & Stufflebeam, !991; Pitman & Maxwell, 1992;
Posavac & Carey, 1997; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen & Sanders,
1987). Whilst it is beyond the scope of this chapter to detail the many approaches
that have evolved sine¢ Tyler's work, a broad-brush overview of some of the main
approaches and conceptual breakthroughs is presented in order to provide a
context for the evaluation approach adopted in the present study.
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As outlined in the previous chapter, definitions of evaluation uhound and there arc
numerous approaches to the practice of evaluation. Some of these uppruuehes
have been more l'ornmlly dcvelllped into detailed protocols to guide the process nf
undertaking cvnluation, and often an approach has an accompunying array of
techniques (Popham, !993: Rossi & Freeman, 1989; Scriven, 1967; Worthen &
Sanders,

1987). Ncvo (1986) and others (for example, Popham, 1993;

Schumacher & McMillan, 1993: Worthen & Sanders, 1987} have detailed how the
many views and approaches to evaluation practice have evolved over the years.
Ncvo (1986) points out, however, that many approaches arc unduly referred to as
'models',
... in spite of the fact that none of them includes a sufficient
degree of complexity and completeness that might be suggested
by the tenn 'model'. (p. 15)

Following Tyler's early work in educational evaluation, the 1940s and early 1950s
was mainly a period of refinement, consolidation and application of this approach
(Worthen & Sanders, 1987). Then, in the 1950s and the early 1960s there was a
period of considerable technical development building on Tyler's work (Popham,
1993). For example, taxonomies of educational objectives were developed which
became indispensable reference tools for those involved in educational evaluation
(Worthen & Sanders, 1987). One of these developments, referred to as "Bloom's
Taxonomy",
.... defined in explicit detail a hierarchy of thinking skil[s
applicable to various content areas. This document continues to
be a standard tool both in testing and curriculum development,
design, and evaluation. (Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p. 16)
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Later in the 1960s, Lee J. Cronbach's work marked another shift io perspective on
educational evaluation (Popham, 1988; Worthen & Sanders, !987). In response to
a large scale curriculum development initiative funded hy the US Goverilmcnt,
Cronbach mgucd that educational evaluation should focus on assisting curriculum
developers with decision-making and help them determine the extent to which a
program promoted desired consequences (Popham, !988). The notion of using
evaluation for program improvement was subsequently further developed in 1967
by Michael Scriven. He identified two essentially different roles for educational
evaluation which he described as formative and summative. According to Popham
(1988),
Rarely has a conceptual clarification been so quickly and so
widely adopted by a specialization ..... Scriven cut through a
confusing situation regarding evaluation's roles and set forth a
useful way of eonr.eptualizing it. (p. 13)

As noted in chapter one, fonnative evaluation is conducted during the operation of
a program in order to provide infornr.ttion useful for improving a program;
swnmative evaluation is undertaken at the program's conclusion to detennine its
wonh or merit. Most subsequent approaches to educational evaluation have since
incorporated these two roles of evaluation, albeit with varying emphases.
Moreover, many of the evaluation techniques and approaches that have been
developed over the last few decades may be

u~ed

for both formative and

summative evaluation; the timing of their use and the purpose for which they are
employed often detennining the role (Schumacher & McMi11an, 1993). It should
aJso be noted that not ali evaluation approaches necessarily articulate how
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fonnativc and sumnmtive evaluations fcat'.lre in the approach. This occurs despite
the fact that, us Popham ( 1988) notes rather cynically, "new inventors often build
their own wheels by using other people's spokes" (p. 22). Moreover, he argues
that in many approaches there has been a great deal of re-invention of the wheel.
For a time it appeared tlmt an educational evaluation model was
being generated by anyone who (I) could spell "educational
evaluation" and (2) had access to an appropriate number of
boxes and arrows. The building of educational evaluation
models was, clearly, a fashionable uctivity of the late 1960s and
early 1970s. (Popham, 1988, p. 22)

A review of the various conceptual approaches to evaluation shows overlap as
well as considerable diversity in the design and implementation of evaluations
depending on the specific purpose they are to serve and the methodologies
employed by the evaluators (Rossi & Freeman, 1989). Also, because evaluation is
multi-faceted and can he conducted in different phases of a program's
development, the same model may be classified in diverse ways (Schumacher &
McMillan, 1993). For these reasons, it is generally agreed that evaluation
approaches evade clear-cut classification (Pitman & Maxwell, 1992; Posavac &
Carey, 1997; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen & Sanders, 1987).

The following overview of the major approaches, then, based on a comparative
analysis of six alternative evaluation orientations, is neither exhau~tivc nor are the
approaches mutually exclusive (Pitman & Maxwell, 1992; Posavae & Carey,
1997; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen & Sanders, 1987). These
evaluation approaches are outlined here to provide a context for the approach
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employed in the present study as well us a rationale for the study design. Thus, the

' of each
classification scheme outlines the characteristics, strengths and limitatj0ns
approach, highlights some of the techniques employed and describes the context
in which these approaches arc generally used (Benson & Michael, 1990; Pitman &
Maxwell, 1992; Posavac & Carey, 1997; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993;
Worthen& Sanders, 1987).

1. Objectives·Oricnted
This approach is characterised by the use of objective means such as pre-post
measurement of performance to gather data, as well as the specification of
measurable objectives. Some of the main proponents of this approach include
Tyler, Bloom and Popham and the main purpose of objectives-oriented evaluation
is to determine the extent to which a program's objectives arc achieved. The
benefits of this approach include the ease of usc and high acceptability.
Schumacher and McMillan (1993) note that other advantages of the objectivesoriented approach include its highly definable methodology and detailed
procedural protocol, features which make it attractive to novice evaluators.
Limitations of this approach include an over-emphasis on student testing and the
reductionistic and linear nature of procedures used (Schumacher & McMillan,
1993; Worthen & Sanders, 1987).
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2. Consumer-Oriented
Proponents of the consumer-oriented npproach include Scriven, mentioned
previously, who is responsible for the fonnutivc-summative distinction in
evaluation research. The purpose of this approach is to provide information about
educational products to assist in decision-making regarding the adoption or
purchnse of various educational products and programs (Madaus ct al., I 991;
Worthen & Sanders, 1987). The benefits of this approach are that the check-lists
and associated criteria that have evolved from these evaluations are useful tools
for educators (or potential consumers) interested in dele1mining the value of a
range of educational products (Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen &
Sanders, 1987). Limitations of the consumer-oriented approach include the fact
that the emphasis on consumer infonnation needs may lead to a lack of crossexamination or debate on the product being evaluated (Worthen & Sanders, 1987).

3- Expertise-Oriented
Eisner and various accreditation groups (for example, professional a'isociations or
government bodies) are the main proponents of the expertise-oriented approach to
evaluation, according to Worthen nnd Sanders (1987). As the name suggests, the
approach relies heavily on the professional expertise of the evaluutor. Professional
judgements of the quality of educational programs, institutions, products or
activities are the main purpose of this approach, based on the evaluator's
individual knowledge and experience. Both the benefits and limitations of this
approach revolve around the fact that human judgement and 'experts' play a
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major role in expertise-oriented evaluations. This may lead to problems associated
with rcplicability (for example, reliability between 'expert' judgements), a
vulnerability to personal bias, and potential conflicts of interest. On the other
hand, expertise-oriented upproachcs provide the potential for broad coverage and
case of implementation and planning (Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen
& Sanders, 1987).

4. Adversary-Oriented
Adver~ary-oriented

approaches, led by proponents such as Wolf, Owens and

Levine, seek to provide a balanced examination of program strengths and
weaknesses (Worthen & Sanders, !987). This approach is characterised by public
hearings and decisions that are based on arguments heard during a hearing, and is
often associated with controversial programs or policy issues. The benefits of the
adversary-oriented approach include a close exllmination and 'public' scmtiny of
evaluation objects, and the potential for high impact on the audience for the
evaluation. Limitations of this approach include the potential for high costs and
the fallibility of the judges or arbiters of evaluation outcomes (Pitman & Maxwell,
1992; Worthen & Sanders, 1987).

5. NaturaUstic and Participant Oriented
Some of the more recently developed approaches to educational evaluation
include those by Stake, Patton and Guba (Madaus et al., 1991; Pitman &
Maxwell, 1992; Worthen & Sanders, 1987). These approaches arc distinguished
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by the usc of imluctive reasoning and first-hand experience on site as .~uggestcd hy
the

term~.

namely, naturalistic and participant (Posavuc & CHrcy, 1997; Worthen

& Sunders, 198'7).

Nutumlisti~

and participant-oriented approaches often draw on

ethnographic research methodologies and emphasise a consideration of a wide
variety of information in drawing conclusions (Worthen & Sanders, 1987). In
these respects it overlaps with the evaluation npproach used in the present study.
A limitation of this approach is that it tends to be non-directive and has the
potential for high labour intensity with concomitant high costs (Schumacher &
McMillan, 1993; Wonhen & Sanders, 1987). However, naturalistic approaches
are acknowledged

a~

particularly suited to an examination of educational

innovations or where an understanding of complex educational activities is
desired (Posavac & Carey; 1997).

6. Management-Oriented

The main purpose of this approach sometimes referred to as decision or
improvement-oriented (Posavac & Carey, 1997) is to provide information to aid in
decision-making. Proponents include Aikin, Provus, and Stufflebeam (Popham,
1993), who, as noted in chapter one, is acknowledged as the developer of the
CIPP approach that was adopted for the present study. A distinguishing
characteristic of management-orientated approaches is the fact that evaluation
occurs at all stages of program development and the benefits include its
comprehensiveness and systematic nature (Harris, 1996; Madaus et a!., 1991).
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Limitations of the management-oriented approach urc that they can he expensive
to administer and, hccausc of the emphasis on assisting with managerial decisionmaking, may focus too narrowly on the concerns of management at the expense of
other stakeholders (Schumacher & McMillan, 1993; Worthen & Sanders, 1987).
For example, Schumacher & McMillan ( 1993) point out,
the decision-oriented approach lL'iSUmes that the decision-maker
is sensitive to possible problems in bringing about educational
change and is willing to obtain information regarding these
realities. (p. 531)

However, as discussed below, in the context of the present study the CIPP
approach was not used primarily to infonn institlllional (or managerial) decisionmaking, Instead, it focused on gathering information to inform program
development and to address the central research questions. Further details of the
CIPP approach are detailed in other parts of this chapter and thesis.

The plethora of evaluation approaches outlined above has, not surprisingly,
resulted in a bewildering array of evaluation studies, methods, tools and
techniques. Needless to say, this can lead to some confusion on the part of a
novice researcher in the field of educational evalnation. Furthermore, whilst the
emphasis, definitions and approaches to educational evaluation have been refined
over the years, the focus of educational evaluation has also changed.

Thus,

Popham (1993) points out that in the 1970s educators were preoccupied with
program evaluation and the focus in the 1980s was on competency testing of
students. However, he notes that "the latter part of the twentieth century may well
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be remembered as the period when our allcntion was focused on teacher quality".
(Popham, 1988, p. 31)

In this regard, the CIPP approach to program evaluation has also been used as a
framework for evaluating the performance of superintendents in a systematic
approach to assessment over the course of a school year (Stufflebeam, Candoli, &
Nicho!ls, 1995). Stufflebeam et al. (1995) note,
The evaluation model used in this portfolio proposes an
ongoing, systematic approach to assessment that spaces out
evaluation tusks over the course of a school year, fiscal year, or
some similar evaluation cycle .... In this portfolio, we apply this
model (CIPP) spt•cilically to the evaluation of superintendent
perfonnance. (p ..~')

In summary, it would appear that the various approaches to educational evaluation
outlined above, are both flexible and adaptable to suit a variety of different
purposes. Moreover, depending on the way they are used, evaluation approaches
can satisfy a number of the criteria for systematic enquiry that arc normally
associated with educational research.

However, with such a broad range of

approaches th·e type of evaluation utilised is largely u question of choice governed
by the focus and purpose of the evaluation. In the prciscnt study, Stufflebeam's
CIPP evaluation approach was chosen as the framework for conducting the
present investigation as detailed below,
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CJPP Evaluation Framework

The CIPP approach to program evaluation was first proposed in 1970 by
Stufflebeam and his colleagues in the Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee
on Evaluations report entitled, Eclucational Evaluation and Decision

Makin~t

(Mason & Bramble 1989). According to Stufflebeam and Shinkficld ( 1985),
Evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining, and
providing descriptive and judgmentul information ubout the
worth and merit of some object's goals, design, implementation,
and impacts,·m order to guide decision-making, serve needs for
accountability, and promote understanding of the involved
phenomenon. (p. !59)

In undertaking the present study, the CIPP approach was chosen because:
it is a comprehensive approach which enables the evaluator to obtain a
holistic picture of the evaluation object;
it can be used for both fonnative and summative evaluation purposes
by supplying infonnation to guide decision-making as well as for
accountability purposes; and,
it enables the evaluator to gather infonnation before, during and after
the commencement of a program, thus assisting in program design and
implementation, and research and development (Stufflebeam, 1983).

Figure 2.1 (below) provides a pictorial account of how these general features of
CIPP apply to the evaluation of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) and
infonned the design, implementation and evaluation of the slUff development
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progrum (SDP). In other words, the TPP provided the context in which the central
re~carch

questions of this study was addressed through the collection and analysis

of data within the CIPP upproach to evaluution. Moreover, each evaluation
yielded information to support the design, implementation and evaluation of the
staff development program (SDP).
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Flnwchart depleting the role ofCIPP in providing Information to address
lh~ central research qncstion:i and the development of the SDP

,,;hus, ns shown in Figure 2.1, the CIPP supplied the methodological approach to
the present study and underpinned the development of the SOP based on a
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conceptual framework drawn from emerging trends in the literature on research
and development of univen;ity teaching, detailed helow.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND CHAPTER SUMMARY

In the present study, the design, implementation and evaluation of a portfoliobased Staff Development Program (SOP) was investigated in the context of the
Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP). The conceptual framework for this research was
drawn from theoretical developments and emerging

trend~

in the study of

university teaching and academic development. Three emerging and inter-related
philosophical and conceptual trends were identified as underlying the portfolio
concept in higher education. These trends included a shift towards reflective
practice in higher education, increasing professionalism in university teaching and
calls for a scholarship of teaching. The converging conceptions that served to
guide program development in the context of this study are elucidated below.

,,

Reflective Practice, Scholarship and Professionalism

1

As discussed previously in this ~hapter, the notion of reflective practice ha~
gained increasing importance in the development of teaching in higher education
(Anderson, 1993; Brookfield, 1995). The reflective practitioner approach to
teaching practice originated from the work of SchOn in the early 1980s (SchOn,
1987; SchOn, 1992). It is now generally accepted that reflection on, and in,
practice underlies many of the approaches to the development of teaching in
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universities (Brew, 1995).

Moreover, the term, reflective practice, has

considerable currency in higher education and implies "more than 'thinking
about', it also includes collecting data about practice

~nd

<1nalysiJ1g it in the light

of the social, moral and political context" (Ashcroft, 1995, p.l).
pmctice is also a key

~spec\

of Kolb's

experienli~llc~rning

four stages of learning: concrete experience, reflective

Reflective

model which outlines
observ~tion,

abstract

conceptualisation and active experimentation (Kolb, 1984). As Seng and Seng
(1996) note,
The rationale for this (reflective practice and experiential
learning approach) in staff development is that whilst we learn
from experience, it is critical for us to reflect on the experience
and discuss it to optimise our learning. (p. 2)
Thus, the approach taken in the staff development program described in this the~is
aligns well with the reflective practitioner model outlined by Ashcroft and
Foreman-Peck (1994). This model "sees professional development as progressing
through a process of critical enquiry and problem-solving" (Ashcroft, 1995, p. 4).
It implies independence on the part of the learner (in this case the participants in
the TPP); an approach to professional Oevcloprnent that accords with the values
and aspirations of academic staff; and the view thnt teaching is part of an
academic's scholarly work. Also, the fact that the portfolio concept lends itself to
a reflective practice approach has been noted. For example, Pat Hutchings, the
Director of the AAHE Teaching Initiative, in the foreword to Campus Use of the

Teaching Portfolio (Anderson, 1993) writes:
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... we need models of the teaching portfolio thul would
document the more substantive, intellectual (i.e. scholarly)
aspects of teaching .... I've come to believe that particularly
promising model~ might be driven by Donald Schtin's notion of
rellective pmetice. (p. 5)

Hutching's observation complements another ussumption underlying the approach
adopted in this study, which draws from the view that teaching and teaching
development are in themselves scholarly activities. As noted earlier, Ernest Boyer
first advocuted the notion of a scholarship of teaching in 1990 in an influential
report to the Carnegie Foundation, Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of rhe
Professoriate (Boyer, 1990). In this report. Boyer argued eloquently for

academics to bring to the improvement of teaching some of the creativity and
rigour they apply to the scholarship involved in their research. The notion of a
scholnrship of teaching has been incorpornted into the rationale for portfolio
development by many proponents of teaching portfolios (Anderson, 1993;
Edgerton et a!., 1991; Ramsden et a!., 1995) although as discussed previously
there are differing views on what constitutes a scholarly approach to teaching.
Nevertheless, it has been suggested that if teaching is viewed ns a scholarly
activity it will lend itself to review by peers in much the same way as is presently
done with research. This may ultimately lend to new strategies for the appraisal
of teaching which conform to the ethos of academic staff and traditional
university values (Boyer,

1990; Edgerton et al..

1991 ). Moreover, in

conceptualising university teaching as scholarly work we will also gain a beltcr
understanding of some of the complexities involved in university teaching
(Edgerton et al., 1991; Martin & Ramsden, 1993; Prosser & Trigwcll, 1997).

"
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Together with lhi! ndoption of rcllectivc practice and the scholarship of teaching
in universities, there has been a growing tcn!.lcncy towurds the notion of
professionulism of teaching in higher education. Ramsden ct al. (1995) point out
that although university teaching is sometimes referred to as one of the oldest
professions it Jacks some of the features that generally churactcrise professions,
including:
a prescribed period of relevant pre-service education and
supervised practicul experience, ongoing in-service education, a
code of ethics, and strong and wen-supported professional
associations. (p. I 7)

Thus, accompanying calls for more accountability in teaching, the introduction of
qualifications in tertiary teaching, and demands for improvement of teaching
quality, has been a growing debate about the profession of university teaching.
(Ashcroft, 1995; Ashcroft & Forcman-Pcch, 1994; Brew, 1995; Ramsden et al.,
1995).

In Australia, Ramsden et a!. (1995) have recommended national

recognition of courses thut lead to qualifications in university teaching. They point
to the model developed in the United Kingdom by the Staff and Educational
Development Association (SEDA) as one which
would facilitate the process of achieving an academic workforce
qualified in teaching and would provide a guarantee that
minimum professional standards are reached. (p. 98)

Brew (1995) has also argued that professionalism in university teaching will lead
to more public exposure and discussion of teaching perfonnnnce and to giving
higher scholarly status to the design and delivery of goOO teaching within a
discipline. Although fonnal accreditation of university teachers seems unlikely in
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the sh01t term, the trend toward teacl1ing professionalism continues to gather
momentum (Ramsden et al., 1995).

In summary then. both renective practice and the development of a scholarship of
teaching arc notions that underpin the trend towards professionalism in university
teaching and these concepts are an integral part of the philosophy underlying the
portfolio concept. Moreover, as outlined above, renectivc practice and teaching
professionalism have also influenced the direction and content of staff
development programs in higher education which seck to improve teaching
(Moses, 1988; Zuber-Skerritt, 1992a) as has research on teaching in higher
education (Ashcroft, 1995; Neumann. 1994; Ramsden et al., 1995; Zuber-Skerritt,
1992b).

In this regard, the rationale and approach to the design and

implementation of the professional development program on teaching portfolios
undertaken in the present study also draws on these concepts.

This chapter has reviewed literature on university teaching, professional
development and teaching portfolios with relevance to the research described in
this thesis,

In the following chapter, the procedure and framework for the

evaluations employed in this study are described.
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Chapter Three

METHODOLOGY
..• the value of the altemative approaches (to educational cv.Uuation)
is their capacity to help us thiltk, to prese/11 and provoke new ideas
and teclmiques, and to serve as mental checklists of thing.! we ought to
consider, rr-member, or worry about. Their heuristic value is very
high; their prescriptive value seemy much less. (Worthen and Sanders,
1987, p.l51)

INTRODUCTION

As outlined in chapter one, the use of teaching portfolios has been proposed, both
in Australia and overseas, as an improvement over existing strategies for the
recognition, appraisal and improvement of university teaching. However, as
teaching portfolios are a recent innovation, particularly in Australian universities,
their utility in these contexts is not known, <md there are a· number of issuer.
surrounding the use of portfolios which warrant further investigation. The central
research questions
investigated in this study can be stated as follows:
,_,

How useful are teaching portfolios for teaching development purposes
in a university context?
What are the outcomes and benefits for academic staff and universities
of a professional development program based on the preparation of a
teaching portfolio?

These questions were investigated by means of an evaluative case study of the
Teaching Portfolio Project, which involved the design, implemeniation, and
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evaluation of a portfolio-based staff development program (SDP) for academic
staff in the School of Nursing (SON) at Curtin University of Technology. As
discussed in chapter two, the methodological framework of the study was derived
from the CIPP approach to program evaluation.

The present chapter outlines the procedures used to address the questions arising
io the context, input, process and product evaluations that comprise the ClPP
approach. Details of how the data collected in the four evaluations informed
decision-making in the development and implementation of the program are also
provided. Furthermore, the setting of the case study and the procedures used to
analyse the data gathered over the course of the present investigation are
described. The chapter concludes with a discussion of some ethical considerations
and limitations of the study design and methodologies used.

STUDY DESIGN

Case study design, because of its flexibility and adaptability to a range
of contexts, processes, people and foci, provides some of the most
useful methods available in educational research. (Schumacher &
McMillan, 1993, p. 375)

According to Sturman (1997) "case study" is a generic term for the investigation
of an individual, group or phenomenon. Case study techniques may vary, and may
include qualitative and quantitative approaches (Borg & Gall, 1989; Merriam,
1998), A distinguishing feature of the approach is that in order to explain, predict
or generalize from a single example (the case), it is necessary to conduct an "in-
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depth investigation of the interdependencies of pmts und of the pullcrm that
emerge (Sturman, 1997, p. 61 ). In this regard, Diesing ( 1972) places cuse studies
within the holist tradition of scientific inquiry, in which the characteristics of a
part are seen to be largely determined by the whole to which it belongs. According
to the holist tradition, to understand the whole requires an understanding of the
interrelationships between the parts (Me;:riam, 1998).

Laney (1993) notes that case studies have a number of different applications. In
the present study a. single 'instrumental' case study design was employed, using
both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods.

Stake (1994), in

identifying three types of case study design, notes thut in what he tenns an
'instrumental case study', a particular case is examined in depth to provide insight
into a particular issue. In instrumental case studies "the case b of secondary

"

interi.~t;

it plays a supportive role, facilitating our understanding of something

else" (Stake, 1994, p. 237). He goes on to say that the choice of a case is made in
order to further our understanding of the issue under investigation (Stake, 1994).

In relation to the present study, the issue to be investigated was the use of teaching
portfolios in a university setting, whilst the case of the Teaching Portfolio Project
provided the context in which this issue could be explored. Thus, within the
Teaching Portfolio Project, the researcher designed, implemented and cvalu<1.tcd a
portfolio-based staff development program (SDP), using the CIPP evaluation
approach. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between lhe various components of
the research design.
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.... _.--_-

Context Evaluation
1

Identified plans
and program
design

Determined need
and objec~ves

Determined
outcomes and
attainments

Evaluated
implementation and
operations

Figure 3·1 Study Design: The CIPP cvaluatiou framework in relallon to the Teaching
Portfolio Projcot

Figure 3.1 above illustrates how the

ca~e

study of the Teaching Portfolio Project

(depicted in the shaded, outer circle) encompassed four distinct evaluations, based
on Stufflebeam's CIPP approach to program

~vcluation.

As also shown in this

figure, the context (1), input (2), process (3), and product (4) evaluations were
undertaken sequentially. However, it is important to note that some of the
pro~edures

for these evaluations overlapped. This is elucidated later in this
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chapter in Figure 3.5, which shows an overview of the study and the time-frame
for each evaluation.

The principles of data collection in case studies, according to Burns (1994),
include the use of multiple sources of evidence, the maintenance of a chain of
evidence, and the recording of data in notes, video or tapes. He also points out that
a case study investigator needs to be observant, a good listener, adaptive and
flexible, and to have a good grasp of the issue under investigation. Moreover,
Lack of bias is essential to prevent an investigator interpreting
evidence to support a preconceived position. Openness to
contradictory evidence is a must. (Bums, 1994, p. 375)

Stunnan (1997) states that case studies embrace 'both the qualitative and
quantitative paradigms'. He argues that in evaluative case studies, which involve
the evaluation of programs, 'condensed fieldwork' is required, using a variety of
research techniques (Stunnan, 1997, p. 63). Condensed fieldwork in this context,
contrasts with the more lengthy ethnographic case study approaches, and refers to
the use of fieldwork that is targeted to address specific evaluation questions
(Merriam, 1998). In the present study the CIPP evaluation framework provided a
flexible and focused approach to the investigation of the case study of the
Teaching Portfolio Project.

The CIPP Approach to Evaluation
All four evaluations of Stufflebeam's (1985) context, input, process, and product
(CIPP) scheme were undertaken in the present study, CIPP, which in Worthen &
Sanders' (1987) classification of evaluation approaches is management-oriented,
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was used

a.~

a frumcwork for guiding the evaluative process.

According to

Stufflebeam and Shinkfic.ld ( l 985),
evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining, und providing
descriptive und judgmental information about the worth and merit of
some object's goals, design, implementation, and impacts, in mder to
guide decision making, serve needs for accountability, and promote
understanding of the involved phenomena. (Stufnebeam & Shinkfield,
1985, p. 159)
As noted above, the CIPP approach has been categorised as management or
decision oriented (Stufflebeam & Webster, 1988). This is reflected in Stufflebeam
and Shinkfield's definition of evaluation with its emphasis on providing
infonnation to guide decision-making and to promote understanding of the object
under investigation. CIPP is based on the notion that the most important purpose
of evaluation is 'not to prove but to improve' (Stufflebeam, 1983), and in this
respect not all of the activities undertaken in the CIPP approach are purely
evaluative in nature (Isaac & Michael, 1982; Madaus, et a!., 1991).

The broad array of evaluation approaches proposed by educational researchers
over the decades was reviewed in chapter two. With such a profusion of
evaluation types, the question of which approach to adopt can appear confusing to
a novice evaluator (Charles, 1995). In the llbsence of empirical evidence about

'

"which mOdel works best under which circumstances ... choices among alternatives
will remain a matter of the evaluator's preference" (Worthen & Sanders, 1987 p.
149). Moreover, as noted above, Worthen & Sanders ( 19~7) suggest,
the value of the alternative approaches lies in their capacity to help us
think, to present and provoke new ideas and techniques, and to serve
as mental checklists of things we ought to consider, remember, or
worry <~bout... their heuristic value is very high; their prescriptive
value seems much less. (p. !51)
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The CIPP approach was chosen because it provides a comprehensive rationale for
undertaking evaluation studies. It also provides a framework for formative and
summative evaluution and can serve a range of informutional needs, namely,
Context - identifies problems and/or needs to facilitate decision-making in
planning a project,
Input - determines resources and strategies required to uchievc a project's
objectives,
Process -evaluates the implementation and procedures of a project, and,
Product- measures outcomes and attainment of project goals and objectives.
In the study described in this thesis, all four of these evaluations were employed
in a sequential order, although some evaluations were overlapping. However,
Stufflebeam and Shinkficld (1985) maintain that according to the CIPP scheme,
each evaluation can be undertaken independently, be consecutive or overlap, or
have different emphasis. Furthermore, whilst the CIPP arJproach has often been
associated with large scale, quantitatively based program evaluations it has been
demonstrated that it can also provide useful information for undertaking smaller
scale qualitatively based project evaluations, such as the TPP (Boyan, 1988;
Harris, 1996; Madaus, et al., 1991).

CASE STUDY SEITING

The present study was undertaken in the School of Nursing situated within the
Division of Health Sciences, at Curtin University of Technology. The School of
Nursing (SON) was established in 1975, making it one of the first schools of
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nursing to be e.~!Ublished in an Australian university. In 1995, at the beginning of
the study period, the School of Nursing had 71.98 full-time equivalent (PTE)
academic staff and 15.81 FTE general staff. Of the academic staff, 45.20 FTE
positions were tenured, 12.50 FTE academic staff were on limited term contracts,
and a further 14.28 FTE were employed on a sessional basis. Thi! School had
three departments, these being an Undergraduate Studies Department employing
43.75 FTE academic staff; a Postgraduate Studies Department with 8.20 FTE
academic staff, and a Department of Behavioural Healtil ,science with 11.40 FTE
academic staff. The organisational structure of the Schooi is shown in Figure 3.2.
In addition to the three departments shown in the left circle the other main

components of the organisational structure, namely the Centre for Nursing
Research and Development, Professional Education Services, and Program
Support, are shown in the right circle. The centrally depicted Teaching Teams and
Special Interest Groups comprised staff drawn from all areas of the School's
operations.

/
Department of
Postgraduate
Nursing Studies

(

I

~

/

Centre for Nursing
Research and
Devclopmcnl

Head ofSclmol

Teaching Teams

Department of
Undcrgrhdualc
Nursing Studies

""

Department of
Behavioural
Hcahh Science

Speciallntcrcst
Gro"P'

1

Professional
Education

j

~

sm;'"

PmgmmS"PP"'

Figure 3-2 School or Nursing Organlsntlonnl Structure
{Adnpled r"''" School ofNu<>lng 1995 lm<mol Annuol Rcpon)
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Membership of

the.~e

teams and

group.~

fluctuated, and was determined hy

teaching requirements and allocations, and the interests of staff. According to the
1995 Internal Annual Report, the Teaching Teams and Special Interest Groups
were "central to the total organisation of the School" and they were "expected to
be a major source of ideas and expertise for the School's various activities"
(School of Nursing, 1995, p. 87).

The 1995 Internal Annual Report goes on to note that responsibility for teaching
quality lies with those implementing the curricula, and had been devolved to the
Teaching Teams under the overview of the School's Curriculum Committees. As
a member of the School's Undergraduate Studies Curriculum Committee during
the period the present study was undertaken I was thus in a position to monitor the
Committee agendas for issues with a bearing on the Teaching Portfolio Project
(TPP). The management structure of the SON as outlined in the School's 1995
Internal Annual Report, is shown in Figure 3.3 below.
Head of School
Progrnm Support
Administration
Student Affairs Office
Tcach"mg Resources Centre
Computing
Nursing Lubomtories
Head, Department of Postgraduate Nursing Studies
Head, Department of Undergraduate Nursing Studies
Deputy Head, Clinical/Student Liaison
Head, Department of Behavioural Health Sciences
Manager, Humart Resources
Teaching Teams
Special lnlercsl Groups
Centre for Nursing Research and Development
Professional Education Services
Figure 3-3 Management strudurc of Ute School ofNur:sing
(ildaplcd from S~hoot of Nurslos t995 lnlcmot Annunl Report)
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The SON's Management Conunil!cc, chaired by the Head of School, comprised
the three Department Heads, the Deputy Head Clinical/Stur.lcnl Liaison, a
representative from Program Support and the Centre fm Research and
Development, and an elected academic staff representative. The Management
Committee met on a fortnightly basis, to advise the Head of School on polic!' and
resource matters. As Head of the Depat1ment of Behavioural Health Sciences
during the time of the present study I was thus a representative on the School's
Management Committee.

Another SON committee with relevance to the present study was the S!aff
Development

Committee.

This

Committee

comprised

twelve

members

representing undergraduate and postgraduate academic staff, the Research Centre,
professional education services, continuing education, human resources, and the
general staff (School of Nursing, 1995). The purpose of the Staff Development
Committee was to provide information and overview procedures for the
orientation of new staff, WJd to identify and provide for the SON's staff
development needs. With regard to the present study, it is of interest to note that
the Report highlights a workshop on "Reflective Practice" amongst its 1995
activities, which was attended by thirty-four staff (School of Nursing, 1995).

A salient feature of the study setting is the researcher's role in the SON, with
membership of the Management Committee and the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee as Department Head, and access to the Staff Development Committee.
The limitations of 'internal' evaluation studies will be outlined later in this
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clmptcr. However, the advantages inherent in t:o.: 'researcher's knowledge and
understllmling uf the Sehoul's sill IT and operations
to um.h:rtaking the present investigatiutt.

Wl'rc

considerable with regard

For example, one of the

rcse<~reh

methods employed was that of 'participant ohservatiun'. detailed below, in which
a thorough underswnding uf the setting is l:Onsidered vital (Atkinson &
Hammersley, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 191! I}.

RESEARCH METHODS

For most evaluator:> the question is not whether to use qualitative
methods or quantitative methods; the question is how to usc the
methods so that they complement each other in the best ways possible.
(Posavac & Carey, 1997, p. 227)

Maykut and Morehouse (1994) have noted that the developing, alternative
paradigms of qualitative research, arc based on fundamentally different postulates
than the postivitists' approach to research. The positivistic tradition in research,
sometimes

called

scientific

paradigms

or

objective

and

quanlitutive

methodologies, are often in sharp contrast to what may be referred to as
qualitative inquiry or naturalistic paradigms and subjective methodologies
(Worthen & Sanders, 1987). Some distinctive features of qualitative inquiries arc
that they are general!y conducted in natura! seuings and utilise the researcher as
the chief 'instrument' for data-gathering through the use of participant observation
and interviews (Laney, 1993; LeCompte eta!., 1992: Miles & Hubermau, 1994).
Payne (1994)

suggest~

that the primary reasons for selecting qualitative

approaches in evaluation are that they enable the researcher to discover the
meanings that an innovation or program has for stakeholders at the program or
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project site through observation, documentation, und assessment uf the effects of
the program on pt1r1icipants.

The processes of discovery, observation. documentation and assessment were
integral aspects of the methods employed in this study, within the conceptual
framework of the CIPP model of program evaluation. Thus, the datu collected in
the course of the study was mainly descriptive and qualil<ltive in nature, although
there was some quantification of certain aspects of the results us delineated later in
this and other chapters.

Whilst the debate on the relative merits of qualitative versus quantitative
approaches to research has continued for many years some authors "view both
fonns of inquiry as appropriate, depending on the purpose and questions for
which the study is conducted" (Worthen & Sanders, 1987. p. 53). Moreover, as
suggested by Posavac and Carey (1997), it has become accepted practice to use a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data in evaluation research.

Criteria for CIPP Evaluations

In addition to selecting appropriate methods to conduct the four evaluations that
comprise the CIPP approach, each evaluation necessitated the development of
criteria against which the findings associated with the evaluation questions could
be judged. Criteria can provide both a framework within which the evidence is
collected, as well as a direction toward the types of information sought. The
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criteria for the present study were adapted from previous research on the
evaluation of prufcssionul development programs based un the Cll'P approach
(Hekimian, 1984). 1-lckiminn identified a runge of criteria for context, input,
process and product evaluations of professional development progmrns, which she
then validated with different groups uf stakeholders. Although Hekimian's study
was undertaken in the American college system, und was not therefore directly
relevant to un Austrulian setting, the findings provided a useful platfonn for the
development of criteria aguinst which the effectiveness of the planning, design,
implementation and outcomes of the SDP could be determined.

Further details of specific methods

employ~d

in the present study are provided

below where the procedures used in the context, input, process and product
evaluations arc described. The findings arising from these evaluutions are
described in chapters four to eight of this thesis.

CONTEXT EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Stufflebeam and Shinkfield ( 1985) state that a context evaluation can be used for a
number of purposes. It may serve to define the institutional context and identify
and assess the needs of the target population. A context evaluation may also help
to discover potential problems that underlie the expressed needs, determine
opportunities to meet the identified needs, and enable the evuluator to judge the
merit of the proposed program objectives (Madaus et a!., 199 I; Stufflebeam,
1983). Stufflebeam and WebSter (1988) note that one pointer for undertaking a
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context cvuluation is if un institution is considering changes to practice or the
implementation of an innovative program.

In the present study, the context evaluation primarily uddressed the identilicution
of needs, opportunities, and potcntiul barriers or problems in the development of a
portfolio-based professional development program for academic staff in the SON.
As such, it cn:tbled the researcher to gather data to inform decision-making in the

planning and setting of objectives for the proposed Staff Development Program
(SOP).

Context Evaluation Questions

Accordingly, specific questions to be addressed in the context evaluation phase of
the study were as follows:
What need is there for teaching portfolios to replace or enhance existing
practices for the appraisal, improvement or recognition of university
teaching?
What need is there for professional development activities with respect to
teaching portfolios and what form might these activities tuke?
What barriers and opportunities presently exist with respect to the
implementation of portfolios for professional development or
improvement/appraisul of teaching?
Is there sufficient interest and demand for participation in the proposed
staff development activity amongst staff in the SON?
What objectives should be established for a professional development
program based on the use of teaching portfolios?

The criteria for the context evaluation included the extent to which the findings
demonstrated that the use of portfolios and portfolio-based professional
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development promised to be an improvement over existing strategies; there was
sufficient opportunity and interest to warnmt the implementation of the program;
and, the proposed tJbjcctives would address the expressed need.

The procedures used to address the above

question~.

detailed below, included:

l. a review and qualitative and quantitative content analysis of relevant literature
and documentmion on portfolio usc and teaching development practices;
2. a review, examination and content analysis of relevant University and School
of Nursing reports, minutes of meetings, and other policy and planning
documents;
3. structured interview5 with key personnel in the

SON~

and

4. a survey of academic staff in the SON.

Context Evaluation Procedures

Re~iew and qualitatiPe and quantitative col/fen/ analysi.~ of relevant literature
and documentation 011 portfolio use and teaching development practices.

As noted in chapters one and two, a review of relevant literature was an integral
aspect of the present study, both in order to provide an understanding of the
setting and to establish the need for a portfolio-based professional development
program. In the pre'ient study, aspects of literature relevant to the broader higher
education scene were described in chapters one and two. Some of this literature
and documentation was subjected to further content analysis in order to provide a
better understanding of portfolio use in other institutions, as del:li!erll.Jelow. Also,
literature and documents more specifically relevant to the present study, that is,
directly relevant to the establishment of need for the use of teaching portfolios as
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a strategy for teaching development in the SON ut Curtin Univer.;ity, were
examined.

Mostyn (1985) suggests that content

analy.~is

nnalysis of unstructured, open-ended

is essentially another term for the

rc~carch

mmcrial,

which

requires

interpretation to give mcuning to the content. Moreover, content analysis can yield
both qualitative and quamitative data depending on the application of the
approach and the material to be analysed (Fracnkcl, 1996; LeCompte, Mil!roy &
Preis~le,

1992). Accordingly, accounts of portfolio use in 25 institutions recorded

in Anderson (!993) were analysed to provide both qualllitative and qualitative
information on the purpose for which portfolios were used, and to identify
potential barriers to portfolio use identified in these institutions.

For example, in order to understand how portfolios were used in the institutions
detailed in Anderson ( 1993), the accounts were examined and coded according to
different categories of portfolio usc (recognition, appraisal and improvement) and
a frequency count wm; undertaken (Fraenkel, 1996). Moreover, to provide a be!!er
understanding of potential barriers to portfolio use, these accounts yielded
examples of a rangc of pro!Jlcms that wcre associated with portfolio use and the
implementation of portfolio programs, which were summarised and collated.

Examination and content analysis of relevant University and School of Nursing
reports, minutes of meetings, and other policy and plmming documellts.

An examination und content anulysis of pertinent University documentation was
conducted during the context evaluation to address the need, feasibility,
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opponunitic~.

and potential barriers to the implementation of a portfolio-based

st:1ff development program in relation to the study setting. Worthen and Sunders
(1987) note that informal content analysis, as applied in this aspect of the context
evaluation, can provide qualitative sumnmrics of documents and elicit insights
into

theme~

in the documentation with relevance to the

re~earch

questions.

This analysis explored how portfolios could be integrated with existing
procedures and policies for the appraisal and development of teaching. The
analysis included scrutiny of University documentation on promotion and annua!
staff review as outlined in the University's Human Resource Manual, and other
relevant University reports, discussion documents and publications. SON
documentation inspected by the researcher included Annual Reports, strategic
planning documents, and other SON committee documents and minutes of
relevance to the present investigation.
Survey and recruitme11t of academic staff itl the SON

Prior to the program's implementation, a number of fliers (Appendix 3.1)
providing infonnation on the proposed staff development program (SOP) and the
TPP were posted at various points around the SON. The purpose of the fliers was
to promote the forthcoming program and to raise awareness of staff about the use
of portfolios. The researcher also gave a short presentation to a SON stuff meeting
and to the members of the Staff Development Committee to provide information
about the proposed program and to encourage staff to consider participation.
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A survey of all eligible academic staff in the SON was conducted in order to
provide infornmtion for program planning and to recruit par1idpmlls for the
proposed prt1grum. The survey comprised lln information section (Pllrt A), :m
application form with multiple choice questions for stllff who wanted to
participate in the staff development program (Purl B), llnd ll short, open-ended
questionnaire (Part CJ (Appendix 3.2).

Thus, Part A provided background informatio'l on portfolios, the objectives of the
Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) and the author's role in the study.

The

application form, Part B, contained a section for all respondents to complete,
requesting information on name, contact details, position, number of years
teaching experience and teaching responsibilities. Informants intc11ding to enrol in
the program were also asked to indicate their availability, their preferences for
participation (ie. individual, small group, etc.), frequency and length of session,
and their reasons for participating in the program. In Par1 C, respondents were
asked to comment on the value placed on teaching in the SON, the mcthnds they
presently used to evaluate or document their teaching, and opportunities and
barriers for improving their teaching skills.

The survey was sent to all eligible staff in the SON via the internal mail system.
Eligible staff were those who were teaching full-time in the SON, had been
teaching for at

le~!st

two years, and who were not on leave or in managerial

positions. Survey forms were sent to 43 members of academic staff and responses
were subsequently received from 25 (58%) of those surveyed. Of these 17 (39%)
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contuined expressions of intere.>t to participate in the program. However, two of
the contract staff who npplied :;uhscqucntly did not have their contracts renewed
nntl one staff member

~ould

not be released from other duties, ]caving a total of

fourteen stuff to take part in the program. Dcl<!ils of the program participants arc
outlined l:ltcr in the chapter.
Structured i11terriews witll key persouuel

Interviews provide a means of obtaining data that allow for the clarification and
prubing of issues surrounding an evaluation object (Bums, 1994; Guba & Lincoln,
198!;·.Isaac & Michael, 1982). Schumacher & McMillan (1993) point out that a
qualitative interview muy range from an informal conversational interview
through to a standardised open-ended interview. For the context evaluation, the
former was deemed more appropriate. Using what Schumacher & McMillan
(1993) refer to as key-informant interviews, semi-formal interviews were
conducted with the Head of School and the Chair of the Staff Development
Committee.

Key-informants, arc individuals who have special knowledge or

status, or who by virtue of their positions have access to information that may
otherwise be unavailable to the evaluator (Schumacher & McMillan, 1993). These
interviews were conducted during the context evaluation to clarify the potential
needs, barriers and opportunities in the planning of the proposed Staff
Development Program {SDP).

The interviews were conducted in the offices of the interviewee, at their
convenience, and were approximately thirty minutes in duration. At the outset of
the interview, the researcher explained the purpose of the study and the proposed
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methodology. Discussion centred on the interviewee's thoughts and perceptim1s of
the need for the proposed program, und putential

h~niers

and opportunities for

progmm implementatior, Extensive notes were rcconled hoth

durin~;

and after the

interviews by the researcher (Lnncy, 1993; Mnson & Bramble, l9K9). These

note~

were subsequently analysed to inl"orm decisions regarding the objectives and
design of the SDP.

INPUT EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

An input evaluation can be used to identify and assess alternative strategies and
procedural designs for implementing a program (Stufflebeam, 1983). They
typically involve undertaking an inventory of human and material resources, and
detennining the relevance and feasibility of a program's procedural design. This
enables the evaluator to determine the most appropriate scheme for implementing
a program in light of competing strategies and available rcsour1:cs, and based on
infonnation obtained from the context evaluation.

Input Evaluation Questions

Accordingly, four main research questions for the input evaluation were
fonnulated.
What strategies, resources, and program designs have been used by
directors of similar portfolio-based professional development programs in
other institutions?
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How arc portfolios structured und cvuluated in other institutions and what
items arc induded?
What resources arc rcquircll, anll arc sufficient resources available, to
implement a staff Ucvclopment program in the SON?
What program design will bt·st alldn:ss the needs identif'•"l in the context
evaluatio11'1
· .

Criterin relevant to the input questions included whether the program's structure,
design, and activities were feasible and had the potential to meet the program
objectives, and whether the physical, material and human resources required to
co'nduct the SDP were appropriate and adequate.

The procedures used for data r;ollection and analysis to address these questions
involved:
1. a survey of directors of similar programs in other institutions;
2. a review and content analysis of relevant documents and literature on aspects
of portfolio construction and evaluation procedures in other institutions;
3. compiling an inventory of material, physical and human resources for program
implementation;
4. the design of rhe proposed professional development program; and

5. interviews with key personnel.

Input Evaluation Procedures

Survey ofdirectors of similar programs.
Stufflebeam (1993) suggests that directors or managers of programs similar to a
planned program are an important source of infonnation with regard to ijrogram
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design, stmcturc and content. As noted in previous dtllplcrs, at the time of the
present invcstig<J'ion there were no documented accounts of portfolio pmgrams in
Australinn or British universities. Accordingly, the researcher undertook au openended mail survey of program directo·s of portfolio programs in twelve North
American institutions listed in Edgcrtor.

~·t

a!. (19\JI}. A let!er (Appendix 3.3)

outlining the purpose uf the survey, requested the respondents to comment on the
following :tspcets of portfolio usc in their institutions:
(i)

the purpose/s for which portfolios were used, und if their usc was
voluntary or mundatory;

(ii)

details regarding the forms of ussistance and
assist in portfolio constmction;

(iii)

details of the criteria or standards used for the appraisal of portfolios; and

(iv)

their views of the success/benefits and advantages/disadvantages of their
portfolio program.

re~ources

provided to staff to

The letter also requested the respondents to provide other infonnation or materials
relevant to portfolio use in their institution.

Responses were obtained from

program directors in nine institutions (75% of those surveyed), and materials and
documents such as policy statements, articles, and materials used in portfolio
workshops accompanied seven of these responses. The responses were
summarised and collated, and an analysis of this infonnution wa~ used in the
design of the proposed SDP.

Review and content a11alysis of relevant literature and documelltati011.
Accounts of portfolio use in other institutions that were examined as part of the
context evaluation (Anderson, 1993) were also reviewed in the input cvaluution to
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inform aspects of the SOP'> procedural design. Thus, the

rc~carchcr

amtlysccl

these accounts in order to determine the potential structure and contents of
portfolios. and to examine how portfolios CDuld he appraised.

With regard to determining the uppraisal of portfolios in other institutions a
qualitative analysis of Anderson (1993) was undertaken to

a~certuin

exemplars of

approaches to portfolio assessment (Fraenkcl, 1996). Moreover, University and
SON documents were examined to determine how existing teaching development
policies and practices may help or hinder the use of portfolios and how existing
practice may be integrated with portfolio use. Findings from these analyses are
shown in chapter five, which details the input evaluation results.
1,{

Obtaining resources for program implementation.

A range of resources necessary for the implementation of the proposed SOP was
identified in the context evaluation. As part of the input evaluation an application

Ji

was made for a University grant to undertake a project on professional
development activities based on the use of teaching portfolios. Applications for
funding were open to all academic staff in the University on a competitive basis.
The University's Teaching Learning Group and Quality Office jointly
administered the grants, which were financed from the University's Quality
Funding (1995-1996) program.
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The project objectives, as stated in the npplication form, were to explore the role
of teaching portfolios in:
the professional development of academic swff: and
the ev;tluation and improvement of teaching qunlity.

The application sought staff replacement funding for 16 staff, for two hours per
week, over twelve weeks (384 hours staff replacement), to facilitate staff
participation in the Project. Subsequently, a minute from the Head, Academic
staff Development in the TLG, was received. This stated in pan:

As Chair of the selection panel for the 1995-1996 Staff Development
Grants, I am pleased to advise you that your application hus been
successful. We received 25 applications and were able to fund 12
projects.

"

However, although the application was successful, the Project budget was reduced
to staff replacement fllnding for eight staff, for two hours per week, over twelve
weeks (192 hours staff replacement). Thus, one constraint in planning the
proposed project was the limited amount of time release funding available for
staff participation. As described in chapter five, in light of other findings arising
during the context and input evaluations and in consultation with key stakeholders
the SOP was designed to accommodate 14 participants for participation in the
program within the available budget.

Other resources available to the researcher for conducting the staff development
program included physical resources such as access to SON seminar rooms,

a~
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well

;1.~

access to mlministmtive support for promoting and conducting the

program ami the preparation of program materials. Moreover, lhe Jlcad of School
gllve pL·rmissinn for me to luke tirm:-rclcw;e from leuc!Jing dtJiics for the scc1mU
sernester in !996, when the program was due to he implcmcnteU. In this regard,
tile researcher was an integral resource in the development and implementation of
the program, bringing

w

the role of program manager und group facilitator a

background in psychology, and over twelve ycurs experience as a university
lecturer. Furthermore, the researcher was also experienced in the facilitation of
group work as a teacher, a clinical psychologist and a facilitator in management
training programs.

Design of tile Staff De~elopment Program (SDP)

As outlined in chapter two, the program design with regard to structure, strategies
and content, was based on tenets arising from conceptions of reflective practice,
scholarship, and professionalism in university teaching. Conceptually then, the
program was founded on a number of assumptions. One was that the experience,
backgrounds and

intere~ts

of the participants were an important program resource

{Anderson, 1993; Edgerton et al., 1991), A second was that the program would
focus on the process as well as products of portfolio preparation, thus providing
scope for the participants to explore and reflect on the scholarship underlying their
teaching practice (Boyer, 1990; Gibbs, 1992; Kydd, Crawford, & Riches, 1997).
A third assumption was that lhe program should cater for autonomous, adult
learners and that a collaborative, collegial approach to teaching development
would be encouraged within the program {Kalz & Henry, 1993; Lucas, 1994;
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Reece & Walker, 1997; Wchh, 1996). Fourthly, as noted previously, it was
assumed that the CIPP approach would enable the lindings from cad! evaluation
to infom1 decision-making in subsequent stages of program development. In
practice, fimlings from the cuntcxl and input evaluations, pertinent to the program
design, shapctl the formal of the .:;taff development program, as follow>.

Two groups of seven staff (A and B), met fortnightly over fourteen weeks in two
hourly sessions faci!it:lled by the researcher. Details of the SOP participants are
shown in Table 3-1 below.

Table 3·1 Details of SOP Participants

Level of
Appointment

Tenured

Associate
Lecturer (A)

0

I

No. of Years
Teaching Experience
(Ran2:c)
3

Lecturer (B)

9

3

4-16

Non-Tenured

A seven session program (Appendix 3.4) was developed comprising of an
introductory session, four sessions based on categories of items and materials for
inclusion in a portfolio, a session focusing on the criteria and standards for the
evaluation of portfolios, and a concluding session.

All participants received a file two weeks prior to the commencement of the
program. The file contained the following materials:
an introductory information pagc(Appendix 3.5).
an informed consent form (Appendix 3.6).
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a program (Appendix 3.4).
details of session dutes and times {Appendix 3.7).
How to compi!t• a l<'achil/ii portfolio (Federation of Australian
University Staff Association, J 992).

U~in.~

the teachin11 portfolio to impmve in.llructirm \Seldin, Annis,

& Zubizerreta, J 995).

The prc-rcadir,g materials were provided in order to encourage participants to start
thinking about their own teaching portfolios prior to the commencement of the
program, and to enable them to consider their objectives for participation. The
introductory information emphasised the fact that the program was a negotiable
one, and subject to changes depending on participant interests. Further details of
program activities and materials

'J.rxi

the individual and group

ta~ks

undertaken

during the program are recorded in chapter six of this thesis, which provides the
process findings of the TPP.

I11terviews with key person11el ill tile SON.
Interviews were held with the Head of School, the Heads of the Undergraduate
and Postgraduate Programs, and the Chair of the Staff Development Committee.
The purpose of these semi-formal interviews was to obtain feedback on the
proposed program's design, to establish the allocation of funding for time release
of staff, and to solicit the support and cooperation of key personnel for program
implementation (Pitman & Maxwell, 1992; Schumacher & McMillan, 1993). The
interviews thus focussed on the interviewees' perceptions of the feasibility of the
study design and the logistics of time release of staff. These interviews were held
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in the

interviewee·.~

office at a time of their choice, and took

hctwc~.:n

20 - 30

minutes. The researcher took notes during the interviews, and these were referred
to in finalising the procedural details of the

swrr development program (13org

&

Gall, 1989; Burns, 1994).

PROCESS EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A process evaluation, as the name suggests, examines the procedures involved in
the implementation phase of a program. According to Stufflebeam and Shinkficld
( 1985) a process evaluation enables the researcher to identify defects in the design
and implementation of a program and to record and judge procedural events and
activities. Thus, the process evaluation phase makes it possible for the researcher
to detect potential and actual problems during program implementation, and to
determine the merits or otherwise of the procedural plan by monitoring and
observing project activities.

Process Evaluation Questions

The central questions to be addressed as part of the proccss evaluation were as

How was the portfolio program implemented, and was it executed
according to plan?
From the perspective of participants and the facilitator, how useful
were the program activities and ta~ks fryr portfolio construction?
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What tlo the session outcomes tell
portfolio preparation?

u.~

ubout the

proccs~

and prntlucts of

How Stltisficd were purticipants with the staff tlcvelopmcnt
and the ovcr<~ll progrmn?
Wlwt rccommcntlmions arc there for improvements or
stuff tlcvdopmcnt program'!

ses.~ions

change~

to the

Criteria against which the process fintlings were jutlgcd included determining the
appropriateness anti effectiveness of program activities and design, and the
strengths and weaknesses and costs and benefits of program processes and
procedures. The specific methods used in the course of the process evaluation to
address these questions are shown below.

I. The administration of various questionnaires to program participants to
detennine their views on the relative importance on the components of a
portfolio and their views of good teaching in different contexts.
2. The administration of feedback fonns to ascertain the reaction of participants
to program sessions.

3. Participant observation and the maintenance of a journal to record program
attendance, activities, and observations of group interaction and participation.
4. Audio tape-recording, transcription and analysis of transcripts of program
sessions.

Details of the procedures used as part or the process evaluation arc provided
below.
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Process Evaluation Procedures

Adtni11istraJio11 of questi01111aires ltJ determi11e participall/.1'' goals, preferrl!d
portfillio collii!IJis, a11d view.~ 011 good teaclli11g i11 differellt coil/ext.\\

A number of queslionnaircs were devised in the course of the TPP to facilitate
portfolio construction and to w;certain the views of participants on various aspects
of teaching portfolios as outlined below. One questionnaire sought to determine
the individual and group goals participants hoped to achieve in the SDP
(Appendix 3.8). The responses to this open-ended questionnaire were collated and
provided as feedback to both program groups as outlined in chapter six.

A series of questionnaires sought data on various components of a portfolio
(Appendices 3.9-3.13). The questionnaires on portfolio contents were based on
Edgerton et a!. 's (199 i) list of portfolio materials. SDP participants were asked to
indicate if they considered particular items essential to include in a portfolio and
whether they already had these items. In addition to providing a focus for group
discussions, these questions were also designed to provide the participants with a
shared understanding of potential resources for materials that may be included in a
portfolio, and to consider general issues surrounding portfolio contents.
Responses were collated and quantified for each item (i.e. the number of people
who thought an item was essential, and number of people who already had
particular portfolio items) and results were presented (as group data) at the
beginning of the next session.
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Another open-ended ljUestionnairc focused on the development of criteria for
good teaching in vari<Jus 1c:1ching contexts (Appendix 3.14). The 4Ucstions were
designed to elicit chuructcristics of good teaching and tcacl1crs in various teaching
context.~

as well as vignettes of good teaching practice. Responses to this

questionnaire were collated and used in the context of 11 group uctivity in se&&ion
seven of the SOP.

The questionnaires used in the TPP program were de.signed to provide a focus for
the group discussions in program sessions, and un understanding of issues
surrounding the process and product of ponfolio construction.

They were

generally completed by the participants as a group activity towards the end of
each session, and the results were collated and provided feedback and a focus for
group discussion in the following session.

Session feedback forms

Feedback fonns for program sessions (Appendix 3.15) were devised in
accordance with Kirkpatrick's (1994) four-level approach to the evaluation of
training programs, namely reaction, learning, behaviour, and results (Kirkpatrick,
1994 ). This approach is also applicable to evaluating staff development activities
(Blackmore, Gibbs, & Shrives, 1999). In the context of the process evaluation the
feedback forms were designed primarily to ascertain a participant's reaction to
program activities, to detennine whether changes were required for the following
week's session, and to seek open-ended responses to these questions:
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(i)

(iil
(iii)
(iv)

From this session I gained:
Questions that remain unanswered include:
The session could be improved by:
In the next session I would like:

Responses to this feedback questionnaire were collated immediately after t'he
session for each group. The collated infonnation was used to inform the activities
of the next session, t.o gauge the satisfaction of participants with the program, and
to provide a better understanding of the process of portfolio construction.

Participant observation and maintenance ofa Project journal
Participant observation is a data-gathering technique often used in ethnographic
studies in which the investigator may take part in the day-to-day activities of the
individuals being investigated (Popham, 1993). Atkinson & Hammersley (1994)
note that a distinction can be drawn between participant and non-participant
observation, "the former referring to observation carried out when the researcher
is playing an established participant role in the scene studied" {p. 252).

Moreover, they note that the degree of a researcher's participation may be
influenced by a number of factors. These include whether others involved in the
research know the researcher's role and research aims, the activities in which the
researcher engages, and the researcher's orientation as 'insider' or 'outsider'
(Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). In the present study, the researcher's roles
within the TPP and in the context of the SDP were clearly defined and the purpose
of the research was fully explained to all participants.
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Observations arising from participant ob~crvation arc generally recorded in the
form of field notes or arc kept in a journal for subsequent

analy.~i.~

(Laney, 1993;

Menimn, 1998). ln the present study, the researcher recorded the procedural
events and activities of the progrmn in a journal. The researcher made notes in the
journal both during and after each session about llltcndancc, group interactions,
and participant behaviour, and recorded self-observations of the

researcher'.~

perfonnance in the role of group facilitator and program manager. The collection
of data in a journal may be classified as a narrative data collection system where
events are recorded in written fonn to provide detailed descriptions of observed
phenomena, to explain unfolding processes, and to chronicle infonnation about
individuals, groupE and activities (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994; Denzin &
Lincoln, 1994). The researcher made entries as soon as possible after particular
events of interest during the group sessions, reflected on the sessions and recorded
these reflections in the journal immediately after the session.

The journal served a number of purposes.

It enabled the researcher to .be

responsive to participant needs, it provided a detailed record of procedural events
and it allowed for triangulation of the data obtained from participants in the fonn
of questionnaire responses and the transcripts of group sessions (Borg, Gall, &
Gall, 1993; Denzin, 1988). A content analysis of the researcher's journal at the
conclusion of the program provided infonnation in relatiOn to the evaluation
questions and the conduct of the SDP (Borg, et al., 1993).
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Recordit1g, transcn'ptio11 and analysis ofprogram .~e.~.\·ioll.\"
All program sessions were audio-taped using a tape recorder that was centrally
placed in the room where the sessions were conducted. These recordings

re.~ulted

in approximately 28 hours of recorded group discussion (7 sessions x 2 groups
(A&B) x 2 hourly sessions). The recordings were transcribed between sessions so
that the transcripts were available before each subsequent session. The transcriber,
a member of the administrative staff of the SON, knew the program participants
and thus recorded who was speaking on the transcripts. If the transcriber was
uncertain as to who was speaking or aspects of the content, the researcher listened
to these sections of tape and assisted in the transcription. This enabled a full
transcript of the group discussions to be available for a preliminary analysis after
the session and more detailed analysis at the conclusion of the SOP.

The transcripts of the group sessions were analysed using QSR. NUD•IST 3.0.5
(Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Searching and Theorising) for
Windows (Qualitative Solutions and Research Pty. Ltd, 1996). The NUO.IST
program is a software package for the qualitative analysis of unstructured data, in
this instance, the transcripts resulting from the audio-taped program sessions of
the present study and sections of the researcher's journal, described above.

NUD•IST has been favourably evaluated in comparison to other computer-based
qualitative data analysis systems, and is described as user friendly and well
thought out (Weitzman & Miles, 1995). Moreover, the powerful search
capabilities and flexibility of NUD•IST allow for a more systematic and complete
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analysis of text than through the use of manunl

method.~

(Wcitzrnun & Miles,

1995).

The structure of the NUDolST database system is organised and referenced hy
·;·,

two separate but parallel databases or systems (Qunlitative Solutions and
Research, !996). The document system contains information about every
document (both on and off-line) and any memos about it, whilst the index system
contains the data categories (called nodes) constructed by the researcher, plus
information about the categories and the documents indexed under that category.
Thus, using NUD•IST, coding the data is a process of indexing segments of text
which are then 'stored' at nodes in a hierarchical tree structure, as each node or
category can have any number of nodes attached below as 'children' or adjacent
as 'siblings' (Qualitative Solutions and Research, 1996).

In the context of the present study, Microsoft Word document files of each
transcribed group session were entered as a text only, on-line document into the
NUD•IST project database. The length of text units used in the present study was
a paragraph, as this is considered the most suitable unit of analysis in
conversations (Weitzman & Miles, 1995).

Analysis of the transcripts used both the document and indexing system
capabilities of NUD•IST. Thus, e&ch document file of a session transcript could
be investigated to review the discussion of program topics or for instances of
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discussion on any particular theme of inlcrest, for example, 'clinical teaching' or
'quality of teaching' (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 1990}.

·
""l"go·•·.,~
· U d'tscusstnns
·
Tl1e ·mdexmg
system was aIso usc d to ......
. . , . . group sessto::

according to the topics and issues discussed, such as, 'portfolio construction' or
'information from others - feedback from colleagues'. Thus categories were
derived from a combination of program topics, notes in the researcher's journal
and document analysis (Patton, 1990; Wiersma, 1991 ). That is, the data categories
were created by coding the transcripts according to the session, group, program
topics, and issues and themes arising in the discussion. Figure 3.2 illustrates this
in a section of a NUD•IST 'tree'.

Figure 3-4 Section ofNUD•IST tree $bowing cxnmple:i ofcoi~l~ories ot different nodes

..
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NUD•IST thus facilitated analysis and understanding of the discussion occurring
during SOP activities and surrounding the issues arising during the SDP sessions.

It also facilitated a comparative

mm!y.~is

between the two program groups.

PRODUCT EVALUATION PROCEDURES

In the CIPP approach, the product evaluation addresses program outcomes. Thus,

the aim of a product evaluation is to collect descriptions and judgements of
outcomes and relate these to program objectives and to context, input and process
information. According to Stufflet•eam and Shinkfield (1985) this can be achieved
by defining and measuring outcome criteria and collecting judgements of
outcomes from stakeholders through qualitative and quantitative analyses.

The information obtained fmm a product evaluation is used in decision-making in
order to determine whether to continue, modify or terminate a program and to
provide a record of intended and unintended effects and positive and negative
outcomes (Stufflebeam, 1983). Thus a product evaluation enables the researcher
to inform institutional and program development decision-making through the
provision of information obtained from key stakeholders and previous evaluation
phases (Madaus et a1., 1991; Patton, 1990)

Product Evaluation Questions

The main questions addressed in the product evaluation are as follows:
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What were the key outcomes of the professional Uevcloprnent
program'!
What WlL~ the pen:cived utility anU quality nf the program sessions anU
TPP outcomes fur key stakeholders?

To what extent <Jill the participants achieve their individual anU group
goals'!
What rccommcn<.lations
development'!

can

be

made

for

further

program

These questions were addressed using various procedures as outlined in the next

'·' section and the findings were judged against a number of criteria. The criteria for
the product evaluation included a determination of the effectiveness of the
program, the extent of goal attainment and how well the program met the needs of
program participants and other stakeholders.

Four methods were employed in the product evaluation, namely:
I. The administration of follow-up questionnaires to participants.
2. Structured interviews with program participants.
3. An examination and classification of participants' teaching portfolios.
4. A review of the Project journal and context, input and process
evaluation findings,

Product Evaluation Procedures

Administration offollow-up questionnaires to SDP participants.
Soon after the conclusion of the group sessions a letter of thanks (Appendix 3.16)
and a certificate of participation (Appendix 3,17) were sent to all participants.
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These were followed by open-ended questionnaires {Appendix 3.1 ~) which were
sent to participants in the internal mail
conclusion

~y~tem

two

week~

after the program's

(Stufncbcarn & Shinkficld, InS; Blackmore et al., 1999). These

'
questionnnircs ;1skcd participants to comment on the Staff Development Program
(SDP) in terms of:
the structure of the program (number nnd length of sessions, time frame, group
size, etc.):
the discussion topics (content areas) covered;
the resources provided (ie. materials, time release);
the group facilitator's performance {ic. running of sessions, project
management, etc.);
their personul objectives and the extent to which they were achieved;
whether the program sessions provided adequate support and resources and
further support or resources required;
barriers or problems participants thought they may encounter in pmtfolio
development;
whether these were adequately addressed in the program sessions;
the potential advantages or disadvantages in developing a teaching portfolio;
the purposes for which they would like to see portfolios used in the SON;
whether they would recommend the program to the SON Staff Development
Committee or to other academic staff; and
any further comments they may have.

As noted above, this questionnaire sought participants' views

Oil

various aspects

of the SOP. The responses were anonymous to encourage frank and honest
opinions, although the participants' group membership was identified through the
use of A and 8 forms of the same questionnaire. Responses were received from all
participants, although reminders had to be sent after two weeks, as at that time,
not all had returned the questionnaires.

Structured interviews witll program participants
Structured interviews were conducted with SDP participants to detenninc the
impact of the program on participants, as advocated by Kirkpatrick's (1994)
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model of program evaluation, described previously. These interviews 1uok place
between three and five months after the progrum
were up to sixty

minute.~

wa~

completed. The

interview~

in durution and wt:rc arranged for u time tiM was

mutually acceptable to both the interviewer and interviewee. Generally the
interviews look place in the participant's office, although, a'i notcrl in ch·~pter
seven, one interview took place by telephone. The researcher took notes during
the interviews and in some instances noted comments verbatim. In accordance
with accepted practice in evaluation research, the researcher conferred with the
interviewee at the conclusion of the interview to ensure tlmt the participant
concurred on the accuracy of the notes taken (Guba & Lin:oln, 1981; Patton,
1990; Schumacher& McMillan, 1993).

The interview schedule included the following open-ended questions.
What progress have you made on your portfolio since last year?
What factors influenced your progress?
How satisfied are you with the present state of your portfolio?
For what purposes (have) will you use your portfolio?
How has the preparation of a portfolio impacted on your teaching?
How has the preparation of a portfolio impacted on your career
planning?
How should your portfolio be judged (evaluated)?

Structured interviews are an important part of data collection procedures in
qualitative methods, as noted previously. Popham (1988) suggests that the
advantages of interviews over paper-and-pencil self reports arc that the
interviewer can put the respondent at ease, and can follow-up on responses in a
manner not possible in written questionnaires. Moreover, Schumacher &
McMillan (1993) note that when responses are recorded in handwritten notes, as
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was the case here, it forces the interviewer to be allentive, and 'legitimizes' the
writing of research insights during the interview. These interviews were facc-tofucc in most instances. For reasons outlined in chapter six, four participants had
left the School of Nursing at the time of these follow-up interviews. One was

undertaking full-time postgraduate study, one was employed in another School
within the University, anr.l another two were employed in other organisations.

All participants consented to continue with their participation and some were very
keen to get the researcher's feedback on their teaching portfolio. Interview
responses were collated and analysed to detennine the main outcomes, from the
perspective of the program participants and the researcher. Interviewees were also
requested to muke their portfolios available for examination rluring the interview.
All agreed to this request, and generally appeared pleased to display their work as
described below. One participant who had moved away from the metropolitan
area

wa..~

interviewed by telephone and her portfolio was not viewed. This

participant readily complied with a request to provide a detailed description of her
portfolio to assist the researcher in classifying her portfolio.

Exami11ation a11d classification ofparlicipal!ls' teaching portfolios,
It will be recalled that in the input evaluation, a preliminary classification of
teaching portfolios had been identified from the literature on portfolio use. These
categories were based on content analysis of documents on portfolio programs,
and a review of literature on the use of teaching portfolios, as described in
chapters four and five. This preliminary classification was subsequently refined
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during the process evaluation, where participants identified their perceptions of
the essential components of u portfolio and discussed various portfolio styb.

The classification wus refined further based on work by Tomkinson (1997) in
which she proposed n tllxonomic structure for Clltegorising teaching portfolios.
The factors identified in Tomkinson's (1997) classification scheme, which she
trelliS as dichotomies, are:

Style
Structure
Scope
Purpose
Confidentiality
Content
Timing

Descriptive
Infonnal
Narrow (teaching)
Developmental {fonnative)
Personal (closed)
Focussed
Discrete

Reflective
Fonnal
Broad {professional)
Evaluative {summative)
Public {open)
Comprehensive
Continuous

This classificatory system was further refined as part of the product evaluation
activities as described in chapter sewm, which also shows the findings from the
examination of participants' portfolios.

ReJ•iew of the researcher's journal and context, input and processfindillgs.
As in previous evaluations, the researcher's journal provided another source of
data. In the product evaluation, the researcher recorded details of the dates and
times of interviews, the interview records, and descriptions of the participants'
portfolios, These recorded observations supplemented other data obtained in this
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evaluation and served to document key

issue.~

and incidents that occurred in

undertaking the product evaluation (Guha & Lincoln, J 98 J ).

In accordance with the CJPP evaluution framework, program outcomes arc
reviewed in the light of findings from previous evaluatious (Stufflebeam &
Shinklield, 1985). Accordingly, the records and data from previous evaluations
were reviewed in relation to product criteria such as the nature and extent of need,
the efficacy of the program design,

and the effectiveness of program

implementation. The findings of this review are discussed in chapter seven, whilst
an overview of the study showing the sequence of procedures used in the CIPP
evaluations is shown below.

Time Frame of the TPP

The previous sections have outlined the procedures used in the context, input,
process, and product evaluations that were undertaken over the course of the
evaluative case study of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP). Figure 3-S below
shows the time frame of the procedures used within the CIPP model. As discussed
previously, some of the evaluations that comprise the TPP are overlapping in
terms of the procedures used as illustrated in Figure 3-S. In this regard, the
methods utilised were undertaken in a timely fashion with respect to meeting both
the informational and decision-making requirements of the staff development
program (SDP).
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STAKEHOLDERS

'The term stakeholders is commonly used to refer to those who should be involved
in, or may be affected by, a program evaluation (Joint Commillcc on Standards for
Educational Evaluntion, 198\, p. 25). The following list (adapted from Payne,
1994), identifies the major stakeholdc!s in the present study.

Policy makers and decision-makers - relevant committee members and
acndemic staff of the SON and University committees.
Program sponsors- SON, Quality Office, Tenching Learning Group.
Evaluation sponsors - Quality Office, Teaching Learning Group.
Target panicipants -Academic staff in the SON panicipating in the SOP.
Program management- Researcher, Management Commiltee and Academic
Staff Development Committee, SON.
Evaluators- Researchers in higher education.
Contextual stakeholders - Schools, Dcpanments and Divisions at Cunin
University of Technology, and those responsible for teaching development in
other higher education institutions.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Prior to the implementation of the Staff Development Program (SOP) the research
proposal was submitted for approval to the Edith Cowan University Committee
Committee for the Conduct of Ethical Research. All subjects participating in the
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Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) including academic and other staff who were
surveyed or interviewed and program participants had the purpose of the study
fully explained to them. All subjects signed a standard informed consent fonn
that was countersigned by the researcher, providing a guarantee of confidentiality
and the anonymity of all subjects in subsequent reports.

LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF THE STUDY

There has been an ongoing debate for many years about the distinction between
educational evaluation and educational research. According to Popham (1993),
there are clear differences between these two activities. The following table
(adapted from Popham, 1993, p.l3), highlights some of the differences between
the two activities, with respect to the focus of the investigation, the
generalisability of the findings, and the

empha~is

of values underlying each

activity.

Inquiry Characteristics

Educational Evaluation

Educational Research

Focus:

Decisions

Conclusions

Generalis ability:

Low

High

Value emphasis:

Worth/Merit

Truth

Fig. 3-6 Ditrerences belween educationol evaluation and educational n:scan:h

(adapted from Popham, 1993, p. 13)
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Payne (1994) argues that the replication of results in evaluation studies has a
lower likelihood, compared with educational research, and that the control of
relewnt variables

i.~

high in research and low in cvalumion. He also notes that:

It perhaps makes most sense to conceive of evaluation, as ...
'disciplined inquiry'. Such a conception calls for rigor and systematic
examination but also allows for a range of methodologies from
traditional, almost laboratory-like experimentation to free-ranging,
heuristic, and speculative goal-free evaluation. (Payne, 1994, p. 12)

Some quantitative researchers claim there are limitations inherent in using an
evaluative case study approach such as low generalisability and dependability of
the results. On the other hand, Maykut and Morehouse (1994) note that several
/

--/
//

{I'

elements in the procedures for collecting and analysing the data in qualitative
research findings may increase the trustworthiness of the findings.

1\,,
\I.

"

Some of these elements include using multiple methods of data collection
(referred to as triangulation) and the building of an audit trail through
documentation of all procedures (Denzin, 1988; Worthen & Sanders, 1987). Also,
the use of techniques such as 'member checks' which refer "to the process of
asking research participants to tell you whether you have accurately described
their experience" (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p. 147) can assist in increasing the
reliability of data collection procedures.

Moreover, Guba and Lincoln (1981) have listed a number of ways to ensure that
participant observation procedures are reliable, including the use of detailed notes,
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as well as triangulating, confirming and cross-checking. These techniques were
adopted in the present study where appropriate.

In addition to the limitations arising from the qualitative case study design the
generalisabi!ity of the findings of this research are also limited by the smal!
number of study participants and the fact that they represent only one academic
discipline. Clearly, a cautious approach must be adopted in extrapolating the
present findings to other disciplinary contexts or university settings.

The researcher wore a number of additional hats during the course of this
investigation, such as:

project manager- which involved all aspects of managing the TPP from
promotion of the staff development program through to the organisation of
venues, materials, etc.;
group facilitator- which included the facilitation of all the SDP sessions;

'"d
evaluator - which required obtaining feedback on program sessions as
well as feedback on the researcher's performance as facilitator.

Whilst undertaking the investigation I was also a colleague of the SDP

'
participants and was employed as a lecturer and Head of Department in the' SON.
The interplay of these roles was at times difficult as was maintaining the boundary
between my normal position within the SON and that of researcher. Nevertheless,
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by virtue of being an 'insider' I was in a unique position to understand and
cmpathisc with colleagues taking part in the study in wuys not open to an
'outsider' {Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994; Borg ct ul., 1993).

These challenges as well us the limitations will be discussed in further dctuil in
subsequent sections of this dissertation. It is worth noting here though, that my
role was clearly articulated at the outset to all those taking part in the TPP, thus
(!

minimising the potential for any conflict of interest. Also, all participants were
given assurances of confidentiality and anonymity in the reporting of the findings.
Furthennoro, by being conscious of the pitfalls inherent in the methodologies
employed, the researcher could endeavour to avoid these where possible, or take
steps to minimise problems by the use of appropriate strategies where these were
available.

/.

Overall, the present study utilised a range of different procedures for collecting
data to infonn the planning, design, implementation and evaluation of the
portfolio-based staff development program (SDP) and the central research
question of this evaluative case study (TPP). The findings of the context, input,
process and product evaluations are shown in the following four chapters of this
thesis.
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Chapter Four

CONTEXT EVALUATION FINDINGS
More creative thinking abrmt how to asse;,',\' uood teaching is
needed. In ortler to recogui.re good leaching, and to help foster a
culture in wllit:h reflective discourse about teaching is valued, best
practice ilu/icateJ that a principal .rource for makillK a judgement
about an indil•idual academic '.1· teaching competence for
conjim1ation and promotion should be a teaching portfolio. This
portfolio should be developed collaboratively and hased on a
longer record or journal sustained over an extended period.
(Ramsden, Margetson, Martin, & Clark, 1995, p. 95)

INTRODUCTION

In the first three chapters of this thesis I have outlined the main trends and issues
in higher education which led to the inception of the Teaching Portfolio Project
(TPP), These chapters also describe the setting of the TPP and the methodology
and procedures used to infonn the design, implementation and evaluation of the
Staff Development Program (SDP). The findings from the context, input, process
and product evaluations that comprise the CIPP approach (detailed in chapter
three) are de.o;cribed in this and the subsequent three chapters.

A context evaluation serves to define the institutional setting, and to identify and
assess the needs of the target population. This evaluation can also discover
potential problems that underlie the expressed needs, detennine opportunities to
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meet the identified needs, and enable the evaluator to judge the merit of the
proposed program objectives (Stufllcbeam, 1983).

Context Evaluation Questions

In the present study, the context evaluation built on the literature review to
address the identification of needs, opportunities, and potential barriers or
problems in the development of a

portfolio-ba~ed

Staff Development Program

(SOP) for academic staff in the School of Nursing (SON) at Curtin. This was done
in relation to the central research question of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP).
Accordingly, the specific questions to be addressed in this evaluation were:

What need is there for teaching portfolios to replace or enhance existing
practices for the appraisal, improvement or recognition of university teaching?
What need is there for professional development activities with respect to
teaching portfolios and what fonn may these activities take?
What barriers and opportunities presently exist with respect to the usc of
portfolios for teaching development?
Is there sufficient interest and demand for participation in the proposed Staff
Development Program (SDP) amongst staff'?
What objectives should be established for a professional development program
based on the use of teaching portfolios?

The context findings were examined against criteria to determine the extent to
which the data established needs, opportunities, barriers and interest. That is, the
extent to which the findings demonstrated: that the use of portfolios and portfoliobased professional development promised to be an improvement over existing
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strategies for teaching development: there was sufficient opportunity and interest
to wnrmnt the implementation of the SDP: and the proposed objectives could
address the expressed need.

The methods used in obtaining the data to address the context evaluation
questions have been fully outlined in chapter three. Moreover, as previously
noted, some procedures of the CIPP evaluations undertaken in the course of the
present study were overlapping and concurrent, and, in this respect, at times
addressed questions relevant to more than one evaluation. The findings with
relevance to needs, barriers, and opportunities with respect to portfolio use in a
university setting are described below. A discussion of the implications of the
findings for planning of the Staff Development Program (SDP) and the central
research question of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) follow these.

NEED FOR TEACHING PORTFOLIOS

The main issues and trends in university teaching with relevance to the present
study were outlined in chapters one and two. In summary, the issues concerned
the quaJity and status of university teaching and how teaching perfonnancc should
be appraised and improved. In response, a number of professional organizations
and policy makers have m'lvocated the usc of portfolios for various teaching
development purposes (Anderson, 1993; Boileau, 1993: Boyer, 1990; Edgerton,
Hutchings, & Quinlan, 1991; Federation of Australian University Staff
Association, 1992; Gibbs, 1992; Knapper, 1995; Ram.o··, 11 ct al,, 1995; Seldin &
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Annis, 1991; Smith, 1995; Urbach, 1992; Wolf, J99lh). A nccess;~ryuspect nfthc
context evaluation
documentation such

then,
~s

was ltl review

pertinent literature ami other

p(•licy document.~ and committee minutes, to determine the

extent of need for po11folio~ across the sector and in the study selling. To estublish
this two issues were investigated, namely:

diss<~ti.~faction

with prevailing teaching

development strategies; and how portfolios were being employed as a strategy for
formative and summativc evaluation of teaching 1n higher education.

International Context

As noted in chapter one, portfolios for teaching evaluation pmposes in higher
education were first introduced in the 1970s as an initiative of the Canadian
Association of University Teachers (Knapper, 1995). In Canada, at that time,
teaching was assessed primarily on the busis of results from student
questionnaires and the portfolio concept was developed in

respon~e

to criticisms

that this constituted only one type of evidence (Knapper, 1995). The portfolio
concept was subsequently adopted in the United States where Peter Seldin (1980)
became a strong advocate of their usc, mainly as a strategy for teaching
improvement. It wm argued thnt teaching practice could be {!llhanced through
portfolio development because it encouraged staff to take a more reflective
approach in their teaching (Seldin, 1997).

However, despite this initial enthusiasm for portfolios as a strategy for teaching
appraisal and improvement, it was not until the American Association for Higher
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Education (AAHE) initiated a progrurn on teaching portfolios in the J'JCJOs that un
aucmpt was made to systematically investigate their usc.

Th~.:

AAHE program,

which aimed "to provoke new conversations uhuut teaching" {Edgerton et al.,
1991, p. i), provided a number of narrated portfolio entries, us exemplars. This
document rJ1owed thut the development of the portfolio concept was at an early
stage, and indicated that there was much to learn about the nature and usc of a
teaching portfolio. Edgerton et al. (!991) summed it up by saying that the
teaching portfolio:

is no one thing; it's a tool, a technology, to be used in ways that
advance particular purposes. Its structure and format, the array of
entries included in it, the processes it entails, and the methods by
which it is judged will depend on institutional (and perhaps
departmental) context and culture. (p. 49)

A further publication from the AAHE profiled campus practice in the use of
teaching portfolios with concise accounts of how twenty-five campuses were
using them, and explored the promise and pitfalls of the portfolio concept
(Anderson, 1993, p. 1). Content analysis of this document was undertaken to:
obtain insight into various aspects of portfolio usc; provide a better understanding
of the portfolio concept; and infonn the development of the Staff Development
Program (SOP) at Curtin.

An initial analysis of the AAHE document (Anderson, 1993) sought to determine
the purposes for which portfolios were used in the institutions profiled. More
specifically, the accounts of campus practices were scrutinised to establish
whether portfolios were used for the recognition, appraisal or improvement of
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teaching in these institutions. The results arc outlined in Table 4-1 below, which

shows that of the 25 universities and colleges profiled in Amkrson (1993) 17
{68%) used tenching portfolios primarily for appraisal purposes, whilst 12 (4B%)

used portfolios for the recognition or improvement of teaching.

Table 4-1 Annlysls or portrotio u.1c In AAilE dorument (Anderson, 1993)

Institution
Ball State University
Cuny York College
Dalhousie University

Recognjtlon

•

,

•

Fuyenevillc Stute University

,
•

,

Gordon College
'Wtlrvlud Universily MCdiCal Sd100I
··Manh-ilitanViiiC C~-lleg-c

'

,

,

,

01\Cibcin College
· Saiili-Norbert College
Syracuse University
~-----------

'

~·~~·

~·~··

··~

,
'

'
'

-----

San Diego State Univcr~ity
Te~as

lmprov_ement

'
'

Miami-Dade Community College
Murray Stale University

,
•
,'

Doane College
Evergreen State College

Ap~rai~!J_I

'

A&M University

TompkTiliCOrtland Community Cnliegc
·~

Maryland University College

'

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
University of Ncbmska-Lincoln
UnfVCrSicy- Or Pil!sbufgh, Greensburg Cnmpus
-UnivCrsity ·orwisCor!Siil-i:..n Crosse--

-WcStCrii'"MiCh-ii3n iinivcrsiiY

'

York University
Total Portfolio Usc

12 (48%)

17 {68%)

12 (48%)
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A number of these institutions (e.g. Murray State University, University of
Nebraska, Dalhousie University, San Diego Sate University) indicated they
introduced portfolios because of dissatisfaction <Jmongst staff with reliance on
student appmisal of teaching (Anderson, 1993). Some (e.g. Saint Norbert College,
Doane College) noted that they perceived ponfolios to be an improvement over
existing (and limited) approaches to documenting teaching practice, und that
complaints from staff had prompted a review of the institution's teaching
evaluation practices.

Anderson (1993) pointed out that in moving beyond student ratings these
institutions were taking a step toward sounder evaluation practice through the
principle of collecting multiple sources of evidence of teaching effectiveness.
Some universities also saw this as a step towards better peer review of teaching.
For instance, the University of Pittsburgh implemented teaching ponfolios as part
of a larger initiative to institute peer review whilst Otterbein College's education
department used portfolios as prut of an effort to prompt greater collaboration and
discussion of teaching, and more classroom visits (Anderson, 1993).

As shown in Table 4-1. 15 (60%) of the institutions profiled indicated they used
portfolios for more than one purpose, often combining formative and summative
evaluation on the basis of a portfolio. Anderson (1993) noted that, from these
accounts of portfolio use, we may need to rethink the conventional wisdom that
evaluation and improvement make poor bedfellows. For example, institutions
such as the University of Nebraska initially introduced portfolios to increase
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rewards for good tenching but then found their staff reyuesting to use portfolios
for

apprui~ul

purposes. On the other hand, at Otterbein College where portfolios

were implemented for appraisal purposes, staff reported that they also found them
useful as a teaching improvement strategy.

The content analysis of these profiles, then, showed that the majority of
institutions were moving towards the use of portfolio based assessment of
university teaching. It was also apparent that the need for improved practices with
regard to appraisal and improvement of university teaching, coupled with a need
for greater reward and recognition of teaching, had led to the introduction of
portfolio prugrams in these institutions. This analysis placed the trends in
portfolio use discussed in chapter two in sharper focus, and confirmed the promise
of the portfolio concept for fonnative and summative teaching evaluation.

Australian Context

In Australia, the introduction of portfolios for any purpose was a more recent
phenomenon, and no detailed accounts of portfolio use were available. However,
in line with the higher education sector overseas, a perceived need for portfolios
in Australia was linked with a need for improvements in teaching appraisal,
improvement and accountability practices (Neumann, 1994; Ramsden et al.,
1995). Federal Government policy statements had placed quality high in higher
education on the national agenda and concerns were raised about the quality and
appraisal of university teaching (Baldwin, 1991). This led the Senate Standing
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Committee on Employment, Education and Training which reported on the
'Priorities for Reform in Higher Education' to rccommcml that the promotion of
good teaching be designated a nutional priority area (Aulich Committee, 1990).
The Commillee went on to suggest that in developing their quality profiles,
institutions

~hould

provide information on

policie~

;md

progmm~

they had

implemented to achieve this aim.

To this end, the Australian Vice Chancellor's Committee (A V.CC) also published
a widely circulated paper entitled 'Guidelines for Effective University Teaching'
(Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, 1993). The AV-CC (1993) described
university teaching as a profession and a scholarly activity, and urged academic
staff to:

be appropriate role models and exhibit to their students a
commitment to scholarly values, to life long learning, to
professional and personal growth through critical reflection and
self-evaluation, to accountability for their own professional
activities, and to a responsible and ethical practice of their
profession. (p. I)

A number of other studies and reports on the Australian higher education sector at
this time, point to the need for better practices for the recognition, appraisal and
improvement of teaching. For example, a study undertaken ut the University of
Melbourne examined the impact of reforms implemented in 1987 designed to
increase the recognition of teaching quality in academic staff promotion. They
concluded that whilst these reforms had encouraged the Promotion Committee to
pay more attention to teaching and applicants to provide more information on
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their teaching, they lmd not led to un increased number of staff seeking promotion
based on their teaching (Anwyl, Balla, & Mcinnes, I 91) I).

With regurd to teaching appru'rsal, Paget, Baldwin, Horc, & Kermond (1992)
surveyed supervisors ;~nd stuff from 19 Australian higher education institutions, to
ascertain their usc of appraisal procedures for academic stuff. This ~tudy was
undertaken to determine if institutions had adopted staff appraisal procedures
previously negotiated as part of a salary agreement under the 1988 Australian
University Academic & Related Staff Award (Paget et al., 1992). They found
tremendous variation in stuff appraisal procedures between institutions and
disciplines, as well as unevenness in understanding the purpose and requirements
of staff appraisal. They concluded that:

The history of staff appraisal in Australia has been accompanied by
dramatic changes in the structure of the higher education S}llitem,
and it appears that these broader systemic changes have in many
cases confused the specific issue of staff appraisal (Paget et a!.,
1992,p.vii).

The report findings suggest a wide divergence across institutions in practices for
staff appraisal, and that the dust from the restructuring of the Australian sector,
outlined in chapter one of this thesis, had not yet settled. Paget et a!. (1992)
further noted a lack of well-defined criteria and standards of teaching performance
that could be used in the appraisal process.

Issues related to criteria and standards for the appraisal of teaching were also
considered by Mullins & Cannon (1992), who studied principles and practices for
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improved decision-making in the evaluation of teaching quality in

AuMn~ian

higher education. In their recommendations, they suggested that promotion
committees need to be informed of the relative strength und weakness of different
fonns of evidence, such as student or peer evaluations of teaching and teaching
matcriuls

in gmding teaching performance. Their report

highlights the

complexities involved in making judgments about teaching quality, and
emphasizes the importance of using evidence from a range of different sources for
making these judgments (Mullins & Cannon, 1992).

Another study evaluated the validity of various assessment instruments used to
measure teaching quality at the University of Western Australia (Lally & Myhill
1994). Lally & Myhill (1994) concluded that there was no existing student rating
scale suitable for assessing the quality of teaching across the full range of teaching
contexts. They further noted that whilst student ratings were reliable and valid
measures of some aspects of teaching effectiveness, they ignored other important
aspects and that factors such as class size or discipline area could bias the ratings.
For these reasons they recommended:

that multiple sources of data, including student ratings, be used to
evaluate academic staff members' teaching effectiveness {Lally &
Myhill, 1994, p. 72).

The focus on issues related to the assessment of teaching continued throughout the
early 1990's. For example, Warren Piper (1993) examined quality management in
eight Australian universities. With regard to the procedures adopted for assessing
the quality of teaching he reported that all the universities surveyed used fonnal
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instruments for systemutic assessment of teaching, particularly student or

p~er

C\aluations (Warren Piper, 1993). He also noted that a numher of universities
required staff to furnish evidence ahnut the quality of their teuehing wlwn
applying for tenure or promotion, and that this was often from a numher of
sources including feedhack from peers and students (Warren Piper, I 993).

This examination of

Austr<~lia's

experience of teaching review <IIIli development

practices reveals that while many universities appeared to be grappling with the
issues, there was little uniformity in institutional response. One trend, though, was
that many universities relied on student ratings but were considering or already
widening their repertoire of evidence of teaching effectiveness. Moreover, as in
the US and Canada, the demands for greater accountability and for practices to
facilitate both the improvement and appraisal of university teaching, had Jed to
recommendations for the use of teaching portfolios in Australian universities
(Neumann, 1994; Ramsden et al., 1995).

The Federal Association of University Staff Association (FA USA) had advocated
the use of teaching portfolios as early as 1987, as noted in chapter two. In the
preface to a guide for compiling a portfolio, FAUSA expressed concern that
review committees did not always deal appropriately with evidence of teaching
ability in comparison with evidence of research achievements. Suggesting that the
use of teaching portfolios might help overcome this problem, the document goes
on to say that FA USA had provided the guide to assist its members to demonstrate
their teaching skills to best advantage (Roe, 1987).
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Some years Inter, a project exploring processes and procedures to enable the
identilication and reward of good teaching in Austra[i;m universities noted that the
issue of evaluation wns central to any institutional plan to recognise and reward
teaching exccllenee (Ramsden et al., 1995}. Thus, the project explored what
materials may constitute evidence of effective teaching, whnt criteria should be
adopted, and who should make the decisions. Ramsden et al. (I 995) concluded
that the base of evidence used to assess teaching should be broadened, and more
use should be made of portfolio and peer assessment. They went on to suggest
that the assessment of good teaching should be approached more creatively and
that 'best practice' indicated the principal source for judging teaciJing competence
should be a teaching portfolio (Ramsden et al., 1995).

This analysis of documentation on the Australian higher education sector
identified an emerging demand for better practices for the appraisal, improvement
and recognition of teaching in universities. It also showed that the demand was
not being systematically addressed by the use of portfolio-based programs. There
were indications, though, of a growing trend towards portfolio use for enhancing
reward and recognition of teaching practices. For example, Ramsden eta!. (1995)
estimated that 10 of 35 universities surveyed in their study were using portfoliobased strategies as a teaching reward mechanism. However, few particulars of
these programs were available, and there was.,r!:encrally a paucity of detailed
information on the use of portfolios in AustraliPrJ universities at that time.
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Curtin Context

At Curtin, a content analysis of relevant documentation on policies, procedures
;md

pmctice~

for the apprabal, improvement and recognit'1on of teaching was

undertaken to determine the extent to which these pructiccs were considered
satisf:~ctory.

An initial scrutiny of the documentation revealed that these

procedures were generally not clearly detailed or well promulgated, particularly
on the appraisal of teaching. The policies and guidelines for academic staff
promotion provided the most comprehensive account of Curtin's expectations for
teaching. However, as outlined below, there was little information on performance
with regard to appointment, staff review, or reward mechanisms related to
teaching.

The following extract from the University's Policy, Promotions- Up to Associate
Professor, details how teaching was appraised for promotion purposes.

Areas of Contributiun- Performance Measures
2.2.1 Teaching
Subject to 2.1.3 (i) (a), the quality of an applicant's teaching will be
evaluated by Divisional Promotions Committees on the basis of the
following:
The applicant's personal statement of teaching responsibilities,
objectives and activities;
Student appraisal of teaching - gathered by means of the
standard Student Appraisal of Teaching questionnaire
administered by the applicant in accordance with the procedures
contained in the "Student Appraisal of Teaching: A Guide to
Applicants for Promotion" pamphlet which is available from
the Teaching Learning Group 1;
1Curtin's SlaffDcvelopmcnl Unit (TLG)
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Peer appraisal of tcnching- gathered by mcmls of the standard
Internal Referee Report form and solicited hy the applicant in
accordance with the procedures contained in tlw "Guide to
Internal Referee Reports" pamphlet which is available from the
Tcoching Learning Group:
An evaluation by the Head of School, taking into account peer
appraisal;
Reports from persons nominated in accordance with Section 3.3
(i) (o), should the Divisional Promotions Committee require
them. (Curtin University of Technology, 1994a, p. 191)

Teaching was one of four assessment criteria used in the promotions process at the
University, the others being scholarship, service to the university/leadership, and
external activities. As shown by the excerpt from the promotions policy document
above, appraisal of teaching by peers, students, and the

applic<~nt's

head of school,

were to be provided with the application.

Another guide on how to document teaching for staff seeking promotion was
provided by the Teaching Learning Group (TLG) in the 'Application for
Promotion (Guidelines)'. This stated that the promotion application could include
the following information on teaching responsibilities, objectives and activities:

qualifications/enrolment in
educational studies programs;

appropriate

teaching

and

modes of teaching internal, off-shore, distance, country
contracting, open learning;
supervision of honours, postgraduate and higher degree students
with details of level of degree and supervisory role;
contact hours and teaching formats (lecture, tutorial, laboratory
class, clinical session, field trips, etc.);
managerial/administrative responsibilities in regard to courses,
teaching quality, teaching staff, etc;
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evidence of quality in the range of leaching activities engaged
in, sumnmry results of SAT/SOQ 2 and similar surveys or other
evidence such ns testimonials from postgraduate students, and
Internal Referee Reports;
collaboration with other staff (e.g. team teaching) or acting as a
mentor for lcs.~ experienced colleagues;
development of new courses or units especially in response to
community needs;
innovative usc of new technologies to support teaching and
learning;
development of guided self-study, distance education or open
learning materials or courseware;
research into teaching and learning;
grants, scholarships or awards for research and development
work in teaching anj learning;
scholarship related to teaching (e.g. publications, conference
presentations, etc.);
participation in programs intended to improve teaching practice;
invitations to teach for outside agencies or to act as a consultant
on teaching and learning matters; and
preparation of educational materials, print and non-print based.
(Teaching Learning Group, 1995)

These excerpts from the policy and guidelines related to academic staff promotion
suggest that teaching played an important role in the promotion process at the
University, at least in relation to the other criteria. It was evident that applicants
were encouraged to supply a broad range of 'evidence' in support of their claims
for teaching quality, and that the assessment of teaching perfonnance
encompassed appraisal from students, peers and the applicant's Head of School.
On the basis of these documents it could be argued that, at least for promotion
purposes, good teaching was rewarded commensurately with research at Curtin.

2Student Appraisal ofTeaching (SAn; Studenl Opinion Qucsliannairc (SOQ).
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However, evidence from a number of other sources

~uggc~ted

that acudcmic

~tuff

nt Curtin did not generally perceive this to he the case. For example, in u
comprehensive mail survey of nil full-time ucadcmics at the University, Baker
( 1993) investigated academic staff perceptions of how teaching was valued across
the

Univer~ity.

He found tlmt in over 30% of the

~ommcnts,

suggested thntthe quality of teaching would improve if there

acade.mic

wa~

.~taff

less emphasis

on research nod more recognition of teaching excellence, particularly in the
promotion process (Baker, 1993).

Other documentation supported this view. For example, a student and part-time
lecturer in the University stated at a seminru- on quality teaching:

The best supervisor I had -Jet's say ~cturcr A- was a committed
academic. Students always came first. Work was returned with indepth comments (always constructive) and Lecturer A always had
time to sec students. Lecturer B wa~ quite a different matter.
Student neglect was the order of the day. It w:ts a sort of 'do it
yourself study' where I just had to get on with things (and
somehow survived).
I have since had time to reflect on these past experiences. The most
interesting observation is that Lecturer A (who was then a senior
lecturer) is still a senior lecturer. However, Lecturer B has since
been promoted to Associate Professor. I find this fascinating and
somewhat disturbing. Lecturer A spent time in providing quality
teaching. Lecturer B, however, spent time on research and .'.
consultancy work at the expense of quality teaching. (Percival,
1993, p. 24)

The above anecdote expressed the issue from the perspective of both staff and
students, and appeared to reflect pervasive concerns of academic staff at Curtin. In
summary, the concerns were that rewards for teaching were not commensurate
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with those for rcscmch, and that the

emphasi.~

on research was at the expense of

teaching quality.

In Baker's (I 993) survey academic staff at the University indicated they perceived
teaching to be undervalued, in comparison to

rc~earch,

by the University

hierarchy, and that there was little or no recognition or reward for good teaching.
Moreover, with regard to improving the quality of teaching at the university, he
found that as well as staff wanting greater recognition of teaching, there

was the expressed desire for more time and resources to be devoted
to teaching, and generally having more staff and/or fewer students
(Buker, 1993, p. vii).

Furthennorc, other discussion papers presented to the University Academic Board
at this time also highlighted concern about the lack of recognition for teaching
within the University.

For example, in reference to Baker's survey, a paper

presented by the Univendty's Teaching and Learning Advisory Committee
entitled

'Obtaining

and

Keeping

Good Academic

Staff·

Report and

Recommendations from the Teaching and Learning Advisory Committee', stated:

Staff at all levels und ucross all promotionul positions considered
that, at the institutional level:
teaching excellence was not given sufficient recognition in the
promotional process;
resources were tending to move to non-teaching areas;
there was little visible support for or recognition of excellence
in teaching. (University Academic Bo<tfd, 1996)

Further analysis of documentution at Curtin revealed the main strategy for
!tppraisal of teaching at the University was a Student Appraisal of Teaching (SAT)
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fonn for apprnisal of individwtl teaching performance, and a Student Opinion
Questionnaire (SOQ) for cvaluotion of units or courses. Administnllion of hnth
forms of student cvaiW1lion of teaching was organised by the University's
Teaching Learning Group (TLG).

As shown above, in the excerpt from the

Guidelines, it was recommended that results from SATs and SOQs be included in
promotion applications. However, the use of these instruments was not
prescriptive for other purposes. Analysis of other relevant documentation, for
example, the policies and procedure manuals of the University's Human Resource
Department indicates there were no formal awards for teaching excellence in the
University. Moreover, there were no clearly articulated guidelines for selecti.:m
committees or supervisors to assist with evaluating the teaching performance of
staff for appointment, promotion or review purposes (Human Resources, 1996).

On the other hand, scrutiny of the University'~ strategic plan for teaching and
learning {Curtin University of Technology, 1994b), developed in I 994, indicated
that the University had identified a need to implement improved pntctices for the
appraisal and improvement of teaching, and to provide incentives for good
teaching. With regard to the fonner, that is, teaching appraisal and improvement,
the relevant objective and benchmarks in the University's plan states:

Objective 3. To encourage academic staff to become reflective
practitioners in their undergraduate and postgraduate teaching.
Benchmarks relate to measures of reflective practice by staff,
namely, the extent to which staff:
are responsive to learners' needs;
constantly monitor and seck to improve their teaching/
postgraduate supervision;
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adopt an actiun research approach to their teaching/
postgraduate supervision;
adopt a collegial approach to their work. (Curtin University of
Technology, 1994h, p. 5)

The plan further identified the need to develop and maintain systems ami
processes for tbn review and monitoring of performance as a strategic 'enabler' or
initiative. Also, the review and improvement of student appraisal of teaching
systems was designated a priority nction for the 1994-1996 period.

Another

objective of the 1994-1996 strategic plan and associated benchmarks relevant to
the present study concerned the teaching reward structure. This stntes:

Objective 5: To promote. recognise and reward quality teaching
and learning. Benchmarks relate to measures based upon:
staff perceptions of the importance placed on teaching and
learning in the University's planning, operations and review
processes:
evidence of University recognition and reward systems;
staff perceptions of the value the University places on teaching
and learning relative to other activities;
staff participation in relevant developmental activities;
evideocc of best practice io curriculum, teaching and learning
and on and off-campus delivery (Curtin University of
Technology, 1994b, p. 5).

The priority action to achieve this objective was, "to develop systems for
identifying, recognising and rewarding good teaching, at Institutional, Divisional
and Schr>'lllcvels" (Curtin University of Technology, 1994b, p. 8).

Further analysis of Curtin's teaching and learning plan in relation to other
documentation shows that it had not been fully operationalised during the
planning period of the present study. There were also few details to indicate the
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processe~

or procedures by which the objectives could he achieved or indeed

measured, against the various benchmarks. However, in a follow-up paper on the
~urvey

of ncademic stuff at Curtin (detuHcd above) Buker (1995) noted the

potential for portfolios to promote teaching development and indicated:

The use of teaching portfolios to promote and help reward quality
teaching, in addition to the teaching certificate, also ··~ems likely to
be adopted by the university in this study. (p. 8)

It was apparent then, that at Curtin, the teaching development context mirrored in
many respects the higher education sector both in Australia and over.-;eas. Whilst
there were indications that issues such as the lack of recognition for teaching had
been identified, no clear mechanisms or procedures were in place at this time to
address the expressed concerns at the institutional leveL

School of Nursing Context

In the School of Nursing in which the present study was conducted, policy and
planning documents that related to the appraisal, improvement or recognition of
teaching were examined. A planning document, detailing the strategic goals in
teaching and learning for the School stated in part, that one of the goals was to:

3. Achieve quality clinical as well as classroom teachers.

The accompanying strategies for achieving this objective were outlined as
follows:
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n. Where possible standard scieetion criteria he applied for all
academic staff employed in the School of Nursing (SON)
b. Orientation, and support for any sessional staff he encouraged.
c. Adequntc funds be made avail!!blc to improve sc.~sional staff
involvement in school/semester activities. (School of Nursing,
1994b)

This str.uegie goal emphasizes the importance the SON placed on clinical
teaching and suggests the need to provide appropriate support for sessional staff
had been identified. Tl1e SON employed clinical instructors who supervised
students in clinical placements mainly a'i sessional staff. The strategies, outlined
above, indicate that the School wanted clinical instructors to be subject to the
same criteria

a~

academic staff with regard to selection und thut adequate

orientation and resource support should be made available for new staff.

Another strategic goal for teaching and learning in the SON was:

4. The improvement in quality of teaching incorporating teaching
competencies.

The accompanying strategy to achieve this goal was the:

Development of a set of teaching competencies in conjunction with
the TLG. (School of Nursing, 1994b)

This goal highlights the imperative to improve teaching in the SON, as well as the
perceived role of the Teaching Learning Group (TLG) in addressing this need.
However, during the period of the present study, the teaching competencies
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referred to in the Plan were not developed. Other relevant sub goals and strategies
in the SON's strategic plan were

a~

follows;

All aendemic staff to usc some form of assessment to evaluate their
teaching (i.e. SAT/SOQ (Student Appraisal of Teaching /Student
Opinion Questionnaire), mcntorship).
Workshops conducted in tl1e usc of SAT/SOQ.
A formal mentorship system be encouraged and expanded in
conjunction with Peer Review. tSchool of Nursing, 1994b)

These indicate that the SON was moving towards a more formalised approach to
the appraisal of teaching. The strategies were to promote the use of the University
wide student appraisal of teaching methods, as well as expanding the use of peer
appraisal and mentorship. This documentation highlights both the need for
improved teaching appraisal practices in the SON as well a'i the role of the TLG in
professional development of teaching within the University.

Finally, another goal of the School's strategic plan with relevance to the present
context evaluation was;

4. Staff to be encouraged to develop new ideas rc teaching
learning.
An OSP (Outside Study Program) should be considered by staff
when new innovative teaching learning ideas are to be developed.
(School of Nursing, 1994a, p. 2)

The above objective was an attempt by the SON to encourage innovation in
teaching through the use of Outside Study hograms (OSP). It should be noted
however, that OSP, which was funded by the University, was restricted to one
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member of staff at any time, and this strategy would be expected to have limited
impact.

So, perusal of the SON's strategic plan and other documentation, such as relevant
commiucc minutes, indicates that the School

W'd~

moving towards the

implementation of enhanced practices for appraising and improving teaching,
such as the use of student evaluations of teaching. However, at the time this study
was conducted, implementation of the SON's plan had not begun, and none of the
strategies, such as the mentoring program for teaching improvement or the
development of teaching competencies, had been fonnally adopted. Also, the
documentation suggested that recognition of good teaching in the SON tended to
be administered on an ad hoc basis, as

wa~

the review of teaching perfonnance.
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These issues were further invc>tigJteJ in a survey of acOOcmk staff (tkt<~ilcd in
chapter three) in the SON in which they were asked to comment on the methods
that they used to evaluate their teach'mg a\ shown in Table 4-2, below.

Table 4-2

1\lcthods usd by SON stu IT to cvnluatc te:tching

Respondene

Response

At

I keep a portfolio/fllc. E1·alu~tc through univcrs'ny SAT, SOQ, etc.
with School's clinic~\ appraisal form.

Ewlu~le

A5

SATs, SOQs, student evaluation of clinical teaching. Keep them in

A6

SAT fomts from TLG, Form~tive and ~ummmivc feedback from students.
A"essmcnttoo\; learnt in Post Grad Dip. Ed,

B3

SAT, ~tudcnt formal and infonnuJ wriuen and verbal comments, gr<Jup
discussion when visiting students in clinical selling. Pass/fail rules in my
subjects.

C!

SAT and SOQ and a mini-questionnaire I ~sk students to complete.

C3

Student feedback in relation to unit objectives.

C4

Teaching portfolio (outdated now) SOQ. SAT, Peer evaluation c'·cry semester
since I've been here almost!

~

file.

All 25 respondents to this survey mentioned at least one strategy they used for
teaching evaluation. From the range of representative responses shown in Table
4-2, it can be

s~~n

thai staff tended to emphasize the usc of student evaluation of

teaching, particularly the University fonns of student appraisal (SAT, SOQ), or by
obtaining qualitative student feedback. The use of a form for appraising clinical
teaching was also mentioned by some. A few of those surveyed indicated !hey
kept some kind of portfolio or file of teaching activities and evaluations,
suggesting that some staff systematically documented their teaching practice. The

3 Respondents A and B were SOP participants. C respondents completed the questionnaire but did
not take part in the SOP.
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survey also addressed the issue of how staff in the SON perceived teaching to be
•;a[ucd in the University, shown in Table 4-3 below.

Tublc 4-3

Respondenl

Vutuc plnccd on tcuchlng in the SON

Response

AI

E~pcrti~c onw not rcwgni•ed. People teaching subjects with no expert he in
subject area. This leads 10 students not being cxpo.1cd t<> quality teaching.

A3

It is not valued highly. Rc.,ear~h. puhlicmions and qualificatirms me valued
higher.

A6

It definitely docs not have a high pro tile in the SON.

B2

It is not rated highly enough, especially clinical teaching. Since leaching is our
primary commitment and funding is reliant on ~tudcnt numbers, I feel our
expertise is of prime importance.

B3

I value both academic and clinkaltcaching and as nursing is basically a clinical
profession I think we need to value clinical leaching moro highly.

B4

Senior SON staff do not openly reward/value te~ching in SON, especially
clinical teaching. They arc not role models and appear preoccupied with
administration/mcelings etc., keeping thcmsclvc~ 'abrcasl' with changes within
SON and the politics of the SON.

C5

Generally teaching (classroom and clinical) apwars to be undervalued.

C7

I think that due to the c~pcctmion by the university on research ... .there is more
emphasis placed on research than teaching and curriculum development. This
has a "snowoall" ~ffect on all .~chools.

Of the 25 responses, not one indicated that adequate value was placed on teaching
in the SON. Table 4-3 shows the consensus of responses to this question that
indicated dissatisfaction with the value placed on teaching in the SON, and in
particular, the value placed on clinical teaching. These responses corroborate
Baker's (1993) findings, described previously, as well as reflecting national and
international trends in the higher education sector.
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The content analysis of relevant documentation coupled with the survey findings
shows a lack of coherent policies, procedures or practices for the uppraisal or
improvement of teaching at Curtin.

Moreover, the findings demonstrute the

paucity of established means for providing formal recognition or reward for good
teaching at Curtin and in the SON. The findings also show thut an anulysis of
relevant policies is insufficient hy itself to determine an accurate picture of how
policies are administered, or how these practices may impact on staff.

For

example, the findings from the analysis of reports and committee documents,
provided a contradictory view to the University's promotions policy, which on the
surface appeared to value teaching equally with research activities.

Overall, this investigation of the need for portfolios demonstrates there was
widespread dissatisfaction with teaching development practices both in Australia
and overseas, which had led some institutions to consider portfolio-based
approaches for the appraisal, improvement and recognition of teaching. Other
evidence from the input, process and product evaluations, described in subsequent
chapters, reinforce the above findings.

NEED FOR PORTFOLIO-BASED PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Chapter two outlined a general review of profao.sional development in higher

"
education. For the purpose of the context evaluation, a more specific review and
analysis of relevant literature and documentation was undertaken in order to
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determine whether professional development activities associuted with portfolio
usc W<'rc necessary, and how these activities might best be approached. Brew
(1995) noted that in complex orguni:;ation~ such as universitb, the professional
development needs of academic .~taff arc both extensive and diverse, and that
professional development was a growing area of focus on the international scene.
Brew ( 1995) also idcntiticd that due to a lack of resources within universities staff
development activities were becoming more centralised, systematic, ami targeted,
in order to meet the needs of staff.

An analysis of Anderson's (1993) accounts of portfolio-based activities in twentyfive North American universities, revealed a range of different approaches to
professional development activities associated with portfolio use were employed
in these institutions. The activities included:

portfolio workshops conducted by external facilitators or
'expert' faculty;
provision of portfolio examples developed by faculty and made
available for other faculty to use;
peer collaboration in portfolio development;
provision of guidelines for portfolio development;
guidance in portfolio development from senior academic staff;
procedures for compiling, organising and reviewing portfolios;
monetary incentives for portfolio development;
staff development support for individual and groups of faculty
from university centres; and
mentoring programs for portfolio development.
(Anderson, 1993)

-As suggested by the range of approaches to portfolio-based professional
development activities outlined above, the universities and colleges profiled
responded to the needs of academic staff in a number of ways. For instance,
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professional development was provided directly through centralized units, and
indirectly via the provision of guidelines and portfolio examples. Some programs
were individually bused, whilst others encouraged peer collaboration. The fuel
that some institutions found it necessary to bring in external expertise attests to
the lack of experience with portfolio usc across the sector.

Within the Australian higher education sector, no detailed accounts of staff
development programs based on portfolio use had been disseminated. Also, there
was a bewildering array of staff development activities associated with teaching
improvement, recognition and appraisal (Ramsden et al., 1995). In a number of
institutions, staff appraisal was closely linked with professional development in
teaching. This was the case, for instance, at the University of South Australia and
The University of Queensland (Warren Piper, 1993). Also, whilst the Federation
of Australian University Staff Association (FAUSA) supported moves to give
increased emphasis to teaching skills, it was not convinced that staff development
resources within university teaching and learning units were adequate (Federation
of Australian University Staff Association, 1992). Furthennore, at Curtin, there
were no portfolio-based staff development activities on which the proposed Staff
Development Program (SDP) could be modelled.

The University's academic staff development (ASD) unit, a centrally based group
of approximately five academic staff within the Teaching Learning Group (TLG),
had sole responsibility for teaching development across the campus. Given the
size and structure of the University, staff development resources were severely
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sU'aincd, and te<lching development activities tended 10 he delivered on an ad /Joe
btt~is.

Nonetheless, the ASD unit attempted to address this issue and hcgan to

implement a devolved

appron~·h

to

.~tnff

development activities, part of which

involved the provision of small grunts from University
School

b<~sed ~1aff development.

Qu<~lity

Funding for

The rationnlc for these grants .~tatcd:

The 1994 Quality Review Report indicates general support for
current staff development practices and sees them as a developing
strength of the University. However, the Report also points to a
variety of areas where staff development will be critical to the
success or otherwise of the University's efforts to achieve
continuous improvement. (Curtin University of Technology, \995)

Thus, as noted in chapter one, opportunities for funding were becoming available
to staff interested in undertaking professional development projects within their
Schools. These funding opportunities targeted areas where the need for change
was perceived to be greatest, and the document stated that it was timely for Curtin
to revise and extend its professional development strategies (Curtin University of
Technology, 1995).

Another aspect of the context evaluation involved semi-structured interviews with
the Head of School {HOS) and the Coordinator of Academic Staff Development
(CASD) in the SON. These interviews were undertaken to ascertain the views of
key personnel on the need for portfolios, and the most appropriate approach to
staff development activities on teaching portfolios in the School. Notes from
these interviews indicate that the HOS, after an explanation of teaching portfolios
and their propounded benefits, was enthusiastic about the idea of a portfolio-based
approach to teaching improvement within the SON. She suggested a collegia!
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approach, which would encourage more cooperation and co!Jahoratinn in teaching
within the SON, as the most ;lppropriatc strategy. The HOS was, however, more
cautious ubout the SON's commitment and the available resources, stating that the
SON would not be able to underwrite the proposed program, and that funding
from other sources would be required.

The Coordimuor of Academic Staff Development (CASD) in the SON, had some
understanding of teaching portfolios, and indicated that she thought staff
development based on the preparation of a portfolio would be a very worthwhile
and timely addition to already stretched staff development resources in the
SchooL She emphasized the benefits of portfolio development in tenns of
reflective practice, and thought that the proposed program would have broad
appeal within the SON. She noted that staff in the SON, who were predominantly
trained nurses as well as academics, were already inculcated to be reflective
practitioners by virtue of their training. She suggested a group-based approach to
portfolio development, to maximize the usc of available resources, and to provide
an opportunity for all staff expressing an interest to be involved in the proposed
program. The CASD also noted that she had sometimes found it difficult to get
staff in the SON to attend professional development activities organized by the
School's Staff Development Committee. She attributed poor aUendancc to a lack
of incentive for staff to attend, and to a lack of common free time.

These interviews then, coneuncd with the findings from other aspects of the
context evaluation, in that portfolio-based approaches appeared promising and
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thut swff development uetivitics around the usc of port!i1lios would he useful nnd
necessary. However, these findings alsn highlighted some potcntial burricrs und
opportunities associated with the intruduction of a pot1foJio.based staff
development program, which :1rc elaborated below.

OPPORTUNITIES AND BARRIERS

As described in chapter three, n number of procedures were used to ascertain an
understanding of the opportunities for, and barriers to, the implementation of the
Staff Development Program (SDP) undertaken in the context of the Teaching
Portfolio Project (TPP). These findings were derived from a number of sources
and included an analysis of accounts of portfolio programs in other institutions, as
well as a survey of staff in the SON.

Opportunities

Opportunities identified in other aspects of the context evaluation included the
possibility of University funding and the support of key personnel in the SON,
noted above. Moreover, a review of staff development support for portfolio
implementation indicated considerable diversity between the institutions profiled
in Anderson (1993) and identified a lack of institutional expertise as a poteotial
barrier. In the Austrnlian sector, there were no detailed accounts of portfolio usc,
however, a range of options were utilised for teaching development purposes. The
options included centralised, as well as decentralised programs and tended to
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emphasise the use of collaborative, discipline-based support for

.~taff

(Neumann,

1994; Ramsden, 1992).

The survey of

acadcmi~

staff in the SON (described abrwe) elicited infommtion

on opportunities available to stllff in the SON for cnhuncing their teaching
practice. Some representative comments to this aspect of the survey are shown in
Table 4--4, bdow.

The main strategy identified to improve teaching by those

responding to this part of the survey

wa.~

attendance at the Teaching Learning

Group (TLG) for teaching development seminars and workshops. Only one reply
mentioned attendance at SON staff development seminars for teaching
improvement. This was mentioned to the Coordinator of staff development in the
SON during an interview. She replied that the professional development budget in
the SON was inadequate to provide 'in-hou·;e' teaching improvement seminars,
and that inquiries were generally forwarded to the Teaching Learning Group.
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Tnble4·4

Opporhmhic~

nvnllablc In stniT in the SON to enlumcc tcnchh11:

Respondent

Response

AI

Limilcd due I<> hudgcl. I am very self directed and! believe crcillivc in
impmving my tcad1ing skill~. I dn lhi~ lhn111gh rcadin~:: lots ~nd observing 'rule
lllodds' in tcaching/le~turing.

A4

lnfornmtiun from reading juurnals nf cducaliun and ancnding ·'""ions arranged
the TLG.

~y

A5

The tcnching i1sclf. Access to c4uipmcnt.

81

In the SON curre111ly nil. Teaching i-' >preud too thinly across a number of
ocmcsters. Expertise not acknnwlcd~;cd. The Teaching Learning Group offer a
\'Cry important >ervicc acrn.1S campus.

82

I would like to sec work> hops relevant to clinical teaching, I feel this

j; often

ncglcct~d.

83

Not enough- one reason why I'd like to know mnrc about this Project.

C2

Limited by time. High teaching and admini.mmive load. The Teaching
Learning Group has been a very good resource for me and individuals un staff
have also been helpful,

CJ
CJ

Special interest group>. Staff development. Conferences.
I think there is great scope to enhance your skills by your initiative to seck ways
by either TLG, peer>, mentors etc. Within our School we are gil'cn autonomy to
do this.

Another feature of the responses to this survey was that a number of staff
indicated that teaching improvement was left up to the initiative of the individual.

Barriers

The issue of barriers to portfolio implementation was addressed through an
examination of the profiles of universities and colleges in Anderson (1993) which
described portfolio use in colleges and universities in the United States. Table 4-5
shows some of the barriers to portfolio use identified in these institutions. From
this table it can be seen that there was a range of obstacles or problems identified
with the use of teaching portfolios in these institutions. The barriers ranged from
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time pressures (e.g. Doane College, F~tyetteville St·~te University),

w eoncems

about how portfolios were to he evaluated (c.~; Doane College, Harvard
University Medico.\] School). Stuff resistance to, or uptake of, ponfolios (e.g.
Syracuse University, Murray State University), and a lack of institutional support
(Univcn~ity

of Maryaland, University College) were also noted as potentiul

problems.

Table 4-5
Barriers to portfolio usc in 25 campuses profiled in AAHE document
(Anderson, 1993)

Institution
Ball State University

Cuny York Colle~;e
Dalhousie University
Doane College
Fayetteville State
Harvard University
Manhattanvillc College
Miami-Dade Co!lege
Murray State University
Otterbein Co!Jegc
Saint Norbert Co!Jegc
San Diego State
Syracuse University
A&M University
Tompkins Cortland
University of Maryland
University ofNcbra~ka
University of Pittsburgh
University ofWisconsin
York University

Te~as

Barriers

Lack of allequatc training and guidance to faculty in
portfolio development. Adequate monitoring ofportfnlio
program.
L.1ck of relevant examples of portfolios.
Ev~luation of portfolios.
Evaluation of portfolios.
Time required for pnrtfolio development.
Evaluation of portfolios.
Time required for portfolio dewlopmcnt.
Standards for portfolio evaluation.
Documenting student learning in portfolios.
Provision of timely assistance in portfolio development.
Time fCGUircll for portl(!lio de\'dnprncnt. Staff up-take of
portfolio concept.
Time required for portfolio development. Staff up-take of
portfolio concept.
Staff frustration nbout their teaching experienced from
portfolio development.
Ttme required for portfolio dcvc!opntcnt and evaluation of
portfolios.
Slow progress in staff up-take ofpmtfolin use.
Time required for portfolio development.
Staff up-take of portfnlin u~e.
Lack of institutional support for portfolio concept.
Resistnm:e of staff.
Diversity of portfolio•.
Resistance of staff. Lack of time among~! staff.
Evaluation of portfolios.
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Another issue identilicd from this analysis concerned the adcquucy of professional
development activities to assist swff with the preparati1m of portfolios (e.g. Ball
State University). On the other hand, five of the universities and colleges profiled
in Anderson (1993) (e.g. Evergreen State College, Gordon College) did not
specify any barriers to portfolio usc within their institutions.

To detcnnine barriers in the Curtin context, the survey of academic staff in the
SON examined their perceptions of problems or disincentives they encountered in
apprai$ing or improving their teaching practice. Some representative responses to
this aspect of the questionnaire are shown in Table 4-6, below.

Table 4·6

Respondent

Barriers to impro•·emcntand appn;lsnl of tcacblng in tbe SON

Rc:;ponsc

Al

Some slaffscoff at the enthu~ia~m or
teaching efficient and equitable.

AJ

Time -lack of it to learn new teaching methods. Also other people's time
when requesting that they evaluate a lecture/teaching !Cssion so thnt
weaknesses are pointed out.

81

Power bases cstabli~hed by staff members without kniiWicdgc of education
discipline. 'Anyone knows how to teach'. Lack of consultation with staff who
can advise on educational issues.

B:Z

Teaching commitments probably interfere the mo~t ns well a• other committees
etc. I personally would like greater opportunity for networking with several
other staff tn discuss current issues.

83

EvcryoM seems to be so busy 'doing' thnt we don't hai'C enough time to reflect
on how we arc doing, and how we might do it better.

B6

Lack of time. Unable to schedule opportunities to impn1vc teaching.

Cl

The strong pull to have higher quali!icutions- Masters and PhD's und the high
workload.

CS

Time, time and more time. Respect. Vnluc. No rewards evident.

method~

nthcrs usc in trying to make their
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Tnblc 4-6 shows that a htck of time featured st,,mgly in the comments hy swff, as
did the luck of rewards for teaching. Some of the comments suggested thut the
respondents had other priorities, such as obtaining higher qualifications or
undertaking research. A few mentioned Jack of opportunities for teaching
improvement or occusion to share expertise on teaching within the School.

The context evaluation, then, identified a range of opportunities for program
development and a number of barriers <~nd disincentives to program participation.
These findings assisted with the planning and design of the Staff Development
Program (SOP) as elaborated below.

INTEREST AND DEMAND IN THE SON

In order to detennine the extent of interest within the SON for participation in
staff development activities related to

teachmg

portfolios, a combined

questionnaire/ application fonn (Appendix 3,1) was distributed to 43 eligible
members of the academic staff in the SON, as outlined in chapter three. Responses
were received from 25 (j8%) of staff surveyed. The cover sheet to the
questionnaire provided background details on teaching portfolios and some
infonnation on the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP). The survey sought the views
of staff on relevant issUC.'l, irrespective of whether they intended to participate.
Some of this data has been outlined previously in this chapTer. The initial response
rate to this survey of staff was considered encouraging, in !hm58% of the eligible
academic staff in the SON responded to the questionnaire, and subsequently 18
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(41%) of these were found to contain expressions of intere.~t for participation in
the SOP. Respondents were requested to indicate their reasons for participation,
selecting from u rnnge of options, as shown in Table 4-7.

Tublc4-7

Rcusons ginn for tlnrtidpii.ti<m in the Staff IJ~v~lopmcntl'rogmm ISDP)
Reason for Participation

No,

!.earning

DCI"duplng

IT>DI"C """"'

.dOlls

tcachln~

tcoohlng
porlfnllos

A1
A2
A3
A4

X

AS

X

X

~------

--··---------

x'
x'

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

x'

X

X

X
X

X

xl··

X

X
X

'.

Olloor

X

X
X

E•plorlng
r<mgnlllon
and n:ward
oiL•ochlng

X

X

X
X

..

X

X

X

x'
x'

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

14

9

11

14

(78%)

(50%)

(6t%)

(78%)

X

X

X

16

11
(61%)

(89%)
X'
X'

!.corning
nowwuy.•
In cvalootc
leaching

X

X
85
X
86
X
B7
X
C2
--·----· X
C3
------------X
C4

Total

•tnn~th•

Sbarln~

Ide""'

obaot
teaching

X

X
A6
X
A7
X
B1
--------X
82
------X
B3

cs

U<>eulnmt
Leaching

--·-x

--x---

X

X

All ore soitoblo =ons
E•ploring how the SON m:oy cnoouro&e qoolity leaching 1111d pmonntc iiS imponnn"o
All of tho above
Probnbly all'""'"'"
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The table shows responses from all staff who completed the questionnaire
irrespective of whether they subsequently took part in the Staff Development
Program (SOP). Two

group.~

of participants (A I -137) later former.! the two SOP

groups. Participants C2-C5 were those who had initially expressed interest in
participation but for various reasons (ie. other work commitments, loss of
contract) did not take part in the SOP.

From Table 4-7 it can be seen tlmt prospective participants in the SOP were
primarily interested in learning more about teaching portfolios (89%), closely
followed by an interest in documenting their teaching strengths and exploring the
recognition and reward of teaching in the SON. Only half were interested in
sharing their ideas about teaching, whilst 61% indicated they would like to
develop their teaching skills and find new ways to evaluate their teaching practice.

Overall, the response rate and responses given to this aspect of the questionnaire
indicated that there was sufficient interest and demand in the SON to warrant
undertaking the proposed Staff Development Program (SOP). The findings were
used in further planning of the SOP and assisted in detennining program activities
and infonning the program design.

SUMMARY OF CONTEXT EVALUATION FINDINGS

In accordance with the CIPP evaluation framework (Stufflebeam, 1991) the

context evaluation built on the review of literature detailed in chapters one and
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two of this thesis. It sought to identify needs, barriers lrnd opportunities to inform
the design of the Staff Development Program (SOP) and answer the central
re~carch

question of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TI'P). The context evaluation

found that the usc of teaching

portfolio.~

in the higher education

~ector

was

introduced in response to three dominant needs both internationally and nationally
as revealed in a review and analysis of relevant literature and documentation.
These needs encompassed the improvement of practices and procedures
associated with the appraisal, improvement and recognition of teaching in
universities.

Appraisal ofuuiversity teaching

A need to establish improved practices for the appraisal of u~iversity teaching for
personnel decision-making was the initial impetus for the introduction of teaching
portfolios, particularly in North American colleges and universities. At first, the
emphasis was on improving these practices by introducing the use of a broad
range of evidence of teaching effectiveness, rather than relying on measures such
as student appraisal of teaching as the sole source of information.

Portfolios, then, were seen to provide a mechanism by which teaching could be
accorded equal status with research through the adoption of a more formal peer
review process. That is, to adopt procedures for peer review of teaching based on
established practices for peer review of research. Finally, it was also found that a
number of institutions had introduced portfolio programs in response to calls for
more open discussion of teaching across the sector.
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lmprovemellt ofulliversity teaclii11g

However, it is also cvillcnl that the usc of portfolios in the late 1970s anll early
1980s was given further impetus by an increasing scrutiny of universities from
government and other stakcholllers, leading to demands for greater accountability
in academic work. These calls for greater accountability were coupled with the
demand for an improvement in the quality of teaching in hight; cducntion.
Concerns about the poor quality of teaching in some nreas of the higher education
sector resulted in bre~ing down the notion of universities as 'ivory towers' and
above criticism. Increasingly, key stakeholders dcmnnded evidence of teaching
effectiveness, and portfolios were seen to be one strategy to address this issue.

Reward a11d recognitio11 of good teacftitlg

More recently, academic stnff hnve indicated a need for universities to review the
balance between institutional rewards provided for research, with those provided
for teaching, and to begin to view teaching as a scholarly activity, alongside
research activities. In Australia, this call was acknowledged tmd supported by the
Federation of Australian University Staff Association, who published a guide to
portfolio development in 1987. Despite this initiative, it was to be some years
before the implementation of any formal portfolio schemes in Australian
univer::;ities. Nonetheless, in the absence of identifiable portfolio-based programs,
there was still a genera! trend towards using evidence from a variety of different
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~ources

in order to demonstrate teaching effectiveness and, it could he argued, this

was a pre-cursor to portfolio-based

asses.~ment

of teaching.

Thus, a lack of recognition for good teaching, coupled with a lack of satisfactory
approaches or strategies for the appraisal and improvement of teaching, emerged
as a theme throughout the course of this context evaluation. There appeared to be
a need to redress these issues, and as outlined previously, teaching portfolio
schemes had been suggested as one way of achieving this.

Portfolio-based

programs also appeared to offer a promising framework for stnff development
);
~rugrams, offering a collegiai and disciplinary-specific approach to development
activities.

Need for improved teaching development practices

A review of the policies and practices at Curtin demonstrated that improved
practices for the recognition, improvement and appraisal of teaching were
required. For example, the University's strategic planning documents identified
that little progress had been made in this regard, at the time this context evaluation
was undertaken.

However, the University did advocate the use of student

evaluation of teaching as pan of the promotional process, along with appraisals
from peers and the head of school, although the procedures involved were not
clearly defined.

The Universities' academic staff development unit within the TLG provided
support for applicants for promotion, along with advice and guidelines for
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documenting teaching. These guidclincs recommended the usc of a wide range of
supporting evidence !o include with applications for promotion. Moreover,
although the documentation suggested that teaching was an important part of
promotion and review

pro~cdurcs,

staff perceived there to be an imbalance i11 the

institutional reward structure, which they thought favoured research over teaching.
Performance review of teaching was also not formalised and

wa.~

approach. Thus, a need for improved practices in all of these

area.~

at best, ad hoc in
was evident.

Need for portfolios and related staff developmellt

The need for improved practices for the appraisal and improvement of teaching
led a number of other institutions, particularly in the United States to move
towards staff development approaches based on teaching portfolios. The main
advantages of teaching portfolios appeared to be that they offered scope for a
more comprehensive approach to teaching development and appraisal, largely
because they drew together evidence from a number of different sources. They
were also seen to portray more accurately a teacher's strengths and weaknesses.

A portfolio approach was also seen to lend itself to teaching improve.ment by
providing a mechanism for reflection that can lead to enhanced teaching practices.
Institutions where portfolios were used in the context of teaching awards or
honours claimed a rise in the profile of teaching. Portfolio preparation was also
seen to. foster a more comprehensive and 'scholarly' approach to the
documentation of teaching practice. Some urgued this approach was more
comparable to that of documenting research activities and would help to

redres~
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the imbalance of institutional reward systems that generally favoured research.
Finally, in raising the profile of teaching and in documenting it more appropriately
it was thought that a scholarship of teat:hing could be revealed, thus placing
greater emphasis on this aspt:ct of academic work and leading to greater
recognition of university teaching.

The need for related staff development.activities to assist staff in the creation of a
teaching portfolio was established from findings that portfolios were a relatively
recent innovation in the higher education sector, and that portfolios had not
previously been used at Curtin or in the SON. Moreover, analysis of documented
experiences from other universities and colleges implementing portfolio
programs, as well as discussions with key personnel in the SON, confinned that
such a program would be both useful and necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the context evaluation findings, the questions to be addressed in
the input evaluation were reviewed and revised. As discussed in the next chapter,
'the input evaluation was primarily to detenninc the resources required and the
most appropriate strategies for implementation of the proposed Staff Development
Program (SOP). Based on the findings fl''lm the context evaluation the following
decisions could be made with regard to further planning of the proposed SDP and
associated evaluation activities to be undertaken.

"'
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Issues to be addressed in project planning

The findings from the context evaluation suggested tlwt a number of issues related
to teaching portfolios and their preparation would need to be addressed in the
planning and implcmcnt<ltion of a portfolio program. Moreover, if portfolios were
to be used by academic staff as an alternative or adjunct strategy for the appraisal
and improvement of their teaching practice, issues such as a luck of incentive and
time for portfolio development would have to be taken into consideration in
planning a staff development program.

It was apparent from the experience of North American institutions where
portfolios had been implemented, from various reports on the Australian higher
education sector, and from other context evaluation findings, that a lack of time
and incentive was a significant barrier to the uptake of teaching portfolios by
academic staff. This finding was validated by the views of academic staff in the
SON who were interviewed as part of the context evaluation. Thus, heavy
workloads and lack of resources were often cited as reasons why it may be
difficult to get teaching staff in universities involved in staff development
activities.

The 'novelty' factor of teaching portfolios was also seen as being a barrier to their
implementation, as was the diversity of portfolio approaches and their structure
and content. Although there appeared to be interest in the portfolio program in the
SON it was evident that not all of those responding to the survey understood the
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teaching portfolio concept. Thus, there appeared to be a lack of understanding of
how portfolios could be used, or how staff could benefit from being involved in
staff development activities based on portfolios. The different 'models' of
portfolio usc and format cvidcrot ~d in the literature was also seen to create the
potential for confusion that would need to be addressed in planning a portfoliobased staff development program.

Potential resistance by academic staff to the portfolio concept, especially with the
time pressures noted above, was also identified
participation in the proposed program.

a~

a potential barrier to staff

Opposition to portfolios from some

quarters appeared to arise from a suspicion about how portfolios might be used or

,,

evaluated, and, in this regard, was seen to be related to resistance by staff to any
form of perfonnance appraisal. Nevertheless, the 'novelty' of portfolios and the
lack of well-developed criteria or standards by which portfolios were to be judged
in many institutions where they had been implemented, lent some credence to
these concerns.

Some initial assumptions ill program plan11ing

On the basis of the context evaluation findings, it was decided that the optimum
approach to staff development of teaching portfolios in the SON would be to
adopt a collegial,

group-ba~ed

approach to portfolio development. Moreover, it

was considered prudent to integrate portfolio development with existing practices
for the appraisal and improvement of teaching at Curtin. This appeared to be the
most efficient approach, as it would enable staff to review their teaching appraisal
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nnd improvement prnctices and 'build' from this plntform. It would ulso allow for
the sharing of expertise nbout these practices within the proposed SOP. It was
thought that this would ussist in creating a 'critical mass' of .~tuff in the SON with
expertise in portfolio preparation and consequently begin a 'dialogue' on teaching
und a more scholarly reflcctivt;, approach to teaching development in the SON.

'"

'"

Program Objectives

The context evaluation findings suggested that the program's objectives would
need to incorporate provision for participants to be given clear explanations of
portfolios and their use. Moreover, un opportunity to become familiar with the
portfolio concept, due in part to the relatively recent introduction to the use of
teaching portfolios in the higher education sector, was another requirement. Thus.
the proposed objectives were initially quite broad in scopc, and were seen to be
exploratory in nature. The tentative SOP objectives were as follows:

to introduce interested academic staff in the SON to the concept
of teaching portfolios and their use in documenting university
teaching;
to explore the role of teaching portfolios in the appraisal,
improvement and recognition of teaching practice with input
from academic staff in the SON;
to explore portfolio c-.,nstruction as a strategy for professional
development of teaching practice with academic staff in the
SON;
to encourage reflective practice and collegial discussions on
teaching amongst participants in the SON; and
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to explore how portfolios might hest be used in Uu! SON and
within the University.

''Resources andfurtller information required for project plmwing

From the context evaluation findings it became apparent thnl time constraints
would be a major barrier to project participation by academic staff in the SON,
and that the SON could not provide financial resources for the proposed program.
However, the context evaluation also revealed that funding was available from
University Quality Funds, which funded staff development projects on a
competitive basis. Accordingly, it was detennined that funding would lx! sought
from the University in order to provide for time release from teaching for SDP
participants. This was undertaken

a~

part of the input evaluation of the Teaching

Portfolio Project and is detailed in chapter five.

Although the context evaluation established a case for the need to explore the role
of portfolios in university teaching, fUrther information on the nature of portfolios
and associated professional development activities was required.

Thus, other

infonnational needs identified during the context evaluation included a need for
further details of possible portfolio design (and contents) as well as information
on staff development strategies used to assist staff in the preparation of their
portfolios in other institutions. These issues were addressed in thr. input evaluation
described in the following chapter.

"'
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Chapter Five

,INPUT EVALUATION FINDINGS

We feel that the teaching portfolio is au excellent mea11s of improving
teaching. Our attitude toward the teaching portfolio is encapsulated in
the title of Donald Sch6n's book 011 teaching: The Reflective
Practitioner. We believe that all of our faculty should be "reflective
practitioners": teachers who think cot1sciously about the re/atio11ship
between pedagogy and their experiences as directors of student
teaming. The advantage of the teac/!ing portfolio is that it leads
faculty to be thoughtful in their approach to teaching and to assume a
more flexible view toward pedagogy. (TPP Participant, PD7)

INTRODUCTION
!)
The findings from the context evaluation highlighted the potential benefits of
p01tfolio-based programs as a strategy for teaching improvement and appraisal of
university staff. As noted in the previous chapter, snd in the comments of the
program director (quoted above), portfolios were introduced in the sector partly to
encourage a more reflective and scholarly approach to tertiary teaching. The
context evaluation also identified the need to elucidate the structure and content of
portfolios, as well as the need to provide professional development for staff in the
preparation of a portfolio. The input evaluation, therefore, was undertaken to
determine the most appropriate design for the proposed Staff Development
Program (SDP) at Curtin, based on available resources and findings from the
context evaluation,
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,/

An input evaluation is used to identify muJ assess allernutivc progmm strutcgics
',i

and procedural

,---;

desigtl~/and

l>ystcm capabilities in terms of budget und activities

(Stufflebeam, 1983). In the present study, the input evaluation served to determine
the human and material resources required for implementation of the SOP and the
relevance and feasibility of the Program's procedural design. Thus, through the
input evaluation, the most appropriate scheme for implementing the SOP could be
dctennined, in light of findings from an evaluation of competing strategies,
similar programs, and available resources. In this regard, the input evaluation
provided a basis for structuring the implementation of the proposed Program to
address the needs, opportunities and objectives identified in the context
evaluation.

Input Evaluation Questions

Accordingly, the main research questions for the input evaluation were as follows:

What strategies, resources, and program designs have been used by directorj
iQ:.,_-,cher institutions for professional development programs similar to th~
pfoposed SDP?
How arc portfolios constructed in tenns of style and content, and how are they
assessed, in other universities?
What resources are required, and are sufficient resources available, to
implement the SDP in the School of Nursing (SON)?
What program design, strategies and activities will best address the objectives
of the SDP identified in the context evaluation?
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Criteria relevant to the input questions focussed on whether the proposed
program's stmcture, design, and activities were feusiblc, und if the program had
the potential to meet its objectives. It was also necessary to determine if the
available physical, material, and human resources were appropriate and pdequate.
The procedures used to address the input evaluation questions involved a survey
of directors of comparable portfolio programs, an examination of profiles of
institutions where portfolios had been implemented, interviews with key
personnel, and a survey of prospective participants in the SON. These methods
were fully outlined in chapter three. The findings are discussed below.

COMPARATIVE PORTFOLIO PROGRAMS

Fmdings from the context evaluation showed that of the twenty-five institutions
profiled in Anderson eta!. {1993), seventeen (68%) used portfolios as part of their
staff appraisal processes. This analysis further revealed that twelve (48%) of the
institutions profiled used portfolios for improvement or recognition of teaching
purposes. It was also found that most of the institutions used portfolios to serye
more than one purpose, namely, in combinations of recognition, appraisal and
improvement of teaching.

,,
More specific infonnation on various aspects of the use of portfolios was explored
in a survey of portfolio program directors in twelve North American universities
and colleges listed in Edgerton et al. (1991), as described in chapter three.
Responses to an open-ended questionnaire were received from program directors
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(PDs) in nine institutions. Documents such

u.~

policy statements, 11 range of

materials for portfolio workshops, ant! articles on portfolios accompanied seven of
the responses.

Purpose of Portfolio Programs

The first question asked the program directors (PDs) to comment on the purposes
for which portfolios were used in their institutions. Relevant extracts from the
responses of program directors surveyed are shown below in Table 5-1. As this
table shows, there was co:1sidcrable diversity in the purposes for which portfolios
were used in these institutions, bearing out the findings from the context
evaluation discussed in the previous chapter.

A number of those surveyed (see for example, PD2, PD6 and PD8) emphasised
the benefits of portfolio use in terms of reflective practice for teaching
improvement and self-assessment. Others stressed the use of portfolios as a
scholarly activity (PD8). It is also apparent from the responses that it was still
'early days' in portfolio uptake for some universities (PD 2 and PD5), and that in
others portfolios were used only in some departments or faculties. For example,
PD7 indicated that in his university responsibility for portfolio use was devolved
to the departmental and school level, whilst PD9 describes portfolio use just in the
Education Department, Finally, in four of the institutions surveyed, achieving
tenure was tied to portfollo preparation (PDJ, PD3, PD4, PD6).

•0
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Table s.J

Portfuliu use In surveyed in.1titnllon~

Respondent

Rcspunse
~ppointment, ~ward.1,

PDI

Promotion, tenure,

plus fur tew;hing improvement.

PD2

We feel that, in general, portfolim have ''llluc in promoting sclf·rcnc"tion about
leaching. TI1is i' the primary 'u:.c' of portfolios. All nnalist> for the teaching
c~ccllcncc uwilrds each year arc invited to prepare portfolit>> for .;ubmission to the
awards ~election eommillce. Mo.>t finali~ts {usually numbering 17·20 individuals)
do prepare these.

PD3

Teaching portfolios arc used throughout the College for the following decisions:
tenure (called continuing comrnct in our system), promotions, Endowed Teaching
Chair awards (we have JO() teaching "hairs. Awardccs hold a Chair for 3 years, 25
nrc awarded annually).

PD4

Uses of portfolios: promotion, tenure, merit awards, special teaching awards.

PD5

To date, I'm ofmid, our efforts arc fairly basic and we do not usc portfolios in any
formal way. Th~y arc not, for cx~mplc, used in the prommion au~ tenure process
and arc merely recommended for usc in job searches.

PD6

Primaril~ as a vehicle to enhance tcoching· learning ~kills, 10 help instructors

become reflective practitioners. Secondly, as a component of promotion/tenure
applications.
PD7

It is importnnt to stress thm all decisions on aJopting a teaching portfolio
requirement ~s part of the review for promotion and tenure, arc m~dc at the
departmental and school level. We hope that facully will sec their Teaching
Portfolio as~ mirror of their teaching career, which reflects their success as
teachers through their constant striving towards excellence.

PD8

Teaching portfolios arc more than a tool to document teaching. The process of
portfolio development cncoumges faculty to reflect upon and access their teaching
practices. When peers arc involved in portfolio development it fosters mcntoring,
enhances teaching, al!d strengthens the review process.

PD9

••• in order to engage faculty in the process of continual sclf·dircctcd growth, to
interconnect teaching and scholarly enquiry, and to place grcmcr weight in field
supervision as well us on other activities conducted in school settings, the Chair of
the Education Department found it necessary to re-shape the College evaluation
process by creating a portfolio assessment plan.

Of related interest was the question of whether portfolio use was mandatory in the
institutions surveyed. As discussed in previous chapters, the uptake of portfolio
use had been quite slow across the sector, A review of practices for teaching
improvement and appraisal in higher education, highlighted concerns related to
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combining formative and surnrnutive evaluation pructices. For example, it was
suggested !hut if the two purposes were combined, acudcmic stuff might be
reluctunt to prepare a portfolio und the potcntiul for leaching improvement may be
lost (Smith, 1995). On the other hand, others argued that portfolio uptake would
continue to be slow if their usc was not mandated, given the competing pressures
on staff time (Cox, 1995). Responses from those surveyed are shown below in
Table 5-2.

Table S-2

Mandatory versus voluntary usc afportfolios in institutions surveyed

Response

Respondent
POl

Mandatory lo some faculties

PD2

Faculty who arc up for promotion may submit portfolios as supportive
documentation: however, portfolios arc not required by any assistant dean.
There is no effort under way at present to require portfolio preparation for any
personnel decisions.

PD3

Portfolio use is mandatory

PD4

Portfolios arc not always called such, and arc not uniform in fonnat. In some
form, as parts of the annual review process, they arc mandatory, but the
material in them varic.~ greatly.

PD5

Not mandatory

PD6

Voluntary

PD7

The Faculty Teaching Excellence Progmm lakes no part whatsoever in
determining pollcies concerning the teaching portfolio. We do indeed point
out to Chairs and Deans the advantages of the portfolio, but only in relation to
our conception of it as an instrument to in1provc teaching, not us a means of
evaluation

PD8

Portfolio development is a voluntary activity undertaken in the context of
pccr-mentoring.

PD9

Mandatory in the Education Department

The responses show that, as with portfolio use, there was variability between
institutions as to whether the use of portfolios was prescribed or voluntary and in
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some cases there was variability within the institution. For example, PD I and
PD9 indicated portfolios were prescriptive for a particular purpose or in particular
departments. Five of the nine project directors surveyed indicated that the usc of
portfolios was mandatory in their institutions. These five also generally specified
that this was the case in certain contexts, such as for tenure or annual review.
Further analysis of the responses shows that portfolios tended to be mandated in
institutions where portfolios were used for staff appraisal purposes. For example,
PD4 stated that portfolios were required for annual review processes, whilst POl
and PD9 said portfolios were mandatory in some faculties or departments for the
summative evaluation of staff.

· To summarise then, an analysis of the responses from directors of programs on the
use of portfolios indicated that portfolios were used for a range of different
fonnative and summative evaluation purposes in their institutions, including
tenure, promotion, awards and teaching improvement. The responses also
emphasised the potential benefit of using portfolios for reflective teaching
practice. In situations where portfolios were used for staff appraisal purpoSes,
their preparation was generally mandatory.

Support for Portfolio Preparation

Another question in the survey of program directors sought to elicit data about the
nature of activities and support provided for academic staff in the preparation of
their portfolios, as shown in Table 5-3 below.
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Tnblc 5-J

Support for ucudemic stniTwhh portfolio prcpundlon

Respondent

Ruponsc

PO I

Wurkshops, instilutc.~ 1 • one·to-onc consuhation~. print ma1crials.

PD2

Faculty who wish to prepare them cun ohtain infnrmatiun about portfolio
development from nor office and als1> have administrative .;l~ff review
and critique dralls of portfolios.

POJ

Teaching Learning Centers provide worhhops on portfulio preparation.
On larger campuses, faculty receive cnmpensation to <~cl as resource., for
their colleagues. ·n1crc is n lot of informal a'sisrnncc as well.

PD4

The University Teaehin& and Learning Center has offered 'em"maro !hal
people may rake. More rhan thirty departments (out of about sixty total)
participated in a local Project on Rewarding Teaching. Department<;
were provided with print resources and opportunities for discussions that
covered varied sources of data for reporting on lc3ching philosophy,
pntctices, ~nd outcomes.
... general materials (supplied1) that we distribute lo tenching feiiows and

PD5

faculty members who arc preparing their teaching credential•.

PD6

Director of Faculty Dc1•elopmem facilitates workshop> and serves as a
"coach" in the portfolio building process.

PD7

We have institulcd a Teaching Portfolio Consultation Service which has
the primary goal of assisting facuhy member~ who arc creating a
Portfolio for the lirst time. In creating their Ponfolio faculty nrc guided
as they develop~ narrative statement of their approach to teaching. We
suggest that they include an o1·ervicw af their teaching from a historical
perspective: what their altitudes and techniques were when they began
teaching, how both have altered through cxpcrien~e. and what a'pects of
their teaching they would like to enhance in the cnming years.

PDS

Portfolio development and leaching enhancement arc facilitmcd tllrough
an eslablishcd mcmoring progrnm. We ... have found that tile process of
shadowing is an efficient and effective process for mentor preparation.
Wherein future mentors observe and interact with an experienced mentor
as they assist mcntces in portfolio development.

PD9

Faculty ~re encouraged to work wiU1 colleagues (peers, dcpanmcnt
chairs, and leaching improvement specialists) in the preparation of their
portfolios.

I A brochutt! "ilh d<laib ojlh<fi"<-d<ly facu/ry i11S1i/ule was <lllllciJe</ /II r/Ji.! ll''!JtnC!t. T/J< .!J"h<dJJIC \\us tu fi•IIJJWS:
Day I, 9;00- /2;/)(J lnrr<>dUCIJJry lVork.JimfJ: Rmil"lling Tt<IChlliJI Awm~JI/thmtJ!I. 1:00 ~ 5:00

/lldMduul porifJJ!Ia dC'<I<'P"""';
Day 2, 9:00- 5;00 lndivi</unl "''"'"lrmi<m• wirl>fil<ililai<Jr.r. prn:<JMI p<JI'I[~>Ii" <ltl-tl<~fl"!tnl:
Day J, 9:1)() - /2;(}() C<JJO!!UIIaliilO< uud flJII'Ijn/i<l dt~•r/,Jpmtm. 2:00 - 4;J(J SttYmd tnmp
sts:/ons: Thr D""e/"pin~ PJJrifu/i"; l'eer cmuu/111/imu;
Day 4, 9;00 - 5;00 StctJo<l "'""d <if iudMdu<~l rw..,uluulvrl! Wilh filcilii<IIJJrs <m J fi•~ u r {"IF/f<lfil! dc\·tii!Jm"""
Do.y 5, 9:1)() - 12:00 Pm<jo/i(J m•ision<. cmuullmiont II.< ntet.s<>ry. /l;/)(J - /2;JO CI<I.!IJJJI /rmchrm/.
Discussion ojllot "proau" and lhr 'outcon><'. PrrsrmaNmr<if<mifl<"<Jir.!<if'"""'f'l<riou.
2
The mt1/er/alsprovldtd includrd su&R•SIIon• oo hi!W /o ctiJIJ{Jilr

<1

lrncillngJW1fo/i!J. lht .rm•l<-r.< lll"!lllub/e

IJJSIJI Jlafl ill devdoplnJIIhdr porlf/>1/o documenrat/on. lJJ)d r.jmmcts 1/J bmJk.r <1nd nrlldrs will< r:m!IJ{Jiu

/<1

<if

port[o/1'"·
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This aspect of portfolio programs

wa.~

of interest in the planning of the proposed

Staff Development Program (SDP) in order to ussess the eflicucy of various
approaches and thcit· potential for application in the Curtin context. This part of
the questionnaire, then, sought information on general aspects of assistance
provided.

Relevant extract;. from the responses of program directors to this

question are shown in Tuble 5-3 above.

Their responses reveal that a ran'ile of approaches had been adopted by the
institutions surveyed, to assist staff with the preparation of a portfolio. Support
services included the provision of workshops and seminars (PO I, PD3, PD4,
PD6), materials on how to compile a portfolio (PD2, PD4, PD5), as well as
individual consultations (PD7) and mentoring programs (PDB, PD9). PD3
mentioned that "faculty receive compensation to act a'i resources".

Detailed

programs of portfolio institutes (PDI) and seminars (PD4) were provided with
some responses, as well as u runge of brochures, policy documents und materials
from workshops.

A follow-up question to the program directors surveyed sought to determine the
extent of support provided for portfolio development. They were asked if the
support activities and programs provided in their institutions were group or
individually based, and whether they were interdisciplinary in nature. Extracts
from their responses are summarised in Table 5-4 below. As shown in this table,
seven of the project directors responded to this aspect of the questionnaire. The
assistance provided to staff with the preparation of portfolios ranged from group
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workshops to individual consultations, although where specified, most mentioned
group based, multi-disciplinary approaches. The time involvement for staff taking
part in these programs rnngcd from two-hour sessions to five day workshops.

Table 54

Nature of support for portfolio prcpnratlon

Respondent

Response

PDI

Workshops (3 hours), Institute (5 days)
Group, dcpartmcmat, and interdisciplinary.

PD2

Faculty who wish to prepare them can obtain information about portfolio
development from our office and also have admini~trativc staffrcv'tcw and
critique drafts of portfolios.

PDJ

Workshops are approximately 3 hnurs.lndividua! help as nccdOO. Workshops arc
structured by portfolio type (i.e. promotion vs. Endowed Chair) and arc mixed
discipline.

PD4

Programs have been both individual and group based.

PD6

]Y, day workshops- intertlisdplinnry.

PD7

Individual

PD8

Gcncra!Jy 2 hour workshop.>.

~onsultancy-

time taken varies depending on individual faculty needs.

What emerged from these responses was that the institutions surveyed had
responded in various ways to providing assistance to staff for portfolio
development. Each university appellred to provide assistance with portfolio
preparation according to available

resource~.

using centmliscd or devolved

approaches depending on the particular strategy adopted. The responses also
highlighted the need to provide materials, guidance and information to assist staff
in portfolio preparation.
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Assessment of Portfolios

An understanding of the criteria and standards against which portfolios could be
judged was important in this study, insofar as it aimcci to explore how teaching
portfolios may be used for summativc evaluation of teaching.

As discussed

previously, if good teaching is to be recognised or rewarded, it must also be
delineated, that is, there needs to be standards to a%ist in the determination of
what constitutes teaching quality (see for example, Ashcroft, 1995).

Table S·S

Criteria and standards for osscssmcnt of portfolios

Respondent

Rcsponse

PD3

I have a large document• that details criteria and procedures for submission,
Committee review (*subsequently obtained).

PD4

Each Department will be re,;ponsible for devclop'mg criteria.

PD6

No formal standards.

PDS

We are in the process of developing guidelines for portfolio assessment, involving
faculty who have prepared a portfolio. A portfolio assessment ~ummary sheet is
attached.

PD9

Renewal, tenure, and promotion decisions involve a review of a cumulative
portfolio by the Education Department Evaluation Commiucc as well as by the
Chair.

Furthennore, knowledge of current policy and practice in the review of portfolios
would assist in the development of the proposed Staff Development Program, and
inform the central research question of the Teaching Portfolio Project. Five of the
project directors addressed questions about criteria against which portfolios were
assessed in their institutions, Relevant extracts from their replies arc detailed in
Table 5-5 above.
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With the exception of PD3, where qu.ite detailed criteria had been devt:!opcd,
data indicates that the majority of institutions

.~urveycd

thi.~

hall not begun to wckle the

development of criteria by which portfolios were to he assessed. One reuson for
this was alludct! to by a program director who noted, "A.<;sc.<;smcnt of teaching has
always heen a prohlcnwtic issue in our university and it is acknowledged that no
one

'univer.~al'

metlwt! is accepted" {PDS). ·rhc program directors were also

asked if the criteria or standards used to ussess portfolios in their institutions were
based on institutional, departmental or disciplinary requirements. Responses to
this question are shown below in Table 5-6.

Table 5·6

Dctatls or criteria and standurds in other institutions

Respondent

Response

PDI

Varies at tcvcl of dcparuncnts ami faculties.

PD3

Institutionally based.

PD4

Criteria differ grcmly from department to department and college to college.

PD8

Criteria will differ depending on purpose and

PD9

Departmental.

department~!

requirements.

__j

Of those addressing this aspect of portfolio assessment, all but one program
director indicated that the criteria and standards were departmentally or faculty
based. From the above responses, coupled with those outlined previously, it can
be ascertained that with the exception of PD3, the portfolio programs in the
institutions surveyed were in many respects in their infancy. Given that these
institutions were considered 'exemplars' by the American Association for Higher
Education in 1991, the responses provided in 1996 in the context of the present
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study, indicate that many had made lillie progress in the

implcmcnt~tion

of their

portfolio progrmns. Another feature of the responses was that in Ute
implementntion of portfolio programs in these institutions, comhinations of
centralised and devolved approaches were often adopted. Finally, the program
directors surveyed as part of the input evaluation were asked to comment on the
benefits and disadvantages of the portfolio programs in their institutions. This
question elicited a mixed response as shown in the extracts in Table 5-7 below.

Table !i-7

Respondent

l'ros and cons of portfolio usc

Response

POl

Helps fncus on, dclinc, reward, effective teaching.

PD2

.. .faculty who have completed portfolios are our mo~t vocal advocate• of
portfolio construction. Mm•t feel they have gained con;iderable insights into
themselves from the process of developing these documents.

PD3

I'm afraid my opinion on the progwm is mixed. Conceptually, [ unreservedly
recommend the portfolio as a \'chicle for decision making as well as a way the
College can display to non· teachers internally and interested outside parties what
teaching REALLY entails. On the negatii'C side many of our faculty detest the
process ofportfoliu prepnration. In my opinion the "bad press" has 2 sour~cs: ( 1)
the official College requirements for the portfolio contents and nrganization arc a
linlc over zealous and result in too much attention to the "husy work" of putting
one togelh~r. masking the potential of their usc as a sclf-renectil'e document for
the facuhy member. (2) unless all involved {faculty cnrnpiler, decision-making:
administrators and committees) implement the spirit of the prugram, there is bad
decision-making with the portfolio being inappropriately blamed for the results.

PD4

The value of the portfolio has also \'aricd greatly from unit to unit. In my own
unit (English) there has been strong re•istance to any systematic inclusion of data
from peers.

PD6

Portfolios have enhanced teaching-learning skills, tenure/ promotion applications,
and collegial communication about teaching-learning.

PD7

We feel that the leaching portfolio is an c~ccllent means of improving teaching.
Our allitudc toward the leaching portfolio is encapsulated in the title of Donald
SchOn's book on teaching: The Rencctivc Pmctilioner. We believe that all of our
faculty should be "rencctivc practitioners": teachers who think consciously about
the relationship between pedagogy and their experiences as directors of ~tudent
learning. The advantage of the teaching portfolio is that it leads faculty to be
thoughtful in their approach to teaching nnd to ussumc a more ncxible view
toward pedagogy.
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Cleurly, this question elicited differing responses from the progmm directors.
Some were more reserved in their endorsement of portfnlios than others. The most
cnthu~iastic

response wus from PD7, who emphasised the pntcntiai for portfolio

usc to encourage reflective practice :tmongst <Jcadcmic stafL Others, such us PD3
and PD4, highlighted

.~omc

potential problems in terms of stuff resistance tn the

concept. PD3, in partict:lur, cuutioned ubout the use of making the requirements
for portfolio use too onerous. Since PD3's institution wus also identified as one of
the most advanced with the implementution process, with detailed criteria for the
assessment of portfolios, the observation that the College requirements were "over
zealous" resulting in "busy work" takes on added significance.

In summary, although in the institutions surveyed portfolio programs had been in
place for over five years, most had not fonnally integrated portfolio usc with
institutional teaching development procedures. Moreover, although the number
involved in this survey was small, potential problems with the implementation and
evaluation of portfolios were highlighted, und useful materials and ideus were
obtained that could be applied in the design of the portfolio-based Staff
Development Program (SOP) in the SON. For example, as noted above, seven of
program directors surveyed supplied a range of materials with their response.
Scrutiny of these materials provided insight into potential strategies and activities
that could be adapted for the planned SDP, as detailed later in this chapter.
Finally, the responses outlined above and the accompanying materials accentuated
the variability in approach to the construction and assessment of portfolios, and
confinned the findings of the context evaluation which also demonstrated
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disparate institutional practices in providing support for staff with the preparation
of a portfolio.

PORTFOLIO STYLE AND CONTENT

In light of the variability of responses from the program directors, a content

analysis of accounts of portfoli.:.. usc, detailed in Campus use of the Tet1ching

Portfolio: Twenty-Five Profiles, was undertaken to shed further light on issues

related to the preparation and assessment of portfolios (Anderson, 1993). These
accounts were examined to ascertain practical and procedural aspects of portfolio

design in order to determine the most appropriate approach to adopt in the SON.

This analysis also helped to infonn the structure and content of this study's
proposed Staff Development Program (SDP). As discussed in previous chapters,
there were numerous models of portfolio style and format in use across the higher
education sector. It was noted that, as more universities were moving towards the
use of teaching portfolios, individual institutions were developing their own
practices (Ramsden, Margetson, Martin, & Clark, 1995). This was also reflected
in the responses from program directors described above.

In an Australian context, Moore and Smith (1994) identified four different styles
of teaching portfolios in a draft guide for academic staff;, the University of South
Australia. They described these as:
an evaluated resume of teaching activities and achievement;
a display of best work;
a sclf·reflective essay; and
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rel1ections on selected work samples.

Moore and Smith ( 1994) go on to say that the particular

.~tyle

chosen will depend

to some extent upon the reasons and purposes for compiling tl1e portfolio.
Moreover, it was found in the context evaluation, that the move towards portfoliobased documentation of tcuching practice was at least in part precipitated by the
need to provide evidence from a broad range of sources to assess tcuching
performance.

Another impetus for portfolio usc was a perceived need to

encourage academic staff to adopt a more scholarly and reflective approach to
their

teaching

practice.

Such

an

approach

aha

nece~~itated

portfolio

doeumentution from diverse sources. Items for inclusion in a portfolio, then, were
many and varied, and often predicated on the style and purpose of thr document.

In the following four sub-sections, exemplars of portfolios are shown, classified
according to the styles suggested by Moore ( !995) from the accounts of portfolio
use described in Anderson (1993). Thus, the styles in use in these institutions are
illustrated by extracts from the descriptions of portfolio design and contents
portrayed in Anderson's (1993) profiles of campus practice.

Portfolios as Evaluated Resumes

Some of the institutions profiled by Anderson ( 1993) adopted portfolio de~ign and
content representative of Moore's (1995) classification of portfolios, as an
evaluated resume of teaching activities and achievements. Exemplars of this
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portfolio style arc ~hown in excerpt~ from account.~ of portfolio usc at Doane
College and HMvard University, as follows.

Portfolio.~ at Dounc arc struclurcl. Faculty follow the "Portfolio
Review Worksheet" contained in the Faculty Handbook. Items for
inclusion arc outlined uruJcr l'nur categories: scholarship {vitae,
official transcripts activity reports, record of attendance and
presentations ut professional meetings, pLtb!ications); teaching
(course objectives/goals, syllabi, tests); student performance
(student cou;sc evaluations, examples of student work/exams/
summaries, alumni evaluation summaries); and college and
community service (record of service on commit!ces, new course/
program design, advisee evaluation summary). An evaluation sheet
fii!..J out by the dean on her first visit to the instructor's classroom.
(Anderson, 1993, p. 19)

As shown above, portfolio usc at Doane goes beyond the documentation of
teaching and learning. They also included items related to research, scholarship,
and community service. For each category, there is an evaluative component,
which for teaching comprises student and alumni evaluations. The integration of a
teaching portfolio with other aspects of academic work sets the Doane example
apart from others outlined in Anderson (I 993 ). Nevertheless it can be classified
as an evaluated resume of teaching activit'1cs and achievements, as it contains
these elements, as we11 as extending the concept to other sections of an academic
resume.

Another example of this portfolio style is i11ustrated by the way portfolios are
used at Harvard University Medical School. The move towards portfolios was
prompted by the need to recognise the contributions to teaching made by clinical
and laboratory staff in the Medical School. At Harvard, academic staff are
required to assemble two sets of documents. One set includes infonnation from
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others, such as evaluative information from students and peers. The other set
comprises materials assembled by the staff member. Thus, the Mcdicul School
required their tcacltcr-clinician~ to document 'teaching as detailed below.

Portfolios consist of two sets of documents. One set is assembled
from materials collected in the department head's office, induding
datu obtained from student evaluations, evaluations by other
faculty members, solicited letters :1nd an enhanced vita. The
second set of material;; is compiled by the faculty member in the
form of self-report about her or his contributions that arc local
.... and regional, national and international contributions
(educational and professional leadership). (Anderson, 1993, p. 33)

The information provided by Doane College, and the Harvard University Medica!
School, show that in these institutions the portfolio requirements focus on a range
of items which arc essentially evaluations of various aspects of teaching
perfonnance that arc based around a resume. The Harvard example, however,
raises another potential dimension of portfolio classification, that is, the personal
and public aspects of portfolio documentation. When used in a summative
context, staff portfolios would generally be open to public scrutiny by review
panels or committees. However, the use of two sets of documents, one maintained
by the department and the other compiled by the staff member, raises questions
concerning potential industrial issues related to privacy and freedom of
infonnation about work performance.

In the Australian sector, despite continuing calls for accountability from some
areas, academic staff and the National Tertiary Education Union would be
unlikely to find this approach to appraisal of teaching either acceptable or
appropriate. Nevertheless, the Harvard profile does comment on the fact that the
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procedures and criteria for portfolios were developed in consultation with the
faculty, the administration and the faculty dc\'clopmcnt office, suggesting that this
was acceptable to all parties.

Portfolios as Display of Best Work

The notion of using a portfolio to present materials representative of best
performance is in many respects in line wilil how portfolios are used by
professional groups such as artists or architects to display their work. TwO
institutions where portfolios may be classified as a display of best work arc
summarised below. At the University of Maryland, portfolios are used in the
selection of teaching award recipients, and in this regard, would be expected to
reflect elements of exemplary teaching practice.

Each nominee receives a list of the criteria considered by the
Excellence in Teaching Award selection committee: nomination
letter (s), statement of teaching philosophy, evidence of community
service,
participation
in
faculty-development
activities,
syllabi/exams, peer visits, student evaluations, grade distribution,
and a recommendation from an assistant dean or program manager.
(Anderson, 1993, p. 71)

Thus, at Maryland, the portfolio items arc designed to showcase teaching at its
best, as shown by entries such as letters of nomination and recommendations from
colleagues, as well as evidence of

effort~

to improve teaching. These portfolios

also focus on learning outcomes through the inclusion of grade distributions.
Furthermore, the portfolio is prepared in relation to a Jist of criteria, and the items
arc then used to support the claims made by the nominee against each criterion.
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Structuring the portfolio in this way facilitates comparison hctwccn nominees, and
ullows different aspects of teaching pcrformunce to he usscsscd.

· Although portfolio items arc prescribed at Maryland, <It Manhall<Jnvillc College,
portfolios

:lt"C

used fur teaching appraisal purposes am! staff arc free to select

items they consider representative of their best work.

Portfolio contents usually arc contained in a notebook or !urge
uccordion folder ~imilar to those used for student portfolios. A
description of achievements, written by the faculty member,
prefaces the portfolio entries. There is no particular structure to the
por,folio nor any required items. (Anderson, 1993, p. 351)

At Manhattunville, then, portfolio entries arc used to support a written !>tatcment
of achievements. The contents arc not prescribed und no criteria are provided
although they are used for teaching appraisal. A potential problem with this style
is that these portfolios are likely to include a wide range of materials, muking
comparison between staff difficult. This contrasts with portfolio usc at Maryland
where, as noted ubove, portfolio entries are selected against the criteria for the
Excellence in Teaching Award. On the other hand, the example from
Manhattanville points to the flexibility attributed to the portfolio concept. That is,
staff can portray their work in different teaching contexts, at different academic
levels, and across various disciplines.

Nevertheless, at both institutions, the

portfolio style can be classified as a display of best work, albeit for different
purposes.
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Portfolios as A Self-reflective Essay

Accounts from universities where slUff arc encouraged In usc portfolios for selfreflection arc exemplified in excerpts from universities such as Western Michigan
and Ball State. The potential for portfolios to encourage reflective teaching
pructicc in university stnff hus hecn discussed previously, as have the rcusons for
why this wus considered importunt by university adminbtrators.

AI Western

MichigJ.n staff arc required to compile a range of items in their portfolios that
include:

evidence of several different aspects of reflective practice: {I)
items that show a grasp of course content, e.g., lesson plans,
handouts, quizzes, exams; (2) items that demonstrate teaching
competence and student leurning, e.g., studem papers, student logs,
peer observations; and (3) personal observations and reflections,
e.g., notes and comments from conferences with the T A
supcrvisor, .... [und] a personal reflective statement. (Anderson,
1993, p. 97)

The example from Western Michigan emphasises the requirement to demonstrate
a scholarly approach to documenting teaching, through reflection on work
samples, and to articulute the thinking behind teaching practice. At Bail State the
portfolio contents highlight the relationship between reflection and teaching
development, as follows;

contents are dictated by individual needs. Suggested items
include ... statement of teaching philosophy ... self-evaluation of
teaching ... syllabi; teaching grants/awards; student and peer
evaluations; ... course ... development and innovations.
For
faculty-development purposes ... reflcctions on, and analysis of,
methods and objectives is stressed. (Anderson, !993, p. 8)
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The Ball State model encourages self-reflection :md :malysis on various
teaching practice such

11s

teaching

rn~thods

asp~cts

of

and strategies. In the universities

prolilcd above, portfolios arc primarily used for teaching enhancement or
formative evaluation
the basis of

purpu~es.

individu:~l

Hence, portfolio contents tend to he developed on

needs. That is, areas in which improvement is required

help to determine the Focus and content of this portfolio style. However, as with
previous portfolio styles, the University of Western Michigan is more prescriptive
than Ball State, showing that within each style there appear to be a range of
prescribed items.

Portfolios Reflecting on Work Samples

This style of portfolio is similar to that advocated by Edgerton et a!. ( 1991) who,
under the auspices of the American Association for Higher Education, provided
examples of reflection on work samples from a range of discipline areas. At York
College, one of the senior colleges of the City University of New York (CUNY)
system, staff are advised to model their portfolios, at least in part, on this
document. According to the CUNY profile:

The current model calls for the following entries: (I) a "framing
statement," indicating the individual's teaching roles and
responsibilities ... (2) a personal, reflective/ philosophical
statement; (3) two entries built around a work smnp:e (e.g.,
syllabus, student paper, handouts), accompanied by reflective
commentary explaining the thinking behind the work sample
(entries modeled on examples in AAHE's The Teaching Portfolio);
(4) two entries that provide evidence from others (e.g. student
ratings, letters from students, peer visitation reports); (5) an
enhanced curriculum vita; (6) a letter to the reader... if appropriate
(Anderson, 1993, p. 10).
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The CUNY model overlaps with other portfolio categories, both in terms of the
requirement~

and focus. For example, this style resembles tl1e portfolio as an

eva!unted resume. It requires both a curriculum vitae and student evaluations of
teaching. However, a distinctive feature of this po<tfolio style is the emphasis on
illustrating the rationale and approilch to teaching practice through entries that
show reflection on syllabi and course materials.

Another example of portfolio design, that exemplifies Moore's

(1995)

classification of reflections on work samples, is at Gordon College. There,
portfolio requirements centre round reflective samples and syllabi:

Portfolio development follows some of the guidelines put forth by
outside sources and consultants, but the main thrust of portfolios is
reflection on "lessons learned" at Gordon College. Required
entries include reflective samples and syllabi. Optional items
include videotapes and example~ of specific teaching exercises.
Additional suggested items include course evaluations by peers and
students and the dean's evaluation. (Anderson, I 993, p. 31)

Evaluative materials from peers and students were considered of secondary
importance at Gordon College, in contrast to other portfolio styles described
above. The emphasis and focus of portfolios here is reflection on, and about, one's
teaching practice. However, at the University of Minnesota, as detailed below,
staff arc required to provide primary documentation (which may be considered the
'raw' data) of work samples, and staff reflections on these as

seco~'dary

documentation.
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Primary documents arc those produced in the act of teaching:
syllabi, assignments, student work samples, cxaminuti1ms.
Secondt1ry documents arc those that renect on primary documents:
pecr-observution reports, teaching jeurnals, goal and philosophy
statements. (Anderson, 1993, p. 74)

As shown in the examples ahovc, some variability was evident amongst the
portfolio style designed to cncoumgc staff rellcction on samples of their work. As
with other r'lrtfolio styles, the classification was not straightforward. It was also
apparent that Moore's ( 1995) classification of portfolio types was not exhaustive,
and other potential models could be identified.

Other Portfolio Styles

A number of other portfolio styles were evident from the analysis of Anderson's

(1993) profiles of campus usc of portfolios. In some institutions, the portfolio
requirements emphasised the establishment of goals or objectives for teaching as
part of portfolio preparation. In the context of a formative evaluation approach to
teaching

development, portfolio preparation can motivate staff in

the

establishment, monitoring and achievement of goals. One such example of
portfolio style is exemplified in the following excerpt from Otterbein College.

The Education Department's guidelines for portfolios require the
following entries: (I) an outline of objectives for teaching,
scholarship, and service to the department, college, community,
students; (2) descriptions of how these objectives can be
accomplished and the support needed to fulfill them; (3) evidence
or materials that show ways of accomplishing goals, and (4) a
narrative summarizing whether or not goals were met. The
department chair recommends that reflective pieces on teaching be
included, as we!! as peer reviews. (Anderson, 1993, p. 44)
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At Otterbein,

.~laf'f

me required to set objectives for their teaching,

de~crihc

how

they will allain them, and demonstrate whether the objectives have been met. This
ilt~tilution

nbo rccnmmcuds the inclusion of a relkctive component in their

portfolios. On the other hand, at Syracuse University in another cxampk of go<d
orientated portfolios, a less prescriptive nwlcl is exemplified. !!ere,

suggc~tcd

portfolio entries revolve aronnd lite achievement of teadting goals.

There is no university-wide prescribed model for the teaching
portfolio. The Center for Instructional Development suggest.~
entries that convey infimnatinn about the teaching context; a
statement of current goab: <Hl action plan to he worked out witlt the
chair; und current evidence of the ~~chievement of teaching goals
(Antlersnn, 1993, p. 56)

The Syracuse model has the ;tdvantage of allowing schools and departments to
dctem1ine their own portfolio entries, as considered appropriate for their teaching
context, On the other hand, this style may make the comparison of portfolios from
stllff in different departments prohlernatic, and may preclude university-wide
comparisons. For some purposes, such as dcpartmcnlal review, this may not cause
a problem, however, in the context of university-wide teaching awards, difficulties
may arise.

Fin11lly, a further

dimc11.~ion

Wisconsin's model, which

to portfolio classilication is noted in the University of
de.~cribes

the usc of a course portfolio, albeit in an

Cllrly stllgc of development.
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As yet, no standard guideline l(!l' portfolio development exists. One
model being explored is the "collrsc portfolio". ]This] focuses una
single course and includes (I) a statement indicating the
relationship l1etween the profc;sor's teaching goals and his or l1er
in~uuctional practices·, (2) the cnurse .~ylh1hu.~; (3) examples of key
assignments and learning activities; (4) ~amplcs or summaries of
student work; (5) student fccdhack un teaching am! learning in the
course; und, (fl) a self-assc.~smcnt sl\ltcmcnt. (Amlcrson, 1993, p.

88)
The portfolio style in usc at Wisconsin, although not standardised,

foct~ses

on the

attainment of goals but in the context of a course, rather than on t!JC individual
instructor. This style has the advantage of enabling a teaching team to compile a
portfolio, and encoumge more discu5sion on teaching amongst colleagues. In this
regard, the Wisconsin model has the potential to encourage a more collaborative
and collegial approach to teaching development by reflecting the al!ainment of
individual achievement in relation to course goals.

What becomes apparent from the above analysis of portfolio styles is that the
classification of portfolios is not clear-cut. A number of the institutions profiled
in Anderson (1993) described portfolios comprising clements of more than one
portfolio type. For example, at Otterbein College, staff nrc obliged to outline
teaching objectives and their attainment. They may include teaching reflections.
Similarly, the CUNY model contains elements of the evaluated :t>.sumc and
reflection on work samples.

On lhe other hand, in all the profiles examined, there were certain items included
in portfolios, such as a personal statement of teaching roles a.'ld responsibilities,
and student evaluations. In this regard, 49 possible items for inclusion listed in
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Edgerton ct ul. (1991), providell a usefullntsis from which to consider portfolio
entries. Nevertheless, with respect to the question of what

.~huulll

he induded in a

portfolio, Amlcrson (I 993)_.-:uutions against the usc of what he terms, "a purtridgcin-a pear-tree portfolio", in which prescribed entries include one syllabus, two
student papers, and so on. He notes that grounding portfolio development around
the use of categories of items for inclusion is a 'modest' and 'lyasible' way to start
in the development of a portfolio program, but not where one would want to end.

I'

What is wanted in the longer term are portfolios that renee\ some
campus or departmental agreement (no doubt evolving and always
under discussion) about what effective teachers know and can do.
(Anderson, 1993, p. 5)

In the present study, the 'conventional' categories of portfolio items described in
Edgerton eta!., (1991) such as the products of good teaching, material from
oneself, and information from others, were incorporated in the design of the Staff
Development Program (SDP). The categories were used to focus the group
discussions and to begin a dialogue on what constitutes good teaching in the SON.
That is, the categories were adapted for usc in the SOP to explore how portfolio
entries may relate to different portfolio styles, and to inform program participants
about a range of approaches to portfolio construction. As described below, this
formed the basis of some of the activities in the SDP. Therefore, the most
appropriate content and related activities to explore this aspect of portfolio use in
the proposed SDP was ascertained from the analysis of portfolio styles and
relevant literature.
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ASSESSMENT OF PORTFOLIOS

Part of the input cvaluution required a broader perspective on current

policie~

und

practices in the usscssment of portfolios in institutions with established portfolio
progrums. This was g<lined from a review of the ptofiles of portfolio usc in
Anderson (1993} and the survey of directors of compurutive programs detailed
above. Anderson

point~

out that "It

ha~

become a truism of po:tfolio use that

putting them together is easier than knowing "what to do with them once you've
got them" (1993, p. 3). He goes on to note, that based on his observations of
institutions he had visited and the profiles of campu~ usc of portfolios, this precept
was not borne out, and that on some campuses:

the process of reviewing portfolios has prompted a desire lO
specify "criteria of excellence" by which to judge faculty
perfonnance, plus a new interest in discussing and clarifying
standards. (Anderson, 1993, p. 3)

Thus, an analysis of the profiles revealed that us with the institutions surveyed,
these campuses were at varying stages in the development of policy and practice
for portfolio assessment. Pertinent findings from this analysis, focussing on the
development of criteria against which portfolios were assessed and related review
procedures, are discussed below.

A number of the universities and colleges profiled in Anderson (I 993) indicated
they were currently exploring issues around the

revi~w

of portfolios. For example,

Ba]i State University said there was considerable discussion surrounding the use
of teaching portfolios for personnel decisions, and that a number of issues
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regarding portfolio evaluation were still to he resolved. Similarly, Murray State
University said some departments were currently 1kvcloping l:ritcria for portfolio
assessment, whilst at

Dalhous~e:

no standardized critcrin exist for the cvuluation of teaching
portfolios. Departments have their own guidelines and arc at
different stages of outlining criteria. (Anderson, 1993, p. 17)

This was also the case at the Greensburg Campus of the University of Pittsburgh.
Evidently these institutions were in the early stages of portfolio usc, and still in
the process of developing criteria for portfolio assessment.

Also they

acknowledged the need to develop criteria and standards for portfolio evaluation
and were taking steps to resolve this situation. Moreover, at York University,
there were no guidelines "since they are still too new. At this point, an overall
assessment of the dossier is made" (Anderson, 1993, p. 103).

However, in institutions where portfolios were used for appraisal purposes
(Murray State, University of Pittsburgh and York University), the need for criteria
was more apparent. In these institutions judgements about portfolios tended to be
based on a review typically undertaken by an individual or a committee. What is
not clear from these accounts is the basis of the decision-making process. Given
that portfolios were a relatively recent innovation in higher education, in the
absence of clear guidelines or criteria, personnel decisions using portfolios could
prove problematic. Nevertheless, from information provided in Anderson ( 1993) it
appeared that some institutions had made progress in the development of criteria
for the evaluation of p011folios.
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At CUNY York College portfolios were evaluated according to the same criteria
that arc used across the CUNY system, mandated by a collective bargaining unit.
At Manh:1ttanvillc College the criterion for evaluating porti(Jlios was excellence,
determined by a F<tculty Status Committee. Western Michigan University
evaluated te<tcbing portfolios according to three criteria:

;·
'

..

(I) the clear articulation of goals for the course and the particular
students being taught; (2) the skill and imagination with which the
TA achieves these goals: and (3) the extent to which theTA's
goals and strategies fit departmental expectations and reflect
current thinking about the teaching of composition (Anderson,
1993, p. 97).

What emerges from these accounts is that these institutions were at varying levels
of sophistication in portfolio

a~scssmcnt,

ranging from those at Manhattanville

College where criteria were described as one of (undelined) 'excellence', to
Western Michigan University which expounded several criteria in relation to
course goals.

Finally, in a number of the institutions profiled, portfolios were either not used for
summative evaluation purposes or they had not considered the

i~sue

of portfolio

review. Thus, Texas A&M University noted that, for promotion and tenure, staff
were not required to prepare a portfolio. At Tompkins Cortland Community
College where portfolios were used as part of a teacher certification program and
mentoring program, it was

p~rticipation

rather than the portfolio per se.

in these programs that was reviewed

Also, at the University of Minnesota and
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Syracuse University portfolios were used primarily for teaching development and
were not subject to formal appraisal. In these institutions no systernutk allcmpt
had been made to develop criteria and it appeured that portfolios were u:-.ed
primarily for teaching improvement purposes. It emerged from
where portfolios were not used for personnel decisions, there

thi.~

WlL~

analysis that

less urgency to

develop standards or criteria for portfolio assessment.

The accounts of institutional approaches outlined above are representative of the
responses these campuses had made to the evaluation of portfolios. Clearly,
portfolio assessment appears to be one area of portfolio use requiring further
exploration, especially as one of the propounded benefits of portfolio use is that it
leads to better decision-making about the evaluation of teaching performance
(Centra, 1993; Neumann, 1994). With regard to the proposed Staff Development
Program (SOP) the above findings were used to inform and structure the activities
around the establishment of criteria against which portfolios developed in the
School of Nursing (SON) could be assessed.

RESOURCES FOR PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Part of the input evaluation of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) involved
determining

and

obtaining appropriate

Development Program (SOP).

resources

to conduct the Staff

Resources deemed necessary to conduct the

proposed SDP were as follows:
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Physical amlnwtnial n'sourci'S- Physicul resource rcquircmenl.'i for the SOP
included a suituble venue und Cl]Uipmcnt such as whitcho<mls und uvcrhcud
projectors. Mnterinl

re.~ourccs

included program folders and contents and the

preparation and printing of qucn1ionnnires, uctivity, and feedback sheets for
program sessions as described in chapter three.

Human re.wurces- Human resource requirements included a program director
and session fucilitator, as well administrative support for conducting the
proposed SOP. As discussed in chapter three, the rcseurchcr adopted the roles
of director and facilitator, and the SON provided administrative support.
Program participants were another resource, and their participation required
the cooperation of those responsible for the allocation ot" workload in the
SON's teaching programs.
Financial resources - As described in chapter three, funding was obtained
from the University for time release for academic staff in the SON to
participate in the staff development program. The funding allowed for 192
hours of staff replacement. Other costs associated with the program, such as
the researcher's time and material costs were to be borne by the SON.
bifonnational resources - The findings of the context and input evaluations
provided a range of resources in terms of infonnation regarding portfolio use,
as well as materials used in similar programs in other higher education
institutions. Thus, the analysis of policy and practice undertaken in these
evaluations provided information on teaching portfolio use across the sector,
and subsequently helped to shape and determine the content and activities
undertaken by the participants during SDP sessions.
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Based on resources identified and acquired as part of the conteJ:t and input
evaluations, it wus determined that adequate and appropriate resources were
available to finalise the SOP's procedural design and hegin implementation.

PROGRAM DESIGN, STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES

The SDP was designed to facilitate the achievement of a number of objectives as
outlined in chapter four. These objectives, detennined in the context evaluation,
were:

to introduce interested academic staff in the SON to the concept of
teaching portfolios and their use in documenting university teaching;
to explore the role of teaching portfolios in the appraisal, improvement
and recognition of teaching practice with input from academic staff in
the SON;
to explore portfolio construction as a strategy for professional
development of teaching practice with academic staff in the SON;
to encourage reflective practice and collegial discussions on teaching
amongst participants in the SON; and
to explore how portfolios might best be used in the SON and within
the University.

Aspects of the context and input evaluations, then, involved the development of a
feasible program design and suitable strategies and activities for the attainment of
SDP objectives.

A survey of academic staff in the SON was conducted to

detennine the practicability and appropriateness of the procedural design. The
survey, details of which were provided in chapter three, elicited infonnation about
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the preferences of prospective participants with rcgunlto the structure of various
aspects of the progrum.

Information from Prospective Participants

Responses to this survey (Appendix 5.1) show thllt finding common free time was
difficult given the high teaching loads and other commitments of staff.

H~\wever,

lr
it was considered critic·.tl to the successful implementation of the program to
accommodate all interested staff.

Based on the infonnation provided by

prospective participants two program groups (A & B) were fanned to meet on
Wednesdays and Thursdays from 12-2pm.

Participating staff were also requested to indicate whether they wished to take part
on an individual or group basis, and the size of group they preferred to work in
(Appendix 5.2). Most staff indicated either no preference, or chose to be in a
group of between 6-8 individuals. As this group size was feasible, in line with
similar programs, and could be managed within the available budget, it was
decided to conduct the SDP with two groups of seven participants each. It should
be noted that two staff members who indicated they preferred to work in a small
group, or individually, were contacted before the program commenced. The
rationale for the program design and hence the reason for the proposed group size
was explained. Both indicated they still wanted to take part in the SDP.
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Finally, prospective participants were also canvassed as to the mnount of time
they wmtld be willing to commit to take part in the proposed staff development
activities (Appendix 5.3}. Four staff indicated one hour weekly, three suggested
two hours weekly, and seven indicated a preference for twn hours on a fortnightly
ba~i~.

Glven the previously mentioned constraints, the program sessions were

conducted on a two-hour fortnightly basis. Thus, the SDP was structured to
accommodate the requirements and preferences of participating staff.

Other

aspects of the program's design were established from discussions and interviews
of staff in the SON.

Discussions with Key Personnel

During the course of the input evaluation, discussions and interviews were
conducted with key personnel in the SON to ascertain the accessibility of
resources and to elucidate aspects of the procedural design. The Head of' School
indicated resources such as the venue and administrative support would be made
available. She also suggested that the SOP be put on the agenda for a meeting of
the SON's Management Commit!ee to seek support for the program and the
cooperation of other department heads. Members of the Management Committee
were generally enthusiastic in their endorsement of the proposed program at this
meeting, and arrangements for the time release of participants were put in place.

On the recommendation of the Management Committee, the researcher attended a
meeting of the School's Staff Development Committee to outline the proposed
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SOP and to

prese~':

the findings of the survey of .SON staff. The researcher also

sought the Committee's views on

a.~peets

of the program design, such

a.~

the

number of sessions and the content to be included in the sessions. Members of the
Starroevelopment Commiuce made a number of useful suggestions. It was
<;•

'·

suggested the program be spaced over the course of a semester so that staff
participating in the SDP could incorporate a variety of teaching activities and
assessments in their portfolio preparation. They also invited the researcher to
address the Committee on completion of the SDP.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary then, the survey of directors of comparable programs in other

institutions coupled with a content analysis of accounts of portfolio preparation
and assessment at other universities and colleges, found a broad range of
professional development program designs had been implemented. There was
considerable variety in the strategies used in other institutions to assist staff in the
preparation of their portfolios and the nature illld extent of assistance was diverse.
These findings concur with those of others researching portfolio use in higher
education (Centra, 1993; Cerbin, 1994; Gibbs, 1992; Katz & Henry, 1993; Seldin
et al., 1990).

It was also apparent from the input evaluation that staff developers illld

administrators in higher education were engaged in a robust and vigorous debate
and exploration of issues surrounding the use of portfolios. This was particularly
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the case in the United States where the American Association of Higher Educution
(AAHE) chumpioned the introduction of portfolios und published details of
portfolio usc on different campuses (Anderson, 1993; Edgerton et ul., 1991) which

"

proved a useful resource for this evaluation. Consequently, aspects of thC input
evaluation of the present study focussed primarily on details of portfolio usc in
American universities and colleges. However, there were a growing number of
advocates for portfolio usc in Australian higher education (Baker, 1995; Ramsden
& Martin, 1996; Wijesundera, 1995) and across other sectors and teaching and

learning contexts (Loughran & Corrigan, 1995; Wildy & Wallace, 1998; Wolf,
1994).

Evidently, there was sufficient scope and flexibility in the portfolio

concept for institutions to develop programs tailored to their own needs and
priorities.

From these findings, the design for the proposed Staff Development Program
(SOP) emerged. The design incorporated a range of strategies such as collegial
discussion and group-based activities to address the objectives of the SOP and
accommodate the needs of prospective participants. These strategies were deemed
the most appropriate for the SOP based on the information obtained from other
program directors and the preferences and reasons for participation obtained from
the survey of academic staff in the SON. Development of the SOP was further
informed through an analysis of portfolio style and content adopted in other
institutions. This analysis showed considerable variation in portfolio style and
content between institutions and indicated that most insti\utions were adapting
portfolio requirements to suit their own needs. Other elements of these findings
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were also incorporated into program activities und materials us dist:usscd in the
following t:hnpter.

Finnlly, the prncticubility und feasihility of the design was

determined from an inventory of avnilnble resources,

thro~·gh procuring additionnl

resources, and from informntion obtnined from staff in the School.

That is, the procedural design nnd program activities were determined from: a
survey of program directors of comparable programs; the analysis of portfolio use
in other institutions; discussions with key personnel; responses to a survey of
ncademic staff in the SON; and, an inventory of available resources. Using the
information obtained in the course of the input evaluation, the Staff Development
Program (SOP) was designed to maximise the achievement of program objectives
and the use of resources. The SOP aim'!d to enable participnnts to have the
opportunity to prepare a portfolio in a collegial and supportive environment. The
size and timing of groups was also designed to be conducive to the aims of the
SOP.

In addition to informing the development of the SOP, the Teaching Portfolio
Project (TPP) also aimed to explore the role portfolios might play in the apprnisal
and improvement of teaching in the SON. A number of the activities undertaken
in the SOP (for example, exploring portfolio style and content with the
participants) thus served a dual purpose. Furthermore, the Teaching Portfolio
Project (TPP) also aimed to obtain a better understanding of the use of portfolios
within a university setting. Another aim therefore, was clarilic;ation of the role of
portfolio preparation in professional development programs. In this regard, it is
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worth mentioning

ag:~in,

that the rmrticipants in the SOP were fully informed at all

stuges of their involvement in the program of the

purpo.~c

of the Teuching

Portfolio Project, namely:

to explore the role of portfolios in the
of univeroity teuehing·, und

apprai.~al,

improvement and recognition

a~

a strategy for professional

to dctenninc the usefulness of portfolios
development in te•Jching.

It was. therefore clear to participants they were taking part in a research study on
the design, implementation and evaluation of a portfolio-based Staff Development
Program (SDP) in which issues surrounding portfolio usc were to be explored.

Based on the infonnation obtained from other program directors, a survey of
prospective participants, an inventory of resources, and findings from relevant
literature the implementation of the proposed Staff Development Program (SDP)
could begin.

In accordance with the CIPP evaluation framework the

implementation and conduct of the SDP was evaluated by means of a process
evaluation. The findings of the process evaluation are described in the following
chapter.
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Chapter Six
·-._,.'\

PROCESS EVALUATION FINDINGS

I'm just finding it very excitiug. I'm getting a lot more insight into
things that we do. It'.\' clarifying a lot in my mind when I sat down
and I thought ... what things do I do to enham.:e my teaching. I put this,
this, and this, down and then ... you see a lot more... some of the
things tlwtl've saved for no good reason, they've sat in the bollom of
the drawer, cards and differe/11 things that students have sent...just
deeper insight into what's going 011 with the swdents and hrJW we can
improve the process of teaching a lot more. (SDP Participant B22 1)

INTRODUCTION

The context evaluation established a need to review practices for formative and
sumrnative evaluation of teaching within the School of Nursing (SON) and found
that professional development based on the use of teaching portfolios had been
introduced in a number of universities to address this need. The input evaluation
identified that appropriate and adequate resources were available to conduct a
portfolio-based program and there was sufficient interest and demand for
participation amongst staff to warrant the implementation of the Staff
Development Program (SDP). The input evaluation also provided background
information on various issues related to portfolio use to infonn the SDP content
and activities.

Based on these findings, the most appropriate design for

1Refers 10 participanl group (A or B); Parlicipant code no. l-7; s~ssion no. ic. B22 is Group B,
Participant 2, Session 2.
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implementation of the proposed SDP wns determined, which, in accordance with
the CIPP cvaluntion framework, wus evaluated in th~ process cv:IIUation.

A process evaluation, as the name
the implcmentution phase

suggc~;ts,

or a program.

examines the procedures involved in

Accurding to Stuff1ebeum and Shinkfield

(1985), a process evaluation enubles the researcher to identify defects in the
design and implementation of a program, and record and judge procedural events
and activities. Thus, the process evaluation phase makes it possible to detect
potential and actual problems cluring program implementation and detennine the
merits or otherwise of the procedural plnn by monitoring and observing program
activities.

Process Evaluation Questions

The central questions to be addressed in the process evaluation were as follows:

Was the Staff Development Program (SDP) implemented according to
plan?
How useful were program activities, tasks and strategies in tenns of
facilitating portfolio construction?
Wt!re the program objectives uddressed and were participants sntisfied
with the SDP sessions?
What suggestions can be made for improvements or changes to the SDP
and further program development?

Criteria against which the process findings were judged induded detennining the
appropriateness and effectiveness of program activities and design, the extent to
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which program objectives were obtained, and the strengths, weaknesses, costs and
benefits of the program processes and procedures.

Procedures for the collection and analysis of process evaluation data included: the
ndministration of various questionnaires and feedback forms to ascertain the
reaction of pm1icipants to program sessions. They also involved participant
observation, the maintenance of a journal to record program attendance, activities,
and observations of group interaction and participation, and audio tape-recording,
transcription and analysis of transcripts of SOP sessions. These methods are fully
described in chapter three.

In accordance with findings from the context and input evaluation phases of this
study, two groups (A and B) of seven academic staff were fanned. Each group
met fortnightly in two-hour sessions for a series of seven sessions of staff
development activities based on the preparation of teaching portfolios. The overall
aims of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) were to explore the role of teaching
portfolios in the appraisal and improvement of university teaching, and in the
professional development of academic staff. Moreover, as noted in the previous
chapter, the specific objectives of the Staff Development Program (SOP) were to:

introduce participants to the concept of teaching portfolios;
explore with participants the role of teaching portfolios in the
appraisal, improvement and recognition of teaching practice;
•

investigate the process of portfolio construction as a strategy for
professional development of teaching practice;
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encourage reflective pructice and collegial discussions on teaching
mnongst participants in the SON; and
consider how portfolios might best be used in the SON and within
the University.

Materials provided to participants before the commencement of the SOP
comprised details of the project aims, as well as selected materials on teaching
portfolios (detailed in chapter three).

The process evaluation findings are described below, and, unless stated otherwise,
findings from the two SOP groups have been combined. This was done because
an initial scrutiny of the data indicated that in most respects there were few critical
differences between groups A and B and hence no benefit in describing the
process of the groups separately.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The program for the staff development sessions was developed over the course of
the context and input evaluations of the Teaching Portfolio Project in accordance

with the CIPP model and discussed in the previous two chapters. The program
comprised seven sessions as detailed in Appendix 3.4.

Within each session,

activities were designed to facilitate an understanding of portfolios and assist
participants with the preparation of their portfolio. Figure 6-1 shows a typical plan
for a program session, It indicates tasks completed by participants on the contentS
and use of teaching pmtfolios and the setting of persona! and group goals. For
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example, the uctivity 'describing what we alrcudy do' was designed to provide u
plutform from which the construction of portfolios could commence. That is, by
estublishing the resources availublc within the project groups for formative und
sumnmtivc teaching evaluution in the SON these pructices could be disseminated
und shared umongst group members.

I,

Overview of prograrn, informed consenl, cnnlldentiulily etc. (10 mins)

2.

lnlroduclions. parlicipnots inlroduce lh~msetves, describe briefly the areas in whkh they
tcocb ~nd whalthcy arc hoping to gel out of the program. (I 0 min>)

3.

Llcfinition, rationale ~nd m·crvicw ofleadling portfolios, purposes for whkh portfolios may
be constructed. general issues. (tO mins)

4.

Describing what we already do- qucslionnaires for individuals to list current practice in
evaluating, enhancing. nod rewarding teaching Whitcboard main points for di>cussion. (30
mins include· break)

5.

Overview of current practices. related to potent"ml portfolio components. (15

6.

Individual activity- questionnaire • portf.,lio

'7.

Getting started. Examples of portfolio contents related lo next session. i.e. information from
oneself. ( 10 mins)

8.

Selling goals- questionnaire.

9.

Session evaluation - feedback form. (5 mins)

individtr~l

conlcnl~.

min~)

(tO min>)

urll groups goals. (10 m"tns)

10. Concluding comments.

Figure6·2

Session One Outline

Over the course of the seven sessions, responses to various questionnaires and
activities undertaken by participants (discussed in further detail below) were
collated and provided as feedback for discussion at the beginning of the following
session. For example, session two began with a discussion of the summarised
findings from session one. These included the individual and group

goal~

for both
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groups and the

response.~

to the

questionnaire.~

improvement and reward of teaching.

on practices for appraisal,

Furthermore, each session commenced

with 11 review of progress, and provided an opportunity for addressing issues or
questions arising from the previous session.

Examination and analysis of the project journal, session transcripts and outcomes
of the program activities reveals that, on the whole, the procedural aspects of the
progmm design were executed in accordance with the plan. Thus, with a few
exceptions, the planned activities were accomplished within the timeframe of the
sessions.

During the intervening period between sessions, participants were

encouraged to work on aspects of their portfolios and the facilitator had time to
compile and collate the materials for the next session.

The exceptions indicated nbove included session one for group A, in which the
session ran over time. This was noted and addressed before the first session with
group B. It was also noted that two group A participants hnd to leave one hour
early in sessions three and four, having been assigned to take clinical classes. This
was despite having infonncd the undergraduate course coordinator of their time
release entitlement for participation in the SDP. The project journal also notes the
absence of one group B participant in session four due to illness. In each case the
researcher arranged to meet with these participants at another time to bring them
up to date with program developments.
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The program also diverged from the plan fur both groups in the final session. Two
days before session seven, four of the non-tenured participants received lcllcrs
terminating their contracts. Three of these were members of group B and one was
from group A. As a consequence, planned activities such as the discussion on
standards and criteria for assessment of portfolios were to a large extent overtaken
by talk about the dismissals and there was considerable anger and frustration
expressed in the groups. The findings from session seven need to be considered in

,.,.,

this light.

,-.>-~

"
Overall the data reveals that the SDP generally ran smoothly, had adequate
resources, and was appropriately designed to fit in with the workloads and
commitments of the participants. Further insight into procedural aspects of the
program design is provided below in a discussion of program activities and
participant satisfaction.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

A range of activities was developed for the SDP to assist staff with the preparation
of a portfolio. One of the objectives of these activities was to provide a better
understanding of how portfolio development may be integrated with existing
practices for teaching improvement, appraisaJ, and recognition in the SON,
Moreover, the effectiveness of various strategies undertaken in the SOP has
relevance for directors of similar programs, and for the planning of future staff
development activities for portfolio preparation.

As noted previously, the
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responses to all questionnaires and forms used during program sessions (detailed
in chapter three) were co!lllled and the cmnpilcd summaries were addressed at the
coll\meneement of the next session either for noting, or for discussion.

In the first session, participants were asked to list methods they used to improve
and appraise their teaching, as well as strategies used at Curtin for teaching
fi:ward and recognition. These tasks were designed to provide participants with a
platform from which to begin the preparation of their own portfolios, as well as
helping to determine how portfolio preparation could be integrated with existing
practices for teaching development. Responses to this activity were categorised
according to a list of 'possible items for inclusion' in teaching portfolios cited in
Edgerton, Hutchings, & Quinlan (1991). The categories used were 'products of
good teaching', 'material from oneself, and 'information from others'.

Table 6-1, below, shows the range of strategies used by academic staff in the SDP
to enhance their teaching practice, a~ well as the number of staff who were using
these strategies. The individual lists compiled by participants ranged from a
minimum of four strategies to a maximum of ten. The table shows a compilation
of these strategies, The group discussions focussing on teaching improvement
strategies revealed that individual lists were not exhaustive. For example, a
number of the participants commented they also used strategies mentioned on the
group list, but had not thought of these whrm compiling their individual lists. In
general, strategies used to improve teaching practice were predominantly in the
category of 'material from oneself.
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Table6·1

Strute~:lcs u.~cd

Slrulc~ic~

for lmprovinl: 'l'cncbing

Fnr Improving Tcachin~t

Number of Sluff

lnfornmtion from others:
Students- Fnrnml e.g. student appraisal of teaching forms; student
opinion quest innnaircs

6

Students -Informal e.g. qualitative fccdhack; discussiton with
students

7

Colleagues- Formal and inl(nnml e.g. Peer ~sscssmcnt:
discussions with colleagues

5

Material from one5clf:
Use of different/innovative teaching methods or strmcgics
Attending workshops on leaching e.g. TLG'
Further studies in education e.g. tertiary teaching
Readingjournals, other material
Rcncctingltbinking about teaching

'{

lii\

Produc!s of Good Teaching:
ASJ;essing student le:rrning e.g. prc·post classes

II
6
7
6

4

5

1\
Another feature of the responses is the relatively high number (seven) of staff
involved in further studies in education and the use of innovative teaching
strategies to improve teaching. This finding suggests that staff participating in the
program were those with a particular commitment and interest in teaching. As
noted in previous chapters the University provided few incentives for good
teaching and there was no requirement for teaching qualifications. In this regard,
participants in the SOP could not be considered representative of academic staff in
general. The implications of this finding are discussed below.

1 Refers

to Teaching Learning Group- The University's Acndcmic StnffDevclopment Unit.
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The participants were also asked to list methods that they used to evaluate or
appraise their teaching. The items

li~tcd

in this activity ure shown in Tuble 6-2

below. Two to six strategies were listed in the individual lists. Again, the
categories of portfolio items proposed in Edgerton ct al. (1991) served to classify
the responses.
Table6-2

Mdhud!;

u:;~d

by ~tafT for nppral5lng !~aching

Melhuds used for Teaching Appraisal

Number of Staff

Information from others:
Students- Formal e.g. ~tudcnt appraisal of teaching forms;
Student opinion questionnaires
Students -Informal e.g. qualitmivc feedback; discussion with
students
Colleagues- Formal and informal e.g. peer assessment;
discussions with colleagues

13

II

8

Material from oneself:
Renccting/thinking about teaching

4

Product.'l ofGoud Teaching:
Assessing student learning e.g. work produced by students

5

Same methods as for Improving Teaching (Sec Table 6-1)

4

Four of the participants indicated that t:te methods they used for appraising and
improving their teaching were the same. There was also considerable overlap in
the lists, particularly in the area of student feedback. As noted previously, staff
development and portfolio construction may serve both formative and summative
evaluation purposes {Anderson, 1993). The findings above imply that so'me
participants perceived strategies they used for appraising or improving their
teaching as related activities. During the group discussions the dual role of some
strategies were explored further. From the discussions it emerged that practices
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such as peer appraisal and qualitative fccdhack from students were perceived by
the participants to have the most promise for both improving and

as.~cssing

their

teaching.

As also shown in Table 6-2, all but one of the participants used Student Appraisal
of Teaching (SAT) fonllS. The distribution of SATs was organised routinely each
semester by the University's Teaching Learning Group (TLG}. In light of this,
and the University's promotion policies, which as noted in chapter four,
recommended the inclusion of SAT data, it would be expected that staff would
obtain this fonn of feedback.

However, in the group discussions it became

apparent that whilst the participants regularly used SATs, many of them found
this feedback to have limited value, either for assessing or improving their
teaching. The comments from some participants indicated they felt SAT fonns
were too general and that the results could not be related to improvements in
teaching in a meaningful wr..y. For example,

(SATs) are useful to give a general idea of how you're going with your
teaching .•. ! find focus discussions with students in a tutorial and in
clinical or [the use of} open-ended questions more helpful to improve
my lectures or tutes (833\

Thus, outcomes from this activity show that within the two groups participants
were using a range of strategies for teaching appraisal and improvement.
Moreover, although there were discrepancies between group members in the
extent to which these practices were used, all could identify at least some potential

l Rcfcli tn p.1rticipom group (A or D): Pmticipont oo<lc no. I· 7; Scs•ion no. 1·7. i..e. DB is group II. ponioipllnl ~.
scssion3.
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items for their own portfolio. As one participunl

.~luted

toward the end of the

session,

at least I know I've ~:or a starr (wirh a ret~dtiiiK portfolio) and don'/
have to begin from .\·cmrch (A4l).

However, whilst most participunts appeared to have little difficulty in listing
strategies they used to appraise or improve their teaching practice, most found it
hard to think of ways in which their efforts were recognised or rcwurdcd by the
institution, at either the School, Divisional or University level. Their responses to
the question, which addressed strategies for reward and recognition of good
teaching, arc summarized in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3

Strntegies fur reward ur recugnition of good teaching

Strotegies fur the Recognition ur Reword of Good Teaching

Number or Stoff

ExccVAlumni Awards

3

Recognition rrom pccrsJrccdba'k rrom sludcnls

2

In the group discussions surrounding teaching reward und recognition
mechanisms, staff commented the University provided few incentives for the
improvement of teaching practices. Furthennore, although some participants
mentioned the Excel or Alumni awards for good teaching, none had a clear idea of
how these were judged or the busis on which they were awurded. This finding
supports those from the broader survey of academic stuff in the SON, discussed
previously and those of Baker (1993) discussed in the context evuluation.
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Individual and Group Goals

Tnble6-4

lndivlduul und group goals for group A purtldpunt~

No

Individual Goals

Group Goals

AI

Begin u leaching pnnfulio.
Gain an understanding rc
conlcnts/dcsignnfportfolius.
0\:sign a specilic portfolio for clinical
teaching.

Agree on design/contents of teaching
portfolio.
Work out huw c!inicultcuchcrs can make the
hc't u;c oftci!dting portfolios.

A2

An understanding of how to formally
document teaching achievements.
Development of a teaching portfolio.
To be able to assemble documentary
evidence to substanti~!e teaching
achie,·emcnts.
Construct my own portfo\lo.
Find !!Ut more about teaching portfolins.
Improve my CV.

Constructive feedback about teaching
strategic>.
Help with developing the portfolio.
Assist each uther with developing portfolios.

A3

A4

A5

During the course of this project I want
to begin a teaching portfolio, and look at
ways in which I can improve my
teaching skills.

A6

Improve the way I document my
tenching for applications etc.
Start to collect materials lor my teaching
portfolio.
Find out more about teaching ponfolios.
Stmt a portfolio.
Find out how to appraise my tenching in
ways which are constructive -to
improve.

A7

Share ideas about teaching strategies.
Learn more about teaching from others in the
SON.
Work together on improving our teaching, i.e.
collabomtc with nthers who would like to
ab~ervclbe observed teaching and get .lome
constructive and honc't feedback on how we
teach.
Discuss some common problems we have in
teaching large groups ami 'difficult' students
and get fccdbnc].; un my ideas.
Get a shared undcrstanJing ofwhnt is good
teaching and who arc good teachers in the
SON.

The importance of individual goal setting in professional development programs
has been highlighted as a strategy for keeping participanls on track and focussed
during a program, and as a means for assessing both the progress and
achievements of those involved (Hckimian, 1984; Kirkpatrick, 1994; Kydd,
Crawford, & Riches, 1997). The individual and group goals set by Project
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participants of Group A ami 8 arc shown in Table 6-4 above, and Tub!c 6-5
below, respectively.
Table 6-5

Individual and group

No

Individual Goals

goal~

for Group n

parlidpant.~

Gr<mp Goals

•i

:l . i

10

cotublish expertise in the

[.

Look m clinical teaching index and
valuing of clinical teaching.
Collaborate with peers in tbc formulation of
portfolios.
Obtain peer support and innovations in the
formulntion of portfolios.

tcach'mg achievements
evaluation of teaching.

group.

improvement.
To demonstrate the difticu\tics/rcality of
'"'"""'""' issues and factors on lbc quality of
!!
bcucr.
Establish

'benchmark' for my teaching
with others.

we can leach
circumstances.

". I

Although the goals for group A in Table 6-4 show considerable variability with

t:·

regard to individual and group goals, most participants' individual goals included
the development of a portfolio. Two participants (A5, A7) indicated they wanted
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to improv<! their teaching, and the group goals <1lso focussed on collahormivc work
on teaching appraisal and improvement. One participant (A I) focussed on clinical
teaching in her goals fur group A.

Table 6-5, above, ~how~ the individual ;md group goals for the group B
pm1icipants. As with group A, participants in this group had a range of individual
and group goals. Four of the group 8 participants (Bl, 82, 84, 85) set individual
goals for the improvement of their teaching.

Moreover, most group B

participants set goals for the group that related to mutual support and
collaboration in teaching improvement. Two participants (86, B7) expressed their
group goals in tenns of providing assistance to others in coping with the demands
of their teaching role. Other participants (82, 84) focussed on clinical teaching.

The transcripts from the group discussions also provided insight into the reasons
for staff participation. As mentioned above, teaching improvement was an aim
for some participants and this was also reflected in the discussion that took place
in both group sessions. For example, a participant in group A stated:

. .. apart from being able to record our teaching of :;tudents, this [the
tead1i11g portfolio] seems to be an exce/lell! device for initiating and
maintaining reflective practice. If you are constallfly having to think
about what you are doing and why you are doing it, and how you are
doing it ... (A71).

Similarly, in group B the following comments were made:

... self-review is what prompted this [participation ill the SDP] ...
when] saw this advertised because 1 was in the middle of doing a peer
review ...... and it's very hard documenting how good you are at
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teaching, or how bad you tire 1 mean, whutewr. !thought this wrmld
h1; a great way of !n•ing a/Jle to .l"tl)', hey this is what! do and tlii.r i.r
!J(JWldoit. (86/)

... What I WII hoping lo gel 011/ of tl!is {parlidpatirm in /}II! SDP} i.l' to
improl'e my lt•aching am/ learn from my mixwke.1· or what I drJ well
am/, m· 111/111)' of the peoplr herr, to document .mmethinl{ p;r my
portfolio. (831)

As suggested by these comments and thr goals set by group members outlined
above, the participants appeared eager 10 usc their participation in the program to
reflect on their teaching and to hone their teaching skiJ!s.

Although the

improvement of teaching was not an explicit objective of the SOP, the role of
portfolio preparation in teaching reflection and development was an important
consideration.

Items for Inclusion

A series of questionnaires, based on a list of portfolio items cited in Edgerton et
a!. (1991), were designed to provide a beUer understanding of portfolio contents.
These questionnaires, detailed in chapter three, asked participants to indicate if
they thought a particular item was essential fllr inclusion in a portfolio and
whether they already had that item. The information was then compiled and used
to stimulate and focus discussion on portfolio contents in the SDP sessions to
develop a profile of what portfolios in the SON might contain. Another objective
of this task was to establish the resources (ie. availability) within each group with
respect to particular items. The activities bused on portfolio contents were
undertaken over five sessions, with categories on 'information from onesetr,
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'products of teaching',

'colleague

feedback',

'studt~nt

fccdbnck'

und

a

'miscc[luncous' category. The collated responses to these questionnaires from the
two SDP groups arc shown in Appendix 6.1 und discussed below.

/11/ormati1111[rom oneself

Combined responses from both groups to the questionnuire on 'information from
oneself show that over half the participants considered the following items
essential for inclusion in a portfolio:

reflective statement on leaching philosophy, practices, and goals (93%);
participating in seminars, workshops and professional meetings intended
to improve teaching (86%);
maintaining a record of the changes resulting from self-evaluation (78%);
participating in course or curriculum development (78%}:
list of course titles and numbers, unit values or credits, enrolments (71 %):
readiag journals/books on improving teaching and attempting to
implement acquired ideas (64% ); and
conducting research on one's own teaching or course (57%).

However, items considered essential for inclusion in portfolios were not
necessarily those participants already had. Noteworthy in this regard was the
reflective statement about teaching, which all but one participant (93%)
considered important to include, but only one participant (7%) stated she already
possessed. Similarly, not all items identified by a majority of participants as
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essential for inclusion, fm example, 'information on availuhility tu stwJcnts', were
items they hmJ. The portfolio items mentioned hy moStJ!roup members as ones
they already had were:

Jist of course titles and numbers, unit vu!ues or credits, enrolments
(100%);

information on

~vnilability

to students (86%);

participating in course or curriculum development {78%);
participating in seminars, workshops and professional meetings intended
to improve teaching {71 %); and
maintaining a record of the changes resulting from self-evaluation (57%).

The collated rl!.'>ponses also show that items such as, 'description of how films,
computers or other non-print materials were used in teaching', 'exchanging course
materials with a col!eague from another institution', or 'editing or contributing to
a professional journal on teaching one's subject', were not considered important
for a portfolio and were also items the participants did not have, In the group
discussions on this category of portfolio items participants stated that whilst all
items could be included, they considered some more important than others, .Qnd
the items noted above were given low priority by most participants.

Products of good ~eaclli11g

In session three, the groups focussed on the category of portfolio items, 'products
of good teaching'. The responses to this questionnaire show that items most likely
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to he considered

cs~cntial

for inclusion in a portfolio by participants were as

follows:
student essays, creative work, und project or field-work reports {!00%);
students' scores on teucher-mmlc or standardised tests, possibly bo!fore ami
after a course hus been taken as evidence of learning {64%);
evidence of help given to colleagues on teaching improvement (57%);
setting up of or running a successful internship program (50%); and
documentary evidence of help given by the lecturer to students in securing
employment (50%).

Notably, all participants listed the item, 'student essays, creative work and project
or field-work reports' as being materials they thought should be included in a
portfolio, although only five (36%) indicated they had these materials.

The

discussion on this category of portfolio items highlighted the importance placed
by the participants on clinical teaching. This was particularly evident from the
discussion on the item, 'Setting up of or running a successful internship program',
during which group members involved in clinical teaching emphasised the
importance of documenting and evaluating this aspect of their work for a
portfolio.

In general, the collated questionnaire responses indicate that few participants

possessed materials in this category for their portfolios. Apart from examples of
student work, noted above, other categories mentioned were:
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documentary evidence of help given by the lecturer to .~tudcnts in securing
employment (28%); and
setting up of or mnning :t successful imcrnship program (36%).

The project journal shows that during session three there

wa~

quite a detailed

discussion on issues related to portfolio items that constituted products or
outcomes of good teaching. This was also evident from the transcripts of this
session. For example, both groups discussed issues related to the use of student
work in their portfolios, shown in excerpts from group A transcripts:

... but l don't think we am take responsibility for a student's good
work, alt/wugh we could perhaps us.! examples to show that we can
improve their work. (A63)
l think you could take some credit. There's a whole lot of issues
involved, but if you get the student's permission and can show how the
work is related to your teaching ... in the way you lief up the
asliignment, or before and after you've givenfeedback .... (Al3)
Similarly, in group B this view was rdlected in the transcripts as follows:

... you're saying that this is a product of good teachiug, ... this might
be the product of a good studeut, nothing to do with your teaching.
She might have done a better assignmem with someone else, how
would you know? (833)
... but you would include work samples to illustrate your approach to
assessment or selling assignments wouldn't you? Not just to say this is
what my students can do ... if you pick the best one are you going to
put in the worst as well ... and wllo would get the credit for that? (823)
As indicated by the above exchanges there were often lively debates over the pros
and cons of various items and it was evident participants problem-solved ways in
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which materials might best be presented in a portfolio. Also evident from the
transcripts was tlmt portfolio development was at times an intensely personal
process and that divergent value-; and views could he accommodated within the
overall concept.

Colleague feedback

The responses to portfolio items related to feedback from peers and colleagues
show that the item: 'statements from colleagues who have observed teaching
either as members of a teaching team or as independent observers of a particular
course or who teach other sections of the same course', was endorsed by all
participants as essential to include in a portfolio. Other items in this category
participants considered important to include were:

honours or recognition such as a distinguished award or election to a
committee on teaching (86%); and
evaluation of contributions to course development and improvement
(57%).

As with the previous category, fewer participants indicated they already had these
items.

Six (43%) of the participants indicated they had 'statements from

colleagues who have observed teaching either as members of a teaching team or
as independent observers of a particular course, or who teach other sections of the
same course'.

Moreover, three (21%) had 'honors or recognition such as a

distinguished teacher award or election to a committee on teaching', for their
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portfolio.~.

In the

disctl.~sion

on these items purticip:mts shared ldcus und

suggestions for portfolio preparation. For example:

I suppo.1·e for the last few years I've fwd a drawer in my Jilin;.: cabilwl
thatl't'e hcen usiiiJi ... ifl get invited to go on a working group or give
a talk otthe TLG' I just plwrocopy it and pill if in !here and then when
I 11111 writing up my review ... it i.Y all/here. (A24)
and
You know I was just thinking, jar Aboriginal Health I asked
[... colleague] to do three lectures in this unit as that's her area of
expertise. And you know I sent a memo off to { ... Course Coordinator]
so that she would be aware of it hill now I realise that I haven't
acknowledged her [colleague's name} help in doing it. Now 1'111
thinking she could have used that for her portjolio ... but you get so
locked into the schedule, the day to day rwming of tldngs ... (A64)
As suggested by these comments, group members in the SOP were exploring new
strategies for documenting their teaching practice whilst engaged in these
activities.

Student feedback

The category of portfolio items, 'student evaluation of teaching', solicited lively
debate from project participants in both groups. The items that all participants
agreed were essential (100%) and which most (86%) also had were:

Student course and

teaching evaluation data

which suggest

improvements or produce an overall rating of effectiveness or
satisfaction,
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Another item many participunts (64%) thought important to iJJclwJc in a portfolio
and already possessed (71 %)

wa~:

Unstructured (and possibly unsolicited) written evaluations by
students, including written comments on exams and letters received
after a course has been completed.

As discussed previously, most of the SDP participants used the

University'~

standard student evaluation of teaching forms, the Student Appraisal of Teaching
(SAT) and Student Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ), which were administered
centrally through the Teaching Learning Group (TLG). Whilst discussing this
category of portfolio items, some of the limitations of these forms were raised,
particularly with respect to their applicability to the evaluation of clinical
teaching. Three group B participants undertook to investigate student appraisal of
clinical teaching and to repon back in the next session.

There was also a

consensus amongst participants in both groups that open-ended feedback from
students, irrespective of how it was obtained, generally provided more useful
information in terms of teaching improvement.

During the group discussions, comments were made about the kind of problemsolving occurring around issues associated with student feedback. For example,

What about satisfaction with out of class coli/acts? Due of the
examples you could use could be say, a .f/CJtement from a stude11t ...
perhaps where a teacher had run a test in chemistry for a class am/
4 Teaching Learning Group- The Univcrsily's Academic Staff Development Unit
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found that tlw grmles were very low so at no udditimwl co.rt to the
student/hey made e. tim se.r.rion.1· .. .they ~tave of their own time outside
of normal das.1· nmlt~t"l/o Ill/or these sturlent.l'... and that h .\·ometllin~t
WI' quite o}ien do ... you know you have a very weak ,\'lttdrmt ami you
.l'f'l'lld rm hour or two with tlwmand you may get thank.1· for putting in
that extra time. (A45)
Another panicipant described her experience of using student evaluations of a unit
she coordinated in these terms:

I'll just )"/low )'Oil what I've done willl the studem evaluation of
Nursing Studies xxx. What/ did at the beginning {of the evaluation] is
that I stated the unit objectives and then I asked the students if they
felt we had achieved the objectives. ... (A75)
This participant went on to describe other aspects of student perceptions of
teaching that were covered in her evaluation of this unit. Her observations
included whether the material covered in the unit acknowledged the students'
previous knowledge base. She went on to say:

So tltese are areos I wamed to cover because they ore not areas that
can be measured by the SOQ 5 or SAr. Once I got the replies back
from the sllldems I pill them in a folder with other anecdotal notes
from that unit. (A75)
Again, the discourse of the group sessions provided insight into the nature of the
processes involved in portfolio preparation and how this may relate to portfoliobased teaching development in a group setting.

'Student Opinion Questionnaire.
6 Student Appraisal of Teaching.
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Mil·cellaneous iteltll'

In session six, the pnrticipnnts consitkrcd the final category of pnrtfolio item$,
'other sources', which includes things such as 'stutemcnts about tenching
achievements' and 'invitations to contribute to the teaching literature'. The
collated responses from both groups show that unllkc previous categories of
portfolio items, no items in this cntcgory were endorsed by a majority of
participants.

This is perhaps not surprising considering the ttature of these

materials, nnd, as might be expected, there were few items in this cntcgory that
participants already had to contribute to their portfolios.

From an analysis of the discussion surrounding portfolio items it appears evident
that group members became knowledgeable and discerning about portfolio
components, and that basing activities around potential portfolio items served to
provide participants with a belter understanding of portfolio contents and styles.
Thus, notes from the project journal indicate that basing activities on the
categories of items for inclusion provided a useful framework for the discussion
and in the preparation of a portfolio. For examplc, it made some participants
think about other materials they already had for their portfolios, the nature and usc
of particular items could be clarified, and participants could see from the
questionnaire feedback that each had something to contribute to the discussion.
These observations arc also evident from the session transcripts. For example, a
participant from group A noted:

/think it [the portfolio] will have my philosopiJy ill it and it willlzave
things that I have /otmd helpful ill the past ... like keeping unit outlines
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ami perlwp.t copies of wwtl e.,·.wys ... /Jecausc I've found un/e.\'.1' u
stmh•nt .1·ees a 1/fi/Jd example of what other studel//,1' do, they don't
realise how poor their ow11 work is. Usually when they lwv1' cmne to
complain awl they're angry wit/1 you because you gave them a lousy
mark, if you just show them look, this is the .1'/1111dard other sludenl.r
haw auained in the past. then they are af/ apologetic. (1123)

Considerable enthusiusm und interest

wa~

also evident in the groups during the

process of deliberating on portfolio materials. Findings from the outcomes of
these activities, a;; well as the project journal and session transcripts, show that
this strutegy provided a comprehensive and productive approach to portfolio
preparation, as well us a better understanding of the pros and cons of particular
portfolio materials.

Characteristics of Good Teaching

As described in chapter three, participants were given open-ended questionnaires
(Appendix 3.14) thut were designed to elicit ideas about attributes of good
teaching in different contexts, us well a;; exemplars of best teaching practice. In
these questionnaires, participants recorded characteristics of effective teaching in
different teaching modes and contexts, including tutoring, lecturing, clinical
teaching, laboratory teaching, and thesis supervision. This was undertaken at the
conclusion of session six as a prelude to a considerntion of the standards and
criteria that may apply to the assessment of a teaching portfolio. Involvement in
this activity appeared to be influenced by intervening events unfolding in the
SON, described previously, which led to staff cuts. Five members of group A and
four from group B subsequently returned completed forms.
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The combined, collated responses to these questionnaires arc shown in
Appendices 6.2 and 6.3. During session seven, the responses to

!hi.~

questionnaire

were discussed in pairs and threes in both program groups. EHch smull group was
instructed to discuss, rel1ect on, and record comments on euch teaching context,
before providing feedback to the combined group. The main points arising from
this activity arc discussed below, in relation to the different teaching modes
addressed in the open-ended questionnaire.

Tutorials

From the descriptors listed for good teaching in the context of tutoring, attributes
such as being knowledgeable and having appropriate interpersonal skills to
promote discussion and student participation were considered important. In the
responses to what makes for a good tutorial, respondents highlighted the
importance of creating an environment conducive to student discussion,
interaction and participation, and the need to use a variety of teaching strategies.
The notion of integrating, or expanding on, materials covered in the lectures was
also mo::ntioned in this category.

Lectures

The attributes considered by participants to be important in the context of
lecturing, inr.luded being knowledgeable, with a good command of the subject
matter, as well as an ability to impart the material with clmity and coherence.
Features considered important in relation to lectures included good organisation,
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careful selection nf the mutcrial to he presented, ;md the appropri1rtc u~c of audiovL~ual

nids. The small group discussions also highlighted these attributes, and

emphasised the importance of planning lecture content to synthesise signiflcnnt
concepts and integrate the rnatcrhd with related tutnrials, lahonuorics and clinical
plaCements.

Clillical instrtlctiou

Participants emphasised attributes such as having relevant clinical expertise and
being a role model as important for instructors in clinicnl settings. An advocacy
role for good clinical instructors was also suggested by some of the respondents.
For good instruction to occur in clinical areas, the respondents noted aspects such
as the

:~pplication :~nd

practicing of skills, as well as maximising the experiential

nature of learning in this setting. Key concepts arising from the questionnaire
responses and the group

di~cussion,

were the proactive nature of clinical

supervision, where clinical instructors had to liaise with clinical staff itt the
practice setting to ensure students were exposed to experiences appropriate to
their educational level. In this regard, good networking, teamwork and
interpersonal skills were considered essential.

lAboratory teaching

The next section of the questionnaire sought to determine the characteristics of
good laboratory instruction. The responses indicate that participants thought
laboratory instructors should be able to demonstrate skills to the students with a
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high degree of competency and, in this context, ernphas'1sed experience and
knowledge as key attributes.

lmportam tlspccts of instructioH in

~

h1horatory

setting were considered to he the provision of facilities for students to practice,
clem instmctions and assessment criteria, and up to date equipment.

In

discussion, it was apparent that the latter was considered important in the
preparation of nursing students, in order for them to enter the workforce with
experience in the latest in technology and equipment, and to add 'currency' to
laboratory instruction.

Postgraduate supervisio11

Participants were also requested to suggest attributes of good postgraduate
supervisors and postgraduate supervision. Qualities such as being supportive,
experienced in research, and providing constructive feedback were considered
important attributes of thesis supervisors. During the group discussions some
participants indicated they had omitted this item because they wer:; not involved
in the School's postgraduate programs. However, most were themselves
po~tgraduate

students, and from this perspective reiterated the importance of a

supportive and stimulating learning environment.

U11its of study

In this category, participants deliberated on the characteristics of good units of
study and attributes required of unit contro!lers. Attributes considered important
for units of study were clear objectives, appropriate assessment criteria, and
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vertical and horizontal integration of units of

~tudy

responses also highlighted the importance of

m~eting

student:;.
lendcr~hip,

For unit controllers, particiP'Jnts

within the curriculum. The
the learning needs of the

cmpha~i~cd

the importunce of

organisntional, coordinatiou, and teamwork skills us essential

attributes.

Other teaching co11texts

Finally, participants were also provided with an 'other' category, and two
responded to this section. One participant (AI) used this category to describe
characteristics of good teaching in the context of self-directed learning packages,
whilst another (A I) listed attributes sht: considered important across all categories
of teaching. Feedback from the small group discussions also focussed on 'generic'
attributes of good teachers and teaching, and qualities such as being
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, committed and supportive, featured in most group
lists.

Overall, these exercises produced animated discussion and useful information on
which to base the development of criteria against which portfolios could be
assessed. For example, from the overview of attributes of good teaching outlined
above, clear differences between teaching modes and contexts can be ascertained.
Moreover, the attributes identified by program participants also accorded with
those identified in the literature as characterising effective university teaching that
were discussed in chapter two (Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, 1993;
Boyer, 1990; Ramsden, 1992). Although it

wa~

beyond the scope of the present
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study to apply this

infonn:~tion

to the llsscssmcnt of portfolios, il docs point to a

method of developing criteria thai involves those whose work is being assessed,
and which enables leaching in all its different modes and contexts lobe reviewed.

Teaching Vignettes

In another task undertaken by participants they were asked to record examples of
good teaching practice. These vignettes were used a'i the basis of a group activity
during session seven, which explored strategies for documenting teaching
practices in a portfolio. This task was a corollary to the previous activity and both
tasks aimed to provide a platform from which the participants could discuss the
development of standards and criteria for the assessment of portfolios in the SON.

Vignettes from eight group members (four each from group A and 8) were chosen
by the researcher as representntive of a range of different teaching situations to
use as 'triggers' for the discussion. These vignettes (see Appendix 6.3) were
transcribed and provided to pnrticipant pairs, with instructions to discuss and
outline the ntlributes of good teaching embodied in the examples. They were also
instructed to record strategies for documenting the attributes for a portfolio. At the
conclusion of this activity participants reported back to the larger group.

The outcomes of this activity provided further insight into l!Spects of good
teaching practice in the SON, and demonstrated that participants could readily
identify ways of documenting the elements of good practice exemplified in the
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vignettes. This was shown hy the responses gencmted hy the small groups, in
which a variety of portfolio entries were suggested in relation to eat.:h of the
exemplars provided. Furthermore, in the ensuing discussion it was evident that
this was also a valuable 'brainstorming' task, in which group member' could
share ideas nnd debate various issues surrounding the preparation and content uf a
portfolio. This finding supports the work of other researchers advocating the usc
of vignettes or cases for teaching development (Brady, 1999; Shulman, 1992).

However, with regard to establishing criteria and standards for the evaluation of
portfolios, the session was curtailed by the events noted previously. Thus, a
planned activity for the second half of the final session

wa~

to explore with the

groups the 'minimum' expectation and requirements for a portfolio in the SON.
However, a number of participants indicated during the final

~ession

that they

would be leaving early, and others commented they had little interest in standards
of good teaching in light of the perceived impact of the redundancies on their
teaching practice. Consequently, although most participants stuyed for the whole
session, this aspect of the program remained as unfinished business requiring
further investigation.

PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION

An open-ended questionnaire (described in chapter three) was administered to
participants at the conclusion of each session. This feedback from both groups
was examined immediately after the session. The combined and collated
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responses to this fecdbuek form arc shown in Appendix 6.4. The feedback was
used to monitor program activities and to make adjustments during the
implementation process as appropriate or required.

As the responses showed

considerable ovcrlnp between groups, unless noted otherwise, they were combined
to provide an ovemll perspective on the operation of the program.

One feature of the feedb:1ck was that the fonm, contained Jess infonnution as the
sessions unfolded so that by the fourth session only a few were returned, and these
contained cursory comments. When the facilitator commented on this, a
participant quipped, "Don't worry, if we're not hnppy you'll be the first to know!"
Nevertheless, information from the feedback forms, supplemented by notes in the
project journal, and analysis of the session tran.;cripts, fanned the basis for
detennining participant satisfaction with the program. An overview of this data,
focusing on the most salient points, is presented below.

Data on the first session indicated that the aims were achieved, all planned
activities were completed, and the feedback from both groups was generally very
positive. However, the feedback from group A reflected the face that the timing of
the session had not been optimal and the session had run overtime. This was noted
before group B's first session, and the facilitator was able to make appropriate
adjustments to the timing. The journal notes and transcripts attest to the
enthusiastic atmosphere evident in both groups and indicate that group cohesion
was developed in the early sessioos. This was no doubt aided by the fact that
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participants were fumiliar with each other, aml many had worked together over :1
number of years.

The feedback on session two emphasised the importance of group interaction and
how this may relate to participant satisfaction. Thus, a number of participants
mentioned the benefits they derived from the input of group members and
suggested that they had learnt from the contributions made by others.

The

feedback indicated that members were generally satisfied with session two. There
were no suggestions for improvement and few unanswered questions. It was also
evident that members from both graups were engaged in discussion on the
program between sessions. The facilitator had encouraged this in the first session.

It was further noted in the journal that the groups were 'productive', that the
session contents were covered and there was sufficient time for participants to
complete the questionnaire for the next category of portfolio items.

The

atmosphere amongst group members was recorded as being enthusiastic, relaxed
and very positive. In a representative comment, one member said,

I'm just finding it very exciting. I'm geuing a lot more insight imo
things that we do. It's clarifying a lot in my mind when I sat d(JWII
and I thought ... what things do I do to enhance my teaching? I put
this, this, and this, down and then ... you see a lot nwre .•. some of the
things that I've saved for no good reason, they've sat in the bottom of
the drawer, cards and differellt things that students have se/1/ ...just
deeper insight into what's going on with tlte students m1d how we can
improve the process of teaching a lot more. (822)
Overall, then, the findings from the second

s~ssions

demonstrate that the program

was 'on track' and that participants appeared committed and keen to prepare their
portfolios and cxplme some of the issues raised.
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In session three, the groups continued to work well together. It

wa~

evident that

thr dialogue between group members both within and between the two groups,
noted above, was continuing

However, some participants mentioned that they

were not making as much progress as they would like with their portfolios,
attributing this to heavy teaching commitments and a lack of time. Nevertheless,
all participants indicated they felt confident on how to proceed and most said they
had started to search for, and compile, portfolio materials. The feedback on this
session was brief, and as noted above, this was a trend that continued over the
ensuing sessions. However. the feedback indicated satisfaction with the session,
and raised some issues regarding the size and organisation of portfolios for
discussion at the next session.

The transcripts from session four show some divergence between groups A and B
with respect to the discussions and activities undertaken.

The group and

individual goals were reiterated at the beginning of the session. Group B
participants agreed that they would like to focus on assisting each other in
documenting clinical teaching whilst members in A were happy to focus on more
general aspects of teaching. The findings also suggest that these sessions provided
the participants a supportive environment in which group members could air their
concerns, canvas ideas, and enlist support for the preparation of their portfolio.

As with the previous session, the feedback forms showed no suggestions for
improving session five. There were also few 'outstanding' issues remaining at the
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end of the

sc~sion.

Participants cominued

!U

appe:.Jr positive :.Jnd enthusiastic

about the way in which the prngmrn was unfolding. Notes in the project journal
nnd nn examination of the

tran~cripts

confirmed thi>. Three group B

particip;rn!.~

had undertaken to explore other forms of gcUing student feedback on clinical
practice and they reported back on this during the session. The transcript shows
this kind of initiative was actively encouraged:

For the la.ft couple of sessions we've ralked a!Jow /row clinical
is unden•alued in the School and suggested ways this could
be overcome... this [exploring stut!ent evaluation of clinical
teac!ring] ... seems a really good way of looking at how you could !Jest
document your clinical teaching for a portfolio and how to get
meaningful feedback from the studems. (B Facilitator 5)
tet~ching

The transcripts and journal indicate there was fu11 attendance for both groups in
session five and that cnthusia~m and participation of member.'i was still high.
Most participants said they were confident about completing the assembly of their
portfolios although not all were clear as to what fonn their portfolio might finally
take. The discussion indicated that

mo~t

viewed the col!ection and

~election

of

portfolio items as or.iy the beginning of portfolio development. One member said
she felt that she now knew

wha~

she r.i.!eded to obtain for her portfolio but the hard

work would involve making sense of the collected items. Towards the end of
session five the discussion began to focus on the fmal category of portfolio items
and the criteria and standards for the evaluation of a portfolio.

In session six the findings continued to reflect some divergence of focus between
the two groups, with clinical teaching still an emphasis for group B. Al.'io during
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this session, there was discussion about a stllff
linanci;~l

m~eting wh~re

the School's

problems had been highlighted and staff redumlancie.'i foreshmlowcd.

Thus, session six was characterised to snme extent by discussion unrelated to the
program. There

WilS

some debate in both group sessions about the staff meeting

and it was evident it had raised some anxiety amongst .'itaff in the SON. With a
budget deficit looming, staff had been requested to 'do more with Jess', and were
advised to expect 'down-sizing' of staff. There was speculation and conjecture
about these recent developments and the implications for participants and the
preparation of a ponfolio .

. .. we will be finding ow what happens to contract staff next week.
(A56)
... and this has to do with teaching portfolios because
jobs here we should still do it. (A36)

if we don't get

Yes, even if you go for a job somewhere else to have a docume/11
ready ... you could wke it to the imerview for a start ... you call say in
your application you've got a teaching portfolio. (A56)

Towards the end of session six, participants were a~ked to consider characteristics
of good teachers and teaching in various contexts and to think about teaching
vignettes that exemplified excellence in teaching practice. This activity generated
a Jot of discussion and all participants made a start on compiling their lists.
However, not everyone completed the activity during the session. A few
participants stayed behind after the session to finish the activity. Some undertook
to provide the information before the next session. Also, as the next session was to
be the last, participants in both groups volunteered to bring a plate of food to
celebrate the program's conclusion. In the feedback a number again highlighted
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the 'supportive' nature of group participation, and although not all activities were
completed the session was still productive and lively.

This wtls in sharp contrast tn the final session, which took plucc at a tumultuous
time in the SON. Four of the fourteen participants had received a termination of
their contract two days before. Consequently, the session did not go to plan and
was quite disorganised in both groups. Some participnnts left early und others
discussed issues unrelated to the project both during 1111d after the group activities
were completed. The atmosphere in the groups was also in marked contrast to
previous sessions. Only a few feedback forms were returned and these had only
cursory remarks on them. At the request of the participants only part of

the~c

sessions were recorded. In group A the recorder was turned off after 65 minutes
and only 55 minutes of the group 8 session was recorded. Some of the following
observations, therefore, come largely from detailed notes taken by the researcher
during the sessions and from reflections recorded afterwards.

Although it was initially attempted to conduct the final sessions as 'normal' it was
apparent that this would not be appropriate, given the high level of feelings
expressed by group members.

Some were angry and some distressed and

although most agreed at the beginning of the session that it should continue, the
discussion kept turning to the events of the past week. Two group A members left
after the first hour, and three group B participants left at various points in the
second hour. Of these, two whose contracts had been tenninated, arranged to
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meet with U1c f<tci!itator at •mother time, ind'icating they wanted some feetlhack on
their p011folio.

Under these circumstances it was Uifficult for me to stay impartial, ami the
boundaries between the various roles of researcher, colleague, group facilitator,
and evaluator were almost impossible to maintain. The implications of this will be
discussed in further detail in the final chapter.

Finally, participants had previously been informed they would be sent
questionnaires asking them to comment on the Staff Development Program (SOP)
after the final session. This was reiterated at the beginning of session seven, as
was a request to meet individually with participants to view their portfolios at a
later time. Group members were also informed that,. as noted on the consent fonn
they had signed, they could withdraw from the project at any lime.

Overall, then, what emerged from an analysis of the records of the SOP was that,
for the most part, participants were very satisfied with the sessions as evidenced
by the feedback, the transcripts and the project journal. Moreover, although the
final sessions did not run smoothly it was very evident that the groups had become
very cohesive and that group members were very supportive of each other. Other
findings also demonstrate participant satisfaction with the program, as evidenced
by high levels of attendance, enthusiasm, and interest over the course of the
program sessions. Further infonnation attesting to the satisfaction of participants
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with the conduct of the SDP is provided in the product evaluation, which
cxmnincd uthcr nspects of prugrmn outcomes.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the record of program events indicates that the Staff Development
Program (SDP) was operationalised in accordance with the original plan, that the
program was adequately and appropriately resourccd and that the groups provided
a setting conducive to the collaborative preparation of portfolios. Moreover,
implementation of various program activities generally followed the planned
timetable. The SDP records also demonstrate that participmion and involvement
of group members was maintained at a high level throughout the program, as was
the completion rate of various activities. Both the transcripts and the project
journal attest to the high energy levels within the program groups during the
sessions.

As noted above, feedback on the SDP indicated that participants were by and
large very satisfied with the sessions. Observations recorded in the project journal
and perusal of the transcripts support this view. The findings also suggest that
there were good outcomes in terms of group cohesion and climate, fulfilling the
aim of providing a supportive and collegial group environment. Thus,
examination of this data shows that the integrity of the program process was
maintained insofar a~:
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the portfolio concept was understood hy participants as evidenced hy
observations tlmt they could readily articulate portfolio contents and
styles:

the role of portfolios as a strategy for teaching appraisal and improvement
was explicated through program activities which explored portfolio usc in
different teaching contexts, and built upon existing practices used by
participants for enhancing their teaching;

the

SOP

provided

a comprehensive

framework

of professional

development activities based on the preparation of a teaching portfolio,
ii

contextualised for staff in the SON;

the sessions facilitated collegial discussion on teaching and encouraged the
usc of a reflective approach to teaching practice; and

various models for the use of portfolios at Curtin could be ascenaincd
from the SOP record.

In general then, the findings show that the objectives of the program had been
achieved. However, there were also suggestions that the program could be'
improved, which are discussed below.
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Program Development

Participants in the Swff Development Progr01m (SDPJ made a number of
suggestions on how the session.'i could be improved, particularly in the earlier
stages of program implementation. This fonnative evaluation of program sessions
wa5 invaluable to adjust and reline program activities and enabled a rcspon.'iiVc
approach to participants' needs as they arose. For example, after the

fir~!

session

with group A. the feedback indicated that certain aspects of portfolio development
required clarification and this was undertaken at the beginning of session two.
However, in some instances this meant u larger investment of time between
sessions than was originally planned. Thu&, if group members were unable to
attend all or part of a particular session, arrangements were made to meet with
them at some other time. Whilst feasible in the context of this study, economics of
size and scale muy preclude this kind of follow-up in other programs.

The findings also suggest that for some activities more time could be allowed. In
most sessions participants stayed behind to clarify points or continue discussion
after the session concluded. Although

increa~ing

the length of the sessions beyond

the two hours allocated was not practicable in the context of this program,
consideration for longer or more frequent

session~

may be advisable in some

circumstances. On the other hand, it was also evident that if a particular portfolio
model had been prescribed, some aspects of portfolio preprtration could be
expedited. That is, if participants were provided with specific guidelines for a
portfolio style with prescribed contents, the preparation of a portfolio would be
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more straightforward.

Given the exploratory nature of the present progrum

design this was not deemed uppropriatc in the prcsen1 study. It could also be
argued that the 'richness' of the collegial discussion

.~urrounding

different

portfolio styles evident in the group sessions with the associated benefits for
teaching development might be dimini~hed.

As noted above, the climate in the SON was dramatically affected by the
dismissal of ten staff members just prior to the final sessions, four of whom were
SDP participants. Consequently, there was demonstrably Jess enthusiasm for
participation and portfolio preparation in these sessions. This also resulted in
some unfinished business with regard to the exploration of standards and criteria
for the evaluation of portfolios, a discussion of which

wa~

to fonn part of the final

session activities. It became apparent that events external to the program which
impacted on the work environment of the participants, such as the budget cuts and
the dismissal of staff, impacted directly on the program's functioning. The effect
on both the morale and participation of group members was evident. The
implications of this finding are discussed in tht: final chapter.

In conclusion, the process evaluation findings, derived from the analysis of
feedback from project participants, the project journal and the session transcripts,
provide considerable insight into the use of portfolios for academic staff
development.

The findings also highlighted the role of group processes in

facilitating portfolio construction. It was evident that portfolio preparation could
provide a very effective strategy for teaching development in the context of a
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carefully planned program and with u group of enthusiastic and committed staff.
The findings ulso show that the sessions provided a supportive environment where
problems and issues related to both formative and summative evaluation of
teaching could he explored.

In the next chapter, these findings arc further

elaborated in the product evaluation, which explores the effects and outcomes of

the Staff Development Program.

,,..

··,,

"

PRODUCT EVALUATION FINDINUS

Chapter Seven

PRODUCT EVALUATION FINDINGS

ltllink that mw of the benefits of this group is tht/1 we ac/ually.• )wve
the lime to sit down and... clarify to ourselves what things we should
be doing or what things we are dobrg and wlral things we can do
better.... We've been allocmed two hours of time to sit down and
actually clarify our own efforts. Sometimes we are going so fast that
we can never carch up with ourselves, and so we have this lime to
share our thoughts. (SDP Participant 87/, Emphasis added)

INTRODUCTION

The present study investigated the use of teaching portfolios for appraisal,
improvement and recognition of university instruction, and as a strategy for
professional development of academic staff. According to some advocates of
portfolios, approaches to teaching development based on portfolio preparation are
an improvement over existing strategies for the enhancement of university
teaching and documenting teaching excellence. They point out that portfolios
generally incorporate evidence from a range of different sources and may be used
in both fonnative and summative teaching evaluation contexts (Anderson, 1993;
Boyer, 1990; Gibbs, 1992; Murray, 1997; Seldin, Annis, & Zubizerreta, 1995).

The context evaluation established a need for improved prnctices for fonnative
and summative evaluation of teaching, and provided insight into some of the
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potential bcnclits ami pitfalls associated with portfolio use. The input evaluation
·identified the resources required for conducting a staff development progrum
based on teaching portfulios, und provided a basis for determining the program
objectives, activities and design. Findings from the process evaluation pointed to
the successful implementation of the staff development program. This evaluation
also provided insight into the effectiveness of various strategies and activities to
facilitate portfolio construction. The process evaluation further highlighted the
benefits of a collaborative approach to portfolio preparation and showed how
organisational change may impact on portfolio development.

Together, the

context, inplll and process evaluation findings provided the framework for
infonning the design, implementation and evaluation of the Staff Development
Program (SDP) which was central to the present study. Moreover, each evaluation
contributed data for answering the central research questions of the Teaching
Portfolio Project (TPP), which were:

I.

How useful are teaching portfolios for teaching development
purposes in a university context?

2.

What arc the outcomes and benefits for academic staff and
universities of a professional development program based on
the preparation of a teaching portfolio?

In accordance with the CIPP approach, the findings of a product evaluation
provided further infonnation about the outcomes and impact of the SOP and shed
light on the usefulness of portfolio-based teaching development and the outcomes
and impact of the TPP.
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Product Evaluation Questions

In Stufllebcam and Shinkfield's (1985) CJPP evaluation model, the product
evaluation addresses project outcomes and determines their worth or merit in light
of context, input and process evaluution findings. This can be achieved by

variou~

means, including the collection of judgements of outcomes from stakeholders and
by performing both qualitative and quamiwtivc analyses. Moreover, the
infonnation obtained from a product evaluation may be used in decision-making,

for deciding to continue, tenninate, modify, or refocus a change
activity, and to present a clear record of effects (intended and
unintended, positive and negative). (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 1985,
p. 170)

Thus, a product evaluation can infonn institutional decision-making through the
analysis of infonnation obtained from key stakeholders and previous evaluation
phases. Accordingly, the main questions addressed in the product evaluation were:

What were the effects of the Staff Development Program (SOP) on
participants?
What were the outcomes of the SOP for participants with regard to
portfolio development?
How does the teaching environment impact on portfolio-based
professional development?
What recommendations can be made for changes to the SOP and
further program development?

'
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i I
The methods employed in this product evaluation are fully described in chapter

three. Data was obtained by the administration of an open-ended questionnaire,
interviews with SOP participants and other key stakeholders, a journal record of
program activities, examination and classification of participants' teaching
portfolios, and a review of the context, input and process findings. Whilst the
product evaluation was undertaken in accordance with the CIPP approach it was
also infonned by other approaches to the evaluation of professional development
programs such as those advocated by Kirkpatrick (1994).

PROGRAM EFFECTS

The previous chapter discussed the formative evaluation of the Staff Development
Program (SDP) such as obtaining feedback on sessions. In the product evaluation,
a summative evaluation of the SOP was underta_lcen, which included participants'
'

I

"

retrospective views on the SOP and their perceptions of program effects (Ayers,
1989).

Two weeks after the final SDP session an open-ended follow-up

questionnaire (Appendix 3.17) was sent to all participants in the SDP.

This

questionnaire, which sought to elicit feedback on the program's structure, content,
resources, and the facilitator's performance, asked the participants to comment on:

the structure of the program (number and length of sessions, time frame, group
size, etc.);
the discussion topics (content areas) covered;
the resources provided (i.e. materials, time release);
the group facilitator's performance (i.e. running of sessions, project
management, etc.);
their personal objectives and the extent to which they were achieved;
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whether the program session.~ provided adequate support and resources and
further support or resources required;
barriers or problems participants thought they may encounter in portfolio
development;
whether these were adequately addressed in the program sessions;
the potential ndvantages or disndvantages in developing a teaching portfolio;
the purposes for which they would !ike to sec portfolios used in the SON;
whether they would recommend the SOP to the SON Staff Development
Committee or to other academic staff; and
any further comments they may have.

Scrutiny of the responses suggested there were no apparent differences between
groups A and B. Thus, the reactions to the program from group A and B members
were combined, as discussed below.

Program Structure

In question l(a) participants were asked to comment on the program in terms of
the structure (that is, number and length of sessions, time frame, group size etc.).

All respondents indicated that they were satisfied with the structure of the overall
program. A number also commented on the atmosphere in the sessions in their
responses. Representative comments from groups A and B participants about the
program's structure include:

Did not have a problem with this. Group size was right so was the
time frame. I think we needed the number of sessions we had to get
through the material. Sessions were informal and 11011 threatening
which was good. (Group A participantt)
Session length and number were flue - gave lots of opportunity for
1

This questionnaire hnd A nnd B fonns but did not identify individual participants
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informalnetworkillg and (li.1·cussirm. Grmtp size also ~;ood- wouldn't
like il to be larger lmt were enough people to ~:ive .\·cope for small
group at·tivities. The whole thing was very well organised. (Group A
participnnt)
Well structured, there was sufficient time to discuss and ::over the
material. The gnmp size was ~;reat, with /oo numy people it makes
opportu11itiesjor discussion dijjicu/1. (Group B participant)
Group was a comfortable size. The le1Jgth and number of sessions
allowe(/ for some valuable extra-curricular di.rcussirms (even side
tracking a lillie) and mea/11 we didn't feel rushed. Very informal,
relaxed mulsuppa•tive. (Group B participant)
The responses nbove confirm the feedback and observations of the process
evaluation findings outlined in chapter six. For example, most participants
indicated they enjoyed the sessions and attendance was high throughout the
program.

Group size and the fortnightly meetings were similarly favourably

commented on. Also, a number of participants suggested that they would like to
continue with the sessions beyond the formal program, and a couple indicated
they had arranged to meet informally to keep each other 'on track' with their
portfolios.

Program Content

':-

Question I (b) focused on the content of the sessions, and sought comment on the
topics covered in the program. Typical responses on program content are outlined
below.

Very pertinent topics discus/led. Provided an opportunity to gather
insight into other's teaching methods. Areas discussed made me
aware of other strategies to imp!eme/11 myself. (Group A participant)
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Con/ell/ IVt/S appropriate and ~o:ave me some idea as to the type of
mmerials that could he ir1duded in a portfolio, It wa.\' very wmd to be
able /0 discus.\' w1rirm.1' isme.r with others In the woup and exchange
ideas about teaching strategie.r rmd ways lo do thing.1· betler. (Group
A participant)
1 appreciated especially the ideas of other people and copies
(hamlollls) of their ideas. Maybe more discussion commenting on
what eac/1 had done; e.g. I especially enjoyed getting and giving
feedback 011 portfolio. We all benefit from thi.~ type of feedback.
(Group B particip:mt)

Excellelll. All areas covered more than adequately. (Group B
participant)

As illustrated by these responses, the participants were generally satisfied with the
session content, and many commented on the value of the discussion generated by
the activities undertaken in the context of the program. It was also evident that a
number of participants felt they bad learnt new strategies for teaching from the
session discussions, in addition to learning about the preparation of a teaching
portfolio. This finding is significant in view of the propounded benefits of
portfolios with respect to teaching improvement. It also suggests the potential
benefits of collaborative approaches to portfolio development. On the other hand,

as indicated by one participant above, provision for receiving more feedback from
colleagues could be an important consideration in future program development.

In this regard it was evident from materials received in a survey of directors of
portfolio programs in other institutions {detailed in the input evaluation) that one
institution incorporated peer consultation on portfolios in their program.
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Program Resources
(;

In the next question, l(e), participants were asked to comment on the resources
provided in the progrnm. Representative comments to this question include:

Appropriate mul adequate re.wurces. Sometimes difficult to get to
sessions because of other C(Jmlllitme/11,\' (despite time release). {Group
A participant)
Did not have any difficulty with time relea.re this semester but only
because I'm 110t doing clinical. Materials were releva/11 to the
development of a portfolio and people could use as much or aJ' little
as they needed to. (Group A participant)
Very useful! The time release made all the difference in being able to
attend. All infomwtion required to complete my own portfolio is
there. (Group B participant)
Program was well resourced - plenty of handouts and time release
was adequate. (Group B participant)
The illustrative comments above point to the importance of time release for the
participation of academic staff in professional development activities. The
feedback also showed that with regard to materials, adequate and appropriate
-~-resources

were provided throughout tht; program. Some participants mentioned

they had kept the materials provided during the SDP for later reference. The
adequacy of resources can be attributed to the input evaluation, which determined
the requirements for the infonnational, physical, financial, and human resources
required for the program.
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Program Facilitation

Another aspect of the follow-up qucstiunnuirc of SOP purticipunts sought
comment on the rcscurchcr's pcrformunce as group fucilitutor.

As noted in

chapter three, these questionnaire responses were anonymous in order to
encourage participants to provide a frank opinion on the SOP's functioning.
Typical responses to question l(d) included:

Excellent- created a relaxed and supportive atmosphere which made
the sessions very enjoyable. Pacing of material was very timely.
(Oro~'? A purtieipant)
Group facilitator always helpful and very sensitive to needs of group
members - while still keeping in mind the purpose of the sessions.
(Group A participant)
Stimulating, encouraging, accepting, challenging and knowledgeable.
The atmosphere wos conducive to sharing ideas (without threat). Very
enjoyable. (Group B participant)
Sessions were relaxed 011d 1101 didactic. Sometime.~ the group sessions
wandered off into other agendas or non-related issues but the
facilitator usually managed to re{ocu.r us. (Group 8 participant)

Overall the comments on the researcher's performance in facilitating the group
sessions were positive. These findings also confirmed the observations discussed

in the previous chapter that the group climate had been enthusiastic, productive,
and pleasant for mo.~t sessions.
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Goal AHalnment

The follow-up questionnaire also addressed the goals participants had set for
themselves at the beginning of the Staff Development Program (SOP), and issues
related to support they required or barriers they anticipated to achieving these
goals. It will be recalled that in the first session of the SOP, participants were
tidked to determine goals for themselves and their group,

a.~

discussed in the

findings of the process evaluation.

In the first part of this question, 2(a),

participanL~

were asked to list the goals they

had set themselves for participation in the SOP and the extent to which they
believed these had been met. As responses to this questionnaire were anonymous,
the goals listed in this questionnaire could not be matched with the initial goals
listed in chapter six. Two of the respondents indicated that they could not recall
their initial goals (see comment from group A participant, below).

Typical

responses to this question from group A are shown below.

1. To be aware of what exactly a teaching portfolio is, 2. How to
compile one. 3. How a teaching portfolio can be used. 4. To start
work on compiling one of my own. I've achieved 1-3 and have made a
start on 4- but only just! (Group A participant)
Can't remember exactly, but I achieved a lot and /eaml a meaningful
structure for the developmellf of a teaching portfolio and new ways to
evaluate my teaching, I think my teaching will be better because of
taking part in this project and I can use my portfolio to demonstrate
this. (Group A participant)

Representative responses from group B participants included:
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1. To disco~·er exactly wllatmarerial ~or:s into a portfolio. 2. To leam
how to arrange my owu portfolio. 3. To kam how lo he,\'/ use a
portfolio i.e. in app/icatirlll.\', -All met. (Group B participant)
To evaluare whaf 1 do and how well I do il and maybe what el,\'e I1Jeed
10 do. II made me l'lflrl a portfolio of arricle.l', conference papen,
oulsitle pri!.\'ell/cllirms and il '.1· made me rea!i.1·e just how much we do
for so little aedibiliry. It wasn't m1 original objective bill/ do ww1t to
get some peer rel'iew of my teaching 1ww. (Group B participant)

All of the participants indicated they had achicvCd at least some of their goals, and
most suggested that they had made a start on their portfolios. As noted in the
comments above, some had revised their objectives during the course of the SOP,
and there were u number of comments that implied some felt their teaching had
improved as a result of their participation. It was also clear from a number of
responses that the participants had started to think about the purposes for which
they might use their portfolios, for example, in relation to applications for
appointment.

Program Support

The next question of this evaluation, (2b), focused on whether the support made
available during the SOP was adequate for the participants to achieve their
objectives. Some representative responses to this question were:

'·'
The TPP certainly did prol'ide the necessary resources required and
the environment was very sapportive. I do not lfzink I needed anything
more, (Group A participant)
Most definitely. It would not have bee11 possible to achieve what I did
without the support we received, both from the facilitator and other
group members. (Group A participant)
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As alway,\' time wa.1· a problem, o1lwnvis1' yes. (Group B particip<mt)
De}initdy. \Vhetl my portfolio is complete I would like .l'ml/e feedback
m1my attempt. (Group B parlicipant)

The responses from all participants to this question indicated they felt they
received sufficient support and resources over the course of the program.

As

shown by the group B responses, those indicating they required further support
suggested they needed more time or wanted feedback on their portfolio.

Barriers to Portfolio Development

Participants were also requested to consider potential or actual barriers or
problems they perceived that might hamper their progress with portfolio
preparation, in question 3(a). Eight (57%) said they envisaged no problems or
c.:

barriers to further portfolio development. Some typical responses from those who
mentioned obstacles to portfolio preparation are shown below.

I prefer a bulk amount of time to orgm1i.w, read, and then think about
putting a Portfolio together. It is /lot something I would rush through
during the semester. Once organised, I feel/ could build the portfolio
each semester. A problem I have is actually finding time to address/
collect student evaluation of my teaching. It is always required during
the busiest time of semester. (Group A participant)
Time mainly, just hei11g able to get dow11 to doing the sflljf in view of
the fact that there are often other activities/tasks that have to be
attended to. (Group B participant)

As the responses show, time was seen as a scarce resource for a number of the
participants. This has also been noted in previous chapters, where lack of time
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emerged us being a ~ignificant factor arising in different guises in each evaluation
phase.

In part 3(b) of this question, participants in the SOP were asked to comment on
how any barriers raised in 3(a) could be addressed. The responses to this part of
the questionnaire suggested that participants viewed this issue in .. terms of
motivation a<> shown below.

These are self
participant)

motivaric~n

and time mmwgemel/t issues. (Group A

If a portfolio

was required for something, e.g. t1 job application, I'm
s11re I'd manage to find the time to complete it. (Group A participant)

I think the lime isstte was addressed in TPP sessions, 1ww ir's up to
me. (Group B participant)
As implied by the comment from a group A participant above, some participants
indicated that if a portfolio was required for a particular purpose, they could find
the time to complete it. J,s noted by the group B member, time-management for
portfolio preparation was something addressed in SDP sessions.

Also, every

effort had been made in the program design to integrate portfolio development
with practices that were already in place within the SON. This, coupled with the
motivational aspects, was explored further in the next set of questions, which
looked at the advantages, disadvantages and purposes of portfolios.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Portfolio Development

In question 4(a) participants were asked to consider the potential advantages and
disadvm1tagcs of developing n teaching portfolio for academic staff. ln"gencrnl,
more advantage~ than disadvantages were noted:

Brilliant resource - record of one's career and usejill .:.-.ldition to a
CV and for job applications, self review and growth through
monitoring changes in teaclrilsg, strategies, philosophy etc. One
disadvantage is that perhaps difficulties/probleml· encountered in
career if documented could be seen negatively by a reviewer. (Group
A participant)

Can't sec too many disadvantages - one has to be systemlllic and
orderly in the con:pi/ilrg of it and pill the ti!IIC into it. The advantages
arc that it provides a record of teaching activities which may be
helpful when seeking promotion or applying for another job, and
contributing to the University Teadring!Leaming strategic plan.
(Group A participant)
Excellent tool but the risk is they wifl be copious volumes that 110 one
will read. Great for self development and review but will need to get
the Head [of Schoof] to understand tlze concept so that we can be
confide/11 it wiii be fairly viewed and we won't be disadva/1/aged in
ally way. (Group B participant)
In the current economic situation I think the development of a
portfolio is a must. (Group B participant)

As shown above, in a number of responses to question 4(a), participants
mentioned the advantages of portfolio prepanttion in relation to their own
development in teaching. Some also alluded to the need for others to be trained in
portfolio use, so that the portfolio could be appropriately reviewed.
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Use of Portfolios

In question 4 (b), the participants were asked to consider the purposes for which
they would like to see teaching portfolios used in the SON. The most frequent
response advocated that portfolios be used in the University's annual staff review
and development discussions recently implemented at Curtin. In other responses,
,Participants focussed on how portfolios might be used in a reward system such as
promotions or teaching awards. For examplP.:

1. To mpport ammal!tenure review. 2. Perhaps we could have a prize
for the most innovative, well presemed portfolio. 3. To share with
others regarding achievements and innovative ideas. (Group A
participant)

Annual review. Self development. Promotions. (Group A participant)
Use in annual review· discussi011. To record excellence in teaching.
For promotion and tem1re purposes. (Group B participant)
To documem development in teaching. For promotions and job
stability. (Group B participant)
A theme apparent in most of the responses to question 4(b) was the notion of
using a portfolio as a strategy for self-development to enhance one's teaching
practice, as well as for personnel purposes. This theme supports previous findings
in this study, in that tht: formative and summative use of a portfolio was not seen
to be mutually e11.dusive by participants. That is, most participants noted more
than one use for their portfolio.

)I
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Recommendations

The final question in the ovcra11 program evaluation, 4(c), asked participants if
they would recommend the program to the SON's Staff Development Committee
or to other academic staff. This question was in two parts, giving them the option
of recommending the SDP in its present format or, alternatively, suggesting
another fonnat. All but one of the participants noted they would recommend the
program in the form it had been conducted. One group B participant indicated
that although the format had suited her it might not suit everyone, and a group A
member stated;

I will definitely recommend it in its present fonnat, alrhough /would
also like to see a complememaiy program of one-on-one support
because 1101 everyone is going to be comjor/able with Jlwring all of
their portfolio with every other member of stqff, especially in this
competitive climate we now face. (Group A participant)
This comment raises the issue of the environment in which portfolio progmms are
designed and conducted. Although the climate within the Staff Development
Program (SDP) had been supportive and non-competitive, it was apparent towards
the end of the program that there had been an

environment~]

shift, and that this

was related to ·'he retrenchment of four participants. Under these conditions it
could be more difficult to gain support from staff for a collaborative approach to
professional development such as the one

de~cribed

io this study. This is

particularly the case if staff feel they are in competition for positions. These
findings also highlighted the importance of monitoring the environmental context
in designing and implem·enting professional development activities, especially
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where these activities may have an impact on an individual's career.

Nevertheless, responses to the progrum evaluation questionnaire show there wns a
consensus amongst participants that the SDP had met their needs and that the
~essions

had been conducted to their satisfllclion. This finding supports the

fonnative aspects of the process evaluation findings. In the process evaluation,
observations recorded in the project journal, transcripts of group se.;sions and
session feedback fonns demonstrated that participants were generally pleased with
the SOP and felt they hud benefited from their participation.

,II
PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT

As ·outlined in chapter three, the participants in the Staff Development Program
(SOP) were interviewed between three to five months after the return of the final
questionnaire. The purpose of these interviews was to review !hr., progress

·,

participants had made with their portfolios. Anoth.~r purpose was to determine the
impact oft~~ staff development program on the participants, and to ascertllin their
views on various issues related to portfolio use.

The context and input evaluation findings revealed there were numerous models
of teaching portfolios in use across the higher educaticn sector. The process
evaluation showed that participants had not been given a prescribed format for a
portfolio during the Staff Development Program (SOP). This gave participants in
the SDP considerable scope to develop portfolios suited to !heir own needs and
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preferences. Moreover, in the absence of any formal fCljuircment for portfolios
for any purpose, either in the SON or within the University, there was also no
extrinsic incentive for participants to produce a portfolio. It was of interest, then,
to follow up the participants and view their portfolios to determine if they had
continued with the development of a portfolio and to ascertain the extent of their
progress in these circumstances. The views of SDP participants on how portfolio
preparation might impact on their teaching practice were also canvassed.

As discussed in chapter three, evaluation of the SDP sessions was guided by
Kirkpatrick's (1994) model, whilst the broader project issues were addressed
within Stufflebeam's CIPP evaluation framework. The interview schedule
included the following open-ended questions:

What progress have you made on your portfolio since last year?
What factors influenced your progress?
How satisfied are you with the present state of your portfolio?
For what purposes (have) will you use your portfolio?
How has the preparation of a portfolio impacted on your teaching?
How has the preparation of a portfolio impacted on your career planning?
How should your portfolio be judged (evaluated)?

The findings discussed below are based on detailed notes taken by the researcher
at the time of interview and the classification of the interviewees' portfolios in
accordance with a system created for this study. The responses given by
participants in the follow-up interviews arc discussed below.
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Progress

The interviewees indicated varying degrees of progress in portfUlio development.
Most implied they considered their portfolio 'a w,ork in progress' and over half
(8) indicated they would have liked to be further advanced.

In follow-up

questions, the researcher probed the participants' views of what further
advancement in portfolio development meant to them. Generally the participants
said that further refinement of their portfolio and/or further reflection on portfolio
contents was required. For example, as one participant stated:

I've got the raw materials here ... 110\V I really need to sit down and
think about wlrat it a/lmem1s. (A3 participant)

{"',

r-..-->~'

Another participant suggested:

l haven't a::wally reflected 011 what l have ... / think there's a lot more
l can do th it. (B6)

wi

1

"

,-: .,

Factors Influencing Progress

Lack of time, followed by a lack of incentive were the most common factors
identified as being problematic in the completion of a portfolio. Of the five who
indicated that their portfolios were 'complete' at the time of interview (36%), all
had had occasion to use their portfolio, either in applying for another position or
for their annual review interview. Also, it must be kept in mind that many of the
participants viewed their portfolios as a11 o11going task (see above) and in this
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regard 'completion' was clearly in the eye of the beholder. For some participants
the state of their portfolio was mainly a question of 'degree of completeness'. A
follow-up question examined this in terms of participants' satisfaction with the
present state of their portfolios.

Only six (43%) of the participants indicated during interview that they were
satisfied with the current state of their portfolios. This was often attributed to lack
of time and none of those interviewed said they were unclear as to how to
proceed. On further questioning, those dissatisfied with their progress mentioned
certain aspects of their portfolio they felt needed strengthening. Five (36%) said
they had no feedback on their teaching from colleagues. This point often led to
discussions of peer observation and appraisal of teaching and the resources
available within the University for this to take place as well as any !X!rceived
barriers or problems associated with peer review of teaching. As mentioned
previously, there was no fonnal system in place (outside of the promotions
system) for feedback from colleagues on one's teaching. However, during the
SOP, resources for peer evaluation of teaching had been made available, and
different approaches to !X!er appraisal of teaching were discussed during the
sessions. Three of those interviewed indicated they had taken advantage of these
resources to obtain peer feedback on their teaching.

Use of Portfolio

As noted above, some of the participants had already used their portfolios for job
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upplicntions and annual review purposes. Previous Jindings uf the present study
also suggested participants viewed portfolios as a useful tool fur self-development
purposes. In most instances interviewees rClJUircd little prompting to highlight the
benefits of portfolio preparation for self-development. This was also evident in
the process evaluation where participants made a number of references to the use
of portfolios for self-development. In fact, of staff taking part in the program, the
majority (86%) mentioned the benefits they obtained from preparation of a
portfolio, irrespective of their stage of portfolio development. In this regard, they
perceived the 'process' of portfolio preparation to be more important than the
'product'.

Nevertheless, in addition to self-development putposes, over half

(64%) of those interviewed stated they intended to usc their portfolios for annual
review purposes and two (14%) were considering using it in applications for
promotion,

Impact on Teaching Practice

Most of those interviewed could readily identify both tangible and intangible
effects of portfolio preparation on their teaching practice.

A number of

participants referred to a heightened awareness of practical suggestions and ideas
they had gained from the sessions, many of which had been incotpomted into their
teaching practice. For example, four mentioned a fonn they had started to usc
(discussed in the SDP sessions) to obtain feedback on their clinical teaching from
students.

Some participants had met outside the session times to adapt this

feedback form to suit a clinical teaching context, and they had subsequently
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trialcd it. They indicmcd they were using the informution they obtuined from this
feedback to improve their clinical tcuching und the students' learning experience.
As one interviewee noted:

I found [fi·om using the fonu]that there were !faps in the studems'
preparation for clinical ... which 1 could address. (86)

Impact on Career Planning

Most (86%) participants in the Staff Developme~t Program (SDP) had not thought
about their portfolios in the context of career planning, and the question appeared
to take ~~·Inc by surprise. However, once they started to think about it, most
•, •.·,

''

implied in their responses that they thought their portfolios would be a useful aid
for career planning and development. One, who had used her portfolio in a job
application, stated that she would have found it very difficult to prepare a
portfolio at short notice, and she was grateful for her involvement in the program.
Two interviewees, who had consciously developed a portfolio with career
planning in mind, described their portfolios as an integral aspect of documenting
their academic work. They envisaged updating it in much the same way as their
resume and thought of the portfolio and resume as complementary documents.
One noted that she had used the preparation of her portfolio as an opportunity to
set goals in teaching which would assist in providing a better focus for her
teaching activities. Nevertheless, it appears that for the participants in this study
the use of a portfolio for career planning was not a priority.
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Appraisal of Portfolios

Only one participant had been in a position where her portfolio had been
evaluated when applying for a position at another university. Most of the otilCrs
had not considered this aspect of portfolio usc.

A number of the participants

commented that they would modify their portfolio to suit the criteria against
which it may be judged, and pointed to the advantages of having prepared a
portfolio to facilitate this process. On further questioning it appeared that many of "
the interviewees had kept materials from the program (e.g. The AVCC Guidelines
for Effective University Teaching) for reference, although none had consciously
used these documents in preparing their portfolios.

Some commented that

because the portfolio provided more comprehensive documentation of their
teaching achievements they would be advantaged in a competitive situation. Many
expressed the view that because portfolio use at Curtin was not established
practice, they were not confident that people viewing their portfolios (such as the
head of school) would be able to make sound judgements about it. They also
lacked confidence in their own ability to assess a teaching portfolio. As noted in
the previous chapter, portfolio appraisal was not addressed as planned in the Staff
Development Program (SDP). These responses from participants at the follow-up
interviews highlighted the need for further work on the appraisal of a portfolio
particularly if they were to be used in the summative evaluation of staff.
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Classification of Portfolios

The input evaluation canvassed a preliminary classification of teaching portfolio
styles. Categorisation was based on content analysis of documents on portfolio
programs and a review of literature on the use of teaching portfolios.
preliminary classification was

sub~cquently

the process evaluation, where

participant~

This

refined in light of the findings from
in the SOP discussed what they

considered to be essential components of a portfolio. It was then further refined
based on work by Tomkinson

(19~7),

who proposed a taxonomic structure for

categorising teaching portfolios.

Table 7*1 lists the dichotomous factors identified in Tomkinson's (1'997)
classificatory scheme.

Table 7-1

Portfolio classification (Adapted from Tomkinson, 1997)

Style
Structure
Scope
Purpose
Confidentiality
Content
Timing

Descriptive
Informal
Narrow (teaching)
Developmental (fonnativc)
Personal (closed)
Focussed
Discrete

Reflective
Formal
Broad (professional)
Evaluative (summative)
Public (open)
Comprehensive
Continuous

Tomkinson (1997) notes a number of problems in treating these factors as
dichotomies. For example, with regard to purpose:

li~

1..,
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Might a portfolio ... bc multi-purpose'! Would a Record of Achieveme/11
count as a portfolio and, if so, is its purpose tlevelopmental or
evaluative? (Tomkinson, 1997, p. 3)

Furthennorc, with regard to portfolio styles Tomkinson asks:

How much rcnection is needed before a portfolio becomes rcnective
and not purely descriptive? Is a portfolio that features analysis rather
than rejlecrion to be categorized as descriptive rather than renective?
(Tomkinson, 1997, p. 3)

The findings of the present study suggest that the portfolio concept is both multifaceted and complex. Moreover, the need to develop a taxonomic structure for the
classification of portfolios is critical, as the portfolio concept will not progress
without clarity and a common language amongst educational developers and
researchers. For the purpose of elassifying the portfolios of SOP participants,
then, Tomkinson's (1997) scheme was adapted to include aspects of portfolio
classification identified in the literature and the findings from previous evaluation
stages in the present study, detailed in Table 7-2 below.

;;?
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Table 7·2

Clnss!llcatiun schcnm of portfol!u clements

CATEGORY

ELEMENT

,;
constructe<! portfolit).

,;
H

,;

m
m

L· L

"
LL

or no.

'

text or

processes of portfolio prcpomtion.

product.

in
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The classific:llion scheme detailed in Table 7-2 lws brief explanatory notes of the
clements comprising the scheme. These clements were used to classify the
portfolios of SDP purticipmtls. Despite the comprehensive nature of the Table 7-2
taxonomy, judgements of the portrolios on some dimensions were not <J!ways
clear-cut. If in doubt the rese<Jrchcr conferred with the interviewee. If there w<Js
stil! doubt the researcher took the stance that the portfolio's owner should have the
final say. The outcomes of this analysis, in Table 7-3, shows how the participants'
portfolios were classified using the scheme summarised in Table 7-2.

Tablc7-J

Taxonomy of participants' teaching portfolios

Element
Style

Constituents

Sco:-e

Purpose

Confidentiality

Descriptive
·--Reflective
Collective
. _J:?i~cur>h·c
Archival
Non-selective
ltemslarti facts
, Narrative
Combination narrati,·c + itcms/artifncls
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The evaluation of participnnts' portfolios, detniled in Tnble 7-3, look place three
to tlve months after the conclusion of the Staff Development l'rogrurn (SDP).
From the adapted

cla~sillcatinn sy~tcm

u picture of a 'typical' portfolio developed

by the SDP p;1rticipants emerged. Briefly, this was a collection of teaching items
and artefacts, narrow in swpe, developmental in

purpo.~e

and open for public

scmtiny. Moreover, the portfolio contents tended to he focussed, developed
~pomdically

;md incomplete at the time of viewing. Given the small numbers

involved in this study, no firm conclusions can be drawn. Furthermore, it was
evident the 26 elements that comprise this clussification scheme were not
mutually exclusive. In some cases portfolio clements may better be represented as
a continuum, for example, the stllge of portfoho completion. Nevertheless, the
scheme does represent an improvement over other portfolio classification systems,
in that it forms the basis of a comprehensive taxonomy.

Further analysis of the contents of participants' portfolios found that all of them
incorporated student feedback.

This tended to include both quuntitative

(standardised student evaluations of teaching) and qualitative (open-ended
questionnaires), as well as reviews of units taught and teaching activities. Most
portfolios included teaching materials, ~uch as unit outlines, examples of set
assignments, and tutorial activities developed by the staff member.

A few

included feedback from peers, colleagues or the head of school. Many of those
interviewed recognised 'gaps' in their portfolio documentation, and the discussion
in these interviews often centred on how additional portfolio materials could be
obtained.
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In summary then, all staff involved in the Staff Development Program (SDP) had
developed some form of portfolio, although the
depending on the p;trticipant's

p~rsonal

.~tag~

of preparedness varied

circumstances. As mentioned previously,

only six of the fourteen participants were

.~atislicd

with their portfolio at the time

it was viewed, and many a!lributcd their limited progress with portfolio
development to a lack of time. Overall, however, all ucknowledged that they hull
derived benefit from their participution in the SOP und the preparation of a
portfolio.

In relation to Kirkpatrick's (1994) four-level model of evaluation, the following
effects of the SOP on participants were demonstrated.

Reaction - establishes how participants felt about the program. The Jindings
show that those taking part in the Staff Development Program (SOP) felt they
had derived benefit from their involvement and had enjoyed the experience.
A!! expressed satisfaction with the program activities and commented
favourably on the procedural design and the facilitutor's perfonnance. These
findings are validated by those reported in the process evaluation, which also
found that participants expressed satisfaction in session feedback forms.

Learning -determines if stated objectives have been achieved and learning
has taken place. The findings show thut all

participant~

felt they had achieved

at least some of their personal objectives through their participation in the
SOP. In regard to learning, it was shown that all involved in the program
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knew how tn prepare a portfolio, understood the categories of portfolio
content, and appeared to understand the various purposes for which portfolios
could be developed.

Behaviour - focuses on effective transfer of development and !ruining
activities ttl the work environment. It was demonstrated that all participants
exhibited some level of behavioural change with regard to collecting materials
for their portfolios, collating the,<,c materials, and undertaking other activities
rtlated to portfolio preparation. Also, that transfer from the SOP to the work
environment had taken place, was demonstrated by the fact that between three
to five months after the completion of \hi;! progrum, all were stili involved in
some fonn of portfolio development, albeit sporadically in some cao;es.

Results - establishes how a program has impacted on the organisation. This
level of evaluation was not specifically addressed. Nevertheless, a conclusion
that may be drawn from the program outcomes is that the school in which the
study was set now had a 'critical mass' often staff with expertise in the use of
teaching portfolios. If portfolios were to be introduced at Curtin, these staff
would be a potential resource for further program development. Moreover, the
dissemination of the findings of the present study in verbal and written reports
also had the potential to impact at the institutional level.

The impact and outcomes of the progrnm, described above, show that the
portfolio-based staff development activities, undertaken in the

pre~cnt

study, led
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to a range of benefits for the participants am! the School of Nursing. Furthermore
some of the lindings from this evaluation highlight how organisational fm:tors in
which a program is conducted may impact on program outcomes. These i.>sucs arc
discussed below in relation to findings from the context, process, and input
evaluations.

"

TEACHING ENVIRONMENT

This study aimed to explore the role of teaching portfolios in the appraisal,
improvement and recognition of university teaching, and in the professional
development of academic staff. The outcomes of the Teaching Po1tfolio Project
(TPP) detailed so far in this thesis have shed light on the issues involved in the
role portfolios may play in tca.::hing development. The TPP, involving as it did
fo'ur distinct evaluations, elucidated some of the issues in detail. Thus it became
apparent during the course of the TPP that the institutional environment in which
a program is developed may affect the outcomes. In periods of organisational
change, such as those fanning the backdrop to this study, the effects of the
changes may have far-reaching implications. Moreover, an understanding of the
factors that impact on portfolio-based professional development has relevance for
others considering such an approach.

Valuing University Teaching

It has been well documented that universities in recent decades have tended to
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value und reward research uctivities over teaching, as evidenced for example, hy
appointment and promotion

decision.~

(Anwyl, Balla, & Mcinnes, 1991; Aulicll

Committee, 1990; Baker, [99]; Boyer, !990; Rams(kn, Margetson, Martin, &
Clark, 1995). Findings from the context am! input cvuluations show thtllthis wus
also the .::use ut Curtin University. The findings show that participants in the Staff
Development Program (SOP) perceived little in the way of recognition or reward
for good teaching, either from within their School or from the University. The
session u·anscripts supported this view. For exumple:

... It is not easy becau.5e you are doing your full-time teaching load,
you are trying to study part-lime, you are trying to go to the library
regularly, plus you are trying to publish Allthatwilhout gelling any
recognition. {A54)
Clearly, academic work differs across disciplines, as does the emphasis on

area~

of teaching that academic staff perceive valued at a school or departmental level.

In the School of Nursing (SON), a perceived lack of recognition for clinical
teaching was evident in the transcripts of the group sessions of the SDP. For
example, a participant in the SDP stated:

And if you are clinically experienced and go out there, your teaching
is mucll richer. Tile fact that you can use anecdotes that are rece/11,
that are appropriate, and it makes your reaching much more credible.
And I don't know why iris devalued. (BS2)
Moreover, some participants expressed enthusiasm for using their portfolio as a
means of gaining recognition for clinical teaching.

This is indicated by a

comment from one SDP participant in describing an entry for her portfolio:
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l {was thinkil1g about] diniml teaching and the fad that there was 1111
l'aiue for it wul there'.1· 110 rec:rwnitirm for it and thcre:1· 1111
mcm·urcnwmj(1r how wl'il we do it .... l'l'e !{II/ 1111 cxalllf!/c .... (1362)

However, decisiom made during the period this study was in progress by the
School's management regan.ling the re-organisation of clinical teaching within the
SON, demomlbcd participants who were involved in clinical teaching.

For

example, the School's management commiuec had decided that financial
considerations precluded using academic staff for clinical teaching and this
information was disseminated to staff as a fait accompli.

Participants in the SOP, who felt strongly that academic staff in the School should
be involved in teaching both the clinical and theoretical components of the course,
were angry that this decision had been taken. They also became somewhat
discouraged in their attempts to document clinical teaching in a portfolio. This
highlights the need for academic staff involvement in a consultative process, bmh
in terms of decision-making processes when considering changes to teaching, and
also in portfolio development. That is, if academic staff arc aware of a School's
teaching and learning goals, their portfolios may be directed towards, and could
reflect these goals, and some of the frustration experienced by the participants in
the SOP could be avoided.

Budgetary Constraints

Moses (1995) noted that "Most academic staff still do not relate to concepts like
perfonnance indicators, quality assurance, total quality management, international
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standards, stakeholder, customer or client, input

HJJ(]

output" (p. J I). In this study,

staff were aware of the changing terminology in universities hut did

lHll

always

endorse the concepts it cncupsulatcd. For instance,

\Vhat with allt/wse n/1.1" ami wi1h tlw llfCSfee.\" !{rJin;.: up, am/maybe
full fee-Jwying po.\"t!{rmlume .rturlews..... tlw r:rm.\"1/1/U'f i.r f.:Oing to he a
tlifferent nm.mmer. They're going ro expcr:rquu/ity and we're !{oinK
to be short-staffer! and put under a lot more pres.mre because of those
cuts, but the cus/rlmer is 110i11g to e).pec/more. (852)

.Others shared the concerns raised by this participant. They expr<!ssed concern that
these changes would impact negatively on the quality of teaching. As one
participant said,

I suspect that what will actually happen t/101:gh is that to meet their
demands we will compromise the quality..... and they (the students)
will be satisfied because they've got the piece of paper hill they won't
have the quality or the integrity of the program. (842)

Participants in the Staff Development Program (SOP) were very aware of the
financial constraints on their teaching. They could see the need for changes both
in the way they taught and in the way teaching loads were allocated.
Nevertheless, it was also evident that there was considerable apprehension about
these changes, and some questions as to how these constraints may impact on
teaching practice and documentation in a portfolio. This finding points to the need
for teaching to be contextualised in a portfolio in such a way that the reader or
reviewer of the portfolio can understand the constraints that may impact on the
teacher's work.
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Academic Work PaHerns

"

The ~f11ve concerns, expressed whilst discussing the constraints on budgets which
followed the announcement of Federal Government funding cuts to universities,
were also echoed in discussions on the way in which work was allocated within
the School. For instance:

Bw 1 find it very Wl.\'etl/ing when lin teaching acro.1s .l'ix unitj", and
you've got three meetings to go to, one fur each [seme.\"terJ and then a
j"l/bject meeting...... and you haven't got a clue about any other part of
th'e curriculum, [and] from semester to semester with people
changing, you don't know who is teaching what. 1 haven't got a clue.
(B61)

Changes to work allocations had resulted in staff being assigned to teach in units
of study outside their area of expertise.

Of note here is a 'tongue in cheek'

comment by O'Neill (1995) in a paper on the changing terminology in the higher
education sector: "Here we are, working our butts off to introduce multi-skilling
and broad-banding, as much in the interests of staff as to make the institutions
{!lean and mean • that's what corporations arc all about" (O'Neill, 1995, p. 48).
,··However, participants in the SDP did not perce1ve the notion of multiskllling with
humour. Consider, for example:

....... the way we perceived it was ... it started to come arowtd the
corridors, multiskilling, multiskilling.... there was never a meeti11g to
say we're changing our direction and we're 110t going to become
experts, we're all going to become multiskilled. (A23)

There had been a lack of consultation in the change in academic work patterns in
the School from staff teaching in areas of expertise to becoming 'genecalists', and
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this resulted in staff becoming confused and frustrated. The comments below
reflect these feelings:

So I'~'£· xmw fmm an experr m mulri.1·kil/inx amlthenl'mrold rlwrl am
dackinx and dil•inx to avoid {teachinxf in my area of experti.re. (862)
{reachinx across si.t unils/ .. .1/makes crap of quality teaddn!/, ... makes
a 11m1sen.re of tryiiiR to teach in WI arl!ll that you fi!el cmnfortab!e
with, [or] in an area that you have knowled~:e abmtt .... it is just so
difficult. (872)
Whilst this issue may not directly influence portfolio development it is apparent
that in documenting teaching, the expertise and subject knowledge of the teacher
is an integral part of evidence which attests to the teacher's competence. Thus, if
required to teach outside one's subject area, teaching quality may be compromised
and this may be reflected in a teacher's appraisal.

Academic Work Loads

Similar problems and reactions appear to have resulted from increasing class size
in the SON. Following directives from the University administration to 'do more
with less' one of the responses from the School
students per tutorial group.

wa~

to increase the number of

Again, the reaction from staff reflects how they

believe this impacts on their teaching:

Tittorial groups have also increased in size. (B52)
We used to have 12 students, then we went to 15 and... you would
always end up wirh 16 or 18 and now it's 22 to 23 [and] it will go to
25. (B42)
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... when you have tfm•e or four tute (ttuoria!) woups and 120 fin a
/ecmrej ... yrm can't imlividtw!i.\·e your teaching. (A 73)
Whilst an increase in the number of students per tutorial group might m<Jkc sound
economic

sen~e,

the manner in which this impacts on the quality of te<Jching, or

the relationship between students and staff ur departments, has yet to he
determined. For participants in the Staff Development Program (SOP), concern
was expressed in this way:

It's 110 wonder that the swdems be~:in to fee/that we are a non-caring
school, that they're anonymous when they',¥e here. (8 12)
The participants pointed out that not only was the staff¥student relationship
effected by the increase in class size, but these changes also impacted on their
workload from additional marking and administration requirements.

But how can yotJ remember all their names? I tell them ill the very
beginning I cannot remember all your names. I've got six groups.
(862)
I know, I'm the same. I counted them up last semester, I was
responsible for 189 stude/1/s, their pieces of work and everything ... !
didn't think I'd be able to mark all this stuff, each had three pieces of
work. .. this is an awful way to be.... (8 12)

It could be argued that academic staff should just reaCjust to changing academic
work patterns and workload. However, judging from the comments above some
staff were clearly still coming to terms with the impact of the changes. It

wa~

evident that having to redefine their teaching methods and the manner in which
they related to students was perceived by SDP participants as a more impersonal
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and onerous way to teach.

Others in the sector have also grappled with these issues. For example, Coaldrake
(1995), in responding to the Government's reform agenda, suggested that tl1e
traditional way of thinking about the management of teaching in universities may
have to change. He notes:

Inevitably larger elasses, for exumplc, might not necessarily result in
fonnula-driven increases of new staff positions, or new lecture
theatres or additional luboratory space. On the other hand we arc
increasingly likely to be funding development projects which focus on
how the quality of the learning environment can be maintained and
enhanced given the entirely altered teaching modes, different staff
needs and transfonned space requirement continually emerging.
(Coaldrake, 1995, p. 39)

The findings from the four evaluations undertaken in the Teaching Portfolio
Project (TPP) suggest that portfolio-based programs may provide a forum for
academic staff to explore some of the issues surrounding the maintenance and
enhancement of teaching quality in a collegial and constructive environment.

Role of Portfolio Programs

The outcomes of the TPP show that the Staff Development Program

csrJPJ was

seen to be one way in which academic staff could assist and support each other to
adapt to a changeable teaching environment.

As the comment below suggests,

there was a perception that in sharing experiences and ideas in the context of the
SDP, the participants could learn how to re-adjust and possibly make rhanges to
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their teaching practice.

I do think it i.1· imporl/lnt to docume/11 though, how you dml wifh
challenges and crmstminl.\' because 1lw.t:1· how a lol of lhin;:s a''e
improl•cd. It might work and ym1 nm learn from eac/1 olher... .I would
he ilrtt'l'l'.\'ll'd /o know how doe.1· .>.:u:xx deal with /eacl1ing in six
.\·eme.\'/<'I'S, I drm'ttllink I could do /IIlii. (1332)
Despite the problems and challenges highlighted in the project findings as detailed
in previous chapters, thew was still considerable enthusia'im amongst group
members to teach well and to document and reflect on their teaching.

/think /hat one of rhe benejirs of this group is that we ac/1/a//y... have
file lime to sir down and... clarijy lo ourselve.1· whar things we slwuld
be doing or who/ things we are doing and what things we can do
better... We\•e been allocated two hours of time to sit down and
actually clarify our own efforts. Sometimes we are going so fast that
we can never catch up with ourselves, and so we have thi.~ time to
share our thoughts. (871)
This statement also alludes to others findings which showed that time (or a lack
thereof) may be a key factor in detennining the success or otherwise of portfolio
programs.

It was evident that the fact that staff had received time release to

participate in the SDP was instrumental both in obtaining and maintaining their
participation. It was also apparent that staff development and appraisal activities
must be tailored to suit the needs of academic staff and be supported by
mechanisms such as time relca'ie to have successful outcomes.

As the refonns in the higher education sector continue to take effect, academic
staff in Australian universities will be required to adapt and adjust to the changed
environment in which they teach.

It would appear, however, that university
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administrutors and managers wi!l all;o need to ad<tpl.
ob~crvatio!ls

h1r example, the

above suggest they should he mindful of how decisions taken, which

impact un the teaching environment, may in turn effect tile morak of staff and the
quality oftcaching in their institutions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The situation in the school in which this project

wa~

undertaken, as described in

this thesis, may not reflect the experiences or views of staff in other schools or
other universities. As Becher (1989) has noted, it is a fact of academic life that
universities tend to be departmental institutions. Moreover, Dopson and McNay
(1996) point out that univer3itics are not primarily corporate enterprises, but tend

to be organisations with different departmental cultures, where the criteria for
success are also likely to differ within the institution. Clearly, some

a~pects

of the

teaching environment, such as clinical teaching, will not be relevant to other
departments or schools. However, issues related to workloads and recognition
and reward for teaching do concur with findings from larger studies (eg. Ramsden
eta!., 1995), and in this respect the views expressed by SDP participants may well
strike a chord with ccademic staff in other teaching contexts. As Ramsden an(l his
colleagues have stated,

institutional policies, practices, leadership and management in the area
of teaching should be organised to produce a climate in which
academic staff feel that their contribution to teaching is valued.
(Ramsden eta!., 1995, p. 99)
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The lindings from the project described in this thesis highlight
teuching cnvironmentthut may need to he

revi~wo.:d.

to say that emphasis needs to he placed on

~tratcgics

!~amsden

lisped.~

of the

ctlll. (!IJCJS) go on

that enh~m;c staff morale and

incrcusc their feeling of control over their work. Findings from the present study
demonstrate that, in this regard, swff de\"clopmcnt progmms
preparation is a useful

ba.~cd

on portfolio

~tratcgy.

It is evident from the present research that creating an environment conducive to
quality teaching can be particulmly challenging in times of change. A number of
factors, relating to work pauerns, work load and clements of control and
consultation, may need to be considered when decisions are made which will
effect the processes of teaching and learning in universities. However, portfolio
programs. if adequately resourccd and well planned, may prove a powerful
mechanism for creating a dialogue on teaching quality within universities. Such
programs can also provide a focus for formative and summative teaching appraisal
and development, and give staff a sense of empowenncnt as they consider their
accomplishments in teaching.

In conclusioa, then, an analysis of findings from the four evaluatioas thlll fanned
the basis of this study reveals that these should not be viewed as being mutually
exclusive but as integral parts of an iterative and overlapping whole.

When

viewed from this perspective the 'bigger picture' starts to emerge. What emanates
from this ovetview is an insight into the interactions between the participants, the
staff development program and the teaching environment, :md a better
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i~sues

understanding of some nf the

involved in the recognition, appraisal and

improvement nftmivcrsity teaching.

Thus, the findings from

thi.~

case study nf the Teaching Portfolio Project

demonstmte tlwt:

profe>sional development

progmm.~

based on portfolios arc a powerful and

useful strategy for reflective practice and leaching development;
portfolio preparation may be integrated with existing institutional practices for
the fonnative and summative evaluation of university teaching;
academic staff can derive considerable satisfaction, support and benefit from
participation in portfolio-based professional development;
the portfolio concept is robust and adaptable to a variety of teaching and
learning contexts;
the elements of a teaching portfolio may be classified to promote a better and
shared understanding of portfolio styles and contents in higher education;
portfolio programs can promote collegial discussion on teaching within
university departments and provide insight into organisational factors that
impact on teaching quality;
the use of portfolios as a strategy for the appraisal and improvement of
university teaching shows considerable promise; and,
portfolio preparation can provide inherent rewards for academic staff as they
document and reflect on their leaching activities and achievements.

Throughout the context, input, process and product findings described in this and
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previous

chapter.~.

some implications of these findings have hcen noted, as have

some limitations of the methodologies used in this study. These will he discussed
in further detail in the next chapter along with conclusions anrJ suggestions for
further research.
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Chapter Eight

DISCUSSION
II
Equipped with hindsight and the benefit of experience, we've teamed
a good deal a hom teaching portfolio.r. (Seldin, 1997, p. 25)

INTRODUCTION

The present study of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) involved the planning,
design, implementation and evaluation of a portfolio-based Staff Development
Program (SOP) in the School of Nursing (SON) at Curtin University of
Technology. Use of the CIPP evaluation model, entailing context, input, process,
and pmduct evaluations, enabled a

systemat~c

and comprehensive exploration of

issues related to portfolio use and portfolio-based professional development
programs. For the stakeholders, this case study has shed substantial light on the
centraJ questions of the investigation, namely, how useful portfolios are for the
appraisal, improvement and recognition of university teaching arxl in the
professional development of academic staff.

Few developments in higher education have spread -as quickly as the use of
portfolios for instructional improvement and appraisal of teaching. According to
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Seldin (1997), the po11folio concept has surpassed the puint of theoretical
potential. He notes that portfolios urc:

being mloptctl or pilot-tested in various liJrms by a rupidly
increasing number of American institutions. Although reliable
numbers arc hard to come by, it is cstimat;:d that us many us I ,000
colleges anr.l universities in the United States arc now using or
experimenting with portfolios. That is a stunning jump from the
approximately ten institutions thought to be using portfolios in
1990. {Seldin, 1997, p. 2)

A number of universities in Australia have followed this North American trend
and have introduced portfolio programs for various purposes over the past few
years.

Curtin University Council approved a university-wide professional

portfolio policy for academic staff in November 1999. Moreover, as discussed
below, the present study played a role in the development of this policy.
However, although the implementation of portfolio programs has occurred at a
rapid rate, research on the use of portfolios has not kept abrea<,t of these
developments. The present study, therefore, is both innovative and timely.

This final chapter is organised in five sections. First, findings arising from the
evaluation of the Teaching Portfolio Product (TPP) and outcomes of the Staff
Development Program (SOP) are reviewed. Secondly, the findings arc
contextualised in light of recent

development~

in portfolio use at Curtin

University of Technology and across the higher education sector. Thirdly, a metaevaluation of the study design is undertaken and limitations of the methodology
are considered. Fourthly, the implications of the findings at individual,
departmental and institutional levels for university teaching development
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prograllls arc discussed in light of the study's

~cntral

research question. rinally,

the chapter concludes with directions for further research on the portfolio concept.

OVERVIEW OF STUDY FINDINGS

The present study comprised four discrete evaluations - context, input, process
and product - each of which explored various aspects of portfolio usc and
infonned the progressive development of the SOP. Taken together, the findings
provide a comprehensive and unique perspective on the role of portfolios in the
development of university teaching. Moreover, the findings give substance to a
number of claims by advocates of portfolio use as a strategy for teaching appraisal
and improvement (Boileau, 1993; Centra, 1993; Edgerton et al., 1991; Seldin &
Annis, 1991). The results of each evaluation arc summarised below, followed by
the implications of these findings at the level of the individual, the department, the
institution and the higher education sector.

Context Evaluation Findings

The context evaluation identified needs, barriers, possibilities and resources,
examined relevant literature and documentation, and involved interviews with key
academic staff and a survey of staff in the SON. The context evaluation findings
indicated that across the sector, and at Curtin, academic stuff were dissatisfied
with existing processes and procedures for teaching appraisal and improvcmc.:l
(Baker, 1993; Boileau, 1993; Boyle, 1994). Also, despite concerns about the low
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status of teaching in universities and the lack of recognition or rew;ml for good
teaching, there were indictrtions that aUcrnpts to redress the imbalance between
rewanl~

for teaching and research were gathering momentum (Boyer, 1990;

Neumann, I 994; Ramsden, ct ;tl., 1995).

This finding accords with other studies on teaching appraisal and improvement
practices in higher education and other sectors (Anwyl et al., I 99 I; Ashcroft,
1995; Cushin, 1990; Centra, 1982; Ingvarson & Chadbourne, 1994; Mullins &
Cannon, 1992; Murray, 1997; Ramsden eta!., !995; Wright, 1995). A content
analysis of relevant University and SON documentation revealed that Curtin was
also moving towards improving rewards for teaching and that various initiatives
to raise teaching performance within the University were planned. However the
strategies were largely ad hac in nature and poorly coordinated. This stood in
contrast to a number of other institutions where the need for improved teaching
development practices was being addressed through the implementation of
portfolio-based programs (Anderson, 1993; Centra, 1993; Edgerton et al., 1991;
Seldin & Annis, 1991).

A need for professional development activities to assist with portfolio preparation
was also demonstrated, due predominantly to the novelty and an accompanying
lack of understanding of the portfolio concept. This concurs with previous
findings. For example, Braskamp and Ory (1994) noted that whilst the portfolio
concept is still novel and somewhat fluid it will be important for portfolio
contents and styles to be explored and explicated within the context of
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departments or institutions seeking to introduce portfolio programs. The context
evaluation also found that the main barriers to program purticipation were heavy
workload~.

a lack of understanding of portfolios, untlliulc incentive.

Thi.~

concurs

with Robinson {1993) who found that if the needs of acudemic staff with regurd to
workload~

and academic rewards were not taken into uccount in implementing a

portfolio program, it was unlikely to be successful.

The context evaluation thus demonstrated a case for the implementation of a
portfolio-based professional development program and revealed the potential of
the portfolio concept to resolve a number of problems associated with university
teaching. It also pointed to potential obstacles to implementing the proposed
program and identified necessary resources.

Input Evaluation Findings

The input evaluation focussed on obtaining the resources necessary to undertake
the SDP and determining the most appropriate strategies for conducting the
program. Sources of data included interviews with key personnel, a survey of
directors of other portfolio programs, an application for funding, and a survey of
prospective participants. This evaluation showed that in other institutions where
similar programs were undertaken strategies for assisting staff with portfolio
const~ction

ranged from individual consultations to intensive five day institutes

with large groups of academic staff (Anderson et a!. (1993). Furthermore, it
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found considerable variation in requirements with respect to portfolio style and
format nod for the assessment of portfolios.

The survey showed that most prospective SOP participants preferred two hourly
sessions and working in medium sized groups. This finding was affirmed by
interviews with key personnel in the SON (who emphasised a colleginl approach)
and an inventory of available resources. Thus, within the constraint of funding

Wfrom the University and other sources, the SDP design involved two groups of

II

seven academic staff meeting fortnightly for seven two hourly sessions. The
survey of prospective participants also revealed that most wanted to learn more
about teaching portfolios, to document their teaching strengths, and to explore
issues related to the reward and recognition of teaching. These findings influenced
the program content and design and are in accord with collegial group-based
approaches advocated by Wright ( 1995) and Zuber-Skerritt ( 1992a).

Thus, in light of the diversity of portfolio formats across the sector, the range of
competing approaches to portfolio-based staff development, and the innovation of
the portfolio concept, it was determined that a non-prescriptive approach to
portfolio preparation would be the most appropriate for the SDP. The program
was therefore designed to introduce participants to a range of portfolio styles and
formats and to encourage them to develop portfolios according to their own
preference. The program design contained other features arising from the input
\)

and context evaluations. For example, it enabled portfolio preparation to build on,
and integrate with, existing strategies for teaching appraisal and improvement. It
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also used a collegial and colluborative approach to portfolio development und
uddrcssed the assessment of teaching portfulins.

Process Evaluation Findings

The process evaluation monitored the implementation of the SDP by means of
feedback questionnaires, recordings of the program sessions, und observations in a
project journal. Various questionnaires completed by the participants during the
program provided insight into some aspects of portfolio construction. Also, the
transcripts of the group sessions, coupled with the journal notes, showed the
nature of group interactions and processes involved in portfolio preparation. The
findings of the process evaluation demonstrated that, on the whole, the SDP went
according to plan and that the participants were very satisfied with the conduct of
the program.

Thus, it could be concluded the SDP had been effectively

implemented.

A model of preferred portfolio contents emerged from the process evaluation, as
did an insight into some of the factors that may influence the processes involved
in portfolio preparation. The process evaluation findings also revealed the benefits
of group-based portfolio preparation for teaching improvement and some of the
rewards inherent in documenting teaching practices. Staff taking part in the
program favoured a comprehensive portfolio document that included information
from their students and peers as well as infonnation about the learning outcomes
of their students. The findings show how factors external to the SOP, such as the
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retrenchment of four participants, influenced the sessions and how participants felt
Federal .. Government funding constraints were impacting on

cla~s

sizes aml

"
'
teaL'hing quality.

An analysis of the session transcripts and the project journal showed that the SOP
provided a supportive climate in which participants felt safe to exchange

idea~

and

express their concern.<. and frustration about the way teaching was managed in the
SON. This analysis also demonstrated that the program participants could Jearn
from, and assist each other, in a collaborative approach to teaching development.
The process evaluation data also showed that the staff taking part in the SOP
formed networks and collaborative connections that extended beyond the confines
of the program proper. For example, a sub-group formed to develop a tool for the
evaluation of clinical teaching and considerable exchange of idea~ between and
amongst group members over and above SOP sessions was evident. This subgroup also made connections and consulled with academic staff in the SON who
were not involved in the TPP thus extending the impact of the SOP. Also, both the
transcripts

and observational data indicated considerable extra-curricular

portfolio-related activities within and between the two program groups. This
collegial networking was another important outcome of the program which was
unanticipated. The implications of this are discussed further below,
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Product Evaluation Findings

The pnx:luct

ev~lluation

sought to me11sure the

att<~inmcnt and outcdLe~ of the

progrum through these avenues: follow-up questionnaires and interviews with
i,!

participants, an examination of participants' teaching portfolios und a review of
data from previous cvuluations in this study.

The product evaluation

demonstrated that staff taking part were satisfied with the overall program and
that most had achieved the goals they set for themselves. All participants felt they
h:td derived benefit from their participation in tenns of instructional improvement
and a sense of achievement. Thus, whilst there were no tangible rewards offered
for participation in the program, the participants indicated they had achieved their
goals and derived intrinsic rewards from taking part in the SDP.

The classification scheme developed in the product evaluation proved a useful
tool for categorising the portfolios prepared by program participants.

All

participants had an identifiable portfolio between three to five months after the
final SDP session although only some were satisfied with the state of
preparedness of their portfolio at the time of viewing.

This method of

categorising portfolios has implications for portfolio use in higher education
because, as noted in previous chapters, there is an ongoing debate over the
definition of a portfolio, and v~·.(ying styles and formats of portfolios are in use. If
portfolios are to have currency and portability across the\ sector a clear taxonomy
of portfolios will assist in this process. Other findings from the product evaluation
demonstrate the utility of the CIPP model in tenns of infonning the program's
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desigri and implementution,

A further conclusion was that a

profession:.~!

development program bused on portfolio preparation could provitlc an effective
,~ ,:·.
and useful framework for tc;tching development purpose.<,", Finally, the protluct
evaluation showed that the portfolio concept has consitlerable merit as a
mechanism for tlocumcn!ing teaching anti learning in the formative anti
summative evaluation of teaching.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

,,

I',

The CIPP model of program evaluation is designed as an iterative and ongoing
approach that allows context, input, process or product evl!1~ations to be deployed
as deemed appropriate by the evaluator. Whilst it is beyond the scope of the
present study to undertake a further CIPP evaluation cycle, it is pertinent to
highlight some recent developments at Curtin and across the sector to
contextualise the present discourse about the use of teaching portfolios. The above
overview of findings from the evaluation of the Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP)
demonstrates that in addition to what has been learnt about portfolio-based
professional development, "equipped with hindsight and the benefit of experience,
we've learned a good deal about teaching portfolios" (Seldin, 1997, p. 25).

The outcomes and impact of the TPP at Curtin has been significant. In July 1997
after the completion of the Staff Development Program (SDP), I was seconded to
the Teaching Learning Group (TLG) at Curtin. At that time the TLG had
responsibility for academic staff development programs. My secondment was as
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project officer in the 'Teaching Portfolios
project. In this role I wrote discussion
including

th~

University's

Te:~ching

a.~

an lntegr;il Part of Quality Teaching'

pllp~rs

and rcpurts JiJr various cornrnitlccs

Learning Comminee and the Promotion

Policy Review Group (Kulski, 1999; Kul.,ki, Radloff & Glover, 1999). I was thus
in u position to

disseminat~

TPP findings to key

stak~holders

across the

University and to build on the understanding and experience gained from
und~f!aking thi~

r<!search {Kulski,

1997:~;

Kulski, J997b; Ku!ski, 1998; Kolski &

Radloff, 1999).

Consequently, if a context evaluation were to be undertaken at Curtin at the
present time there would be several changes evident with regard to practices for
the development of teaching. The most apparent change is one alluded to
previously, that is, the approval by Curtin Council of a professional portfolio
policy in November 1999 (Curtin University of Technology, 1999). This policy
was implemented to encourage academic staff to document the scope and quality
of teaching and research for various summative and formative evaluation
purposes. Its stated aim is to facilitate continuous improvement and reflective
practice in staff. The policy was developed on the basis of discussion papers and
reports that arose from findings arising from both the TPP and the project
'Teaching Portfolios as an Integral Part of Quality Teaching' which explored
portfolio use across the University {Kulsk.i, 1998; Kulski, Radloff & Glover,
1999).
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A further recent development at Curtin is lhe implementation of a
program for the reward and

recognil!o~

portrolio·h~lsed

of good teaching, !he 'Innovative

Teaching Practice Award' prugram. Implemented for the first lime in 1\199, lhis is
the firs! University wide program dedicated to teaching excellence at Curtin.
Although the impact of these policies and programs on academic staff hus not
been ascertained, they represent an institutional response to some of the issues
identified in the context evaluation of the present study. Moreover, these program
and policy developments ut Cunin muy to some extent be viewed

a~

project

outcomes, albeit unplanned and unanticipated when the TPP was initiated.

In the meantime, as indicated above, there have also been developments in
portfolio use across the higher education sector (Blackmore, Gibbs & Shrives,

1999; Seldin, 1997; Svinicki & Menges, 1996). Thus, many universities have
responded to the need to provide enhanced practices for teaching development in
their institutions. A majority of these programs are portfolio-based, as indicated
by the figures quoted in Seldin (1997), above. The portfolio concept has indeed
gone beyond the realms of 'theoretical possibility' and has become a burgeoning
area of academic interest and investigation (Hogan, 1998; Menges & Weimer,
1996; Murray, 1997; Ramsden, 1998; Trower, 1997).

COMMENTARY ON STUDY METHODOLOGY

Judging the quality of evaluation research, or evaluating an evaluation, is
sometimes referred to as meta-evaluation (Worthen & Sanders, 1987; Laney,
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1993). The development of a set of standards for undertaking cvaluiltion
hns contrihuted to a useful

con~eptual

judging the quality of evaluation

framework for evu!uation and

re~curch

~ludic.<,

a~~;ists

in

(Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluation, 19H I; Stuftlcbcam & Shinkfield, J 995). These standun.Js
were developed in response to concerns about the quality of evaluation studies,
and a lack of agrccd·on criteriu by which to improve evaluations. They were ulso
developed to provide a basis for the self·regulation and increased proJ'<.:ssionalism
of educational evaluators (Schumacher & McMillan, 1993). The Joint Committee
developed four criteria that a guod evaluation study must satisfy, namely, utility,
accuracy, feasibility, and propriety and each criterion has an associated set of
specific standards (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation,
1981). Each of these criteria can also be used to review the Teaching Portfolio
Project (TPP) documented in this thesis. Such a review need not be exhaustive
but it can infonn a critique of the most pertinent aspects of the context, input,
process and product evaluations that formed the framework for the methodology
of the present study.

The first criterion refers to utility standards that arc intended to ensure an
evaluation will serve the practical information needs of stakeholders. Utility
standards include the scope and selection of information, the credibility of the
evaluator, the timeliness of reporting, and the impact of the evaluation. As noted
in the previous section the dissemination of study reports and papers played a role
in policy development at Curtin and in this regard had significant impact. Also,
the fact that I was subsequently seconded to a central position to further the
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portfolio initiative at Curtin attests to my credibility und the acceptance of the
study findings. The utility of the information obtuincd in the four CJPP
evaltLHtions can he judged :1gainst the successful implemcntution of the
development pwgrarn, I he :1ttainment

1lf

SDP objectives, and the

.~tuff

<~chievcmcnt

by

participant!' of individual and program goals.

The Joint Committee's feasibility standards arc designed to ensure an evaluation
is realistic. diplomatic, circumspect, and economical by addressing the practical,
political and resource aspects of evaluation research. In the present study, this
means judging findings and program outcomes against the institutional investment
of funding for the time release of program participants and administrative support.
Relevant here, is the fact that Curtin gained a 'critical mass' of academic staff
within the School of Nursing with expertise in portfolio preparation, a model of
school-based portfolio development that was subsequently adapted for other areas,
and an improved understanding of the portfolio concept amongst the various
stakeholders. The outcomes of this study were cost-effective and of practical usc,
both of which attested to the program's feasibility.

The propriety standards of evaluation research refer to legal, ethical and welfare
issues for those involved in, or affected by, the research. Of particular relevance to
the present study, were mailers pertaining to conflict of interest, disclosure,
balanced reporting and human interactions. Chapter three of this thesis discussed
a potential for conflicts of interest in my various roles and responsibilities of
researcher, facilitator, evaluator, and as a colleague of program participants. These
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contlict~

were dealt with openly and honestly; all those taking part in the Teaching

Portfolio Project were fully informed as 10 the purpose of the research and my
various rob in it. Moreover, the study had received upproval from Edith Cowan
University's Commiuce for the Conduct of Ethical Research prior to its
commencement. To cnmre that the report was balanced I endeavoured to
triangulate the collection of data where appropriate, as described in chapter three.

The fourth set of standards, those of accuracy, arc intended to cns•.Jre that the
evaluation reveals adequate infonnation about a program to determine its worth or
merit. These standards include the validity and reliability of instruments and data
gathering procedures, the analysis of infonnation obtained and the justification of
any conclusions drawn. As described in chapter three, a range of questionnaires
and interview protocols were developed over the course of the present study. The
quality and scope of infonnation obtained through these methods can be
ascertained from the findings of each evaluation. Furthennorc, detailed notes and
transcripts of interviews and group sessions served to ensure the accuracy of the
information gathered as did a systematic approach to the analysis of this data.
Finally, the conclusions drawn in this report have been fully explicated, thus
enabling the intended audience to assess their objectivity ond justification.

Stufflebeam (1991) has emphasised that the pufJXJse of evaluation is not only to
prove but also to improve. As such, the CIPP approach to evaluation, as applied in
this study, provided a useful framework for gathering infonnation pertinent to the
planning, design, implementation and evaluation of the Staff Development
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Progrum (SDP). The CIPP model proved to be both flexible and adaptable in
meeting the informational

need~

of

~tukeholders

and

wa~

comprehensive and

holistic in scope. The strength of the ClPJ> evaluation model is that it is able to
exercise both a formative and summative role; it can be used to guide decisionmaking as well w; the supply of information for accountability purposes (Ncvo,
1986; Popham: 1993). However, this strength can also be construed as a potential
weakness. For cxumple, House (1980) argues that management-oriented
evaluation approaches may give program administrators an unfair advuntage und
may make the evaluator the 'hired-gun' of management. He

a~ks,

"Does this not

make the evaluation potentially unfair and even undemocratic?" (House, 1980, p.
231) These concerns have little relevance in the context of the present study as
the evaluation was not commissioned by Curtin aclministmtion and I was not in a
position to directly influence institutional decision-making.

Furthermore,

Stufflebeam (1983) has emphasised the utility of the CIPP model to infonn
decision-making at all levels of administration and across all types of settings, and
from large

multi~site

programs to smaller projects such

a~

the Teaching Portfolio

Project.

LIMITATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

Chapter three noted a number of inherent limitations associated with the
methodology of the present study. Although qualitative case study designs are
particularly appropriate for the evaluation of new programs, caution must be
exercised in extrapolating beyond the findings (Charles, 1995; Stunnan, 1997;
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Stmuss & Corbin, 1990) and it is generally not possible to claim gencralisahility
to other program contexts (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). On the other hand, "case
study methodology can achieve its own form of precision" (Sturman, 1997, p. 65),
and a number of strategies have been suggested for achieving credibility in ca.'ic
study designs. Strategies employed in the present study {detailed in chapter three)
include the usc of a project journal to record and \rack study activities, the usc of
triangulation of data sources and a full explanation of procedures used for the
collection of data (Dcnzin & Lincoln, 1994; Strauss, 1987; Wiersma, 1991).

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

The preceding chapters of this thesis have shown that in situations where staff
perceive teaching is not highly valued, and where there arc increasing pressures of
work, a portfolio-based staff development progmm cnn 1:-e implemented
successfully if such a program is adequately rcsourced and carefully planned. The
implications of the fmdings arising from the present study are considered below in
relation to the use of portfolios for different purposes.

Professional Development of Academic Staff

The Teaching Portfolio Project (TPP) provided scope for an examination of
practices for teaching appraisal and improvement and portfolio-based professional
development at Curtin and other universities. The approach adopted in the Staff
Development Program (SOP) emerged from this analysis. The SDP promoted the
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collegial sharing of ideas and strategies l"or cfl"cctivc leaching through group
nctivitics based on portfolio styles ami content, and principles of good teacbing
pmctice. Others concerned with teaching dr.vclopmenl in higher education have
proposed a similar approach (Donald, 1997; Dotolo, 1999; Feldman & Paulsen,
1999; Wright & O'Neil, 1994). Also, hy involving two groups of academic staff
working collectively on their portfolios, the program design provided an
environment in which staff could feel 'ownership' of the process of portfolio
preparation, advocated by Seldin, (1 997) and others (see for example, Cerbin,
1994; Cox, 1995; Lucas, 1994).

Murray (1 997) has noted that staff involvement is an important factor for the
successful implementation of innovation or change within a department. The
findings of the present study show that the sharing of expertise within the SOP
groups fostered a collegial environment that the participants perceived as
supportive and empowering. As shown in the process evaluation findings, group
members set individual as well as group goals for their participation in the
program. This encouraged them to focus on both their own and the groups' needs
and to foster a consultative and collaborative approach (Katz & Henry, 1993;
Zubizarretta, 1997).

The fact that I approached the facilitation of the study groups as an infonned
'resource' rather than an 'expert' reduced potential pressures associated with the
facilitation of program activities and may serve as a model for other 'non-expert'
staff (MiJJis, 1995; Moses, 1988). Moreover, as a colleague of the participants nnd
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an 'insider', I had u good understnnding of the School's culture and the issues
surrounding portfolio use in the School. This meant that issues and concerns could
be openly discussed and debated, without the need for hackground information
and explanation !hut would be required by someone without this inside
knowledge. There arc implications here for other institutions and departments
interested in implementing a portfolio progrum (Blackmore, Gibbs & Shrives,
1999; Brew, 1995). As many universities have insufficient personnel in staff
development units, this study shows thut successful programs may be devolved
within institutions using departmental staff

a~

a primary resource. The findings

further show that professional development programs based on the preparation of
a teaching portfolio provide an effective framework for teaching development
(Dotolo, 1999; Gibbs, 1995a; Halpern and Associates, 1994).

Teaching Improvement

Seldin and Annis (1991) have emphasised that the use of portfolios for personnel
decisions occurs only occasionally and their primary purpose is to improve
teaching perfonnance. They argue that,

... it is the very process of creating the collection of documents and
materials that comprise the portfolio that the professor is nudged to:
1) mull over personal teaching strategies; 2) rearrange priorities; 3)
rethink teaching strategies; 4) plan for the future. Properly
developed, the portfolio can be a valuable aid in professional
development activities. (Seldin & Annis, 1991, p. 4)
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This study was not designed to determine the impact of portfolio preparution on
the quality of teaching per se, nor w:rs there a proposal to usc portfolios for
leaching improvement at Curtin when the present study began. Nevertheless,
evidence collected during the course of this study shows that group based
portfolio programs foster instructional improvement in two ways. Firstly, through
facilitating a collegial discussion on teuching the findings of the SOP show the
benefits of peer collaboration in portfolio preparation, confinning reports from
other institutions (Centra, 1993; Paulsen & Feldman, 1995; Svinicki & Menges;
1996; Wright, 1995). During the group sessions, SOP participants made frequent
comments suggesting that the discussion promoted the exchange of teaching
if

strategies and ideas between group members. This finding wa'i subsequently
reinforced by the responses to the follow-up questionnaires and interviews where

;:"

,,

1\

most participants could point to examples of how they felt their teaching had

\\

improved.

The second way in which teaching practice is enhanced is through portfolio
preparation. The process clearly promotes reflection on teaching practice and
student learning outcomes, and the product (the portfolio itself) can point to areas
of teaching strengths and weakness (Millis, 1995; Neumann, 1994; PetersenPeriman eta!., 1999; Seng & Seng, 1996). Although many of the staff entering
the SDP may have considered themselves as reflective practitioners in tenns of
their nursing practice, they appeared not to have systematically applied this to
their teaching practice, In light of the findings of the present study, university
administrators seeking to encourage reflective teaching practice in their
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institutions will find portfolio programs useful. Furthermore, it may well be that
portfolio construction encourages staff to think about teaching in ways not
ufforded by other tcuching improvement practices (Ramsden & Murtin, 1996;
Seldin, 1997; Wright, 1995). For example, the process facilitates a systematic and
comprehensive examination and analysis of all aspects of the teaching-learning
nexus. Moreover, where portfolio preparation is embedded in a discipline-based
dialogue on effective teaching, the process appears to be particularly powerful.
Although support from teaching 'experts' is considered important:

Epistemologies differ across disciplines, and so do fundamental
ideas about teaching. It is important for colleagues within the same
discipline to grapple with issues of what constitutes effective
teaching in their field. (Cerbin, 1994, p. 102)

Appraisal of Teaching

It will be recalled from previous chapters that the appraisal of-university teaching
involves a number of vexatious issues such as the development of standards and
criteria by which teaching is to be judged (Ashcroft, 1995; Boileau, 1993; Cashin,
1990). According to Ramsden (1992) many academic staff continue to believe
that teaching quality cannot be accurately gauged. He argues that the prevailing
(-,

dogma in the sector include notions that there is too much variance in teaching
across different subject areas and that teaching quality is subject to the vagaries, of
fallible and subjective judgements by unqualified colleagues and to differences in
student ability amongst other things.
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Portfolios ru-e thought to offer a more comprehensive und equitahle approach to
teaching appraisal and therefore have the potential to overcome some of the
problems associated with the evaluation or teaching (Edgerton et a!., l 99 l; Boyer,
1990; Gibbs, 1995b). However, the usc of portfolios for teaching appraisal hus its
own problems (Anderson, 1993; Murray, 1997). The findings of the present study
(~ee

context and input evaluations findings) show that most institutions thut had

implemented portfolio based assessment of teaching practices had not developed
appropriate procedures for judging the portfolio. Richlin ( 1995) points out that,

When we read reports from portfolio users and experts in Canada
and the United States, we find that they stop short of making
explicit any criteria for evaluating portfolios for teaching
excellence. In most cases, it is not that there is NO evaluation
system, but that the existing system is without agreed-upon and
stated criteria for judgement. Witlwut such agreed-upon and
explicit criteria, we believe /hat faculty members are at risk should
they submit their portfolios for evaluation for any reason. (Richlin,
1995; p. 162)

The present study provides further insight into the complexities involved in using
portfolios for teaching appraisal and how portfolio content and style may be
adapted to document context-specific ci·~r example, lectures, tutorials, laboratory
classes or clinical practice) and discipline-based teaching practices (Neumann,
1994; Cox, 1995).

For example, although all participants in the SOP were

involved in teaching nursing students each had different areas of expertise and
different roles and responsibilities in teaching. It was apparent from the product
evaluation that each participant had developed a portfolio that reflected their own
particular teaching context and discipline content area (e.g. midwifery, child
health, etc.). Moreover, these findings suggest that for teaching appraisal purposes
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the portfolio provides 11 more

comprchcn~ivc

insight into teaching practice than

afforded by more truditionalupprouches.

Due to circumstances described in chapter six, the SDP groups did not complete
an activity designed to elicit their views on how portfolios should be assessed.
However, their rcspomcs to rcluted

ta~k~

such

a~

ident'lfying attributes of good

teaching in different contexts, and determining how best to document teaching
practices on the basis of self-generated exemplurs of best practice, suggest that
staff involved in portfolio prepuration may well be the best judge of another's
portfolio. This concurs with views expressed by others. For example, Smith
(1995) states, "No matter what form of teaching portfolio is used, the issue of
evaluating the portfolio is central. In addition to prepuring teaching portfolios,
faculty must assume responsibility for assessing them" (Smith, 1995, p. 92).

The findings reported in this thesis further demonstrate that academic staff can
differentiate and articulate churacteristics of good teaching across different
teaching contexts. Moreover, the participants, being predominantly nurses, were
particularly keen to discuss and devise new strategies to appraise their clinical
teaching. Many felt important attributes of good clinical teaching were not well
captured in the standardised teaching evaluations used in the University. In this
regard, those with responsibility for the appraisal of teaching within universities
may consider a 'bollom-up' approach, where discipline-based groups of academic
staff take responsibility for developing their own criteria for the appraisal of their
teaching (Bess, 1997; Ramsden, 1998; Weimer, 1990).
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Another issue related to the evaluation of portfolios, is that of peer appraisal of
university teaching (Hutchings, 1996; Keig & Waggoner, !994; Shulman, !995).
It has previously been discussed in this thesis, that academic staff by and large do
not feel confident to appraise another's teaching, often because they have no
fomml teaching qualification (Hutchings, 1996; Weimer, 1993).

However, if

portfolio use is to become accepted practice in higher education, then problems
associated with the peer appraisal of teaching must be addressed, both in tenns of
portfolio contents and the assessment of the portfolio (Anderson, 1993; Murray,
1997).

With regard to portfolio contents, a number of institutions surveyed in the course
of this study require the inclusion of peer appraisals in a portfolio, either by way
of classroom visits or from assessment of instructional materials. During the
course of the Staff Development Program (SOP) in the School of Nursing (SON)
it became apparent that very few staff had any materials in this category, although
almost all thought it was essential to include. Amongst the resources provided in
the SDP were examples of peer appraisal fonnats, and it was evident from an
examination of participants' portfolios in the follow-up interviews that some had
obtained feedback from peers to include in their portfolios. An implication here
for administrators is that staff are likely to avail themselves of opportunities to
appraise a colleague's teaching if this practice is encouraged and facilitated.
However, peer appraisal should be implemented with caution and accompanied by
appropriate professional development actiVities to ensure that the appraisals are
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meaningful (Ccrbin, 1994; Dockery, Lamb, & Rhinehart, 1994; Murray, 1997).
Moreover, as noted curlier, a great deal of research and numerous articles have
reported on student evaluution of teaching (Lally & Myhill, 1994; Wright, 1995).
If peer appraisal of teaching is to become an integral pan of an academic teaching
portfolio, commensurate research in this area will also need to take place.

Teaching Recognition and Reward

The findings from this study provide further insight into the nature of the
interaction between teaching portfolios ar.d the recognition and reward of
university teaching. For SOP participants, portfolio construction was not
contingent on any reward or recognition. However, it became apparent that most
participants derived soce fonn of intangible or intrinsic reward in the process of
preparing their portfolio. This was evident through comments they made both in
the course of the staff development program and in the follow-up interviews.

Other findings from the Teaching Portfolio Project (fPP) also point to the role of
portfolios··;11S a strategy for teaching reward and recognition. For example, whilst

,,

teaching is clearly undervalued in some universities and staff perceive
institutional rewards going towards research efforts, some of the institutions
surveyed in this study have tied portfolios to teaching excellence awards. At an
institutional level, then, portfolios may well serve a dual purpose (Edgerton et aL,
1991). They may promote instructional improvemr-•;t as well as providing
exemplars:.ofteaching excellence. Outcomes from the TPP support this view.
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Other Implications

Teaching

rcmaiu~

a somewhat individual ·Jnd private activ'tty for many university

staff, unlike research which often requires a collaborative dfort (Boyer, 1990;
Rumsden, 1998). Even in team teaching

~ituatiom

there is often limited discussion

of teaching strategies or collaborative approaches to the design of curricula
(Cerbin, 1994; Dockery et al., 1994·, Murray, 1997). The present study
demonstrates that when provided with an occasion to discuss their teaching, staff
relish the oppmtunity to share their ideas. The findings also demonstrate a number
of ways in which this approach may be productive for teaching development
purposes. For example, in discussing methods for teaching appraisal, staff were
exposed to a range of methods and were able to consider the pros and cons of
different evaluation strategies. Simila.:Jy, in considering exemplars of best
practice, participants could apply these to

their own

teaching context.

Fmthennorc, the findings from this study suggest how "portfolios facilitate the
development of a broader view of scholarship, such as that envisioned by Boyer"
(Ramsden et aJ., 1995).

Ramsden (1998) suggests that in order to develop a more professional and
scholarly approach to teaching in departments, departmental heads should
determining what good

tea~hing

~tart

by

means to their staff. The present study found that

staff could readily identify attributes of effective teachiog in different contexts, as
well as develop exemplars of good teaching practice,

The SDP was shown to

encourage a non·thrcateniog and productive approach for staff to detennine their
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own hcm:hnmrks for cfl'cctivc teaching.

It wm; also shown to c~tahli~h and

facilitate a discoun;e on teaching that extended beyond the staff development
group discussions.

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The findings of the present study point to the role portfolios may play in teaching
improvement and appraisal and in providing increased recognition and reward for
university leaching. However, it is apparent that much remains to be done. For
example, Coaldrake & Stedman ( 1999) recently suggested that:

Most academics remain convinced that research record is what
really counts in promotion decisions, and despite some changes that
have been made in recent years in the assessment and
documentation of teaching perfonnance, and the promotion cf
some staff for their teaching excellence, this perception is likely to
be largely valid. (p. 24)

It is rather sobering to consider that the above statement made in September 1999,

as this study was drawing to a close, could have just as cosily been made, and in
fact echo, similar observations made during the 1970s (Centra, 1979; Knapper,
1978; Knapper, McFarlane, & Scanlon, 1972; Shore, 1975), the 1980s (Gibbs,
1988; Knapper, 1981; Loder, Clayton, Murray, Cox, & Schofield, 1989; Moses,
1988; Seldin, 1980), and the early 1990s (as detailed in previous chapters).
Whilst it is likely that academic staff perceptions may lag hehind shifts in
institutional culture, it would appear that any benefits of portfolio-based
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approaches have, as yet, not impacted on those at the chalk-face. Moreover, the
reasons given for this state of affairs also have a familiar ring:

Part of the problem is that it is difficu[l to arrive at objective
measures of good teaching. Research quality can he assessed
through peer review, or by using competitive grunt success as a
proxy, since most such grants arc allocated on the basis of peer
review of research. However despite some admimhlc local efforts,
peer review of teaching remains patchy and left largely to the
motivution of the individual. Student ratings of teaching urc useful,
however they arc often self-selected by the teacher, and in any case
represent only a partial contribution to the ao;sessmcnt of teaching
quality. (Coaldrake & Stedman, 1999, p. 24)

It could perhaps be argued that in bringing up the old chestnut of peer review of
teaching, Coal drake and Stedman ( 1999) have not kept abreast of developments in
the sector as described in the present study. Nevertheless, whilst some progress
has been made, it has been 'patchy' and tends to consist of 'local efforts'. Thus, as
we enter the new millennium u context evaluation addressing the same questions
investigated in this thesis may find that in many institutions and university
departments, administrators and academic staff arc still grappling with many of
the issues identified above.

The use of portfolios and portfolio-based teaching development should not be
regarded as the only route to resolving these issues. Indeed, it would be
undesirable to approach the problem from such a narrow perspective.

For

wholesale changes to occur within institutions and across the sector, a range of
different strategies involving both top-down and bottom-up initiatives should be
progressed. However, the present study demonstrates that portfolio approaches
may provide a useful framework for these initiatives and can underpin a range of
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teaching development slr:Ltcgics at the individual, departmental and institutional
level.

On the other hand, this study also i(knlificd :Hm1e of the ohslaclcs or

barriers thai may impede these initiatives. !'or cxmnplc, increasing student
number~

1md ever incn:,l!\ing

workload.~

require institutions to dctcrm"me their own

priorities in the allocation of fumling for lcllching development initiatives, and
institutional agendas should be sci accordingly.

In this regard the Federal Government could be expected to play a role. The
Minister's Report for the 1999 10 2000 Triennium (Kemp, 1999, p. 2) places
'promoting the slntus of university teaching' high on the Commonwealth
Government's agenda. As noted in this report, the Government estnblished n $20
million program of tenching and staff development grnnts over a three-year period
between 1997 to 1999 to promote quality and excellence in university tcac"ing.
The report stales that:

The Committee for University Teaching and Staff Development
was established in July 1996 to oversee this progmmme. It aims to
promote good leaching, learning and assessment practices in
universities, to encourage aad foster innovation in higher educntion
teaching and to provide professionnl development opportunities for
academic and administrative staff. The purpose of the programme
is to increase the capacity of higher education institutions nnd the
sector as a whole to develop innovntive approaches to teaching and
learning. (Kemp, 1999, p. 51)

Whilst these assertions may have provided some hope for those committed to
promoting the status and quality of university teaching, the fact is that the
Committee for University Teaching and Stnfr Development (CUTS D) was axed at
the end of 1999. This suggests that the Government's commitment to teaching
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development doe.~ not llUltch its own rhctorlc. With CUTSD reinvented w; the
Australian University Teaching Conuniuce with a much smaller budget, it would
appear that any momentum gained in the sector is in

Jt would also be

rcmi~s

to overlook the

c~padty

d~nger

of being Just.

of information technology (IT) to

transfonn the traditional approaches to tcachi11g and learning in universities.
Coaldrake & Stedman (1999, p. 7) observe that, "Increasingly ... technology is
underpinning and supporting innovation in teuching und learning." They go on to
say that there is considerable

v~riation

amongst university staff in skills and

auitudes towards technology and that the use of technology to enhance teaching
will dramatically change the nature of academic work and teaching practices in
universities. They further state that,

Resource-based teaching involves significant preparation and shifts
the focus of academic time from designated face-to-face contact
hours to more distributed patterns of activities. These can include
responding to emails or hosting on-line discussions outside usual
work hours. Many academics will have to confront the reality that
the task of the academic teacher, traditionally encapsulated in the
designation of 'lecturer', is shifting from the transmission of
infonnation towards the management and facilitation of student
learning. (Coaldrake & Stedman, 1999, p. 7)

It seems evident that in the 'brave new world' of the twenty-first century, teaching
in universities will undergo revolutionary changes (Coaldrake & Stedman, 1999;
Herrmann & Kulski, in press). These changes will require an accompanying
transfonnation in practices and strategies for appraisal, improvement and
recognition of university teaching, and the professional development of academic
staff. Whether a portfolio-based approach to instructional development will be
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sufliciently robust to accommodate

thc~e

changes remains to he seen. I lowcver, in

some respects at least, the portfolio movement is keeping abreast with the
technological w:wc sweeping the sector.

Tim~.

accounts of clcctnmic portfolios

and an electronically augmented teaching portfolio (EATP) arc heginning to
emerge in the literature (Lieberman & Rueter, 1997).

The findings described in this thesis suggest that the portfolio concept is
sufficiently flexible, encompassing and adaptable to keep pace with the forecast
changes in university teaching practices predicted by Coaldrake and Stedman
(l999). For example, a number of participants in this study had components of
their portfolio stored electronically.

Furthermore, although the TPP was

concerned primarily with more traditional approaches to teaching, if a need had
emerged to document, for example, teaching on the World Wide Web, the
program would have reflected and accommodated this.

In conclusion, in considering directions for further research on portfolio use in
higher education, it is pertinent to return to McKeachie's questions (cited in
Seldin & Annis, 1991, p. ix) discussed in chapter two of this thesis. It remains to
be seen if greater weight is given to teaching in institutions where portfolios are
used mxl whether decisions based on a portfolio are more re!iabk and valid than
those made using other methods of assessment.

These arc clearly important

aspects of portfolio use thnt require further investigation. McKeachie also asks
which elements of the portfolio contribute most to their value? The findings of
the present study suggest that for teaching improvement purposes the process of
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prcpm·ing the portfolio is an important factor.

However, further research into

different appronches to portfolio development and portfolio styles and their
impact on teaching improvement may help to elucidate the key clements involved.
Finally, as there ilfC a number of institutions that have been using portfolios for
some years we arc now in a position to explore further the costs aad gains of
portfolio usc in higher education.

CLOSING COMMENTS

When I embarked on this investigation, tbe use of teaching portfolios in higher
education was not widespread and the sector was undergoing a period of
considerable upheaval. At the present time, portfolio use is becoming 'standard
practice' in many universities. Trends identified at the outset of the study, such as
calls for quality. accountability and professionalism of university teaching
continue to gather momentum. Other factors influencing university teaching, for
example, reduced budgets, increasing student numbers, increasing workloads and
the use of information and communication technologies in teaching, also continue
to impact on the sector. In tum, these issues impact on the preparation and use of
teaching portfolios.

What becomes evident from the evaluation of the Teaching Portfolio Project is
that the portfolio concept needs to be 'unpacked' into the processes involved in
portfolio preparation, and the outcomes or products of this preparation. The
present study demonstrates that as a process, portfolio preparation provides a
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useful framework for teaching devclopmcJllllnd can ht: a powerful and enguging
tool for academic staff to document their teuching and concomitant student
learning. The fmdings further demonstrate that the process of portfolio preparation
can lead to instructional improvement lind fllcili!me reflective practice in teaching.
They also show that group-based portfolio preparation can provide insight and
solutions to some of the issues confronting academic

.~tuff

that may impact on the

quality of their teaching.

With regard to the outcomes of

portfolio-ba~ed

professional development, the

findings of the present study show that program participants could set their own
agenda for teaching development and the evaluation of their teaching practice.
Thus, staff in the program could describe effective teaching across a number of
different teaching contexts and identify strategies to document their teaching to
exemplify best practice. However, further research will be required to

a~certain

whether portfolio-based appraisal of teaching leads to better decision-making, and
whether the use of portfolios leads to rewards for university teaching that are
commensurate with those for research. As more institutions move towards the use
of portfolios for fonnative and summative evaluation purposes, further research
will provide a clearer picture of how this will change institutionul cultures and
existing practices for the appraisal and improvement of university teaching.

As noted above, Curtin University has also recently moved towards the use of
professional portfolios for documenting the work of academic staff. With
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hindsight we can say this pwmiscs to be an improvement over existing practice,
although, this same hindsight tells us there is more we need to know.

Understanding the culture of the organization and how change can
be effectively introduced is necessary if the concept of teaching
ponfolios is to be successfully introduced. (Murmy, 1997, p. 78)

The present study has demonstrated how portfolios may he introduced
successfully in the context of one school at Cunin University of Technology, and
has pointed the way to the effective implementation of portfolios across the
University. This study has also demonstrates that the ponfolio concept may be
adapted to suit other institutional cultures and contexts if carefully planned and
implemented.

Finally, judging by the increasing number of universities implementing portfolio
programs it would appear there has been considerable progress. However, the
findings of the present study also show there is still a long way to go. Further
research on ponfolio based approaches is required in order to address the
complexities involved in improving the practices for the appraisal, improvement
and reward of university teaching and to detennine if the ponfolio concept lives
up to its considerable promise.
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Appendix 3.2

CURTIN UNIVERSITY OF TECIINOLOGY
Sthool or Nursing

TBACHING PORTFOLIO PROJECT

Questiomwire a11d Applicatio11 Fon11
Appllcutlons nre sou~:ht (rom SoN uClldemic stuff ror JUlrllclfJUIIon In u Teaching
Portfolio Projc:d to romnllln~ In SOC'Ond semester 199(,, Dtpendln11 on the number
or appllcnnls, Ulld the fommt of the projtoct gmup(s), participants w[ll rc«lve up to
two hour,; tenchlng credit ~r week. Reprt"Sentutlves from nllnrens or the school's
teaching actMtles, and at all e•pcricnccllcvcls,are c1H:ouragW to apply.
Tenchlng portfolios llliiY be formulated In diiTerent ways, but ore essentlnlly n
documtntnry record or llJI Individual'-~ teaching acdvltles. Teaching portfolios
proTide oco.dcmlc stsiJ with the opportunlly to den)Onstrate and document lhclr
teaching sldlls. Overseas, and to some extent in Australia, teaching portfolios ore
iOCftaSI'ngly being used for the appraisal or Improvement or teaching, and In !iOme
cases for both these purposes.
The projec:t•, objeulves are to explore the role or teaching portfolios In the
pro~ona.l development or academic stuff nnd the evaluation and Improvement or
teaching quaUty In the SoN. The project will provide a unique opporlunlty for the
SoN to develop the means to recognise and documelll the complexity or our
tmchlng, In a way which [s discipline· based 11nd contc•t·speclnc.

Working collaboroUvcly, participants will be as:sistcd In th~ construction or their
will explore how teaching In the school
may best be portro~, nnd the criteria by which portfoUos mny he judged. It
should be noted that your views would he appreciated whether or not you Intend
partldpodng In the project groups, nnd the project coordinator {111Ul KuWd) will
consnlt w:ldely with stnfl'throughout the project. The outcomes of this project w:IU
lndudea 'n:odel' or best prndlce for portfolio use at Curtin.

Ol't'n teaching portfoll05, and ns ll group,

The ~~:roup{s) wru be flldlltated and the projf:(t wm be evnlunted by Tinn Kulskl os
part of her doctoral research In the Department of Educational Polley and
Admlnistmdve Studfes nt Edith Cownn University. Accordingly, partfclpndon In
the Project wiD be on n voluntary basis, no Individual will be ldcnUDed in any
reports on the project, and any dlltn collected In lhe roun;c of the project \riD
remain conftdendnl.
The lnfonnndon provided on lbe fonn wiU nssist U!l to fonn croup(s) based on
ovaRabiUty and Interests. The oppllcatlon forms and questlonnnlte!! should be
relllmed to Tino Kulskl, by Jrd May, 1996, who will od¥1se the Cl1olr, Starr
Development Commlltee of oppllcnnts' nnmes ond nvoilablllty. In the even! tho.t we
have more appllco.nlll thllll we can accommodate, the StolT Developtrn!nt Committee
wiD develop criteria for partkfpatlon.
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TEACHING PORTFOLIO PROJECT
Questlonnnlrt/App/lcatlon Fomt
l. Name................................................... ..
2. Contact Telephone No.................................cmm!l .................- .......................
J,l'osltlon ...................................... Teaching EJCperlence........................ years
4. Teadtlng Rcsp!Jnslbllllics (Circle those wllich apply to you)
Undergmdu:tte

Postgraduate

Unit Contml!er

Cootinuing Education

External Studies

Lecture~

Tutorials Clinkal

Postgmduate Supervision

Other .......................................... , (If you are not
pltme go directly to Questions 9 • 12)

lntendln~t

to enrol for the Pmjed

S. Availability for Project PnrUdpntlon (Circle.!!!! available days und times)
Monday AM Mon\lny PM Tuesday AM Tuesday PM WetlnesOOy AM
Wednesday PM

'f1tu!Way AM Thun\lay PM Friday AM Friday I'M

6. Pn!ferences ror PartJdpallon
Individual

Small Group(J.S)

l.!irger Group{6·8)

No Preference

1. Preferences for Frequency and Session Len~:th
I Hour Weekly

2 Hours Weekly

2 Hours BI-weekly

3 Hours Bi-weekly

No Preference
8. Personal Reasons ror Project Partldpatlon (Cirde ail reasons that opply to you)

Learning more about
teaching portfolios

Developing my
teach log sk!Us

Documenting my
tellcbin8 strengths

Shnrirtg my ideos
aboullcnchlng

Lerunlng new wnys
to evaluate my

Exploring how the SoN
may recognise & reward
qlllllily ccnching

lellc:hing

Other....,.................................................................................................. ,,., ................ ..
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Plrosc comment on the following:

(u~

:u.ltlitinnnl space nn b:tck 11f fnrm if require!.!)

!J. Your thoughts nbout the value plnccd on teochfngln the SoN

'"
10. The methods you currently use to eHiluate/doc:ument your teaching skills

II

II. The opportunldesfmethods enmnUy available for enbnndng your teachln~: skills

'

-J~ Darrlet'l ordlslntentives to appraisal and Improvement oft~chlng In the SoN

'l1taDk )'Oil ror JGUrc:o-opemdon and partldpation.

If you are an nppUcanl for tbe

proJtd turthtr dttaiiJ will be supplied sbortly.
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Thur.;da~.

4 Apnl1996

W& are presenlly piMnlng a project lor academic slaft in our s~hoolto w;Gistthom with tho
development of t&9Chlng portfolios. Teaching portlolloshllYe not pr~Wiously been used In this
ur'llvorsll)l, alld are not widely used In Australian hlghareducallon. f am lherelorc seeking
Information lrom starr In other uni'lcrsities, to determine hOW best to lmplcmrmt our project.

It Is In this regord that I ~ook your assistance, as you were identilocd In Edgerton, R. et al, ThO
Teaching Ponrolfo, as a resource on portlotios lor your collegcluni'lersily. I would 1M! very grateful
If you would comment on lhelollowrng aspects ol portfolio use In your Institution:
Forwhalp.lrpo!IO arete~chln9 portfolios used In your dep~rtmenllinsUtutlon le
promollonllenure,appolntment, awards, etc?
1a

Is portloPo use voluntary or manda!OI'y?

2

What form• of BBIIatanR~ andlor resource& are provided for your staff to construct
their portfolio ale lormaVinlormal coursee, programs etc?

2a

Oelalls of IIS5islance ·length ol progroms: ere programs individually or group based·
lnl~rdlsdplinary or not? at~

3

What crtterlalstendards have been dOYelaped In your Institution for the
eppralaal/eyafuatlon of teachln9 portfolios?

311

Are these criteria/standards departmental, discipline, orinsliluli01111IIy based'/

4

What 11 your pel'llonal vl~m olthe auccesslbenefits, advantagesfdlsadvantagos of the
portfolio progrem In your !nstitullon?

4a

Reference to relevant publir:ations, ccniL ,nee proceC'Ciing~1: etc

Any oth&r lnlormaUon or maleJials rejJBrdlng t&ach'rng porilolio use in your Institution would be
appreciated.
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ctllfnN UNIVI!RSITY OI'Tr.ct INOI.OOY

SCIIOOI. OF NIIIL'iiNG

TEACHING PORTFOLIO PROJECT
PROGRAMME

I

Introduction ~no.! over\"iew of teaching portfolios
Contents of Leaching pottfnlios
Uses of leaching portfolios
Teaching contc.\ts in the SchDOI of Nursing
J~sucs related to portfolio construccion
Wt:EKnvo

Portfolio eonstructimHc~ching portfolio cements:
lnfonnulionfrom oneself

WEEK TIIRF.F.

Portfolio construction-teaching portfolio contents·.
Products oftc~ching

WEEK FOUR

Portfolio construction- tc~ching portfolio contents:
lnfonnDlion from others- col!c~gue feedback

WEEK FIVE

Portfolio construction- teaching portfolio contents:
lnfonnntion from others- .mtdcnt feedback

WEEK SIX

Portfolio ccnstruction·IC~~Ching portfolio contents:
MiscelhmcoU8
Criteria nnd st;mdan.ls for evaluation of portfolios

WEEKSEVF.N

Criteria ;md stnndan.ls for C\'oluation of jl(ll1folios
Directions for further portfolio dci'Ciopmcnl
Recommendations for usc oftcaching ptJrtlillio
Conclusion!
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C\JRTIN \JNIVf.RSin' Of TI!CIINill.OOY
liCUOOLOFNUil'iiNG

TEACHING PORTFOLIO PROJECT
lhiRODUCTORY JNFORMAnON

W~lcamc

"

to !he Teaching Porlfolio Projed.

The ohjcdivcJ or this projed are to nplure !he role of leaching portfolios

In:
·I he evalu~llon 11nlllmprovcment o!lcRchlnc qualily
·the prof••Juionnllle\·elojlnlenl ohcallemlc ~~~If
Within lhl!!le objtclivo:s lhtre ill consldcnble scope for us lo invo:stig11te how
leaching portfolio~ may be nnd in the School or Nul'lllng, and bow the pracc.u or
constructing a portfolio impacts on academic slaff. The Projoct may al!o expand
the dialogue on te~cblng In !he School in allowing us to debate luuc~ which we
beii~:Ve ~rc lmporlant In dtlcrmlnlng the quality or leaching and lt11mlng.
The wnrkllhop1 hll\'~ been designed lo allow for lndh"ldu~b and subgroup!! to
focus on 5pecifie ospecls or ltouhlng ••hieh !hey wbb Ju fnhance. 11prrals~ or
docum~nl. In this n-spccl the programme Included In Ibis file ill prellminal')' and
may b~ sohjed to change if parlldpnnts 1\'~nl to spend more lime on p01rllcular
I apia.
The aetl\'ltltJ of the workshop willlndude Q rangt or indh·tdual and ~:roup tad(.,
1nd dluunion lopltJ. I have ~:athrtd an ulcnsive range of rt'llource.~ and
materials from other unl~er.dliu and collc~:esl\'llleh hue portfolio pro~:rammc.,,
as well as a compnh~nsi~~ rndlng lilt of relevant texts, and the~e malcriab \\'Ill
be made a\'ailable to par11clp:mlll11!1lhcy an rtqulrtd.

In the meantime I hive lnduded a copy or lhr FAUSA liubllcallon 'llow to
romplfe a Tl(tlchfng Portfolio' nnd refer you Ia a chptrr hy Prier Seldin d. al.
U$/ng the Trachfng Portfolio to lmptm'f! ln.flruction'.
from 'Teachi11g
Tmprovrmrnt Prac/lct'JI Sl/cuss/flf stra/tgiufur higher rdllcatian', Wrl~:ht, W.A.
and Auodat~, 1995, Anker, Bo~lon.MA llll prc-rtalling.
I look forward Ia working with you on the projn:l
Tint Kulskl
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CURTIN UNIVI\KSITY 01' TtCIINOIA){IY
SCIIOOLOF NURSIN(;

~

TEA C/IJNG PORTFOLIO PROJECT
INFORM Ell CONSF.NT FORM

This project forms pan of my doctoral research in

th~

EducJtion Faculty at Edith

Cownn University, majoring in Educational Policy il!ld Administrative Studies.

"lltc nim of the study is to explore the role of tcnching portfolios in the apprnisnl and
improvement of university teaching, and 1hc profc$ional development of ucadcmic
stniT.
Datn for the n:sc.m:h 11ill be collcct~xlns follows
I.
Tape-recorded group sessions
2.
Tape-recorded interviews
3.
Wrillcn ro:sponscs JlCneratcd in grouptutd indil·idualactiviti~'S.
"lllis consent fonn n:lme.~ lo your panicipation in !he group sessions. During the group
sessions we will discuss the usc of tcnchbtg portfolios and how they may relate to
proctkcs in tk School for the recognition, rewnrding, enhancement and npprnisal of
our teaching.
Transcriptions of the recordings 1111d any IITillcn materials collect~"<! durinllthe course
of the Jlr<.>Up sessions, will usc codes tu m~intnin the nnonymity of the panicipnnts,
nnd ull datn will be kept in locked filing cabinets to which only I will hove ncccss. No
individuals will be identified in any subsequent articles or reports arising from this
study.
The study has the potentinltn provide us with n better undersumding of pmctices in
univcrsitie5, which aim to enhance or npprnisc our teaching,

I have nad the inrnrmntion abuvc and 11nvc r«civcd !atl~rnctory nnswcn tu all
quntlnnsl have asked. I agree tu participate, n:allslng that I moy withdraw at
any lime. I agr« thAI the rcsean:h dAta gnlhered ror the stud)· may be
publlahcd, providtd that I am not identified.

Signature (Par11dpanl)

Date.

Signature (M.M.Kubki)......u.......................................... Dnle.
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CURTIN IJNIVI:RSITY 011 TECHNOLOGY
ii'cUOOL OF NURSING

TEACHING PORTFOLIO PROJECT
WORKSIIOP DATES

Tbe group.• scss[uns 11re (rom 1:00·3:00pm in 405:214 11s uutHned below:

GROUI'A

GROUPO

August 7

Augn,t8

Augu1121

Augu1122

September -I

SeptemberS

September 18

SeptcmMr 19

Octnber2

OctuberJ

Oeluber 16

Odnber 17

OctoberJO

OclubcrJI

\~,
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Sl!N

,. . . i,pw
.

p

I'

1.5 Selling (ioll~

Jndl\'ldu•l (io•ll:
(plct~.~c indicllle in llCIIcrnllcmts wh:u )'oU hope lo achic\'c during lhc course nfchc

jl~.i_'=.LL._ _______ .·--·-·--··----------· . --·--·-- -----·-··-···-·
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.,.,<4> ,•

..

1.4 Posslbl~ Items for Inclusion in Teaching PortMios (Adapted from Etlgcrton, R., Hutchings, P ~nd

Quinlan K. The Teaching Portfolio: C~pluring the S~ho!arship in Teaching. !991)
F;easc indicutc below, of the following Items listed, the item.<; you feel arc essen Iilii to include
in u portl'ollo,nnd those you a[rcudy hove ut hnd or will need to ubl:!in. (Place x in relevant

square)

'""~'"

1 .,,.,,.,,,

"

. N.•~.

1 A~~~'

wm.

""'' '"'"" "''""''"·

;,

·~···
1
ililol studc_nl
'
""'d_ifll.

teport on 1

n in courses

l

i I. nofhuw.~lms,< _1

l

1

Ill li

d '"""'· ''"'"'"' '
"'"

on lie

;;~~~;•;'"'. '"~"" m""''"" wim '"""''."' 1mm
j '"'

with 1 i

'

.,

i

'"'~ ~ '":

,· ~""
;,~::

~Ill
mtnbutcs directly to

inga li

~
'

'

I

'

''"'

i

I
]'

'
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SoN
1'

(? ,.

,.

2.4 Possible Items for Jnduslon in Teaching Portfolios (Adapted from E<igertoo, R., Hutchings, P and
Quinlnn K. The Tcnchiog Portfolio: Capturing the Scbolar.;hip in Teaching. 1991)
Plca~e indicate

below, of the followin~t item~ listed, the items you reel nrc <Jliscntial to include
in a portfolio, and those you nircady have at hand or will need to ohtuin. (Place x in relevant
square)

j &>•oHol
:iiWJ~~ts'

,N"'.

I A;::~·

~:.:::,~·

·

i tests,
~~~~~~~ b~!?~-a~d after a course Jms OCcn taken as

~.
I

;c-:~

~

1 other ~inds ot

'

I pmjw"' fidd,

'

'. ~~~~'"' ""' '"""' '" "'"""'
A."'~"'"'''""'"" who""''
'
'-i
i
• """"''• Mru<oc'<

"''"·

i
i

~
'"''

"'~

,, "''

'

.~

... ,,

. umo<
O<ho<
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SoN

T'~;

I•

p

6.4 Possible Items for lndusl<m in Teaching Portrolios (Adapted from Edgerton, R., Hutchings, P and
Quinlan K. The Teaching Portfolio: Capturing the Scholarship in Teaching. 1991)

Please indicate below, of the following items listed, the items you feel arc essential to indude
in a portfolio, and those )'OU already have at b3nd or will need to obtuin. (Place x In relevant
square)

(}

,,

''

INFORMATION FROM OTHERS:
·COLLEAGUE FEEDBACK
Statements from colleagues wlm have obscn·ed tca~hing
either as members of a teaching team or as independent
observers of a particular course, or who teach other
sections of the same coun;e
Written comments from thooe who tcncll courses for
which a particular coun;c is a pre·requisitc
Evaluation of contributions to course development and
imorovcment
Statements from colleagues from other institutions on
such matters as how well students have been prepared
foe radume studies
Honors or recognition su~h a~ a distinguished teacher
award or election to a eommincc on tcachinl!
Requests for advice or acknowledgment of advice
received by a committee on tea~hing or similar
body.
Other

Essential

N"
Essential

Already
Hove

Need to
obtuln

Olhcr
Other

"'
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SoN

1"~

p

I'

6.4 Possible llems tor Inclusion in Teaching Portfolios (Adapted from Edgerton, R., Hutchings, P and
Quinlan K. The Teaching Portfolio: Capturing the Scholarship in Tc1ching. 1991)

Plerue indicate below, of the following items listed, the items you feel are essential to include
in 11 purtfolio, and those you already have at hand or will need lu obtain. (Place x In relevant
square)

INFORMATION FROM OTHERS:
Essential
-STUDENT FEEDBACK
Student course and teaching evaluation data which
suggest improvements or produce an overall rating of
effectiveness or satisfaction
Wrillcn comments from a student cornmillcc to
evaluate courses and provide feedback
Unstructured (and possibly unoolicited) wrillcn evaluations
including written cmnmcnts on exam~ and letters received
after a course has been completed
Documented reports ofsntisfaction with out-of-class
contacts
Interview data collected from st11dcnts after completion
of n course.
Honours received from students, such us being elected
"teacher of the ycm"

No<
Essential

Already
Have

Need to
obtain

O~tcr

Other
Other

(/

i\
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6.4 Possible Items for Inclusion In Teaching Portfolios (Adapted from Edgerton, R., Hutchings, P and
Quinlan K. The Tcnclling Portfolio: Capturing the Scholarship in Teaching. 1991)

Please indicate below, of the following items listed, the item.~ you fed arc essential to indndc
in a portfolio, and those you already have at hand or will need to obtain. (!'lace x in relevant
square)

INFORMATION FROM OTHERS:
-MISCELLANEOUS
Stntcments about teaching achievements from
administrators at one's own in<titution or from other
institutions
Alumni ratings or other graduate feedback

Not

Essential

Essential

Already
Have

Need to
obtain

Comments from parents of students
Reports from employers of students (cg. in a work-study
or "co~rativc:__m:og~am
Invil!ltions to teach from ouu;ide agencies
Invitation to contribute to the teaching litemture

"

Other
Other

'•
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SoN

T'i{o.l'

p

p

CHARACTERISITICS OF GOOD TEACHERS AND TEACHING

Please list below the characterislics/attributes of good teachers and teaching in
relation to the instructional setting.

'

LECTURER:

\\_
"-----.::-"-_:-

LECTURE:

CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR:

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION:
'.\

TUTOR:

,,

TUTORIAL:

LABORATORY INSTRUCTOR:
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LABORATORY INSTRUCTION:

SUPERVISOR:

SUPERVISION:

UNITS OF STUDY:

UNIT CONTROLLER:

OTHER:

Please describe below exemplars of good teaching practice from one or more of
the teaching contexts above. The vignettes may describe your own or another's
teaching that you have observed or experienced. Use the back of this form or
further pages, as required.

"
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SoN

T'/(,?'

p

p

SESSION FEEDBACK

I would appreciate your feedback on this session and wjJI use the suggestions to
improve the next session.
From this session I gained:

()

Questions that remain unanswered include:
(,0

•

\I

The session;could be improved by:

I

r;

·>In the next Session I would like:

Thank you for your feedback,
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teaching portfolio project

c···~····
5th November. 1996.

"

'·'

Dear,
Now that the sessions for the staff development program have come to an end, I would like to take
this opportunity to tlmnk you for your written responses, and your contribution to the group
discussions, during the past fourteen weeks. The information gathered oVer the course of the
project will help to elucidate the role of teaching portfolios in the improvement and 3ppraisal of
university teaching and in staff dc\·clopmcnt <Jftcaching.

l will be reporting the finding<; of the project in various ways over the next few months, including
in a report to the Schoo! of Nursing Staff Development Committee. In this regard u Pooject
Evaluation Form will be sent to you .1hortly, so tliat this feedback can be used by the C<)mmittcc in
the planning of any future staff de\·clopment initiatives in this area. In the meantime if you require
more information or wish to discuss any uspcct of the project furthm, I would be pleased to
arrange a time for this.

Once again thank you for your participation, it

ha~ beet! a pleasure to work with you on this

project.

Kind regards,

Tina Kolski
Project Coordinator

•.:

Qp CURtin
~-=~

THIS PROJECT WAS FUNDED BY CURTIN UKtVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY,
TEACHING LEARNING GROUP, QUALITY FUNDS 1095·1996,
STAFF DEVELOPMENT GRANT
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Appendix 3.18

TEACHING PORTFOLIO

PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM (B)

Name .............................................................. (Optiona!)

1.

Please comment on the program in tenns of:

l(i)
etc)

The structure (i.e. number and length of sessions, time frame, group size

l(ii)

The discussion topics (content areas) covered

i:>

l(iii) The resources provided (i.e. materials; time release)

l(iv) The group facilitator's perfonmmce (i.e. running of sessions; project
management etc)
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2a

Please list below the objectives you set for yourself at the beginning of the
program und the extent to which these were achieved or were not
achieved?

2b.

Did the SOP sessions provide adequate support/resources for you to
achieve your objectives? Please comment briefly on further
support/resources you require/d.

3a.

Wfiilt are the barriers/problems you have or think you may encounter in
developing a teaching portfolio?

3b

Were these issues adequately addressed in the SDP sessions? Please
comment on further issues that need to be addressed.
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4a

What do you think arc the potential ad'vantagesldisadvantages for
academic staff in developing teaching portfolios

4b

For what purposes would you like to see teaching portfolios used in the
School?

!)

5

Would you recommend this program to the School's Staff Development
Committee or to other academic staff?

S(i)

As is (i.e. using a similar fonnat to this project?)

5(ii)

In some other fonnat? (Specify changes you would like to see)

6

Any other comments?

Thank you for your assistance.
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AVAILABH.ITV FOR PROJECT PARTICIPATION

I
PART.
NO.

AI

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM PM
AM
PM
·~~--~--·~~·~--lLJ_____K__j_
,J__J_
AM

X

X

PM

I

x, xt: ~-~_:j x~-t~~

A2
A3
A4

AS
A6
A7

X

Bl
B2
B3

B4

BS

X

B7

X

••

X

No.

Part.
Avail.

3

0

5

9

7

8

6

2
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,,

~

PREFERENCES FOR SIZE OF GROUP MEMBERSHIP

r-.oc=c-=,--,-==.,.===c-r-=~=--.--~o-•
·.~
Pnrllcipnnl
Individual
Smn~~ C.:,~up
Larg~; ~roup
No
-~3·5) _
~6·8L
Preference

Preference

2

4

6

B

AI'I'ENIJICES

Appendix 5.3

' PREFERENCES FOR TIME COMMITMENT TO SDP

Participant
No.

I Hour
Weekly

AI

2 Hours
Weekly

X

A2

AJ
A4

I

2 Hours

3 Hours

Fortni htly
X
X

Fartni!lhtlv

X

X

X

--1-i- ; r~
.,

: 1 ~-~~~-·[~-~§x~~~X

X

86

87
Preference

No Preference

X

4

J

7

0

2
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Items for inclusion In portfolios- Mote rial~ from oneself

Portfolio Items
Material from Oneself

Number and% participanb
Essential

%

Already

%

Have

Reflective statement on teaching philosophy, practices, and
•ouls
List of course lilies and number~. unit value.< or credit~,
enrolments
List of cour~c material~ prepared far students
Information on availability to studenls
Report on idcntili~ation of student difftcultiesund
encoura~cment of student participation in courses
Description of how films, compmers or oth"r non print
materials were used in tcnchin
Steps taken to emphasize the interrelatedness and relevance
of different k'mds of leamin~
Maintaining a record of the changes resulting from self·
evaluation
Rcadingjournals/books on improving teaching and
attemvtitil!; to im Iementacquircd ideas.
Reviewing new teaching mntcrials for possible application
Exchanging course materials with a colleague from another
institution
Conducting research on one's own teaching or coun;e
Becoming involved in an association or society concerned
with the iinprovcment of teaching and learninii
Attempting instructional innovations and evaluating their
effectiveness
Using gencra>~~~~port services such as the lLG (Teaching
Leamir\g Grou for improving one's teach in •
Participating in seminars, workshops and professional
mectin s intended to im rove tcal'hin
Participating in course or curriculum development
Pursuing aline of research that contributes directly to
tcachi'!&_
Preparing a textbook, workbook or other instructional
material
Editing or contributing to a professional journal on
tcachi'!&_one's sub'cct

!3

93

I

7

10

71

14

100

6

43
50
50

3

21

7
7

12
I

86
7

3

21

2

14

6

,43

4

28

II

78

8

57

9

64

7

50

10
2

71

14

5
0

36
0

8

57

2

14

4

28

3

21

6

43

5

36

5

36

3

21

12

86

10

71

II
6

78
43

II

78

2

14

6

43

6

.43

I

7

0

0
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Hems rnr

'

'

lndu~lon

In portfnllo~- The producl~ of good tcuchlng

Portfolio

Item~

PRODUCTS OF GOOD TEACUING

scores on tcilchcr-madc or 't~ndunliscd tc,l';,
possibly before and ~fter a course ha< been taken as
evidence of learning
Student ;aborat\Jry workbooks and other kinds of
workbook.~ or lo s uumals)
Student essays. creative wor~. and project or field-work
rcpons.
Publications by students on cou"c-rclatcd work.

Nmnbcr und%
Ko;.~entllll

%

l'urUcip;~nls

Huvc

%

Student~'

A record of students who select and succeed in advanced
courses ufstu_9y in the field.
A record of students who elect another course with the
same lecturer
Evidence of effective supervision of Honors, Master's or
Ph.D. theses.
Selling up or running a succes-ful internship program.
Documentary evidence or the effect of courses on student
career choice.
Documentary evidence of help given by the lecturer 10
studcnl'; in securing employment
Evidence of help given to cullcugucs on teaching
imnrovement

9

64

0

0

3

21

2

14

14

100

5

36

4

28

I

7

3

21

0

0

2

14

0

0

5

36

0

0

7

50

5

36

I

7

0

0

7

50

4

28

8

57

0

0
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ltent~

fur

lnclu~Jun

lnfornwtion From

In purtfulios- ColkoJ:Ul' fccdbnck
Ollt~r~

• C!illen~:uc l<'ccdbnck

Slnlcmcllt> l!om collcn~uc~ whu lrJvc nh,ervcd lt<lclling
either as mcmhcn< of atcachiug team nr as independent
ob~crvcrs ufa p;~rticu!:lr cour,c, or w)\LI lcadl other
section_, of the .Iaiiie course
Wrillcn comments li"lom those wlm leach (;OUf.IC.> lnr
which a urticular worse is a nrc-ret uisitc
Evaluation of contributions lo course development and
improvement
St~temcms from collcngue5 from other institutions on
~uch matters as htlll' well student> have been prepared
for graduate 'ludics
Honors or recognition such as a distinguished teacher
award or election to a committee on tcachin~
Requests for advice or acknowledgement of advice
received by a commiucc on tcnching or similnr

Essential

%

Already
Have

%

14

I 00

6

4J

2

14

I

7

"

57

2

14

I

7

0

0

12

"'

3

21

I

7

6

43

body,

Possible Items fur Inclusion in Teaching Portfolios- Student Evaluations

i

'0

i
ovcrnll rating of
it

I ti n

'"':'--·~·;;'

,:r
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,,

Possible Hems for Inclusion In Teaching

l'orlfollo.~-

Other ~ourees.

lnfonnatlon From Others: ·Other ~ources

Essentlol

•

Already
Hove

•

Statement~ nbout leaching achievcrncnls from
administrator,; at one's own im;titution or frmn other
institutions.
Alumni ratings or other gradu.1te feedback

3

21

0

0

4

0

'"

"

Commenls from parents of students

0

"

I

7

Reports from employers of students (cg. in a work-study
or "coo erntivc" ro ram
Invitations to teach from outside agencies

3

21

0

0

I

7

2

14

Invitation to contribute to the teach in literature

0

0

I

7

"
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Chllrnctcrl~llcs

oft:DDd leclurenund lcdurlng

No.

Chnrnclcrlstlcs Dfu ~:nod lecturer:

AI

Loud Vl>ice.
Ability to explain d~arly.
Relate iltformation to pmctical situation.•
nnd rca\ life ~ituatinns.

Good :111dio-visu:tl :tids.
Appropriate ljUC.Itioning.
Summary of lecture at the end.
Catchy introduction.

A3

Knowledgeable.
Relating thcnr~ w pmctic~.

Crcmivc presentation.
Topic made rdcvant tu students.
Makin~; it interesting, relevant enough so
that student< will want to attend.

A4

Knowledge of subject.
Clear presentation.
Goi·il enunciation.
Good usc ofaoy teaching aids etc.
Exnmplu afnppropriate material far level
of learner.
Able to answer questions clearly/simply.
Awareness of areas that may be difficult to
grasp.

On time.
Adequate amount of materinl for time
allowed.
Objectives presented.
Relevant material.
Using a variety of resources to keep
students interested.

A6

Same as for tutor, except discu~sion may
not be appropriate.

Should only present 3 or four major points.
Ensure students arc a wore of what the
important aspects arc.

A7

Knowledgeable.
Excellent commnnd of subject.
Research skills.

Updated knowledge.
Ability to project information at level of
learning.

82

Dynamic.
Shares personal experiences and examples
to illustrate.
Uses language appropriately.
Organised.
Uses AV equipment effectively
Knowledgeable about topic.
Creative in presentation style.
Talks to entire group.

Organised.
Clear and concise.
Usc; AV aids.
Stimulates thought and further discussion.
Clear ohjccth·cs.
Conscious of learner needs i.e. allention
span, keeping to time frumc.

Whut nwkcs u good kcture:
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Chnrnctcrlstlcs or good

l..,tun~rs

ond lcctnrlng (Cont.)

84

Knowledge of tupi~.
Authoritmivc.
Clear ~pcakcr.
Well prepared with teaching :tids {OHP,
video, whiteboard).
Keep students aucntion
Jmponant to remain in tunc with level of
student.

Interesting.
Beginning, middle, end.
Variety uftcacbing aids.
Vnrietyofpacc.
Occa.1ionalllrcak with class participation,
activity (huu. session).
Writlen objectives for lecture.

85

A pcr~on who has a degree of expertise in
the subject being prc.1ented.
A knowledge of how to teach.

Set within limited parameters.
4-5 objectives.
Well structured, dear, cuncisc.
Few overheads.
Some time for class interaction! questions.
Accompanying reference list

Structured, organised, logical relevant.
Begins where students arc at.
Presents new material, latest research, new
ideas.
Delivers in a way that students can readily
follow.
Up to date knowledge.

Clear transmis,ion of content material.
Provides content in structured way for
follow-up in tutorials.
Give extra readinJl.
Sequential.

B6

Addre.1~es
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Chnrudcristlcs of good'dinlcollmtructorN und ht~lrnclion

No.

Churoderislics of 11 good dinicnl
lru;trudor

Whut nwkcs good cllnleullnstruotiom

AI

Sharing clinical experience and clinical

Utilise all teaching '>pportunitics
Teach problem solving
A warenc., of stu~cnt.'' needs

skill~

Good cmnmunication
Role model

~kill~

A3

Clinkal skills
Ability to show, cxpiain give rotionalc for
practice
Ability to bu;•.J on strengths and
QVCrcomc weaknesses
Putting theory into pr~ctice

Skills developing
Building un competence

A4

Competent in theory and ps)'Chomntor
skills
Demonstrates procedures clearly in a way
students can follow
Gives feedback on student performance in
clinical area
Is 11 role model

Seck out appropriate e~perienee for level of
student
Encourage students tn take fulladvanmge of
the experience
Pre brief ond debrief as required

A6

N/A

NIA

A7

Goad communicator
Supportive role
Resourceful
Positive interaction
Excellent and up to date clinical practice
skills
Approachable

Awore ness of learning opportunities for
students
Supportive environment
Stimubting environment

82

Sensitive to student needs
Provides constructive feedback (i.e.
positive aspects- needs improvement)
Assists student to feel comfortable
Shares personal experience (e.g. not
afraid to let on not perfect)

Participation of all members of group
Aims, objectives clear

,,
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Chpra~tcristics

B4

or good dlnlcal Instructors und lnstrucllop (Cont.)

Problem snlv~r
Public relations expert
Be familiar with nrc a
Plan ncti\'itic.l with students
Set 'rules' (i.e. c:1ll me when you give
injection)
Role mudd

Organi1.cs clinkal experiences !U facilitate
,,tudent lcmning needs
Organil.cs experience l<l make best usc tlf
time
Allows for discussion time·

Be readily available in ward
Ready to give opportunities tn Jearn

BS

A current practitioner in the related licld
A pcr:<on who ha~ a wealth of experience
in the area being taught.
Feedback
Student advocmc.

Students should be well prepared and have a
working knowledge of skills
Applying the skills in a reality situation
should be a compatible experience
Interaction with client should be pri(lrity not
psychomotor skills

B6

Encourager, supporter
Ability to defuse tension
Unison person between staff and student.
Keen eye for opportunities for students
and teaching opportunities
Ability to draw creative ideas from
students.

Challenging
Consolidating theory

0

,,
"
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Charnclerlstles nf~:nmltnlor.i und lnlorlng

No.

Churncleristlcs nf11 good Tutor:

Whal makes u ~:not! Tutoriui!Scmlnur:

Al

Ami;thlc.
Knnwlctlge of .<Uhjc~l.
Direct sllldcnls to prohlctt\ solve.

Equal ll[tcntion 1<1 all >tudcnts.
lntn:tluctirm, lmtly & ~oncluJi•Jn.
Tri~;gcr rrucstiom.

A3

Knnwlcdgc of group skills.
Witlingncss to listen.
Ability to crcntc interest.

Topic n:lcvan!nr.d intcrc>ling.
Variety oftcachin~ methodologies.
U!.ing student c~periencc.l.

A4

Knowledgeable.
Provides ;tdcquatc opportunity for
sm:lcnt involvement.
Clear thinking.
Stimulmes discussion.
Challenges rnutcrinl presented.
Encoumgcs students to participate,
think and unalyzc.

Usually 'todcnt directed.
Give plenty of scope fur students to di.,cuss
topics.
Everybody W participate.
All view, c~pressed witboul 'Indents feeling
threatened.
Create environment for thi' l<> nccur.

A6

Knowledgeable.
Responsive.
Able to generate discussion.
Enthusiastic and interested in material
being taught.

Administer tutori~l and pmvidc material to
allow for greater depth of understanding of
material covered in lcct~rc,;.

A7

Effective communicator.
Well prepared,
Good debating skills.
Able to promote discussion.

Well prepared.
Well researched topics.
Knowledge of subject
Using a vurict;· of teaching strategies.

B2

Controls participants who tend to take
over.
Docs not speak too much.
Sets rules, guidelines, objectives.
Keeps to time fmmc.
Assists to keep group on track.

Participation of all member:; of group.
Aims, objectives clear.

B4

Knowledge of topic.
Enthusiastic.
Interpersonal skills [(l encourage
student partlcipation {100% of students)
Cultural sensitivity.

Student preparation- scaling so ull enn see each
other and be comfortable (in circle).
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Chnructcri~tk~

"'
B6

of good tntono und tutoring (Cont.)

P~rsnn

whn lm~ tnkcntimc tu he briefed
by unit controller :IS tn expectations <II'
tutnrial.
Knowlctlge:th\e in lkld nl' study.
Well prepared.
Aw~re of diffcrcnltcacllin£ ~trategics.

Environmunt where learning is fostered.
Opinions to be put li•rward without fear of
losing face,
Sali: ilrca to challenge :md he challenged.

Knowlcdgc~blc.

Open session for di-•cussion of ideas.
Arguing.
Debating.
Exploring.

Ahility to develop rappnrtwith students
so they feel cmnfortahlc in ~haring
ideas and ~pproadting you.
An encourager of student~.
Provides a challenge for students.
Ability to get the group Working
cohesively and supporting one another.
Warmth.
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Characteristics of good laboratory
i/

Jn~tructor.;

nnd Instruction
Laboratory imtructlon:

No.

Laboratory instructor

AI

Same a~ tutor and able to
skills.

A3

Good time mannscmcm >kilk
Good cmnrnutJicatur.
Utilize> \'nricty of teaching activities.

Provide1 nppnrtunity to pmcticc- preferably
,clr-paccd- skill'
'State of the art' cquipmenl..

A4

Tht>rough prcpur~tion.
Makes lab activities intcrcstins and
informative.

Well equipped with adequme resource~ (e.g.
w~.1h ba~in~. toi]et.l, beds, H/dmirs).

A6

Undcr.>tand lab objccti\"Co.
Makes objectives clear fur students

Ensure equipment for lab is present and in
good working order

A7

Preparednc».
Knowledge about principles and skills.
Approachable

As real to life a; po-siblc.
Well resourccd.
Room for required practise.

B2

Relaxed
Makes students feel at ease
Competent at demonstrating >kills

H~ve a.•sessment criteria available.
Set up so all students can he involved rather
than standing and watchins.

B4

High knowledge of topic.
Well prepared with structure (but
flexible) format.

Purpnsc of scs•ion dear.
Environment comfortable.
Have aids e.g. videos available to allow
students to review mem; that arc unclear.

B5

Able to facilitate consolidation of theory
and practical.
Demonstrates skills at high level.

Appropriate m1d up to date resources.
Need compulcrilcd in~tructiuns or manuals
available for usc at nil times.
Have !nbs open so siUdents cnn practise

B6

Experienced clinician who has stayed in
touch with their lield.
Someone who keeps up to date on latest
research ..

Test both skills and thzory.
Non threatening so students feel they can
have a go.

demnn~twte

Same as tutorials and dcsigncJ to \cadi 'by
doing' i.e. pn•ctical.
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Clmructerlsll~s

or good supervisor!; und supcrvi.1ion

Nll.

Supervisors

Supervision

AI

N/A

.N/A

A3

Crcativc.lu£icalthillkcr, knowledge of
spccilk arc;~~ of research/topic or thc.1is,
>cttiJ,g boundaric.1. time managctnenl.

l'rnvisinn uf clear and sufficient feedbackEnsure ;tudcnt understands cornrncnl'

M

NIA

N/A.

A6

Knnwlcdgc:tblc on research nwthn~.~
Able to cotablioh rapport with ;tudem
Able to be critical in lin objective yet
diplomatic way.

Procedures well organized. Provides goud
oppnrtunitics for supervisors and student~ tf!
intcrucl.

A7

Knowledge of research methn~s
Available. commillcd rc>nurccful,

Supportive environment. FllciliMcs
interaction with other po;tgrudumc students.

~upportive.

B2

Sees thesis work as important and
valuable- keeps appflintmcnts- provides
constructive feedback and suggcstinns.

Procedures clear and well f!rguni?.ed.

B4

Supportive, constructive, role model.

Consi;tent comments/feedback from
supervisors.

B5

Pmvides information in relation to
administrative requirements.
Knowledgeable about topic.

Good time management -Supervisors
available when required- Feedback
mechanisms in place.

B6

Experienced researcher. Proddcs moral
support and constructive feedback..

Clear and suppnrti\'C procedures in place.
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Chnractcrlstlcs of good units of study and unit controllcn

No.

Units

Unit Controllers

AI

CumprchcnsiYc unit outline :1vailahlc.
Coherent ohjc~tivcs. lnwgratcd vertically
and horizont:1lly with other unit~ in
curriculum.

Lc;1dcrship ;md management skills. Overall
knowledge uf .'cmc~tcr ohjccti vcs. l'acilitati<m
and mediation ~kills. Cwmmmicatinn ski[[,.
As,ertivcnc".

AJ

Outline shnuld he dcur • nn lnnplmlcsprm·idc dates, as.<cssmcnt criteria etc. and
all olher mmcrial as per unit outline
policy.

Attend Ill all <Jdministnllivc matters pertinent
to course -liai,on wlth studcntslswiTII!utsidc
agencies. Consider student requirements.

A4

Guidelines clear- well wrillen unit
outlines- content of unit rcl~ted in some

Trnublc shooter. Adviser In preceptors.
Sounding hoard fnr students who have a
to talk about what happens un clinical.

w~y.

ne~d

A6

Good integration with other units in the
syllabus.

Good organiser.

A7

Clear learning ohjectivcs which relate
well with other units.

Leadership skill1. Time availability for
students. Well prepared. Supportive role to
other st~ff.

82

Requirements for meeting objectives and
115sessment criteria detailed. Student
centred learning approaches.

Demonstrates leadership skills. Able to
achieve consistency in teaching. Teamwork
skills.

84

Objectives dearly stated and cover the
compctem:ies required of nurses.

Co-mdinatcs >Iaffin unit i.e. tutors doing
what was intended. Available for students and
~taff. Facilitates meetings as necessary.
Prepared. org~nised, responsihlc.

85

Clear learning objccti\·es. Conforms to
university policies. Consistent with
curriculum documents.

Teamwork. Lcadcrohip. Gnrnl nrgnni>cr.

86

Must provide sufficient details in
objectives for students.

Organisation and leadership skills.
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Churu[tcrlsll~s or~:ood tcuc/lln~

Chaructcri~tics

AI

'other'

of good tcuchlng 'other'

For all oftlw nho1·c - stmng knowledge lmsc- group and individual ~kills- effcclivc
- mclhodology relevant 1<> lhc topic, ~lUdcnt(>) ~nd ~it u~tlion

communic:~tion

A6

Sclt~direclcd learning p~tdagc.l- clearly .;clout - u'cr li"icndly - a.1sist.1 ~tudcms tu mccl
objcctii'CS- ~l.>signmcnts and :Jsscs,mcnts rm><m:~blc ~111d a<Si.IIS in rnccling uhjcclivcs
Coord'mator of self directed pmgrmm- available for con,ullation with students- acts on
sll1dcnt fecdh~1ck- support.; studcnt.l . counsels studcnls having pruhlcnl.; • mutivatcs
students- keeps stuJcnts up w date

"
u
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Vignettes· Good Teaching In Different Contexl~
E:o;umph! 1: Grou11 A: While on clinical practice I hJve a group of six students. It i; their
first d~y in the <1pcrating mnm. In the p:t>llwn weeks they have had worhhnp' ;md
labomtorics relating to opcrming mom skills- :til nnt in the natural !.cUing. In tlliliting ;,
lcnching strategy ~mlWil :IS the scaffolding technique I plan the day to ittcorpon1tc a "nmck
surgical procedure". The me of the tcchniti\IC is important hccau'c the _,tudcnts' knnwlcdgc
and .<kill> arc all drawn together and practi!.cd in a comlilftahlc, contl<lllcd environmclll
before they embrace real practice. The ''mock procedure" i.> a pmicm undergoing an
appcndcctumy. The student> practice ;mcslhetks assistance. pn.,itinning of the patient (a
student), setting 11p !i1r the smgcry. limping the patient, and cunducting the _,urgcry in J
descriptive mmmer. following thi• they cC!mplete the procc!.S to the point llf 'ending the
pmientto Recovery R<mm. The students then rcncct on the skill' practi,cd, intcr~ctitm'
and bch~viour within their roles. The scaffolding is then rcrmwed and 'tudcm.' arc ready(<)
undertake pmctice in the real world. Students hm·c commented in many evalumions thm
this teaching stmtcgy has been imprc"ionable In them in terms orlcmning. The transition
to real practice has been made very ca<y as they move through new skills.

E:o;ample 2: Group A: A lecturer in my undergraduate year' comes to mind as an example of a
good teacher. He was actively involved in research in the area in which he taught. As a result he
h~d intimate knowledge and understanding nfthc materi~l presented, and bccau'e of this and his
enthusiasm for the topic. m~dc it interesting and informative for 'Indents. The anecdotes and jokes
presented during the lecture maintained interest and invnl,·emcnt.
EX.!lmplc 3: Group A: Mr G. was asked to provide a teaching .<essiun loa group of
Semester I students. As he was a mental health nurse, and had been requested tn pre,em in
about 20 minutes, a session based on a "model" -he began almost immediately hy
introducing a light. enjoyable atmosphere to the sessiun. He actually presented the model
by way of a role-play- in which \'ariou., students were a'kcd to participate "-' mmher. father
and their children. Furniture 1\'J.< rearranged In simulate a clinic !.cUing and the actors
briefed on their roles. After a short prcbricfing ahoutthc panicul~r model the rnle-play
commcm;ed and after lO minutes it wa> >lup~d. Further explanation dchricfmg followed
and Mr. G placed on the b<lard cardboard strips in variou; colour' on which were
highlighted important concepts depicted in the role-play and whkh were implicit in the
modeL The student,; seemed tn enjoy this- they learnt, they laughed, they participated.
Various strategies were used - cg. role·play, explanation, t~achcr made aids, a diagram of
the model- etc.- very appropriate to level of student. It seemed a peerless way of getting
information across.

ExamPle 4: Group A: During a coun;e on rapid appraisal technique~ -1cachcr gave the
theory and wme examples to illustrate each point of the topic- methodology, usc.<,
rationales, benefits, limitations. To put theory into practice the group ch<lsc a topic (French
atomic testing was hnppcning atlhallimc). Applying the principles, the group decided
what the topic meant/ what they needed/ wanted to know/ how they would collect
information and what they m'rghl be able to do with it -;ill to meet the predetermined goals
they had agreed upon. Many in the group had different ideas and the teacher became
facilitator to consider the pros and cons of each. She had great knowledge of the
methodology and guided us towards discovering new ideas and methods. She alw showed
her practical e~pcricnce as we planned how to operationalise our ideas. We went and did it
and on return collated/sorted our findings into some type llf thematic order- uguin she
moved mnong us guiding nollclling, and supporting.
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We prc.1<:ntcd uur ~ndings multhcn she led us tu the next .,tcp uf what to du with the
appwisal • huw tn cv:tiU<llC it (iutcrrns uf "utcumc and pr<»:C\~) what to du with the rc\Uit>
nn<lthca ohc brnu~hl us illl h:td In nur miginul aim and the thcmy <m<l we dt~cu~~cdlmw
well we had achinc,l nur aim and huw I'IC had dcmnn>tr:<tcd dilfcrcncc> from the thcnry.
She :~1"' lmd gnod m>IC>. rcli:rcncc>. way uf building the t"pic (om a white lman.i)

Elamplc 5: Group II: The inddcnt <l(CUrrcd two '"tnc,tcr; ag<l. when the fir; I butch or
the new curriculum students were in scmc>tcr >ix. I wa' a.,kcd to teach in the new Nur•ing
Rcsc:lll'h 326 uni and In cnnductthc tutonab f,or u gnoup of .'ixtccn >tudcnt•. Thc'c
'tudcnts were terrified <1f nur.,ing research. They were requtred, "' pmt of their m.signmcnt
to conduct a '111:111 pr<lject. and prc>cnt the rc>ult< of the project ut the end uf ;em ester to the
full da.>s. All the k.;turcrs who tau!!hl in the unit were going tu mark thi• final
presentation. Unfortunately I was not able tn attend thi' preocnt:llion bc~au•e of my
clinic"] teaching cornmitmcnts. 1 was amazed, o•·e~joycd and very touched when the
students dcdkmcd their presentation to me. They had a special m·crhcad prepared with my
n"me on it. Not only did the students get the highc.<l marks for the presentation, and the
content of it, but a few of the lecturers told rne Inter how well they lmd dnne.

Example 6: Group 8; Labormury tc:~ching of fundamental skills. Students nrc taught
using guided discm·ery method of teaching and using principle based application of theory.
Encouraged to prncti>e skills in groups to reach a level where a skill is performed almost
naturally. At end of unit selected .1kills arc examined using various principles which have
been collated in a.<>cssment criteria. eg. principles of comfort, a.~ep.1is, biomechanics,
communication and safety. When students com~ into n clinical situation where the skill
was applied, the feedback from the wmd staff frequently involved surpri~e at how well the
students demonstrated competcnC)' in their work, particul:trly in relation to their novice
status.

Examplc7: Gnmp 8: Evaluation of learning and meet"1ng set objectives. This cxpcrieucc
relates to the time when tlw writer was an undergraduate nurse. The tutor in this learning
experience was a good listener and acted not only on spoken messages but unspoken as
well. During the fmal evaluation nfthc clinical experience the ;utor sat down with the
writer and .tudcnt peer to evaluate the writer"> performance. Feedback was provided br this
instructor, student pee, and the writer. After discussion and negotiation, agreement was
reached in relation to the final mark. The tutor demonstrated excellence in teaching in the
evaluation of the student (writer) because of her open mindcdnes :tnd I guess you could say
'triangulation' of the evaluation.

Ellllmple 8: Group B: Lecture in foundation unit in skill~. Lecturer provided students with
background information re food. Lecture was on Nutritional StatU.<. Food as energy, food as fuel,
food as social activity (eating) as well as financial (paying for it) and transportation (to buy). But
before thi>, what was grown and nntura!ly grown and imported. Gave great background (in 10
minutes) rc the topic. Included research into food values and it was very relevant to these
particular students. Therefore very broad intra to give basic building bricks on which to teach (and
learn) rc nutrition. V111iety was used OHP, video and handouts. Some questions were asked of
audience and tlle lecture was very interactive, keeping student.~ alert and interested.
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Session One Feedback:
From this session I gained:

,,

insight iniO/inl\mnmiun almullundcr.•tanding of/tcnching ponfolios. (x 12)
the rcnlisollilln that prcpJring atcJching portliJiio provides the potential for rcllcctivc pra~ticc
and cnn.<cqucntly the potcntiallilr impruving teaching.
'1
valuable information from the mcmhers nf the group.
an ovcn•icw nf what is in,·nlved in teaching portfolios
a better undcrstnnding nfprohlcms other people in the SON face
insight into complexity nf documenting teaching.

Questions that remain unanswered include:
how to construct a teaching portfolio. (x2)
how to suhstantiate achievements in postgrnduate teaching.
what aspects of clinical teaching one can in dude in a teaching portfolio

The session could be improved by:
making it longer/increasing time/having more time to discuss some of the is;ucs th~t were
rai;cd (Gp. Ax 3

In the next session I would like:
to compare notes with the group and di;cu>s the development of the portfolio further. (Gp.

Al
to discuss documentatio~ of post graduate teaching quality. (Gp. A)
exchange ideas on clinical teaching pnrtfo!ios (Gp. B)
elaboration on the construction oftc~ching portfolios. (Gp. B)
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Sl'Ssion Two Feedback:
Frnm this scs~lun I galnc'll:
nn idea where other grnup member.>; me
information and discussion :tbout dirricuh issue'
how In :1pply for promminn
inlcrnction with the gmup/c~changc of idcos
new strategies to try <M
input from the group rcg~rding their c~pcricnccs
better insight into wh~t others consider important to be included in a portfolio
valuable discussion on philosophy and c~changc of ideas on what would be included in
philosophy
plenty of ideas on various aspects of tca<;hings
discussion of\·arious issues which provided examples and suggestions of what information
could go into a teaching portfolio and how to obL1in this information

Questions that remain unanswered include:
how to dctcnninc what my own ~;oals for teaching are
what level of detail is required for own objectives/philosophical approach
no questions/blank x 9
The session could be improved by:

no suggcs1ionslblank

~

14

In the nut session I would like:

writing philosophy, goals nnd teaching strntcgies x 2
continue to work on developing the portfolio x 5
continue with sharing ofidc~s/information x 4
10 continue to discover more about teaching/lcorning
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Session Three Fcedbuck:

From this ~c~~ion I gn\ncd:

•

•
•

•

similarities in "where I was ut" with other group memhcrs
clearer undcn;landirg nfpnnfnlin concepl
on idea nf the difflcuhies that m~ny people here work under
some innovative ideas from studcnls on teaching practice

Questions that remain unanswered include:

•
•
•
•

how 10 orgnnisc my portfolio
the purpose of portfolios in the context of the current situation in this School
whm is essential/not essential to he included in a portfolio
while the malcrial is extrcm<!ly U<cful (porlfolios) I wonder whelhcr it would really be read
by panel of interviewers prior 10 interview for a new position- it would take time to
circulate -I couldn't sec it being photocopied

a

The session could be improved t.y:
•

having more time

In the next session I 1\'ould like:
•
•
•

idcas/brninstorming rc organising portfolio
discussion of portfolio size
more of the same!

"'
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Session Four Feedback:
From lhls session] gained:
•
•
•

Questions that remain

•
•

ii

inform~tton

on portfolios
Inform~tion on things I need to obtain for my portfolio
Some idea.~ on how to get fccdbal'~ from my colleagues nn my teaching
More

unan.~wcnd

Include:

None that I can think of
How I can find the time to complete my portfolin!

The scs:;ion could be improved by:
•

More time for discussion

In the next session I would lilre:
•
•

More of the same
Continue our discussions
Further sharing of ideas
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Session l•'lve Feedback:
I-' rom this ~c~slon I ~ulncd:

•
•

•
•

Ideas abnut gelling useful fccdha~k from students
Some innnv:Uil'c idea,; rc evaluation front ~tudcnts on wnching practice
Suggcstiuns fur dinicalteaching aml student involvement in tile feedback process
lnspir~tion to keep on with my portfolio

Questions that remain unanswered include:

•
•

While the material is extremely useful (portfolio) I wonder whether it would real!y be read by
a panel of interviewers prior to interview for a new position. It would take time to circulate. I
couldn't sec it being photocopied.
How do you evaluate subject information- input into student tutorials i.e. Evidence of
promoting positive outcomes.

The session could be Improved by:

•

NIA- No suggestions for improl'cmcnt were made.

In the nut session I would like:

•
•

Continue with similar discussion
To look at student evaluation of clinical tcuching forms •

(!
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Session Six Ft'l!dback:

Io'rom this se.~.1ion I gained:

•

•
•

•

An apprcdmion of the complc~ity invoJI'Cd in portfolio.•
Ways/mcth!lds of evaluating dinicultcaching (Gp. Bx3)
Thi5 scssinn was great hccausc it made me feel that there arc uthcrs in the SON who feel the
same way I do about what is going on.
An opportunity to get some things off my chest!

Questions that ...,main unanswered lndude:

•

•

How I find time to fit C\'Crything in!
How I can usc my portfolio- especially as there isn't any requirement to do one.

The session could be improved by:

•

NIA- No suggestions for improvement were made .

In the

•
•

ne~t

session I would Ukc:

To continue discussion
To get some feedback from others on my portfolio.

Session Seven Feedback'
From tbis session I gained:

•

•
•

•
•
•

Tea and sympathy- thanks!
Enjoyed the vigneucs
Belter understanding of goOO teaching practices .
Support
Appreciation of complc~itics involved in cval11ation of portfolios •
Some fllrthcr ideas for my portfolio.

Questions that remain unaruwered ludude:

•
•

How I will usc my portfolio.
Whether completing my portfolio will be worthwhile •

The session could be improved by:
•

N!A
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